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PREFACE 

It has never been my intention to write anything like an exhaustive 
study on the subject in question. Such an undertaking would at least 
have involved analysing all of Homer's lines and entering the various 
categories on a card-index. However, I had neither the time, nor the 
inclination to accomplish this. What fascinated me, were scattered symp
toms, which, pieced together, seemed to point to a certain development. 
Following these tracks has produced a number of chapters, which more 
or less wrote themselves, and the outcome is a collection of essays rather 
that a systematic treatise. 

The above implies that the work must needs be of a very provisional 
character. This is also true because of another factor. The fact is that 
these studies would have been superfluous, if we had possessed sufficient 
and reliable data on the development of the Greek dialects and their 
mutual relationship from the Mycenaean period up to the age in which 
the Homeric epics were created. Since this is not the case, it appeared 
necessary, in order to sketch what might be called a historical style
morphology, to start from the text we have before us and from this to 
try and penetrate as far into the past as possible. But this also means 
that many conclusions, particularly those of chapters IV and VI, are 
dependent on certain linguistic and prosodic premisses. I hope that in 
making these premisses I have acted with the circumspection and reserve 
required. As to Mycenaean: convinced of the fundamental correctness 
of the decipherment, but scepticalof many an incidental interpretation, 
I have considered it right to limit the references to cases of which we 
are absolutely certain or all but certain. 

It is self-evident that at the other end of the chain there is a problem 
which, given the starting-point chosen here, is of far more importance 
for this study: the unity of Homer. It also stands to reason that I have 
to confine myself here to stating my position, without dwelling on the 
pros and cons. This position is: the lliad and the Odyssey are two self
contained wholes ; the Odyssey was created later, though not much later than 
the Iliad, either by the same or by another poet; both poems undoubtedly 
contain later additions, but only very few of them can be isolated beyond 
possible doubt. For the sake of brevity, therefore, the name of Homer 
has been used for the total of the more than 27800 verses. Such a simplifi
cation seemed the more justifiabie to me, as here we have to do with the 
history of a diction. I wish to state explicitly that the following inquiry 
ignores every Schichtenanalyse and that its results are of no value for it 
whatsoever. 

While writing a book like this, one is deeply impressed by the large 
amount of fruitful work that, long before the conception of an epic diction, 
was done by generations of scholars (I think of old Immanuel Bekker. 

S 



6 HOMERIC MODIFICATIONS OF FORMULAIC PROTOTYPES 

for instance). Of the most recent literature, I only mention two writings, 
studies that were published shortly before this inquiry was closed: G. S. 
Kirk's excellent The Songs ot Homer, and the short, but very important 
study by J. B. Hainsworth, The Homeric Formula and the Problem ot 
its Transmission. My own conclusions, both as to the main lines and in 
the limited field of the handling of the formula, considerably gravitate 
towards the views of these two scholars. Much that from earlier periods 
may have been of importance for the subject, either direct or indirect, 
must have escaped my notice. I can only hope that I have profited 
sufficiently from what did catch myattention and from the help rendered 
me by many. The Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure 
Research (Z.W.O.) has enabled me to find time to record the results of 
the inquiry by granting me a stipend. I feel greatly indebted to this 
Organization and to the staf! of the Buma-library at Leeuwarden. 

Further I want to tender my sincere thanks to the Koninklijke Neder
landse Akademie van Wetenschappen for publishing this work, to Pro
fessor W. J. W. Koster for his co-operation, and to Professor F. B. J. 
Kuiper and Dr. C. J. Ruijgh, who were willing to enlighten me on a 
number of linguistic points about which I was uncertain. 

Above all, I am obliged to Professor J. C. Kamerbeek for his criticism, 
ms suggestions, ms encouragement and his aid to get the book published, 
to Dr. J. B. Hainsworth, who read the whole manuscript and gave a 
number of most valuable hints, and to Mr. E. M. H. van Gendt, whose 
assÎBtance made it possible to write the work in English. 

Needless to say that for whatever imperfections and errors that may 
have crept into this study despite such eminent pieces of advice, I accept 
full responsibility. 

Rotterdam, June, 1964. 

PREFACE TO SECOND IMPRESSION 

I would have liked to revise a number of points to which reviewers have 
objected and to put up a fight over those which I am not yet prepared to 
concede. Owing to the nature of the argument, however, this could not 
be done within the limits of a preface, and sin ce the photographic process 
used for this reprint ruled out any form of revision, I have confined myself 
to adding a number of addenda et corrigenda. My thanks are due to all 
those who, in reviews or otherwise, have called my attent ion to the errors 
in question. 

Beersel (Belgium), June, I969. 



I 

THE FORMULA AND lTS USE AS A CRITERION 

OF STYLISTIC DEVELOPMENT 

In an essay on Swinburne a great Dutch poet has compared the rich 
poetical tradition which existed in England in the late nineteenth century 
with contemporary conditions in the Netherlands. There a new generation 
of poets had to break down a literary jargon which had been degenerating 
for about two centuries. "Such cataclasms" Gossaert says, "are just as 
fatal as they are necessary, because under such circumstances the poets 
have to devote much of their creative power to the making of a new 
language instead of using it to create in their language".l) 

I quote this remark because it exemplifies very weU the value of a 
poetical tradition. Of course the richest poetical language cannot make 
a great, or even a minor, poet, but on the other hand, especiaUy in times 
like ours, the importance of the instrument which the poet has at his 
disposal is too easily overlooked. With regard to Homeric poetry there 
is the more reason to stress this as some scholars, who obviously have 
had some trouble adapting themselves to the notion of the formulaic 
and traditional language, actually are not far from excusing the poet 
(or the poets) of the epics for using it. They apparently think that Homer 
was a great poet in spite of his language and they seem to consider his 
unknown predecessors mere artisans, whose only task it was to produce 
the poet of the lliad and the Odyssey. Against this I wish to state empha
tically that in my opinion the unknown singers, who created Fo{vona 
nóvl'ov and 1;.eFibweov lJ.eoveav were men of imagination and creative 
power and that Homer's greatness is partly due to the magnificent in
strument he could play, to the highly refined character, that is, of a 
diction which was intensively moulded and fashioned into an immense 
variety of patterns by his forerunners.2) It is mainly my admiration for 
this instrument and the interest in the history of its development that 
have induced me to examine it more closely. But this was not my only 
motive. In the fields of Homeric philology and archaeology the question 
of chronology, either absolute or relative, has been put with increasing 
frequency, especially in the publications ofK. Meister, Nilsson, Chantraine, 
Miss H. L. Lorimer, Porzig, Risch, Miss D. H. F. Gray, Shipp, Ruijgh, 
Webster, Page, Kirk and so many others. It is not impossible that the 
inquiry under consideration may give us a few indications on certain 
aspects of this matter too. 

1) Geerten OoBB8ert, EssaY8, 22. 
2) lts elaborate character is not equalled, 88 Bowra., Heroie Poetry, 236-240, 

states, in any ora.! poetry of other peoples. 

7 



8 HOMERIC MODIFICATIONS OF FORMULAIC PROTOTYPES 

The object of this inquiry, however, is primarily a stylistic one. It is 
not my purpose to examine grammatical, dialectal or archaeological 
phenomena and to add a few pages to the immense quantity of literature 
which has already been written on these subjects. I propose to study 
the circumstances under which certain phrases or types of phrases appear 
in their actual Homeric forms, to examine the question whether or not 
they can be shown to have developed from pre-Homeric prototypes, and, 
if so, to establish what causes have brought about the alterations in 
question. Now if Homer had created 'normal' poetry, such an attempt 
would clearly be futile because the only documents of pre-Homeric Greek, 
the Linear-B tablets, are so poor in incontrovertible evidence, so distant 
in time and written in such a different style that for our purpose little or 
nothing is to be learned from them.1) I t is only because of the very special 
character of Homeric diction that we are able to make an attempt of 
this kind. For some time af ter Homer this diction pursued its course of 
evolution and decomposition. Hence the differences we can ob serve 
between the Homeric phase and the final stages it has reached in Hesiod 
and the earliest Hymns, give us the clue to finding a method for the 
analysis of some of its phenomena in the Homeric phase. This method 
will be discussed in due course but in order to avoid ambiguity the prin
ciples underlying my approach to Homeric diction must fust be stated 
as exactly as possible. 

In the history of Homeric scholarship since the beginning of this century 
no single man has so profoundly influenced later researches as Milman 
Parry. Vet astrange fate has befallen his works.2) For more than a decade 

1) Of the a.lready voluminous literature on the rela.tions between Linear Band 
Homer I mention only C. J. Ruijgh, L'élément achéen dans la langue épique, Assen 
1957, LeB datif8 pluriel8 da1l8 les dialecteB grecs et la poBition du mycénien, Mnem. 
XI (1958), 2, 97-116, Le traitement des 8onante8 tJoyeUu dans les dialecteB grecs et 
la poBition du mycénien, Mnem. XIV (1961), 3, 193-216, T. B. L. Webster, Early 
and Late in Homeric Diction, Eranos LIV (1956), 34--48, From Mycenae to Homer, 
London 1958, 93-98 and pM8., P. Chantraine, Grammaire Homérique 13 (1958), 
495-513, J. Chadwick, Mycenaean ElementB in the Homeric Dialect, Minoica, Berlin 
1958, 166--122, D. H. F. Gray, Mycenaean Names in Homer, JHS LXXVIII (1958), 
43-48, D. L. Page, HiBtory and the Homeric Iliad, Sather Cla.ss. Loot. XXXI (1959), 
261 ff. and pa88., G. P. Shipp, E8say8 in Mycenaean and Homeric Greek, Melbourne 
1961, J. B. Hainsworth, The Homeric formula and the problem of iÛ1 transmiBBion, 
BICS IX (1962), 57-68, G. S. Kirk, Obfective Dating Oriteria in Homer, Mus. Helv. 
XVII (1960), 189--205, Dark Age and Oral Poet, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 187 (1961), 
34--48, The Song8 of Homer, Cambridge, 1962, 105-126 and pa88. I may add that, 
whether one takes the positive, the sceptica! or the negative view, the importance 
of many of theRe studies is of a primarily linguistic nature. Their object is to inquire 
into the relations between the dialects, not to study the history of specmc types 
of Homeric diction. Nevertheless nearly all these publications contain remarks 
which are eBBential for our purpose. They will be referred to in the relevant chapters 
of this inquiry. 

8) They have been listed by A. B. Lord, AJA LIl (1948), 43f. 
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they were almost totally ignored,l) especially in the German-speaking 
sector of Homeric scholarship ; it is significant that as late as 1950 M. Leu
mann could publish a book dealing for the greater part with modifications 
of epic phrases without taking into account the results at which Parry 
had arrived. It was only in the middle of this century that their importance 
began to be realised in wider circles and since then it has been duly 
recognised. Perhaps it is because of this curious fate that these studies, 
which were to prove so essential for Homeric researches, have never been 
adequately criticised.2) At the time of the publication of L'épithète tra
ditionnelle dans Homère, of Les formules et la métrique d'Homère (1928) 
and of Studies in the Epic Technique of Oral Verse - M aking (1930-32) 
Homeric scholars were clearly either too much absorbed by the works 
of Wilamowitz, Bethe and others, or possessed by a certain narrow
minded aestheticism, concomitant with the revival of unitarism, to which 
the general tendency of these studies with their emphasising of ornamental 
and traditional elements was unpalatable. On the other hand the belated 
discovery of Parry's most important achievements, the central thesis of 
L'épithète traditionnelle and the adducing of analogies provided by living 
(Yugoslav and other) oral poetry, apparently made so strong an impression 
upon a later generation that generally things were taken for granted. 
This is the more curious as these theories do not show an argumentation 
which is flawless from a scientific point of view. This is not the proper 
place to subject them to a detailed criticism, but in view of what follows 
it is necessary to make comments on certain points. 

In the field of Homeric studies Parry's foremost achievement is that 
he proved, definitely and irrefutably, the traditional character of several 
systems of noun-epithet formulae for all the chief characters of the epics. 
Of course this does not appIy to every single expression (e.g. CTvq;oef3óç, 
oexal-l0ç àvbewv 3) and LJal-laCTToetb'T}ç 'AyO.aoç 4) (cf. 'Ayél.ewç) S) might be 
the poet's own inventions), but the main argument is not affected by 
what may be instances of individual imitation of a traditional type. 
From a methodological point of view, moreover, the complementary study 
Les formules et la métrique d'Homère is of outstanding importance because 
here for the first time it was shown that several prosodical irregularities 
were not to be explained by alleged metrical ruies but by the simple 
consideration that the singers, when they had the choice between a-

1) But not by Chantraine (see his review of L'épithète traditionneUe dans Homère 
and Les jormule8 et la métrique d'Homère, Rev. de Phil. LV (1929), 294-300) who 
saw that "la démonstration-renouvelle la philologie homérique" (ibid. 299). It 
is characteristic of Nilsson's sharp.sightedneBB that he immediately recognised their 
value, Homer and Mycenae, 179 f. 

2) To quote a remark of J. A. Davison I once read. 
3) below, p. 138. 
4) 11 321 etc. (4 x). 
6) X 131, 247 (never MevÉ).ewç) , below, p. 39, 137. 
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bandoning a formula and violating an established prosodical custom, were 
forced by their craft to choose the latter alternative.1) 

When we leave aside other writings which are not strictly relevant to 
this aspect of our subject, we see that in the voluminous article in HSCP 
1930-32 the author goes much further .2) Here he refers to the publications 
of Radloff, Murko and others on Turkish, Yugoslav, Russian and Kara
Kirghiz oral poetry. Partlyon the strength ofthe analogies he finds in these 
works, he now concludes that the Iliad and the Odyssey are oral compositions. 

It is important to ob serve the gap which in this respect exists between 
the opinions expressed in L'épithète traditionnelle and in Studies, and to 
ex amine the way Parry bridges it. In the earlier work he is already con
vinced that the traditional nature of the noun-epithet combinations is 
to be explained by the exigencies of oral composition.3 ) Yet, as far as I 
can see, he always speaks of les aèdes 4) and never explicitly states that 
Homer himself composed orally. Presumably, as one may conclude from 
the trend of the argument in the first and fourth chapters of the book, 
it was the stylistic value of the epithets rather than the manner of com
position on which, at this time, his attention was focused. 5) Similarly his 
categorical statement about the traditional character of Homeric phrases 
is confined to the noun-epithet combinations ; ab out the rest of the diction 
he expresses himself in much more cautious terms.6) 

1) This is a counterpart ofthe infiuence ofthe epic hexameter on word-formation, 
which was demonstrated already by K. Witte (in Singular and Plural, Leipzig 1907, 
R.E. 8.V. HOrMr08, B Sprache, VIII 2213-2247 and in several articles in Glotta), 
to whom Parry of ten refers. 

2) A short sketch of the development of his views ia to be found in J. A. Davison, 
Die hOrMriBchen Gedichte und die vergleichende Literaturjor8chung des A bendlandea , 
Gymnasium LXI, 1-2, (1954), 29 ff. 

3) e.g. E.T. 70: "On doit toujours se souvenir que Ie jeune poète, apprenant 
la composition de la poésie héroique en entendant la récitation d'autres aèdes, 
devait conserver dans sa mémoire, quand il lui arrivait de composer lui-même, 
ces expressions qui lui étaient utiles et pouvaient lui servir en mainte occasion. 
C'est cette épreuve de l'utilité, faite forcément par chaque nouveau poète, qui a 
produit enfin la technique complexe que nous voyons dans Ie style d'Homère." 

4) e.g. E.T. 70, 90, 95, 98 etc. 
5) e.g. E.T. 28 and in the whole chapter Le 8ens diBtinctij de l'épithète dans l'époa, 

146-217. 
6) Form. 64 "-nous ne pouvons pas affirmer catégoriquement que la diction 

des aèdes soit complètement formulaire". Yet, already at this stage, he seerns to 
have been convinced that "l'hypothèse impossible à vérmer" (E.T. 131) was probably 
correct, for ibid. 221 he writes: "La technique de l'emploi de l'épithète est chose 
si complexe que si nous ne rencontrons den dans Homère qui s'en écarte, c'est à 
dire, s'il ne s'y trouve pas de formules nom-épitbète qui ne sont pas soumises à 
l'infiuence du vers, nous aurons une preuve des plus substantielles que l'Iliade et 
l'Ody88ée telles que nous les possédons, sont-à. l'exception peut-être de quelques 
vers ou de brefs passages-l'reuvre d'une époque à. laquelle la tradition aédique 
possédait encore toute sa vigueur." Tbe opinion had been stated for tbe fust time 
by Meillet, Les origines indo-européennes des mètrea grecquea, Paria, 1923, 61, whom 
be quotes E.T. 10 (see below, p. 11 n . 2). 
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In Studies this has radically changed. The restraint we find in L'épithète 
traditionnelle has been abandoned. Parry now argues that Homer's poetry 
is wholly formulaic and connects this formulaic character with the now 
explicitly stated view that it was oraIly composed.1) The question whether 
these opinions are fully supported by argument or evidence will be briefly 
examined later on. For the moment it may suffice - and this is of crucial 
importance - that Parry2) could reach this conclusion only by a considerable 
extension of his previous definition of the jormula and by dropping in 
practice the criterion of the traditional character of a given formula, viz. 
its belonging to "un système caractérisé à la fois par une grande extension 
et une grande simplicité" . In the analysis which he gives of A 1-25 and 
a 1-25, this change is obvious. To many of the expressions which in this 
new phase the au thor calls formulae, the definition "une expression qui 
est régulièrement employée, dans les mêmes conditions métriques, pour 
ex primer une idée essentielIe" does not apply, because there is simply 
no question of Homer using them regularly.3) Moreover, only a smaIl 
minority of the expressions listed which answer this strict definition belong 
to a system which is demonstrably "caractérisé à la fois par une grande 
extension et une grande simplicité".4) Of course all of them may be for
mulaic and traditional (though in each single case the one does not neces
sarily imply the other,5) but this could not possibly be shown by the 
application of the strict method, the limitations of which Parry himself 
had indicated in L'épithète traditionnelle dans Homère. 6 ) We have to note 
further that in this analysis the conception of the 'system' itself has 
come to be used in a much wider sense. This is notably the case where 
expressions are marked with a broken line to indicate that they are "of 
the same type" as others. It is beyond dispute that the existence of 
closely related combinations is characteristic of the formulaic diction, but 

1) And in Whole Formulaic Ver8e8 in Greek and SouthBlavic Heroic Song, TAPA 
LXIV (1933), 179-197. 

2) Strictly speaking we eannot say that in this article the latter opinion has been 
inferred from the former: p. 138 Parry writes: "But in treating the oral nature of 
Homeric style we shall see that the question of a remnant of individuality in Homeric 
style disappears altogether". Probably there has been an interaction of the two 
factors in whieh his beeoming aequainted with still living forms of oral poetry as 
weU as suggestions made by A. Meillet have played a eonsiderable part (see the 
quotation from one of his "field·notes" in A. B. Lord, The Singer of Talea, 11-12). 

3) e.g. Lftoç ~' ÈUAdéTo {JaVA"" È~ ou ~~, fhwv l(!t& (8ic), 'A'l"(!d~a ~i ",á),una (to 
eite only a few exarnples). This is not splitting hairs. We rnay safely suppose that 
in a general sense Horner's dietion is formulaic, but when it cornes to proving a 
definite point - be it oral eornposition or, as in the inquiry under consideration, 
the modifieation of aneient prototypes-evidence of a preeise eharacter is required. 

4) sueh as IT'IAT)táÓêw 'AxtMjoç, etc., cf. E.T. 71, 116, and Studies 126. 
5) see below, p. 17 n . 2, 37 ff., 69, 124 ff., 138 ff. In E.T. 16 Parry shows himself 

t.o be weU aware of the differenee. 
e) E .T. 125 ff. 
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it is equally obvious that the evidence of the material in question diminishes 
in direct proportion to the extension of the term "related type". So when 
Parry goes even further1) and adduces the alleged similarity of no.Uàç b' 
lrpfJtl-wvç 1pVXàç, A 3, noÀÀàç bi bevç à'aÀÉaç, A 494, noÀÀàç bi cJTtXaç iJewwv, 
Y 326, of uvXe ~VVe(1(1lV, A 4 and bw~ev É'ra{ecp P 698, 'P 612, we have 
to reject this part of the argument as utterly inconclusive. Nor does it 
become more convincing by the introduction of the term "verse-pattern", 
unless this term is more exactly defined.2) Such general "patterns" are 
much too vague to afford any kind of proof. They can be shown to exist 
even in the Hymns of Callimachus 3) and theyare apparently inherent 
in the hexameter itself, whether formulaic or non-formulaic, whether 
oral or written. 

Thus, in contrast with what might be gathered from the manner in 
which Parry's theory is described by several writers, it appears that we 
do not have to do with a consistent method. For this reason I am unable 
to adopt it indiscriminately as a basis for the inquiries I propose to make. 
It is therefore inevitable to ex amine the criteria which may enable us to 
identify a formula and the traditional character of a formula. I am very 
well aware that this means criticising Parry in what may seem a meticulous 
and pedantic way. I must state therefore that, whatever may be the 
value of the following researches, my line of reasoning will be basically 
a continuation of the methods he so brilliantly designed in his fust 
works and that it is only my desire to get at the bottom of certain 
questions which has induced me to criticise some of hls definitions and 
inferences. 

What is a formula ? Parry's first definition has already been quoted. 4) 
In his second definition, given in English, 6) the ambiguous term expre8sion 
has been replaced by a group ot words; thls no doubt marks an improve
ment, as we shall see when we come to the studies of O'Neill. 6) Nevertheless 
some ambiguities remain. First, the term a given e8sential idea (une certaine 
idée e8sentielle) necessarily introduces some element of vagueness into the 
argument, from a semasiological point of view it is a precarious con
ception. This has obviously caused some uneasiness to the author himself, 

1) Studies 133: "one could make no greater mistake than to limit the formulaic 
element to what is tmderlined." 

2) Lord, TheSinger of Tales 144, and Homer and other Epic poetry (in A Gompanion 
to Homer), 188 speaks of "metrical pattems" and "syntactic patterns". 

3) e.g. ZeUB 82 Di TE (j["nat, Art. 122 ol Te neel I1rpear;, 140 al Ti l1e éeia, etc.; ZeUB 
14 "aUOVI1I AexwlOv, Art. 22 "aUWI1I POTJ{}6ov; ZeUB 23 71Bl(!eII, nollàr; di, Art. 27 
átpal1{}m, noAAàr; di, etc. 

4) above, p . 11. 
5) "a group of words which is regularly employed under the same metrical 

conditions to express a given essential idea", Studies 80. 
8) If 1 am not mistaken the French word 'expression' aIso covers single words. 

These, however, have to be left out of account, see below, p. 14, 20. 
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hence the stress he lays on the purely ornamental character of the tra
ditional epithet. 1) However, af ter what we have learned about the formulaic 
technique we shall readily agree that normally {}eà y).avxám:tç 'A~7J 
simply "means" Athena to the poet and his hearers, etc., etc. But does, 
in Nestor's words ou ~v MJ 7:0VÓ' àvóedç 'Oóvaaijoç rpt).oç vldç V7Jdç in' 
ixetórptv xa7:a).t~e7:at 2) the formula 'Oóvaaijoç rpt).oç vióç only mean Tele
mach'U8? 3) The answer must of course be negative; here the poet has 
used it in a most pointed way. lshall not dweIl on this kind of phenomenon 4) 

because it does not affect the group of problems I propose to study. In 
other cases, however, the question of the "essential idea" may have some 
importance, e.g. when we examine the difficult problem of the equivalents. 
Do, for example, eInt 7:e p:ij{}ov 5) (5 x ), a).-xtJ-t0ç vl6ç (9 x), J-te{).tvoV lyxoç 
(6 x), bi xeauefi vaJ-ttvrJ (11 x ), ntovaç alyaç (5 x) express the same 
"essential idea" as rpwV7JaÉv u (34 x ~, ày).adç vlóç (18 x ), x<Uxeov lyxoç 
(23 x) iv aivfj Ó7]to-rij-rt (10 x ), J-t7Jxáóaç alyaç (3 x ) respectively? In 
view of the broad scope which Parry allows to the term "essential idea", 
these and similar questions may weIl be asked: if the epic technique 
would turn out to have many more equivalents than is suggested in 
Studies (and uncritically accepted by some of Parry's followers), the 
argument from thrift, which is fundamental to the theory, might be 
considerably weakened. 

As, however, such cases seem far outweighed by the existing evidence 
to the contrary, 6) I prefer to leave them aside for the moment and to 
point to another ambiguity. It lies in the significance of the term régulière
ment employée, regularly employed. In the course of his researches Parry 
has tacitly qualified thls element of hls definition by pointing out that 
Homer may rarely have had occasion to use a given traditional formula. 
This is obviously right. For the purpose of the present inquiry I cite an 
example whlch definitely proves the truth of hls contention. The expression 
{}eà óaan).ijnç , Eetvvç occurs only once in Homer, 7) so strictly speaking 
it does not answer the definition. Yet it belongs to the well-known system 

1) With regard to the purely ornamental character of the epithet in the noun· 
epithet combinations it even introduces a -circular rea.soning, because it impliea 
thls cha.ra.cter, the proof of which muat yet be given. 

I) ,,352-353. 
3) aee E .T . 87 f., Farm. 18 f. 
4) aee e.g. W. Whallon, The Homeric Epitheta, yelS XVII (1961), 97-142. 
5) The formula muat have been crea.ted when the digamma. waa still a living 

sound: in these 5 ca.aes its observance is 2 x certain (.ti 647, 'P 204),3 x probable 
(IXev {} 302, axé{}ev E 494) or possible ("AurOTÉXV7]V I 391). It is neglected only once, 
H 277 (helow p. 49f.). 

') In tact many more examples might he cited. Moet of them, however, ca.n be 
expla.ined by the very fact that the style is dominated by the formula., 8ee below, 
p. 48 n. 4, 110 n. 1, 114 n. 4, 127, 135 f., 146 n. 2. In hls laat article (TAPA LXIV 
(1933), 179-197) Parry, aa far aa I Jmow, mentions the desire for variety on the 
part of the singers for the fust time. 

7) 0 234. 
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ofDeà yAav"wmç 'AD17V17, f30wmç nó-rvta "Hen, etc., etc., and, at the same 
time, it shows a remarkable archaic element, which was probably no more 
understood by Homer than it is by modern scholars.1) The combination 
of these two facts entitles us to regard this äna~ expression as a very 
archaic traditional formula. In the present inquiry, therefore, the term 
formula will be used not only for expressions regularly employed in Homer 
but also for expressions which are very infrequent, provided toot there is 
suJficient evidence to show that they must have been regularly employed 
by Homer's predecessors.2) 

So far I have discussed certain debatable points of Parry's definition. 
It remains to draw the reader's attention to what in my opinion are mis
applications of it. First, the term "formulaic" is sometimes applied to 
single words in a given position. Sin ce obviously most single elements of 
the vocabulary of a language are traditional and since all Greek hexameter 
poetry from Homer to Theocritus shows "preferred" positions for definite 
metrical word-types, as has been proved by O'Neill,3) this kind of "formu
laic analysis" is virtually a reductio ad absurdum of the theory. If we 
adopt such an extension of the principle, we can easily show that Apollonius 
and Callimachus wrote "formulaic" poetry. Secondly we have to realise 
that every language has formulae. They exist in the most divergent sections 
of spoken and written speech. They may be liturgical, juridical, con
stitutional, political, they may even be ordinary slogans. Greek has them 
too. Now of course we do not encounter àyaiJii -rvxn or l{)o~ev -rfi f30vAfi 
"al -rep {)~f-lq> in Homer, but we do find certain combinations of particles 
and similar elements of current speech, e.g. 1} f-lÈv,4) f-lÈv {)~,5) {)é -rOL, ovtJé 

1) see e.g. Frisk 8.V. 6aa:n;}"fjnç. 
2) Provided it is amended in this way Parry's second definition is, I think, a 

workable proposition. There remains the difficulty inherent in the conception of 
the "essential (part of the) idea". I suggest that the definition "that which rem.a.ins 
af ter one bas counted out everything in the expression which is purely for the sake 
of style" (Studies 80) should be replaceq by "that which is most important from 
a functional point of view". For practical purposes it m.a.kes little difference which 
of the two definitions we prefer to apply. Yet, aesthetics of the kind implied by 
Parry's wording are of a somewhat dubious nature. Moreover, it can hardly be 
argued ,that either Homer or his predecessors ever used an epithet such as 
l1va; dv6ewv "purely for the sake of style" while already to the singer who created 
the expression l1va; dv6ewv • A'Ya~é~vwv the functiona.l value of the noun must have 
exceeded that of the epithet. 

Mr. Hainsworth points out to me that in Studies Parry attempts to connrt 
"regular" into "useful" tand that this was done to mark off the refrain as not 
formulaic). Mr. Hainsworth rightly adds: "I think this is circular. since the utility 
of the formula is what we are proving" . 

S) The localization of metrical word-type8 in the Greek hexameter, YCIS VIII 
(1942), 105 ff., cf. my review of Ruijgh, L'élément achéen dans la langue épique, 
Museum, LXIX (1958), 20. 

4) Denniston, Greek ParlicleB1, 389. 
6) ibid. 392. 
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TOt,l) etc. If sueh combinations are not regarded as "a group of words 
whieh is regularly employed to express a given idea", they should not 
be eited as evidenee for the formulaie eharaeter and still less for the 
oral eomposition of Homeric poetry. If, on the eontrary we do re gard 
them as sueh, they may be ealled formulae, but their evidence is elearly 
null and void sin ce they appear in every form of Greek. 

It would have been superfluous to drawattention to the last two points 
if not Lord 2) and in partieular Notopoulos 3) had addueed single words 
and very eurrent combination of pronouns and particles as evidenee for 
the formulaie style and oral eomposition of the Homeric epies and the 
oldest Hymns. Lord, for example, lists ~ewwv, oVve~a and ' A TeelfJT}ç at the 
beginning of a line as formulae, Notopoulos even goes so far as eiting 
T~V flÈV, Ap. 16 and referring to E 53 etc. It is obvious that sueh methods 
do not provide a basis for discussion. 

If we maintain in our definition of the formula a minimum of exaetness, 
if we reeognise the ineonelusiveness of many of the so-ealled formulaie 
expressions and if we are not inelined to apply the criterion of "metrical 
and syntaetie patterns" indiseriminately, it is impossible to prove that 
Homer's poetry is entirely formulaie.4) And even ifwe water down the 
conception in the way Parry did in his later writings and Lord and 
Notopoulos do in their recent publieations, lines sueh as 

l:~ve6{}ev è;ayáyotç ~a{ ol fJel;ewç l~aaTa 
elMatv Vflfl' èeéw näatv, cp{;'Ot, wç eTt ~ai vVv 
n ' n I Cl I 'A {3 I I OVTeVÇ Te eweevç Te, O"OWV va T}atvewç Te 

T 332 
1JI 787 
i) 113 

do not support (not to say flatly contradiet) the statement that Homer's 
poetry was eomposed "only by putting together old verses and old parts 
of verses in an old way" 5) and that "at no time (Homer) is seeking words 
for an idea that has never before found expression".6) Moreover, if it 
were true that "there eould never be more than a few sueh (i.e. more or 
less original) ereations for any one Singer" 7) it would have taken literally 
eountless generations of bards to develop the dietion up to its Homerie 

1) ibid. 552. 
2) S.T. 142-43, 291-92. 
3) The Hameric Hymm as Oral Poetry, AJPh LXXXIII (1962), 355 ff. Here 

even xal (ja, xal ol, A7]TW, Eex0J.'bow, T6~ov etc. are cited as evidence for formulaic 
and oral composition. 

4) Among the regular shapes typified by qJlÀov 71Toe, xÀVTà l"Evxea, l"Evxea xaAá, 
l5oÀIX6uxiov lrxo" IJ.'eeóena xoe6v. Hainsworth finds 79, 104, 209, 218, 163 unique 
expressions respectively, a number which he justly eaUs "disturbingly high in a 
diction commonly supposed to be entirely formulaic" (o.c. 66). 

5) Or. S.H.S. 181. 
e) Studiu 146. 
7) ibid. 147. 
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form. 1) The origin of the tradition would have to be put many, many 
centuries before Mycenaean times - which is obviously out of the question. 
But if the diction was developed within a measurable space of time (let 
us say in some four centuries, i.e. by approximately a dozen generations 
of bards) 2) why should Homer's contribution to its evolution be regarded 
as negligible, whereas on this supposition the average singer must have 
changed it considerably? Of course the extent of Homer's share can by 
no means he evaluated, but in view of the variety of ideas we find in the 
Iliad and the Ody88ey, I am not inclined to belittle it. It is hard to imagine 
how a repertory of traditional formulae "either already adapted or in
stantly adaptable to the limited range of ideas which the subject matter 
of the Greek epic may require him (the poet) to express" 3) could ha.ve 
covered the subjects of Odysseus' raft-building, the tale about Proteus, 
the Thersites-episode, etc. 

Since, then, the supposition that Homeric poetry is wholly formulaic 
is at all events unprovable (ifnot entirelyunsound) 4), it cannot lend support 
to the view that the Iliad and the Ody88ey, are oral compositions. But 
even if the assumption should be right, could the oral character be inferred 
from it? Let us remember what Parry actually proved in the second chapter 
of L'épithète traditionnelle. He proved, by comparing Homer with Apollo
nius and Virgil, that a single poet, who is at the same time a "pen-poet", 

1) This has to be qualified. It is not inconceivable that for a certain lapse of 
time the diction remained stagnant-or even impoverished-and that in a later 
period the pace of its development vastly quickened. There is some rea.son to believe 
that actually a rapid expansion started one or two generations hefore Homer and 
was still continued in his time, see below, p. 47 ff., 124 ff. Of course soma paris of 
the diction may have been more affected that others, see below, p. 52 f., 137 ff., 
and on the genera! aspect of the matter, Hainsworth, O.C., pa88. 

It is impoBBible to aBSess even approximately the amount ofindubitable Mycenaean 
formulae which have survived in Homer, but there are soma indications that may 
wam us against overrating their number. Firat, Kirk is certainly right in arguing 
that the weU known misconception about the use of chariots could not have arisen 
"if even no more than a few Mycenaean battle descriptions had descended verbatim, 
or had survived for any length of time in Dark Age poetry," S.H. 125. Secondly 
we have to face the uncomfortable fact that even the passages which descrihe 
Mycenaean survivals have linguistically late-and irreducible - forma, helow. p. 140 ff. 

2) The argument is not affected if, on the strength of the body-shield (Bowra, 
H.P. 395), of the silver-studded sword (Kirk, S.H. 114 f.), of powm/; n6nw ·H(!TJ 
and {}eà yÀatmwmç , A{}fpITJ we feel inclined to date the birth of the diction one or 
two centuries earlier (L.H. I or II, cf. H. L. Lorimer, o.c. 132-135, 166). The boar's 
tusk helmet does not provide cogent evidence for this dating because recent finds 
have shown that it was still used as a decoration-motive in L.R. III B, Wa.ce, 
ExcavatioM at Mycenae VIII, BSA XXV (1921-23), 225, PI. XXXV1Ia, Mycenae 
1939-1953, BSA XLIX (1954), 236 ff, Pl. 35, Mycenae 1939-1954, BSA L (1955), 
183, PI. 25c. 

3) Page, O.C. 222. 
4) The objections raised by S. E. BaBSett, The Poetry of Homer, Sather ClaBS. 

Lect. XV (1938), 15-19, have still to he refuted. 
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does not ereate a vast system of formulae, let alone a formulaic system 
almost devoid of superfluous elements.1) He certainly did not prove
and he did not intend to prove - that only an oral poet can adopt a 
formulaic diction which has previously been created. Nor would he have 
been able to prove this, for tradition has actually preserved a work which 
is large enough to show that a literate poet can adopt such a diction. 
It is the Posthomerica of Quintus Smyrnaeus who, in this respect, probably 
imitated Homer more closely than Homer followed his predecessors.2) So 
if Greek history were entirely unknown to us up to the fourth century 
A.D. and if the Posthomerica were the oldest surviving piece of poetry, 
the argument put forth in Studies would necessarily lead to the conclusion 
that this poem was an oral composition. 

Every language, as we have said, has a certain number of formulae. 
Yet the history of European poetry , from Pindar and Aeschylus up to 
Yeats and Valéry with its growing individualism, its development of lyrical 
tendencies and its increasing emphasis on the suggestive word and even 
on "la nuance" had accustomed former generations of Homeric scholars 
and Parry's contemporaries to regard the formula as incompatible with 
true poetry.3) When Parry revealed the existence of the formulaic systems 
and proved their traditional character, the revolutionary view put forth 
by Meillet some years before received a measure of support which, under 
the contemporary circumstances, was apt to look decisive, be it only 
because of the fact that the new approach contrasted sharply with the 
trends then prevailing in Homeric study.4) Soon afterwards Parry took 
the next step. Justly realising- but, as it now seems, somewhat over-

1) Here we find, to some extent, a confusion of the issues. In order to prove 
hls thesis that the system is traditional (E.T. 29) Parry had to show that no single 
poet-whether literate or illiterate-could ever have crea.ted such a system. But 
Apollonius and Virgil are at the same time single poets and pen-poets. Of course 
the combination of both elements was neceBSa.ry, since no unquestionably ora.l 
poets were available for comparison. Yet, when Parry states, e.g. that Virgil, "se 
sert de l'épithète pour des raisons tout à fait étrangères à la commodité de la versifi
ca.tion (E.T. 41), he has in mind the literate poet. 

I) Quintus even works out in a formulaic ma.nner certain expressions which are 
sporadica.lly found in Homer, e.g. "aTà pó{}ov (E 159, 537, 4) 310).> lnerpve "aTd 
pó{}ov (VIII 108, IX 227), èJál~e "aTd pó{}ov (TI 295), [).vua "aTd pó{}ov (V 296), 
dvà pó{}ov d,,/!vóevTa (I 133, 539); he even makes new (ü analogica.l) formulae, e.g. 
lvppeM'I' 'A"IapÉpvwv (7 X), lvppeÄlT}v(-n) 'AXI).iia(-I) (3 x), etc., in which wppeUT}, 
is trea.ted in the same way as the épithètes gmériquu examined by Parry in E.T. 
105-110. 

8) cf. E.T. 93: L'analogie-tendait toujours à amener cette diction vers une 
simplification constante de l'expression des idées essentielIes. En excluant l'expreBBion 
nouvelle ou origina.le qui pouvait être traduite par une formule traditionnelle, 
elle engagea.it les poètes à exprimer, autant que pOBBible, toute idée nouvelle par 
des mots ressemblants à ceux qui servaient déjà pour exprimer une idée similaire". 
Such statements must have been hair-raising to most of Parry's contemporaries. 

4) cf. Chantraine's ramark quoted above, p. 9 n.l. 
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rating 1) - the value of the evidence offered by still living forms of oral 
poetry, he combined this evidence with the recently discovered points 
of Homeric diction. Starting from the incontestable fact that the origina
tion of the systems was due to the exigencies of improvisation he now set 
out to prove, by means of an extension of his own definition, that Homer 
himself had composed orally. Later this line of argument was taken up 
by Lord and by Notopoulos, who applied it to Hesiod and the earliest 
Hymns. 

Of course the objections I have raised against the argument do not 
prove that the hypothesis is untenable. Personally I believe that it is 
not impossible.2) But that does not mean that I imagine that the Iliad 
and the Odyssey originated in the same way as Marko and Nina and other 
Yugoslav songs discussed by Lord in his recently published book. The 
existence of the formulaic systems is undoubtedly due to the fact that 
the men who gradually developed these systems had to improvise their 
songs. But, even if our epics are oral compositions, does that mean that 
Homer improvised (in the strict ganse of the word) about 15.000 lines 
when creating the Iliad and that the Odyssey was composed (by the 
same or another poet) in the same way1 It is curious that, so far as I 
am aware, no objection has ever been made against this equation oral 
composition .... improvisation. This may he largely due to the categorical 
statement put forth by experts on living forms of oral poetry (most 
recently by Lord 3) and Notopoulos) 4) that recitation and oral creation 
are incompatible with each other. Recitation, they state, only begins 
when the poem is written down, and memorising fixed texts means death 
to oral creation. As far as Homer is concemed I am very sceptica! about 
the validity of this statement. This scepticism is only in a small measure 
based on the commonplace but still very real truth that the value of 
analogical evidence is limited. It mainly results from a) the consideration 
that the difference between the memorising of a number of formulae 
and that of a lengthy passage is not an essential but merely a gradual 
one; b) the fact that we actually find evidence for recitation in Homer 
himself. The first point speaks for itself, the second needs some COlllment. 

Apart from the so-called typische Szenen-which are certainly to some 
extent traditional and of ten show considerable variation I) - we find 

1) See now Kirk, S.H. 8S-101 (especially 89 f.), who rightly emphasises the 
more "organized" character and the grea.ter "metricaJ strictne88" of the Greek 
tradition. 

2) Mainly because certain anomalies which appea.r both in composition (Bowra, 
B.V . Oompoaition in A Oompanion to Hom61', 46 ff.) and in diction (below, p. 34, 117) are 
of such a nature that they are best expla.ined on the a.Bsumption of oral creation. 

8) S.T. 130ff., 137-138f. 
4) o.c. 344 ff. 
a) On the relation between repetition and variation see Bowra, Tradition and 

Design in the IZiad, 91 ff., H.P., 254 ff. and hls chapter on Style in O.H., 50 ff. 
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several repeated passages which describe events so special that it is 
extremely improbable that the Homeric version was ever part of the 
tradition. These passages are repeated word for word (or with some 
trifling variations necessitated by the change of the grammatical subject), 
some of them af ter very long intervals. If it were true that every singer 
only leams a large number of formulae and that he combines them in 
an ever-changing manner, how can we explain the identity of wording 
in these passages? If Homer composed only by extemporising, how is 
it that he tells the story of Odysseus' arrival in Egypt in exactly the 
same form in the fifteen verses of ; (258-72) and e (427-41) or that he 
makes Menelaus speak the very same words (a comparison included) in 
15 (333-50) and in e (124-41)? If Homer was always improvising, how 
could the 35 lines of Agamemnon's offer to Achilles (1122-56) he repeated 
in exactly the same form (264-98) (with only a few insignificant variations, 
made necessary by the change of subject) af ter an interval of some 100 
verses? 1) Whether such passages were traditional in this form - which 
I don't for a moment believe - or not, their presence can only be accounted 
for by the use of writing or by the fact that simple recitation had a much 
larger share in the composition of the Homeric poems than the theory 
of Lord and Notopoulos would have us believe.2) 

The implications of this fact for the birth of our epics are perhaps not 
devoid of interest. In a Dutch thesis the hypothesis has been put forth 
that the poems are not the creation of one man, but of a body of singers, 
who worked under the supervising direction of "Homer". 3) Unfortunately 
this hypothesis was defended by largely irrelevant argumentation. The 
features to which I have just drawn attention might perhaps point in 
the direction of collective creation. However, as far as I can see, there is 
no other evidence to support this view and in themselves such phenomena 
are far from conclusive. We are on less slippery ground when we point 

1) I now see that Lord, HO'/7U!,r and other Epic Poetry (in G.H., 195) ha.s hecome 
aware of the difficulty preaented, from his point of view, by the repea.ted expressions 
and considers the possibility that soma ofthem may he due to "scribes", to persons, 
that is, who recorded the text from oral dictation, and who "assume that the repetition 
will be word for word, and hence-note down simply that at a given point certain 
lines are to be repea.ted". This is a somewhat arbitrary way to ss.ve the oral dictated 
text (on the probability of this kind of transmission see now Kirk, S.H. 98-101, 
with a well-bala.nced criticism). 

2) cf. J. Labarbe, L'Homère de Platon, 429 f., who, on the one hand writes: 
"Homère est un improvisateur", but on the other: "D y a, dans l'Iliade et l'Ody88ée, 
des morcea.ux qu'Homère a pu débiter des centaÏnes de fois. On imaginera que 
ses premières récitations differaient entre elles. Nota.mment il devait substituer, 
çà et là, aux formules d'abord employées d'autres formules à peu près équivalentes -. 
Après un certain temps, il arrivait à une forme qui Ie contentait et qui avait fait 
l'objet de repentirs trop nombreux pour être encore sujette à variations". 

3) S. J. Suys-Reitsma, Het HO'/7U!,Nche Epo8 als orale 8Chepping oon een dicJuer
hetairie, Amsterdam, 1955. 
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out that, if recitation played a certain part in the composition of the 
poems, 1) this may suggest two rather plausible deductions: 1. The creation 
of the poems was not a single feat of improvising but was the result of 
elaborate and well-studied composition, complete with rehearsal and 
reassertion of the 'thematic unity' - and, perhaps, with the insertion of 
certain passages. 2. We are not entitled to exclude a priori the possibility 
that recitation played a certain part in the creation of the poems of 
Homer's immediate predecessors. 

In the preceding part of this chapter I have advocated caution with 
regard to the use of the term lormula. I have pointed out that, from a 
methodological point of view, we ought to adhere as closely as possible 
to the strict definition. I have in particular emphasised that the results 
arrived at by O'Neill forbid us to speak of a formula when we have to 
do with single words in fixed positions, since fixation has been shown by 
this scholar to be a constant feature of every type of hexameter poetry. 
On the other hand, however, I must point out that wherever we have 
to do with groups of words, O'Neill's findings do not affect the purport 
of Parry's theory as it was originally conceived, but that, on the contrary, 
this theory is confirmed by them in a rather surprising way. It may not 
be without interest to illustrate this statement because, at fust sight, 
things might look different and one might even get the impression that 
O'Neill's discovery reduces still further the number of expressions the 
formulaic and traditional character of which may be regarded as certain. 
Let us take, for instance, the expression "iJc5oç anáCet (anáCn, l1naCe(v), 
l1naaaov). It occurs 10 times at the end of the line and once before the 
trochaic caesura. Now O'Neill has shown that the "preferred position" 
for the "functional type" v - - is at the very end of the line (position 
12 according to his notation: Il. 92.1 %, Od. 92.9 %) and that the "pre
ferred positions" for the type - vare positions 11, 51 and 91 (respective 
percentages 28.7-27.9 %; 27.8-30.1 %; 35.9-34.3 %). So it might be 
argued that the rather frequent occurrence of both "iJc5oç and ónáCet 
(-Cn, etc.) between the bucolic diaeresis and the end of the line is merely 
a special manifestation of the rules of what O'Neill calls "inner metric" 
and that their combination is, therefore, not due to any traditional 
motive. In this respect one might point to "iJc5oç aeéeat (-ew, -enç, 10 x), 
"iJc5oç l!c5w"ev (-av, 7 x), wrijatv l1naaae(v) (2 x), Àaàv onaaaov (II 38), 
(~yéftov') Ea{}').ov l1naaaov (0 310) and add that the difference between 
Homer on the one hand and e.g. Apollonius and Callimachus on the 
other (who show the same system of localisation but have very few 

1) Though Kirk does not suggest tbis possibility, bis argument that "in a stricter 
tradition like the Homeric one there is no reason why a fairly high standard of 
verbatim precision in transmission should not have been achieved", (S.H. 100) 
mayaIso be applied to the creation of the epics, soo also ibid. 319 f. 
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formulae) is irrelevant since these poets, though they draw largelyon 
Homer's vocabulary, purposely avoid repeating expressions. 

It is obviously impossible to make out in each separate case whether 
the combination of certain words is traditional or merely results from a 
collocation of definite types which is determined by "inner-metrical" 
rules. Nevertheless it is possible to show that the latter-to state the 
case provisionally in purely descriptive terms - are operative only to a 
limited extent and that exactly this fact can be accounted for by the 
formulaic and traditional character of the combination. Part of this has 
been vaguely realised by O'Neill himselfl) and by H. N. Porter, 2) but, 
so far as Homer is concerned, both scholars have failed to see that in many 
cases the departure from the mIe is obviously connected with the 
dominating influence of formulaic and traditional elements 3) and that, 
therefore, this factor may have been equally operative in those cases 
where the constituents themselves conform to the mIe of "inner metric" . 

I mention only in passing some principles of O'Neill's method which 
from a philological, prosodical and, therefore, from a formulaic point of 
view are debatable: 1. "The distinguishing feature of this approach is 
that it regards words as the ultimately real elements of the verse". 4) 
2. " - prosodical irregularities have to be disregarded entirely". 5) 
3. "-elided vowels must be regarded as completely removed from the 
verse and the words affected must be measured as though their penults 
were their finals".6) 4. (the words are measured) "by the quantitative 
space they fill in the verses in which they are found, regardless of their 
natural quantities". 7) 

Because of these underlying principles the results arrived at are only 
to be used with the utmost circumspection as a corrective of a manner 
of approach which regards traditional combinations as the foundation 

1) o.c. 128. 
2) TM early Greek hexa'l'lUter, YCIS XII (1951), 9-10. 
3) Though Porter refers to Parry in a different context. 
4) o.c. 106, cf. ibid.: "One must know how words are used individually before 

one can study their combinations". Quite apart from the formulaic point of view 
such a statement may be regarded as a piece of rather naive positivism. 'Still, O'Neill 
did not study words. He studied metrical word-types, which is quite another thing. 
He does not give statistical figures for the position of e.g. 1')Veov, av-rcJe, el{}ae, but 
for the loca.lisation of the trochees and the spondees by which these words are re
presented in a widely divergent way: 1')Veov about equally by both -u and --, 
atlTcJe in the large majority of cases by -U, el{}ae always by --. 

6) o.c. 111. Of course they are eBBential from a formulaic point of view. 
e) ibid. Thus the fact that they cannot possibly figure at the end of the line 

is left out of account. 
7) And, we may add, of the question whether they begin (or once beganI) with 

a consonant, with avowel, with a double consonant and with muta cum liquida 
making position or not. With regard to the formulaic ana.lysis such differences are 
_ntia.l, cf. Parry, E .T. 57 and pa88. " on the infiuence of origina.l digamma. see below. 
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of Homeric diction. As this is not the proper place to go further into the 
matter, let us confine ourselves to examining some cases which do not 
conform to the scheme and to interpreting the indications which are 
relevant to the formulaic aspect of the localisation. I must emphasise 
that the following examples have been chosen at random, so that a truly 
systematic study of the phenomenon might bring to light much more 
evidence of the same - and even of a more significant - nature. 

1. vnóc5ea. Only in 3l. "Preferred position" of the metrical type v - v: 

5l (75,8-82.4 %); never found (as v - -) in 12. The departure from 
the rule is to be eXplained by the existence of the formula vnóc5ea lc5wv 
to which the Homeric use of vnóc5ea is confined: Tàv 15' l1e' vnóc5ea lc5wv, 
xat fltv vnóc5ea lc5wv, etc., 26 x. The formula (metrical type: v - v v -, 

preferred positions 9 (67.9-76.5 %) and 5 (28.3-23.5 %) is confined to 5. 
2. laófhoç. Only in 11. The preferred positions of this metrical type 

are 3 and 5 (42.2-37.3 % and 37,6-48.6 % respectively). The explanation 
is obviously found in the fact that Homer did not use laó{}eoç as a single 
"word", but as a component part of the formula laó{}eoç rpwç, to which 
its use is confined. In contrast with isolated laó{}eoç the formula (metrical 
type: - v v - -) conforms to the scheme (position: 12, 100 Ofo). 

If we apply the standards of O'Neill, àV7:t{}eoÇ (nom.) should be regarded 
as representing the same metrical type. Yet it. does not conform to his scheme : 
it is found only once in 3, 1) only once in 5, 2) but four times in 9: àv-r{{}eoç 
eeaavflfJc5Tjç, etc. On the other hand it never behaves in the same way 
as laó{}eoç. This is due to the fact that the systems in which the two words 
appear in Homer were created before the digamma had been dropped 
in spoken Ionic, as may be seen from a comparison of (àv-, nae-, èrp-) 
ïaTaTo, laófhoç rpwç (H 135, etc., 5 x), äfl' laneTo, laó{}eoç rpwç (A 472, 
etc., 3 x), xtev laó{}eoç rpwç (B 565, A 428), etc., with (Te) xal àVTtfhoç 
ravvflfJc5TjçfeeaavflfJc5Tjç (Y 232, Y 414), (Te) xal àv-rt{}eov 'Pac5áflavIJvvf 
IIoÀvrpfJTTjV, etc., 5 x. From a theoretical point of view, I have already 
suggested that the import of the facts stated by O'Neill may be seriously 
qualified by the purely formal character of his starting point, i.e. by his 
leaving prosodical and linguistical factors out of account. The actual 
behaviour of laó{}eoç and àVTtfhoç appears to confirm this. Besides, it 
suggests another point which may have some importance for the study 
of the formulaic tradition. It is certain that at the time of the creation 
of the Homeric epics the digamma was no longer a living sound, so la6{}eoç 
and àVTtfhoç were words which expressed the same "essential idea" in 
exactly the same metrical form. Yet both epithets survived. It appears, 
then, that in Homer's time "l'influence du vers" did not act invariably, 
as regards the choice of words, in a negative way, for this would have led 
to the complete elimination of one of them. Moreover, they are never 

1) I 623. 
I) À 512. 
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interchanged: we do not find àvrl&eor; qJwç or laófhoç eea(JVflfJCJrJÇ. These 
phenomena can only be explained on the supposition that, when the 
Iliad and the Odyssey were created, the purely stylistic tradition, as 
opposed to 'thrift' and 'usefulness', had, to some extent, become an 
independent factor. 

The evidence of vnóCJea and laófhoç is perfectly clear. Let us now 
examine two different grammatical cases of the same word, which belong 
to the same metrical type. 

3. fleyaÄfJ'r:oet. I x in 10, II x in 8. The localisation is not strictly 
in keeping with the scheme (29,9-35.5 % and 70,1-63,2 % respectively), 
but it points in the same direction. 

4. fleyaÄfJiOea. With this form it is the other way round: 16 x in 10 
(though II x in the same line: àxfh}aaç CJ' ä.(!a e me neàç OV fleyaÄfJioea 
fJvflóv), 5 x in 8. With a single exception (fleyaÄfJiOet fJvwi), I 109) the 
dative is always used with the name of a hero before the bucolic diaeresis : 
'OCJvaaijt fleyaÄfJr:oet (4 x), etc. It is an épithète générique, 1) cf. fleyaÄfJioeoç 
'AÄ"tvóow (7 x), fleyaÄfJiOeOç Alvetao (4 x), etc. The accusative is used 
5 x in the same way (e.g. 'OooaCJfja fleyaÄfJioea, 3 X) 2) but in the 
majority of cases3) is found as an epithet of fJvflóv in 10. It is evident that 
the position ofthe word depends on the formula ofwhich it is a constituent. 

It would be easy to add to the evidence. It could be pointed out that 
both l!flneCJa nom. (only in 4; percentages given by O'Neill: 9,6 Il., 7,1 
Od.) and acc. (only in 8; perc.: 29,4 Il., 27,6 Od.) deviate from the rule 
and, at the same time, from one another. Whereas oi."ofJt always stands 
in 10, oi."aCJe (without elision) never appears in 8, only once in 10, but 
29 x in 2 (which is in flagrant contradiction with the scheme: 29,4-
27,6 %, 35,3-31,5 %, 25,7-33,8 %). The form àUa roughly conforms to the 
rule, but à~ét (47 x) violates it in the most striking way (only once in 
10; 35,3-31,5 % according to the scheme). aflvCJtç (15 x) appears in 3, 
5 and 7, which is in accordance with the rule, but Xaflábtç (14 x) is found 
13 x in 7 and only once in 3. 4) Both xevaip and xÄweóv (when measured 
as spondees) show a greater extent of fixity than the scheme would lead 
us to expect, but differ from one another : x(!Vaip 7 x in 5, xÄweóv 10 x 
in 9. These deviations, on the one hand, occur in expressions the formulaic 
nature of which is conspicuous, and, on the other, are counterbalanced 
by correspondences that appear in the formulae (or parts of the formulae) 
of which the word in question is a component part: l!flneCJa návia (qJVÄáaaew 
etc.), oi."aCJe VtaaÓflevov (voaifJaaç etc.), oUt xaÄ"ip (CJovet, etc.), XafláCJtç 
{3áÄe (Xée, etc.), xevaip ie "at à(!yveq>, xÄweàv Moç. All this, as I said, could 

1) Parry, E.P. 80 ff. 
2) These cases suggest tha.t the predominant 10caJ.i.sa.tion of I'EjlaÀ~TOe' is not 

due to Beparstion of the constituents of s formuls as Hsinsworth (o.c. 64) thinks, 
the leBs so if its sncient complement was I'Ejla{}vl'0o, below, p. 24,69. 

3) the repetitions of dxlh]aa,-not counted. 
4) T 599. 
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be further elaborated, but as the evidence cited seems to be sufficiently 
conclusive, I pref er to wind up this part of the inquiry with an examination 
of a curious conflict between metrical type and "normal" localisation, 
which is comparable with the case of lC16{)eOÇ and may similarly reflect 
pre-Homeric features of the diction. 

!-,EyafJv!-,ov occurs 31 x, always in position 8. The difference with the 
regular localisation of this type (the last syllable of !-,EyafJv!-,ov is never 
shortened) is extremely remarkable: the ionicus a minore appears nearly 
always in 12 (96,2-100 <>fa). 1) lts character of épithète générique is even 
more conspicuous than that of !-,EyaJ.*OeOç and !-,EyaJ.*Oet: !-,eyafJv!-,ov 
Tv(jéoç vEóç, !-,eyafJv!-,ov N ÉC1TOeOç vlóç, etc.); unlike lC1ófJEOÇ it is not con
fined to a single formula. Yet the very striking conflict with the rule might 
be explained on the same lines. The original form in which lC1ófJeoç 
had become part of the tradition appeared to have influenced its location. 
N ow one of the 31 cases of !-,EyafJv!-,ov is found in VUEÇ 'I <pÎTov, !-,eyafJv!-,ov 
N av{3ol.lóao 2) and from Buttmann and Ahrens onwards it has been sup
posed for reasons quite independent of ours that VUEÇ 'I <pÎTov reflects 
vlEç Ft<pÎToo. If this is correct, the epithet may reasonably be assumed 
to have had the same ending. In this form (*!-,EyafJv!-,oo) it conforms 
to the scheme (70,1-63,2 <>fa). It may have been created as a counterpart 
of !-,Eyal.~TOeOç, which has exactly the same meaning and position but 
is used before proper names beginning with avowel (28 x). 3) I must 
point out, however, that !-,EyafJv!-,wv shows the same deviation as the 
gen. sing., though not quite as consistently: 11 x in 8, 3 x in 12, e.g. 
AlTwl.wv !-,EyafJv!-,wv.4) 

A similar phenuJ..fienon is found in the case of àyavov. This word too 
always stands in 8 (15 x), never in 12. In the form *àyavóo it would be 
in accordance with the scheme. Were the original types *àyavóo Llev"aJ.lóao, 
àyavóo Aao!-'ÉóOVToÇ, etc.1 5) The gen. plur. occurs only once, in 8; 6) 
àyavo{ (5 x) and àyavovç (9 x) always occupy the preferred position. 

The results of the preceding inquiry may be summarised as follows: 
1. It is practically out of the question that Homer's diction is wholly 

formulaic and traditional. 

1) (}eoe,~*, for example, which is also an épithère générique (' AUEavc5(>o!;' (}eoel~~!;', 
Neon-r6).epo!;' (}eoElc5~!;') is never found elsewhere (37 x). 

I) B 518; cf. the well.known cases of * Al6)'00, *"cveoPTJXávoo, etc., Chantraine, 
G.H. I, 45 and most recently Palmer, The Language of Homer (in G.H., 95). On the 
history of the theory see Van Leeuwen, Ench. 2, 165 f. 

8) On this supposition p,eya(}tJp,ou II(>wuut)'áou (B 706, II 286) must at a later 
stage have been modelled on *p,eya(}tJp,oo Naupo)'lc5ao, *peya(}tJp,oo IIav{}olc5ao, etc. 

4) p,eya(}tJp,q> occurs only once, in 8; p,eya{}tJp,ou!;' (4 x) conforme to the rule; 
the last syllable of p,eyá(}up,ol is often shortened and the word itself occurs in several 
positions. 

6) cf. dp,tJp,ovor; (41 x), a.lways in 8. 
I) E 277. 
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2. It is uncertain whether the lliad and the Odyssey were composed 
orally.1) If they were, however, recitation based upon oral rehearsal must 
have played some part in the creation of the poems. 

3. It is certain that a large part of Homer's diction is formulaic. 
4. It is certain that the vast majority of Homer's formulae are traditional. 
5. Single words are not to be called formulae. 
6. The fact that every single word which is a component part of a 

fixed group may conform to the localisation rules expounded by O'Neill, 
need not prevent us from regarding such a group as a formula. 

Now that the principles underlying our approach to Homeric diction 
have been outlined, a few remarks may be made on the method which 
will he applied. As has been observed in the preceding part of this chapter, 
it is only the traditional character of a large proportion of Homer's diction 
that enables us to draw conclusions concerning its pre-Homeric stages. 
For this traditional nature guarantees that the evolution must have 
proceeded on more or less fixed lines.2) If we knew only the Homeric stage 
of the development, this statement could be made with a certain con
fidence but would still be hypothetical. Actually, however, we have the 
testimony of Hesiod's poetry and of the most ancient Hymns, which 
shows that, in the period we may in fact survey, it underwent merely 
gradual, though not unimportant changes. 

Before proceeding to examine this phenomenon I am obliged to make 
a digression on the subjecte of chronology and of the unity of the tradition. 
Recently an attempt was made by J. A. Notopoulos to show that Hesiod 
draws on a mainland repertory of epic formulae, that this repertory goes 
straight back to "the Achaean epic" which survived the Dorian conquest 
on the mainland and that Hesiod's poetry is likely to be contemporary 
with the Homeric poems.3) If this were correct, we would not be entitled 

1) This question, however, does not affect the following inquiries. 
Z) On changes in the formulaic trad.ition in pre-Homeric times see Hamsworth, 

o.c. 57-68. 
8) Homer, He8iod and the Achaean heritage of oral poetry, Hesperia XXIX (1960), 

177-197. There is much more to be sa.id for the argument put forth by Webster, 
M.H., 177 ff (cf. alao Homer and Attic Geometrie VaBe8. BSA, L (1950), 38-50) who 
holde that "Homer and Hesiod inherited a common poetic trad.ition, which had 
only finally diverged into an Ionian and mainland stream in the ninth century" 
but ad.opts Miss Lorimer's supposition that Hesiod leamed the epic technique in 
Athens where it had. been developed from the transition period onwards. I have 
asked myself if not ~)'àv "weóv Th. 585 and l«i)'àv elt5oç; E. 63 might support this 
theory, since Homer always has ~).óç; and Boootian has "aÀFóç; in the earliest in
scriptions. Yet the same treatment of F is found in Homeric çevl7], tváT7], ávono, 
etc. (Chantraine, G.H. I, 161 f.). Should we regard these forms as post-Homeric 
AtticismB or as Attic survivals which were carried (as early as the ninth century!) 
into Ionia by the emigrants T Both suppositions seem extremely doubtful, so at 
the present state of affairs I prefer the explana.tion given by Chantraine (ibid. n. 1) and I 
had. rather stick to my own view (o.c. 225) that Hesiod learned the epic technique 
from Ionian singers who had croBBed to the mainland in the late eighth century. 
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to speak of a continuous tradition and to cite Hesiodic expressions as 
evidence for a more recent development of the diction. 

It needs no long argument to refute this hypothesis because it is not 
supported by a single incontrovertible piece of evidence and is contradicted 
by the most solid facts. Of course it is very probable that the formulaic 
repertory on which Hesiod drew was not confined to Homer's. 1) It is 
possible - but no more than possible - that in Hesiod's time some remnants 
of the ancient formulaic diction had survived in a non-Ionicised form in 
mainland inscriptions. 2) However, these are two different things and they 
should not be mixed up. There is not the slightest indication that Hesiod 
borrowed any expressions from such a mainland formulaic tradition 
which, if it were still in existence, must have been fast dying out. The 
few non-Ionic expressions Hesiod uses are either non-formulaic (e.g. 
a'lV'YJf-l' E. 683) or appear in a form that is characteristic of the West
Greek component of the Boeotian dialect (e.g. -reonàç E. 564, betvàç 
E. 675) and which seems to result from the declension of a norm al epic 
formula (-reonal ~eUotO, 0 404, *betval àij-raL, cf. beLVOÇ à~-r17(Ç), 0 626. 
For the original prototypes of such expressions, even if they are lacking 
in Homer, 3) we have not the slightest indication that they were adopted 
by Hesiod from a mainland source. But in this respect we need not even 
point to the lack of positive evidence. We may simply ask: how can 
the ubiquitous lonic form of Hesiod's language be explained if we do not 
aocept that his diction goes back to an older lonic stage 1 How came 
expressions such as àn' leyov and àyoeéwv't'ê (E.28, 30) to be used by a 
Boeotian poet 1 

80 much for the mainland tradition. As to chronology, it may suffice 
to refer briefly to the fundamental facts long ago established by Rzach, 
Devantier and others. In formulaic terms their evidence can he translated 
as follows: Hesiod adopted the traditional diction at a time when this 
diction was already considerably more lonicised and modernised than at 
the stage represented by Homer. 4) On the subject of chronological relations 
between Homer and the most ancient HymnlJ, for which similar possibili
ties have been suggested, a few remarks will be made in the relevant 
chapters. 15) 

Questions of this kind, then, need not keep us from adducing the 
testimony of Hesiod and of the oldest HymnlJ as evidence for a more 

1) see A . Hoekstra, Hé8iode et la tradition orale, Mnem. X, 3 (1957), 193-225. 
2) ibid. 221-225. 
S) cf. e.g. xoveaç Ól'ótpeovaç Th. 60, l'eTava&traç elva&, Th. 401. 
') A more detailed discU88ion on this subject in Hu. 201-202. Here I confine 

myself to quoting a remark made by A. Severyns, Homère 1I, 93: "Donc, Hésiode 
néglige ou respecte Ie digamma de la même manière que les poètes épiques. La chose 
a de quoi surprendre chez un Béotien, dont la langue appartient à la. familie éolienne, 
mais elle devient naturelle si l'on pose en principe qu'Hésiode imite l'épopée ionienne 
déjà maîtreBSe de ses moyens d'expression". 

a) see below, p. 82, 91. 
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recent development and a gradually increasing decomposition of the 
formulaic style. Symptoms of this course of things have been incidentally 
noted by Parry, by Severyns and by the present writer. They are of 
different kinds but all have this in common that the thought of the poet 
does no longer run in the age-old traditional channels. Many of the in
novations themselves proceed on fixed lines. Others - and these are the 
most interesting phenomena - are obviously due to the fact that the poet, 
while composing in a traditional pattern, is not able, for one reason or 
another, to keep strictly to this pattern, but still clings to it in a general 
way or mixes it up with another, that, originally, was not designed to 
link up with it. In that case a clash occurs which manifests itself in a 
prosodical or linguistic peculiarity or irregularity. 1) Let me cite some 
examples of this kind of clash. 

One of the most interesting parts of L'épithète traditionnelle is the 
passage 2) in which Parry discusses Hes. fr. 94. 21 Rz.: be IJ' '!1}á"'YJt; 
lpvä-ro ' Oóvaaijot; le(!~ Ït;. He points out that the expression 3loÀvTÄat; 
Moç , Oóvaaevç appears 5 times in the lliad and is never replaced by 
another, "quoiqu'il soit bien évident que, dans l'lliade, Ulysse n'a pas 
été plus éprouvé par les souffrances que n'importe quel autre chef achéen. 
Mais l'auteur du fragment en question sentait qu'il était décidément mal 
à propos de donner au jeune Ulysse ce titre et, par conséquent, il s'est 
vu obligé de remplacer l'expression par une autre, même si celle-ci devait 
entraîner deux jautes de métrique" (my italics). I may add that these two 
anomalies are not caused by mere innovation but by the fact that this 
innovation has been modelled on the formula le(!~ lt; T'YJÀepáxoto (7 x, 
cf. le(!àv pévoç 'AÀ"tvóow, 7 x ), which, for this purpose, had to undergo 
modification. 

Severyns has admirably shown that the neglect of the original digamma 
of oIvoç in Homer and Hesiod is due to the modification and dislocation 
of formulae. 3) From our point of view Hes. E. 592 3l(!w-royóvwv -r' l(!üpwv' 
È3l1. (j' ai:{}o3la 3ltvÉpev 01'110'11 is especially interesting because the fact that 
"Ie poète a dessoudé l'élément arf}03la 01'110'11" 4) corresponds to a dis
lodgement of 3lt'JIépev. In the original formulaic systems infinitives of 
this type seem to have a traditional function in the fourth (and not in 
the fifth) foot. li) 

Another characteristic example of modification is found in Hes. Th. 15 

1) On prosodical anomalies resulting from modification or juxtaposition of 
formulae see Parry, Farm., pass. 

2) o.c. 164. 
3) o.c. II, 86-93. 
4) ibid. 92. 
5) The cases are listed by Chantraine, G.H. I, 490 ff.; see also K. Meister, Die 

1uYrMrische KUnBÛprache 12 f. As far as I know, Immanuel Bekker was the fust 
to drawattention to the conspicuous frequency of these infinitives in the fourth 
foot, Homerische Bldtter (Bonn, 1863), 147. 
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~()È IIoautJáwva raL~OXOV 'Evvoa{yawv. 1) In Homer the use of the various 
grammatical cases of rat~oxoç is always impeccable from a prosodical 
point of view, because the formulae of which it is part are never declined 
in a way they were not meant to beo For the acc. sing. Homer either 
employs rat~OXov' Evvoa{yawv (af ter the penthemimeris, ijl 584) or IIoautJá
wva ava>eTa (af ter the trochaic caesura, 0 8, cf. IIoaettJáwvt ava>ert, 9 x). 
In Hesiod the non-traditional declension of a traditional formula has 
caused the irregular shortening of the syllable yat-. 

It seems, then, that in the period between Homer on the one hand 
and Hesiod and the earliest Hymns on the other, epic style underwent 
soma changes which mark the decomposition of the ancient formulaic 
diction. In the same period this style was also subject to an increasing 
Ionicisation and modernisation complementary to the process of de
composition. There is not the slightest indication, however, that this dual 
development set in only af ter the Iliad and the Odyssey had reached 
their final form. 2) On the contrary, we have sufficient evidence to conclude 
that this evolution is already weIl on its way in Homer. Since we have 
learned from Parry to explain certain irregularities of the Homeric text 
not in terms of transmission, gram mar or metric, but as resulting from 
formulaic adaptation and modification, we may be aura that, when the 
Iliad and the Odyssey were created, the same (or similar) causes we find 
in Hesiod and the Hymns were operating, be it on a smaller scale. Taking 
up, in this matter, the initiative ofK. Witte 3) and Monro, 4) Parry himself 
disclosed some of the relevant phenomena. 5) Since then more symptoms 
of the same kind have incidentally been discussed by Severyns, 6) Chan
traine, 7) Ruijgh 8) and the present writer. It looks, however, as though 
their evidence is much more significant than has been realised up to now: 
on closer inspection it appears that they enable us to identify a number 
of related phenomena, which, in their turn, not only give us a more 
adequate idea of the development of epic diction in the period between 
Homer on the one hand and Hesiod and the earliest Hymns on the other, 
but also throw light on the previous history of Homeric style. On the other 
hand it will be clear that the particular nature of the evidence I propose 
to deal with should keep the reader from expecting remarkable results 
concerning stages of development considerably preceding the Homeric 
phase. Perhaps the same or similar caUBeS were operating one or two 
centuries before Homer's time, but the linguistic structure of the formulae 

1) A. Hoekstra, o.c. 210 f. 
2) see below, p. 33 ff. and palJ8. 

3) R.E. VITI, 2 (1913), 2223 ff. 
4) Homeric Grammarl 357. 
6) Farm. palJ8. 

e) o.c. 68-69. 88-92. 
7) o.c. 123-140. 
I) e.g. E.A. 114. 
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which may have been subject to this influence escapes us. Even the study 
of more recent types of development is seriously hampered by the nature 
of the evidence. lts results depend primarily on the question if this evidence 
permits us to establish, beyond reasonable doubt, the prototypes from 
which Homeric variations can be shown to have developed. This condition 
is only fulfilled if an incidental variation is counterbalanced in Homer by 
expressions answering the definition of the formula and which, moreover, 
are likely to be traditional. But it is obvious that data of this kind may 
not be expected to appear of ten in conjunction. 1) Nevertheless the import 
of the conclusions that may be drawn from the phenomena in question 
is not necessarily diminished by the fact that they are based on a relatively 
small number of cases. For if a limited number of detectable clues permits 
us to determine some of the circumstances under which, for example, 
v-movable was introduced into certain expressions, it is not unreasonable 
to suppose that the same or similar causes occasioned its use in those 
cases in which the development of epic diction obliterated any traces 
of this history. 

The nature of the evidence presents still another difficulty. If the 
inquiry is to be placed on a firm footing and if the hypothetical element 
is to be eliminated as much as possible, it is imperative that no other 
evidence shall be admitted than that which is provided by the textus 
receptus of Homer, based as it is on the best authority available of mss., 
papyri and other sources. Yet it has been generally recognised that this 
text represents only a relatively late stage of the transmission 2) and that 
it contains several features which throw doubt on the authenticity of 
some of the data with which we are concerned. 3) This is most noticeable 
in places marked by the loss of the initial digamma. Here the authentic 
reading is sometimes preserved by one or more mss., by a papyrus or by 
the scholia, which, in a number of cases, attest that it was known to
and preferred by - Aristarchus. 4) The individual cases are not to be 
discussed here,lI) but the problem as such cannot be left out of account 
since it may affect the intended inquiry. From our point of view it may 
be stated as follows: is it possible to make out in each single case of a 

1) Firat, Homer's personal inventions (such a.s 'A"aP7Jal"ewç Te) are not reducible 
to any prototypes. Secondly-and this involves a much more dra.stic restriction 
of pOBBibilities-it looks a.s though, at a stage not far distant from the Homeric 
one, the development of epic diction crea.ted a Huid IIl6BB of modified formula.e 
la.cking the fixity of more archaic expreBBions and giving us nothing to go by for 
the identification of pOBBible prototypes; see below, p. 50 f. 

2) For a modern survey of ite history see now J. A. Davison, The Transmi8aion 
of the Text in O.H., 215--233. 

8) Of course I lea.ve a.side the still hotly debated questions of the Peisistratean 
recension, the Athenian pETay(!appanapóç and the like. 

') Who did not conjecture it but must have known it from sources which have 
since disappea.red. 

6) They are to be found in Chantraine, G.H. I, 118--152. 
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unanimously attested reading appearing in a recent form, whether we 
have to do with interference of a rhapsode (or a copyist) or with an 
adaptation of a more ancient formula which is due to the poet himselH 
The answer must of course be negative and under these circumstances 
1 pref er to err on the safe side. Since in a case like LI 467 part of our mss. 
have preserved the original reading yite È(}vov-ra whereas the other mss. 
correct this by reading yáe é' Èevov.a, it is reasonable to suppose that 
in cases such as M 389 fI é' i<5e the suppression of the particle actually 
restores the authentic reading. The same may be true of the elimination 
of a T (e.g. E 481 .á T l)"<5e.at), a y' (e.g. X 216 vwt y' loma) , a ,,' (e.g. 
Y 250 ónnol6v ,,' einrw{}a), etc., etc. It is clearly impossible, however, 
to determine the point where emendation has to halt in the broad margin 
of uncertainty which lies between cases like LI 467, (3 91 (= v 380 pb 
lmet, a, TI) pb T lmeL vuIg.),,, 190 (ov yite ï<5fLev schol. on (31) and those 
where the authenticity of the transmission (e.g. y 233 etc.: v6anfLov 
'1fLa(} l<5éa{}aL) IS beyond doubt. 2) The same applies to forms created by 
quantitative metathesis. We may feel inclined to consider the authenticity 
of the variant" A),,-rao öç (i.e. "A),,-ra' öç) 3) in tP 86, but what are we to 
do with "1 <5ew {}' öç in I 558? 

Therefore, since we must avoid basing our argument on a text which, 
on preconceived principles, has been corrected in an archaising manner, 
it will be wise to make a fundamental distinction, in theory at least, 
between the pre-Homeric prototype of a given expression and what may, 
with reasonable certainty, be regarded as the Homeric form of the formula 
in question, even if we run the risk of ascribing to Homer a form which 
is due to a rhapsode or a copyist. There is the more reason to do so as 
in practice this risk will turn out to be a very small one. 

1) Allen's Bigla. 
8) The position is weIl characterised by Severyns, o.c. 91: .. -la. tra.dition 

ma.nuscrite est partiellement responsabie de eet état de choses.-Mais Ie poète 
lui-même a sa. part dans cette disparition". 

8) See Chantraine, G.H. !, 70; other examples in Van Leeuwen's edition of the 
Iliad (Leiden 1912), XXXIX. 



II 

QUANTITATIVE METATHESIS 

Quantitative metathesis is probably the most recent linguistic feature 
of Homeric language.1) As late as the last quarter of the sixth century 
1J coming from ä is, without exception, noted as distinct from inherited 
é in the Naxian script, both in the island itself and in the neighbouring 
Amorgos.2) Because of the consistency attested in this respect by the 
epigraphical material it seems arbitrary to reject the use of EI in the 
metathesised forms of the well-known Nikandre-inscription as evidence 
for pronunciation; 3) it most likely reflects a phonetic reality. Yet in 
such forms - where -ew was soon to become monosyllabic - the peculiar 
quality of this fust element must have been short-lived; it is improbable 
that the timbre survived the change in quantity for a considerable time.4 ) 

Therefore we may reasonably suppose that in the seoond half of the seventh 
century, to which the Nikandre-insoription probably belongs,5) the meta
thesis itself was still a recent development in Central Ionic. So if we assume 
th at in the regions of Chios and Smyrna the change in quantity was 
completed no more than a oentury earlier, that is to say about half of 
that time (i.e. one or at most two generations of singers) before the 
composition of the Iliad, we shall not be very far from the truth. The 
state of affairs we find in Homer is in accordance with this approximate 
dating of the phenomenon.6) The linguistic evidence - the formulaic aspect 
of the question must be left aside for the moment in order to avoid 
ciroular reasoning later on - is clearly in favour of the view expressed 
by Karl Meister that the metathesis already existed in the dialect of the 
singers "als A, E, A, N, 0, II vollendet wurden", but that, on the other 

1) "diase jüngsten Schöpfungen der epischen Sprache", K. Meister, o.c. 163. 
On contraction see below, p. 131 ff. As elae(v), etc., and the genitives in -01J of the 
o·stems 88 compared with "€»eei and similar cases (below, p. 144) testify, its de
velopment covered a much longer period, so it can only rarely be used for our purpose. 

2) Buck, The Greek Dialects 19, 189-190, L. H. Jeffery, The local BCripts ol archaic 
Greece 291-293. The distinction is still observed, though not consistently, in soma 
fifth-century inscriptions from Ceos and Andros, Buck, o.c. 190-191, Jeffery, o.c. 296. 

3) 88 is done with reference to l.G. XII, 5, 612, and 8, 360, 395, by K. Latte, 
Zur griechiBchen Wortlor8chung, Glotta XXXII (1953), 40. 

4) On the grave-stele of Dema.inete (Jeffery, 293), aIso written in Naxian, we 
actua.Uy find Aa",naayo{!eo. 

0) L. H . Jeffery, o.c. 291: "about the middle of the seventh century"; Buck, 
o.c. 189 : "seventh or ea.rly sixth century"; Schwyzer Del., 366: VI. 

') Mr. Ha.insworth points out to me that the metathesis is universal in the 
MilesÎa.n and Cuma.ee.n colonies. This, he adds, is a little before the most reasonable 
date for Homer. 

31 
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hand, there is "kein hä.ufiger gebrauchtes Wort, kein Formans, in dem 
die Metathesis Regel und nicht Ausnahme wäre." 1) And in this connection 
it is significant that the forms with dissyllabic -ew, -ewv occur only very 
infrequently in the more than 27000 verses: e.g. nvÀÉwv H 1, M 340; 

DV(!Éwv ffJ 191; lwç (3 78; Tiwç Q 658, a 190 and perhaps T 189; 2) luyÉwaL 

B 475, etc. 

In order to assess the part which quantitative metathesis played in 
the development of epic diction we now have to examine the problem 
of its occurrence in formulae. For this purpose the relevant material may 
be divided into three groups. 

a. The words containing dissyllabic -ew(v). With the notabIe exception 
of vewv 3) these do not show the slightest trace of formulaic employment.4) 

The expressions in which they appear are obviously personal creations 
of Homer himself or of his immediate predecessors. 

b. A number of cases marked by monosyllabic -e( 5 ) are found in the 
well-known category of II'YJÀ.'YJtáfJew ' A XLÀ.ijOÇ , Aae(!TLáfJew '0 fJvaijoç , 

'AT(!etfJew 'Aya/tÉ/tvovoç (cf. 'Aya/tÉ/tvovoç 'AT(!etfJao, 12 x at the verse
end), Éauwuç ne(!t {3w/tóv (cf. ÉaTaóuç nae' oxeaffJL e 565,") etc. These 
forms are simply reducible to older prototypes (*II'YJÀ.'YJLáfJa' AXLÀ.ijOÇ, etc.). 
As is shown by the use of ' Aya/tÉ/tvovoç 'A T(!etfJao here we have to do 
with plain Ionicisation or modernisation of ancient formulae. 7) Traces 
of the same process have survived in nvoLfj BO(!Éw àÀ.eyewfj (3 395, where 

1) o.c. 164; of course Meister argues here from a separatist point of view, but 
this is immaterial to the problem itself. 

2) See the edd. ad. loc. and Chantraine, G.H. I, 12. 
3) On vecüv.formulae see below p. 124-130. In discussing the gen. pl. forma 

under this heading I have followed the current usage, though, strictly speaking, 
they do not show 'metathesis' but ante·vocatic shortening. 

4) On :n:vÀÉaw etc. see above. Extremely significant are 'A"(lóllecor; (6 111) and 
'Avap1}a{vecoç (6 113). The name of the obscure II.""ü.ecor; gives no clue that it ever 
occurred in formulaic employment (in the nom. 4 X without an epithet, once, 
P 597, II.""ékcor; Bo,ómor;; E 489 in the gen., E 489 in the dat., N 92 in the acc.) 
If it really comes from * II.""éÀaoç (cf. Chantraine G.H. I, 197), II.""eÀécoo (tiJ. II.""ékco 
and II.""eÀÉow) áVweTOr; E 489 may be an instance of late archaisation bà8ed on an 
archaic type of formula. The form IInewo (note the different accent) mentioned 
along with II.""eÀÉwo by Chantraine, is not to be ascribed to quantitative metathesis. 
It must be emphasised that neither of these genitives can go back to similar 
forma prior to quantitative metathesis, *II.""eÀ1}Fóo (Thumb.Scherer, o.c. 271) being 
excluded by metre and *IIneTJóo (H) by the Homeric usa of IInewo: vlOr; IInewo 
Mevea6evç (2 X), etc. 

5) Possibly we have to do with early instances of the phenomenon that "in 
Ionic verse scansion seema to be ahead of normal pronunciation", Webster, Notu 
on the writing of early Greek Poetry, Glotta xxxvm (1960), 257-263. 

') Chantraine, G.H. I, 71, 430. 
7) cf. also ("À,a/.",,) N1}À1},á6ew d!p{"ovro .ti 618 '" N1}À1},á6ao "é(lovroç e 100, 

o 378; IIaT(ló"Ào,o-Mevomá6ew dnoT{an E 93", IIaT(>Ó"Àow Mevomá6ao 6avÓVToç 
lP 28 etc. '" v:n:à IIaT(ló"Àow Mevomádao dal'évTaç (6al'ijva,) II 420 etc. On Mevomádeco 
IlaT(lo"Àijor; see Shipp, Stwliu 126. 
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the metathesis could only be effected by means of contraction), cf. nvot~ 
Boeéao rpéenutv (" 507), nvotij Boeéao at the verse-end (E 697), and in 
similar cases.1) 

c. The majority of the forms in -ew, -ewv, however, are neither "re
ducible" nor obvious instances of innovation (such as the forms found 
in group a). Hence it is much more difficult to make a clear distinction 
between traditional and non-traditional expressions and to establish 
possible prototypes. Yet in this respect we are apt to be deceived by the 
terms "reducible" and "irreducible". This distinction, which seems to 
go back to the dispute raised by the archaising text-constitution in the 
manner of Van Leeuwen and others, is only useful nowadays from a 
purely descriptive point of view. Tv{)e{óew, for example, is "irreducible" 
e.g. II 74 (Tvóelóew L1to,u~{)eoç) but "reducible" y 181 Tvóe{{)ew l-rneot. 
With the former expression correspond Tvóe{ó'YJv L1to,u~óea (Z 235, K 150) 
and TVóe{ón L1to,u~óet (E 1, 225, 866, .ti 312), always appearing in the 
same position. For Tv{)e{óew lineOt we have the parallel Alvelw l-rneov 
(v.l. Aivetlw) , E 534, and f/Jv).e{{)ew lineov, 0 519. So in all probability 
we have to do with declension of a more ancient formula in II 74 and 
in y 181 with a simple case of lonicisation (or modernisation) of a genitive
prototype. Both changes however, could only be made af ter the meta
thesis had begun to develop in lonic. The former (II 74) is the more 
characteristic of the evolution of epic diction. At the same time it shows 
that we are not entitled to 'correct' Tvóelóew lineOt, etc., but that the 
formulaic prototypes of the two expressions were Tv{)e{ó'YJv L1to,u~óea 

(Tv{)e{ón L1to,u~óet) and *Tv{)e{óa' lineOt (-ov etc.). In the same way ZTJVOç 
Èet{3ee,uÉ7:ew (N 624) results from declension of Zevç vtpt{3ee,uÉ7:'YJç (A 354, 
etc., 5 x ).2) That the distinction between "reducible" and "irreducible" 
forms is, from a historical point of view, immaterial, that the transmitted 
text is not to be altered (or the archaic form to be preferred if a variant 
is attested) but that, as soon as the metathesis had started in lonic, the 
poets themselves began to modify ancient prototypes, all this is clearly 
shown by comparing rIJ 85-86: ffvyá-r'YJe "A.hao yéeonoç,f" AÀ7:ew 8ç 

1) Chantraine, G.H. I, 65. Professor Kamerbeek reminds me that in Ionie one 
out of three vowels occurring in succession is generaJly dropped (cf. Stein in bis 
introduction to Herodotus, LXXI). In soma incidental cases, then, we may have 
to do with a. 'free' employment of a current contemporary form, e.g. in 'P 692 eb, 
'" ö{}' vno IPe,,,oç Boeiw dvandllera, lXliVç. In view of the para.llels " 507, E 697, 
however, it seems doubtful whether tbis applies to 3395, the more so sinee lvl'l's).{w 
shows the same trea.tment and since tbis adjective is certainly of poetieal and 
archaic origin. (below, p.37f., cf. also 'Eel's{w, ibid.). Professor Van Groningen 
(Herodotus Historiën, Inleiding 39) suggests the possibility of contra.ction in Ionic 
'Eel'iw etc. In this respect it is to be noted that in E 534 we find a d. AlJls,éw 
alongside with 'Awelw. 

8) cf. Shipp, Studie8 126, who rejects Parry's guess *Z7JJlOç le'fJeel'É'rao (E.T. 
236-37). It wiIl be shown, however, that sometimes Homer empIoy'3 recent forms 
when shortening old prototypes (below p. 61 fr.). 
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AeUyeaat q;tÀonroUp,QtatV àváaaBt with 1 558 "1 ~eÓJ {J' 8ç "á(!TtO'Toç lm
X{Jovtwv yévd àv~(!wv. In ti> 86 the Laur. 32, 3 has "AÀrao 8ç so we might 
read "AÀra', 8ç,1) but in 1 558 "Hao is of course impossible. Does it follow 
then, that the resemblance between the two expressions is fortuitous ? 
In the first place it is to be noted that the repetition "AÀrao yé(!ovroç, 
"AÀrew, 8ç, though similar phenomena are extremely scarce in Homer, 
looks like an old formulaic device of narrative poetry. In this impression 
we are confirmed by the observation of Bowra that this form of lnavaO'T(!oq;~ 
"is common among Russian singers of traditional lays, who indeed use 
it so freely that it becomes almost a hindrance to the movement of the 
story." 2) On the principle stated above, viz. that various kinds of anomalies 
may be explained as modifications of older formulaic prototypes, the 
well-known 'Hertwvoç,j' HerLwv, 8ç lvatev (Z 395-96) may be regarded as 
another instance of Homer's handling the same device. Moreover, however 
cautious we have to be in attempting to identify 'metrical and syntactic 
patterns', I may point out that both "AÀrew, 8ç and "1 ~eÓJ {J', 8ç show a 
Ilyntactic type of enjambement which is likely to be traditional: A iav{}', 8ç 
A 589; Tv&térrJç, 8ç E 362; Tv~et~'YJv, 8ç E 457; IIe(!yaatfnrp, 8v E 535; 
Tev{}(!avt~'YJv, 8ç Z 13; II(!tafl{lrn, 8ç M 438, 'Aatá~'YJv, 8ç N 561; 'Hvont~'YJv, 
8v E 444, Maaro(!t~'YJç, 8v 0 438 (Maaro(!térrJç, 8 w 452); MatflaÀ{~'YJÇ, 8ç 
II 194; "E(!fletaç, 8ç Y 35.3) The use of this type has different effects in 
different cases: Z 396 the poet has recourse to the so-called nominativus 
pendens,. A 58 (Alvetav {J', 8ç) the insertion of {J' does not entail any 
morphological or syntactic change, but 1 558 it necessitates (and is only 
made possible by) the use of a very recent form. Similarly in "irreducible" 
II(!laflt~ew' rou (Y 77), modification presents itself at a more advanced 
stage than in "reducible" 'A(!flovt~ew, 8ç (E 60), but both expressions 
have obviously been developed from the same traditional type (II(!tafl{~'YJç, 
óç-, *II(!taflttJa,' 8ç-, II(!lafl{tJn, 8ç-, etc.) and are equally part of the 
system outlined above. 

Monosyllabic lwç and dwç appear 6 and 4 (5?) 4) times respectively, 
whereas for the same words scanned as *1}'oç and *rijoç the corresponding 
occurrences may be approximately assessed at 39 and 5.6) Of course 
Chantraine is right in rejecting the supposition that in Homer "dwç flep 
a été substitué à rijoç en" 348, 0231, n 370, w 162; ou lwç flÈv à 1}'oç en 

1) above, p. 30. 
S) Homer and his Forerunner8, 13. "Originally this was maant to help impl'ovi

sation, to give the poet a moment to think ahead, while he repeated the words 
mechanically." Bowra refers only to Y 371-72 el nvel XEïe~ lo",a" which, from a 
formulaic point of view, is less significant. See aIso J. Th. Kakridis, Homeric Re-
8earche8 124 f. 

8) soo aIso O. A. Danielsson, Heaiodea, Eranos J, 3, Parry, The distinctive character 
of enjambement in the Homeric lIer8e, TAPA LX (1929), 200-220. 

4) Y 42 the trsdition has seversl variants : TÓtpea, TÉW, I'è:v, TÉw, de, n{w., TÉW" 

5) K. Meister, o.c. 157. Some cases are dubious. 
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(3 148, l' 530".1) Yet the phenomenon that in 7 oases 2) out of 10 the usual 
(and obviously traditional) scansion can be restored by omitting ftiv (and 
in two more cases by omitting y' and Ö 1") 3) is far too significant to be 
due to chance. Moreover , when we come to examine the neglect of the 
digamma in Homer, we shall be confronted with a similar phenomenon, 
e.g. in 1'~v pb lc5wv y~ihJae (in e 486 = w 504), which was clearly modelled 
on 1'ov (1'~v, 1'oVç) c5i lc5wv y~ihJae/élY1Jae, etc. (15 x) af ter the digamma 
had disappeared from current speech.4) In this case the relation between 
the later expression and the ancient prototypes is perfectly clear because 
of the fact that in this part of the diction epic style is most conservative.5) 

Pre-Homeric formula.e having *~oç and *1'ijoç in other places than the 
fust foot must have been much more subject to change and in these 
cases the Homeric context is, in fact, far less formulaic. This, however, 
does not disprove the development outlined above. Obviously some of 
the expressions may have been created by the poet(s) regardless of the 
tradition, but the general direction in which the evolution took place 
af ter the metathesis had been completed, is made sufficiently clear by 
the evidence just cited. The higher degree of mobility of the *~oçf*1'ijoç 
expressions, as compared with the 1'ov c5i lc5wv-formula.e, makes it more 
difficult to retrace the prototypes of their lwçf-réwç descendants. Yet in 
those places where Homer's diction is most formulaic, we seem to catch 
a glimpse of older types of narrative: 

elxe {3ln, () c5i J*1'ijoç èvi fteyáeotç [4Jvlá"Oto 
àwpmolot 15' ä.ea *1'ijoç lvi fteyáeotat :n:Évov1'o 

av1'<le () J*1'ijoç [l1'ólftaJ bi fteráeotaw Éo'iatv 
i}at1te 15' *~oç àotc5oç bi fteráeotatv äetc5ev 

cf. ° 231 
cf. " 348 
cf. w 162 
cf. (! 358 8) 

The cases of lwçf-réwç clearly show that the Homeric material is far 
from sufficient for the retracing of the prototypes of all the expressions 
marked by monosyllabic -ew or -ewv.7 ) Of many of the combinations in 
question the parallels are so few and so vague or insignificant that it is 
impossible to identify the ancient formula.e from which they have des
cended. Some of the expressions may have no formulaic ancestors at all 
and, just as l"1'oç ffv(!éwv laav, may be personal creations. It is fairly 
certain that ' Alc5ew, Wl'etÀ.Éwv, ftelatvéwv and ày"vloft~1'ew are due to 

1) G.H. I, 42. 
a) P 727 included.. 
3) lwr; 6 ye (e 386), lwr; IJ T' do,t5àr; ('I 358). 
4) below, p. 56 tI. 
&) Chantraine, Sur un trait du atyle homérique (review of E.T., Rev. de Phil. 

LV (1929), 229), Hainsworth, o.e. 59. 
8) The situation described by these combinationB is likely to have recurred. in 

ora! heroic poetry and this proba.bly caused. the prototypes to survive, be it in a. 
slightly modified. form, cf. below, p. 50, 54 tI., 100 tI., 114 tI. 

7) Here the limitationB are the same as those to which the sea.rch for systems 
of common noun-epithet formula.e is subject, see Parry, E.T. 127-31. 
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modification (either by declension or by insertion of other elements, or 
bya combination of both) of' Atbao MflOVÇ, è~ à)'w).ijç, fleÄatváwv obvváwv 
and Keóvoç ày~V).Ofl~-rrJÇ respectively.l) The form fJvfloeatadwv in brJtwv 
v:n:o fJvfloeatadwv (II 591, I 220) is probably due to declension of fJvfloeata-r* 
but it is unlikely that the prototype of the expression is to be found in 
1'Jáva-roç xv-ro fJvfloeata-r* (N 544, II 414 = 580), the only expression in 
which the nom. sing. appears. Other cases are, to a still higher degree, 
subject to doubt and in trying to detect the possible origins we find 
ourselves rapidly entering the realm of sheer hypothesis. E 818 aÉwv 
(v.l. awv) flÉflVrJflat üpe-rflÉwv may be explained on the same lines as è~ 
w-retÄÉwv, for :n:eet :n:aaÉwv (15 608, v 70) we may refer to :n:eet :n:áv-rwv (17 x), 
for :n:o).).Éwv è~ :n:o).twv (B 131,1544) we may suggest as a possible prototype 
:n:o)')'áwv :n:o).twv 2) (which is actually found, though in a different position, 
B 117 = 124). Since the story of Antheia and Meleagros islikely to have 
been told in an earlier epic, è~ àeÉwv flrJ-reoç ~eX0).wflÉvoÇ 1 566 may reflect 
an ancient *àeáwv fla-reoç ~exo).wflÉVOÇ (cf. è:n:éwv ~exo).wflévoç A 703).3) 
av-ró1'Jev è~ ébeéwv (v 56) may be supposed to result from declension of 
aV'l'ó1'Jev e~ lberJç (T 77) and from contamination of this expression with 
(:n:áv-reç) àgl ébeáwv (Ap. 4),4) but it is clear that the path we have followed 
so far is quickly petering out. Nevertheless one firm foothold remains 
amidst all. It is the solid fact that, with a few very dubious exceptions, 
all these expressions show in their recent forms no traces of formulaic 
employment. Most of them are used only once, e.g. á.~eO'Jl 'A1'J'YjvÉwv (y 278) 
contrasting sharply with the archaic-looking eç yovvov A1'J'Yjváwv leeáwv 
(). 323),~) ovb' àyoeéwv (1 441),6) v:n:ie av'fÉwv (M 424 probably of very 
recent origin), :n:ewdwv (0 656), the famous ~atf!ovaéwv (rJ 107), etc., etc. 
In this group we find but three substantial combinations which are used 
more than once only, but they all appear in repeated lines: àgl l:n::n:elwv 
ó:n:ÄÉwv (A 536 = Y 501), l~é-rew :n:ecptb11ae-rat àvbeóç (SJ 158 = 187), avpw-rew 
:n:etf!rJ-rlCwv (~459 = 0 304). 

So far, then, we have found little or no evidence of formulae in which 
quantitative metathesis is original. A few cases remain to be examined. 

1) See Hé8iode et la er. or. 203 f. and, especially on Keóvoll na~ d"HVÀop~T6W, 
213 f. On the origin of this expression I must disagree with Shipp, Studies 125-126, 
who propounds a rather complicated explanation. It is worth mentioning, in this 
respect, that Homer bas an equivalent {ncm}e dv15eruv Te (}eáiv Te 27 X) which is 
older, cf. {lorum.r; nÓTv,a "HeTJ N {}eà Äe1mwÄevor; "HeTJ. It is notabie too, that though 
the remains of actual cult of Kronos are sca.nty (Guthrie, The Greeks anà their Gods 
53, Nilsaon, G88chichte der Griech. Religion I, 511 ff.), he bas a unique and certainly 
ancient place in myth, NilBBon, ibid., cf. below p. 12l. 

2) Táwv he nauéwv (!) 1 330 < *Táwv naaáwv, modified by insertion of b, as in 
B 131 = I 544 n è" nauéwv (E 431) < è" nmwv (,1 96, B 433) U cf. p. 54ff. 

,) cf. Chantraine, G.H. Il, 65. 
4) On the possibility that fonnulae have survived in an older fonn in later poetry 

see Hé8iode et la tr. or., 212-214. 
6) On the appearance of ancient formulae in À see below p. 51 ff., 105. 
') below, p. 40 f. 
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I. nU(!uwv always occurs (in a contracted form) at the end of the line 
and is used three times in what may be regarded as a formulaic com
bination: Q 794 {}aÄEeOV oè "aTet{3e-ro Oá"ev nU(!EtwV, 0 198 {JaUuv T' MO 
Oá"ev naeEtwV, 0 223 {JáÄot "aTà Oá"ev naeEtwV. The question of the relation 
between nU(!~lOv (lJI690, T 208) and naeEtá has been discussed by Bechtel,l) 
Wackernagel 2) and Meister,3) especially in connection with the curious 
variant nU(!Etá in r 35 which is regarded by the schol. as neuter plur.4) 

Does naeuwv reflect nae?7Wv? Meister suggests that nU(!~lOv lJI 690, T 208 
is due to catachresis (cf . .1 142) and that it never had the meaning 'cheek' 
in actual usage. 

2. xeEm (10 x Il, 5 x Od.) 5) is found several times at the end of the 
line in the combinations TtnTe oé GE xeÉw; (K 85, a 225), ovfJé Tt !),LV xeEm 
(<IJ 322, fJ 707), ~ Tt (TOV oè, np flE) fláÄa xeEm (1 197, A 409, 1: 406). It is 
remarkable that in the same systems we find an equivalent: ovfJé Tt GE 
(flE) xe~ (9 x Il., 8 x Od.), vvv GE fláÄa Xe1} (3 x Il.). In view of the fact 
that xeEm winds up the sentence in K 85, a 225, 0707,1 197, the question 
presents itself whether there developed a tendency to use it instead of 
xe~ once the latter began to be feIt as a verbal form 8) and was, therefore, 
considered to be out of place without an infinitive following. If so, the 
substitution was not carried through consistently, (as e.g. a 124 önEó 
GE xe~ shows) and, on the other hand, it must have been extended beyond 
its original range. 

2a. Though, strictly speaking, the vexed question of ééa is not one of 
metathesis, we may compare the use of the monosylIabic form in ovoÉ 
"é fltV ééa (M 381) and 015 "E (v.l. flE) fláÄa ééa (Y 101) 7) with that of xeEm 
in the expressions just quoted. K. Meister plausibly argues that ééa once 
belonged to current speech in Ionia.8 ) If it did, the same might be true 
of the type ovoè v v ééa. And if this should be regarded as a colIoquialism, 
a similar origin might be considered for OVfJE v v xeEm etc. It may belong 
to the same category as certain formulaic combinations of particles.9) 

3. ÈVflflEÄtW occurs only in the repeated line "al lle{afloç "al Äaoç 
tVflflEMw lletáflOlO (.1 47, etc. 4 x) which Shipp is inclined to regard as 
"an interpolated addition to "HlOç [e~, which always precedes" 10). Be this 

1) Le:eilogus zu Homer 270 fi. 
I) Sprachliche Unter8UChungen zu Homer 60. 
a) o.c. 23-24. 
4) see Laaf ad loc., Chantraine, G.H. I, 202. 
~) "constitue Wl trait ionien et relativement récent du dialecte épique", Chan

trame, G.H. I, 70. 
6) In some cases "Xe?] est peut-être déjà senti comme un verbe", Chantra.ine, 

G.H. n. 40. 
7) "Cenaines prononciations monosyllabiques paraissent particulièrement arti-

ficielles", Chantraine, G.H. I. 66. 
8) O.c. 193. 
') a.bove, p. 14 f., cf. below, p. 116 n. 2. 

10) Studiu 126-127. 
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as it may, his reference to 'Eef-letw (0 214), also appearing in a context 
which contains "important references to the future destruction of Troy" , 
is interesting since there is some independent (though not decisive) 
evidence that the ferm is a remnant of an abbreviated formula 'Eef-letao 
I5ta"TÓeOV (*l5ta"TÓeO' 1).1) If this surmise should be correct, we would not 
have to do with an instanee of quantitative metathesis followed by 
centraction, but with a case of direct contraction, of -ao. The same then, 
might be true of lVf-lf-leÄtw. The word itself belongs to an ancient category 
of compounds 2) and the use of f-leÄtTJ as spear (probably even thrusting
spear) equally points to an archaic origin.3) So we have to reckon with 
the possibility that, in the same way as 'Eef-letw, the genitive lVf-lf-leÄtw 
is a survival of an old formula built upon *lvf-lf-leÄtao. Originally the noun 
may have preceded (cf. IIávf}ov vleç lVf-lf-le).tat (vLàç lVf-lf-leÄtTJç) P 23, P 9) 
or followed the epithet (e.g. *lvf-lf-leÄtao Fáva"Toç, cf. lVf-lf-leA.{TJV EiXpoef3ov 
P 59 and 'O&aaija f-leya).~TOea -f-leya).~TOea Dvf-lóv).4) 

It appears, then, that the evidence for the existence offormulae originally 
built upon quantitative metathesis is extremely slight. This strongly 
suggests af ter the metathesis had begun to develop in East Ionic, oral 
composition came to an end so soon that hardly any substantial expression 
created out of the new material provided by the evolution of the spoken 
dialect had time to attain a formulaic fixity. If this inference should be 
correct there is little reason to suppose that at the stage in question the 
formulaic repertory should have been substantially enriched in any other 
field. The occurrence of expressions such as nvÀÉwv lUaavTo shows that 
Homer and his immediate predecessors did not only modify ancient 
formulae but also introduced new elements into epic language. The creation 
of the truly lormulaic diction, however, seems to be almost entirely due 
to earlier generations of singers. 

In examining the cases of modification conditioned by quantitative 
metathesis we have, up to now, been able to identify two sorts of causes. 
First, we have found several instances of declension of ancient formulae 
which was made possible by the existence of metathesised forms (Tvl5e{l5ew 
L1tOf-l~l5eoç, etc.). Secondly, we have seen that modification was caused 
by the insertion of particles in old formulae (Téwç f-lÈv bl. f-leyá(!oult, etc.). 
In "I l5ew {}' 8ç these two kinds of modification were found together in a 

1) above, p. 24. 
2) On the type of word-formation soo Schwyzer, Or. Or. I, 451, on peÄlTJ Frisk 

B.V. , on the relation of the two worde Ruijgh (review of Page, HiBtory anti the Homeric 
Iliad, Mnem. XIII (1960), 4, 344). Shipp, E88ay8 54, denies the arche.ic nature of 
the formula. 

3) Trümpy, KriegeriBche Fachausdracke im griechiBchen Epo8 (Basel-Freiburg 
1950), 57. 

4) So all things weIl considered it sooms more probable the.t A 47 =165 etc. is 
a case of late innovation the.n an interpolation. 
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single expression. Moreover it has been tentatively suggested that the 
existence of recent forms may have made the shortening of an ancient 
formula by one mora possible (not by metathesis but by contraction) in 
• Eepelw and ÈvppEÎ.[w. 

In the course of the present inquiry we shall come across phenomena 
similar to those outlined above, but fust of all we have to examine the 
question whether modification may be due to yet other causes. As far 
as I can see, the material available shows a few instances of modification 
which may be ascribed to a somewhat different treatment of ancient 
prototypes. One of them is very plain (X 131=247): Toiç b' 'AyéÀewç 
pe-rÉetnev br:oç návTEaal nupavaxW'/l. Elsewhere the same suitor is called 
JapaaToetb1}ç 'AyéÀaoç (3 x). It is entirely uncertain if this formula is 
traditional,l) but it obviously belongs to the traditional type represented 
by po~v àya#oç MevÉÄaoç etc., etc. Accordingly it is used in exactly the 
same way as all the other formulae of this well-known category: 

l11pe bi ~ peTÉetne I 
neWTOç T1]V y' ÈvÉvtne ( JapaaTO(!tÓ1Jç' AyéÀaoç 
pV1}aTijeaç b' QJTevve ) 

v 321 
X 212 
X 241 

As soon, however, as Homer dep arts from the traditional course, this 
man's name is either accompanied by a slight but significant metrical 
irregularity 2) or it appears in its metathesised form. But this is not all. 
The traditional type of the complementary formula is represented by 
Toial bi xat peTÉetne, Toiç b' avnç peTÉetne, otpe bi ~ peTÉetne (17 x Il., 
10 x Od.). It is curious that this type is disrupted only twice: once in 
the lines X 131 = 247 by the form ' AyéÀewç and once in ~ 459 = 0 304 
where the name of Odysseus crops up in the same position and the latter 
part of the line is marked by the metathesised expression (]1JPWTEW 
nEl(!1}TtCWV. 

In X 131 = 247, then, the modification is of a much more drastic kind 
than in the cases discussed so faro The whole type JapaaToelÓ1Jç , AyÉ.Ä.aoç 
(cf. no.Ä.vTÀaç. Moç 'Oóvaaevç) has been dropped, the name of the suitor 
(as weIl as that of Odysseus in the corresponding lines) has been stripped 
of its epithet and inserted in another type of formula that originally was 
not intended to contain it and whieh, moreover was created to express 
other modalities of thought. The quantitative metathesis enabled the poet 
to use it (by omitting xat or avnç) for a different purpose. 

In X 131 = 247 the process outlined above is so evident that to analyse 
it may seem indulging in a partiality to truisms. 1 must point out, however, 

1) It may have been invented by Homer, just like that of' Ayxu"á<5?jç , EXénw),oç, 
who gave a horse to Agamemnon, 'JI296. On the names of the suitors and the strong 
presumption that many of them are non· traditional, see below, p. 137 f. 

2) X 327 "sl~EV()'II, {1 ë 'Ayé),aoç M01f(!oéTJ"E xa~áCE. Though the lengthening of 
vowels by following (! is common in Homer (and certainly traditional, below, p. 
73 n. 2.), in the combination {1 é' it seemB to he exceptional. I know no ther example 
of it. 
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that in this case it could only be ascertained because of the material 
available. We have to envisage the possibility that there may exist in
stances of a similar development which can only be identified by what 
may seem a hypothetical kind of argument. Yet the process we observe 
in X 131=247 shows that the assumption itselfis by no means gratuitous. 
The difficulty of the identification is due to the fact that the ancient 
background, against which the significance of such cases might stand out, 
has almost completely disappeared in the course of epic diction. This 
may be true of two examples which, if the foregoing analysis should 
prove to be correct, would throw more light on the development of that 
diction. 

1. In the Hymn to Aphrodite we find: 

à-&avá.ov IJè lXTJn IJtax.óeov Èv-&áIJ' lxávetç 
'Eeftéw, ÈftTJ IJ' dÄoxoç -

147 
148 

It would be strange if no traces of an ancient genitive formula for Hermes 
should have survived in Homer. If they did, however, 'Eeftelao must 
have been a constituent of such a formula 1) and so 'Eeftelao IJtax.óeov 
-though found only on ce and in a dubious context at that 2) -is likely 
to be the formula in question. Now if this assumption is correct, the lines 
Aphr. 147-148 show an extreme case of dissociation. Yet the supposition 
that lXTJn IJtax.óeov Èv-&áIJ' lxávuç 'EeftÉw ultimately goes back to 'Eeftelao 
CJtax.óeov is supported by the existence of an intermediate form 'Eeftelao 
lXTJn IJtax.óeov in 0 319. Now if we remember the handling of ancient 
formulae observed in X 131 (247), we shall not a priori reject the possibility 
that ancient 'Eeft/:-:ao IJtax.óeov( -eo' ?) (used in position 8, af ter the fust 
foot, cf. ft 390) was divided (perhaps on the model of the equally ancient 
'Eeftelaç àxáxTJ.a (IJ 185, w 10) into 'Eeftelao lXTJn IJtax.óeov (0 319) and 
that, owing to the possibilities ofIered by the quantitative metathesis, 
the poet of the Hymn to Aphrodite, was able to change the latter expression 
into a more recent and non-traditional form. 

2. V1}:7ttOV, ot! nw elIJó-&' óftOtlov n.oUftotO I 440 
ovlJ' àyoeÉwv 441 

The ancient form àyoeáwv appears twice in Homer. B 275 8ç TOV Àw{JTJ.ijea 
Ènea{JóÀov lax' àyoeáwv teaches us nothing. It only suggests that àyoeáwv 
may originally have been used preferably at the end of the line. An 
Odyssean verse, IJ 818, V~:7ttOç ot!u nóvwv w ellJwç oVT àyoeáwv, while con
firming this shows, at the same time, a striking similarity with I 440-41. 
Because of the scarcity of material there can be no question of retracing 

1) from *'Ee.u4fa, (proto-Aeolic1 below, p. 150f.), soo K. Meister, o.c. 154 f., who 
cites 'Ee.uavotJ (G.D.I. 1300, Hoffmann Dial. II, 36. Kern, l.G. rea.ds 'Ee.ua1otJ (1), 
but 'Ee.uavOtJ sooms certain, Lolling, Ath. Mitt. VIII (1883), 123), Lejeune, Traitéz 

1551 Or from *'Ee.uda, (Myc. E-ma.-az, Does 126, 288)1 cf. Frisk, B.V. 

I) .u 390: 11 IJ' 1qJ7J 'Ee.ue1ao lJ,wnóeov aun} dHovaa,. 
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any possible prototypes. Yet it is extremely probable that, when creating 
I 440-41, the poet had in mind a verse such as t5 818,1) but that he was 
forced by his use of ófwtlov 7'C1:oÄ.éf-lOw 2) to put the genitive plural of 
àyoeá in enjambement. 

It is a remarkable phenomenon that Aphr. 147-48 and I 440-41 both 
show the di vi ding of a formula and the use of one of its elements in the 
following line. We have found that the type" AÀ1:1)ç öç, Tvt5elt51)ç öç, etc. 
was traditional and, as such, was likely to occasion definite types of 
modification. In Aphr. 147-48 and 1440-41 we have to do with a different 
type of enjambement, or at least with a different motive on the part of 
the poet. These two cases point to a more advanced stage of evolutioI1 
and decomposition of the formulaic diction. 

Unless supported by corroborative evidence they are far from con
clusive. At the present stage of the inquiry the explanation suggested is 
merely a preliminary hypothesis. If, however, in other fields of epic 
diction we should find similar phenomena which can be accounted for 
on exactly the same lines, all such cases may be regarded as characteristic 
of the decomposition of the formulaic tradition and of the way in which 
epic style developed into its Homeric form. 

1) cf., 215: áYI!'ov, otTre d"'aç w eldóTa otTre fJé""rrraç, where the hiatus is probably 
due to modifieation. On the supposition that the tendeney to avoid hiatus even in 
a ea.esura is very oid see below, p. 74. 

a) that is "by the eompetition between two formula.e" as Hainsworth, o.c. 65 
puts it; ó",o,{ov nToU",O'O aiways oeeurs between the troehaie ca.esura and the 
verse-end (8 x). 



III 

INITIAL DIGAMMA 

Tt goes without saying that the problem of discovering how far modi
fication of ancient formulae is apparent from so-called neglect of digamma 
is seriously complicated by our lack of knowledge about the original 
presence of the sound in a number of Homeric words.1) The problems 
may be of a purely linguistic order, the etymology ofthe words in question 
being unknown or controversial (e.g. in the case of !).w(!> Ilvotp, lrpf}t!tOç, 
oe{)óç 2)) and the testimony of epigraphy either lacking or for one reason 
or another subject to doubt. Since such cases cannot afford a basis for 
the present inquiry, they will be simply left aside in the discussion. Things 
are different, however, if on the one hand original digamma is indicated by 
a plausible etymology andjor by lexicographic and inscriptional evidence 
and, on the other, contradicted by the Homeric data. In that case, even 
if the sound is constantly neglected in Homer, we cannot rule out the 
possibility that we have to do with modification of ancient formulae 
(e.g. in the case of el)'bcovç) 3), in particular if the number of occurrences 
is relatively small.4 ) On the other hand the verb évo!'at will have to be 
left out of account, though according to the cautious and authoritative 
judgment of Frisk it must originally have had initial digamma. In this 
case modification has been carried to such a point and the forms have 
been so inextricably blended (by singers and rhapsodes) with those of 
levw that for our purpose nothing is to be gained by an investigation of 
the formulaic combinations in which the verb appears. 

Our problem is made even more difficult by the fact that we are almost 
completely in the dark about the chronological aspect of the disappearance 
of the sound in East lonic. If, for the present, we confine ourselves to 
the period in which the Homeric epics were composed, we are faced with 
an awkward contradiction. The general evidence seems to rule out the 
possibility that at this stage the sound was still a phonetic reality.5) 
Upon this most Homeric scholars seem to be agreed nowadays and it is 

1) see Chantraine, G.H. I, 123-157. 
2) see Frisk B.t!. ; on l(pl}Jpo, aIso Ruijgh, E.A. 155 n. 2.; on deIM, Chantraine, 

ibid. 125, but, on the other hand, Morphologie Grecque2, 8 where the word is connected 
with Skt. urdvah. 

3) see below, p. 67 f. 
4) e.g. in the case of 1j'Ào, (cf. àeYveÓ11ÀO, and Chantraine, ibid. 155). Since Fis 

excluded only once (A 29), it is superfluoUB to examine the behaviour of the word 
in the following part of this chapter. à(!yveÓ11ÀO, is traditional and may go back ~o 
the Mycenaean stage of development, cf. Kirk, S.H. 114 f. 

6) see, for example Severyns, o.c. 68 f., 90 ff., Chantraine, 155, 157; contra 
Pisani, Spuren van geschriebenem Digamma im homeriBchen Text, Rh.M.XCIII 
(1954), 166ff. 

42 
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indeed difficult to see how the numerous cases of neglect could be satis
factorily accounted for in another way. ft would follow, then, that the 
cases of observed digamma represent pre-Homeric formulae. Upon this 
too there is almost general agreement and for the vast majority of the 
expressions concerned it is certainly true. There are, however, a number 
of cases which make it difficult to generalise this theory. How are we 
to explain, for example, the striking frequency of the observance in such 
extremely mobile words as the pronoun '(.f)d 1) Of course it may be 
ascribed, to some extent, to the enclitic character of the word, since this 
probably favoured formulaic employment, inconspicuous though some of 
the 'formulae' may be, and since the accentuation of the preceding element 
(e.g. in öç oi, éJÉ oi) may have contributed to preserve the memory of the 
original digamma. It is also to be noted that sometimes this formulaic 
nature becomes more apparent when we look at the systems of which 
such insignificant combinations as ljé oi are part, e.g. ve;e{!oç (!5aÄ.oç, TÓ~OV, 
a;eijnT{!OV, awüToç, éJÉnaç) !5i oi l;eneae Xet{!ÓÇ (7 x), Tócp{!a éJÉ oi (2 x) ~ Tócp{!a 
!5i pOt (3 x ), etc. Yet there are also more isolated cases. The message 
that Iris is instructed to take to Priam (Q 146-58) and which is delivered 
word for word Q 175-87 contains severs;} details so trifling from a point 
of word-texture that we should have to assume a surprising elaboration 
of detail in the tradition if we are to regard them as formulaic: TtÇ oi 
(149), pTJ!5i Tt oi (152), Toiov yá{! oi (153). In the delivery of the message 
these combinations are exchanged for TtÇ TOt (178) , PTJéJÉ Tt Tot (181), 
Toioç yá(! TOt (182). If the order were reversed we might suppose that the 
constant observance of the .f was due to a transposition into the third 
person, but in the present case this possibility is obviously excluded. 
The most striking feature, however, is 8ç ä~et (154), which corresponds 
to 8ç a' ä~et (183). Though Greek syntax of ten leaves the grammatical 
object to be understood from the context, here both metric and the exact 
parallelism of the other expressions strongly suggest that 8ç ä~et reflects 
öç .f'ä~et.2) I am uncertain about the inference to be drawn from this 
puzzling passage. Does it show that, af ter all, the .f was still heard in 
the pronoun in Homer's time1 3) Or do we have to consider a plurality 
of authorship 1 Yet in terms of structural analysis Q is recent and at the 
same time it bears the stamp of a very personal creation. Do we have 
to suppose, therefore, that an older poet, who was more familiar with 
old-fashioned phrases than the singer who first said oxlHJaaç 15' äea elne 
n{!oç 8v peyaÄ.~TO{!a Dvpóv (11 403, etc., 11 x) contributed this splendid 

1) This was already observed by v. Hartel, Homeri8che Studien lil, 72 fT. and 
by v . Christ, Die Inrerpolationen bei Homer, SbKBA, München, 1879, 147. See 
further K. Meister, o.c. 200 and Chantraine, o.c. 153 f. 

2) The conjecture is Brandreth's, as is sta.ted by Van Leeuwen ad loc. 
3) It was regarded by Van Leeuwen as defioite proof of the authenticity of 

F in Homer, Ench.2 124. 
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episode to the Iliad? And does this point in the direction of collective 
composition? 1) 

Perhaps it is safest to argue like this: it is easy to see how the original 
presence of digamma in àváaaw, olxoç, lxarrroç etc. came to be reftected 
in Homer: lept àváaaEtv, cf> bi oixcp, lPav olx6v& lxaaToç etc. But it is hardly 
conceivable that such a vaguely outlined, incidental and easily variabie 
expression as öç F Met could survive the loss of the sound for a considerable 
time. lts presence in D, then, tends to show that in the pronoun '(F)e 
the disappearance of the digamma was either not complete in Homer's 
time or - and this explanation I prefer - that it preceded the composition 
of the Iliad by so short a lapse of time that the poet was able to remember 
such expressions as öç F ä~Et from similar passages told by older fellow
singers. In this connection it is significant that the same poet, as D 159 = 

187 shows, was already familiar with quantitative metathesis: [xÉTew 
neeptéJ~aeTat àvéJe6ç is 'irreducible' .2) 

This indication probably typifies the chronological relation bet ween the 
creation of the lliad and the final phase of the disappearance of F in East 
Ionic. About the earlier stages of this process the available evidence 
independent of the Homeric one is so slight, that its relations with the 
development of epic diction cannot be traced back to a more or less 
distant past. The difficulties may be illustrated by referring to a dis
crepancy which is found in some words beginning with o. It is generally 
assumed that before this sound (ex cept in certain conditions) 3) the di
gamma was dropped very early. Now we do not find any formulae based 
upon loss of digamma in Otp.4) On the other hand wvoç, except in one 
indifferent case,5) always shows neglect, even in the formulaic combination 
wvov léJwxe (CP 41, etc., 4 x). Admittedly the phenomenon may bedue 
to modification: the formula is always found af ter the bucolic diaeresis, 
which is a natural switch-point. Yet such an explanation is not to be 
found for neglected digamma in oVv (nae', etc.) 'lnnotatv xai oxeaeptv (,1 297, 
etc., 9 x ),6) where the phenomenon is all the more striking since its 
formulaic component mnotatv may have been substituted anywhere for 

1) above, p. 19. For general rea.aons I am disinclined to admit influence of 
aspiration. 

I) Professor J. C. Kamerbeek suggests the foUowing explanation, which may 
weIl be the right one: In Sappho and Alca.eus F is incidentally transmitted (e.g. 
D 19 b L.P.). On the other hand in literary IoDic the tra.dition always bas ol, t, 
never ol, l. Now, since with regard to the digamma. and psilosis, historical IoDic 
and Aeolic behave, generaIly spea.king, in the same way, the evidence of the Lesbian 
poets suggests that in Ionic the digamma. of the pronoun survived much longer 
than that of other worde. 

8) Lejeune, Traité de phonétique grecquel, 146 Chantraine, G.H. I, 123 f. 
4) see below, p. 56. 
B) 0 463. 
I) cf. also nar!' (vn', G1lv) öXeGq;' (11 x); l~ dXéwv (21 x) might be a modernised 

form of *b, FoXéwv. 
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the ancient dual ïnnoti'v 1) with its Mycenaean ending.2) How are we to 
explain this discrepancy? 3) Is the difference between the treatment of 
ö?p and öxoç only to be accounted for by the not very convincing supposition 
that the singers - presumably those of the Dark Age - were more inclined 
to innovation in the case of chariots than in the case of voice? Or should 
the difference be explained by assuming that the digamma was dropped 
earlier in öxoç than in ö?p? And which of these explanations is more likely 
to account for the difference between the behaviour of eleoç in the repeated 
expression (.f!)toóve<piç eleoç (exovaa, lxovuç, ó 135 t 426) and that of 
eeyov, which, with the exception of obviously modified formulae,4) never 
shows neglected digamma in formulaic combinations ? 

It is especially problems of th is kind that prevent us from following 
up the trail of modification into a more distant past. Yet for the more 
recent stages of pre-Homeric development we are better off. Relative 
chronology shows that the loss of the digamma was a late development 
in Attic-Ionic 11) and the behaviour of i, ol in the epics makes it unlikely 
that its disappearance in the more usual epic words (e.g. in ol"oç, leyov) 
was accomplished more than at most one or two generations before Homer. 
The scarcity of compounds such as Wzemóv't'oç, è""anówv and èatÓÉa{}at 
points in the same direction. Yet the change in pronunciation must have 
sufficiently preceded the composition of the epi cs to allow such expressions 
as neàç OV fleyaJ.?}'t'oea {}vflóV (Il. 7 x , Od. 4 x) and flboç "al {}vflàv i"áa't'ov 
(Il. 10 x, Od. 1 x) to become firmly incorporated into Homeric diction. 
The end of the process may be roughly assessed at the period when 
quantitative metathesis had begun to develop. In the case of .Fe, .fOt, 

.fóç it probably overlapped the latter evolution, in general it may have 
been slightly anterior to it. 

In the following part of this inquiry an attempt will be made to detect 
the ancient prototypes of a number of expressions which, on account of 
the neglect of their original digamma, cannot be ancient in their Homeric 
form. In order to lay a firm foundation we shall start from a number 
of very simple examples, which will provide the basic evidence required. 
These cases win appear to be of an even more distinct nature than those 

1) attested in E 107 etc. 
2) On Mycena.ea.n cf. e.g. Chantraine, G.H. I, 499, M.H.G.I 41, Thumb·Scherer, 

Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte, lil 339 and on Arkadian 'OWI' ibid. 128. 
a) On the a.ssumption, that is, that the derivation of 6xoç from * FeX' (Chantraine, 

a.e. 125, Frisk, 8.V. [xw 2) is correct. Hesychius' lXeatpw' Il.etJaaw (Boeotian 1 cf. 
M. Schmidt 8.V.) does not provide evidence to the contra.ry since it is obviously 
of poetic origin. 

4) soo Hoekstra, o.c. 214 f.; ea.rly dissimila.tion in eleoç, le'0I'1 (Chantraine, 
ibid. 156). 

5) see Risch. Die Gliederung der griechischen Dialekte in neuer Sicht. Mus. Helv. 
12 (1955), 68. 
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discussed in the chapter on quantitative metathesis, so in its initial 
stages this method will produce results even less spectacular and specula
tive. If, however, we pursue this same line of research much further , 
a point may be reached where the sceptical reader will ask if th is basic 
conception of original prototypes is not very much In the air and if the 
presupposed continuity of evolution is not a phantom. For this reason 
it may be of some use to drawattention to a phenomenon the only satis
factory explanation of which is to be found in the modification of very 
ancient prototypes. 

In historical times the inhabitants of the region which was once bounded 
on the South by ancient Pylos, called their country FäÀtç.l) If this name 
entered Ionic poetry through an Aeolic medium, the original formulae 
must have contained this form. The same must be true, however, if 
Romeric THÀtç should be due to a purely Ionic tradition. For in that 
case we may reverse the MätJot-MijtJm argument 2): the name must have 
been known in Ionia before the change from ä to 'rJ was completed and, 
as this development was prior to the loss of the digamma, its form must 
have been FäÀtç in ninth or tenth century Ionia. Since, moreover, contact 
of the Ionic colonies with such an outlying district as Elis is out of the 
question at that time, the name and all that is associated with it in Romer 
is likely to have come to Asia Minor as part of the heroic saga.3) Since 
moreover such detaited information as is found in B 615 ff. can only have 
survived in a traditional poetic form, the name of the district must have 
been transmitted in formulae. These formulae , then, must have been 
based on the form FäÀtç.4) 

Now the surprising fact ab out the Romeric data is that the word 
THÀtç nowhere requires the digamma and that the metrical conditions 
of its employment exclude the sound in 9 out of the 11 occurrences: 

oE tJ' lJ.ea Bovneáawv 'lE "al "HÀttJa tJiav bawv 

ToVÇ iflEV, olat xeeioç ogJE{Àd Èv "HÀttJt Mn 

"al "àe Tij) xeeioç flÉy' " " " " 

B 615 
.ti 686 
.ti 698 

1) To my knowiedge the word itself is not 80ttested in inscriptions but there 
is 80mple evidence for Fakio,: Schwyzer, Del. 11,27 (Sp8orta, ±479),409, 1 (Olympia., 
sixth (or seventh) century, cf. Buck, OT. Dial. 61 f.), 413, 1 Olympi8o, fifth century 
(see now, however, Miss Jeffery, o.c.); see 8olso Suppl. Ep. OT. XV (1958), 214, 4. 

2) advanced for the mst time, 80S f80r as I know, by H. Weir Smyth in 1894 
and since then genera.lly 8occepted, cf. Lejeune, o.c. 17, Risch, o.c. 65. 

3) No other n80me for the region is known, but it is of course possible th80t the 
n80me does not 8onted8ote the Dorian invasions. If so, it must be of Dark Age origin 
80nd is likely to h80ve come to Ioni8o through Aeolic poetry. If the n80me is of pre
migr8otion origin, the Ioni8ons m80y h80ve brought it with them, cf. Webster, M.H. 
145 80nd pa118. 

4) I should like to point out th80t the 80rgwnent is not founded upon the sup
position that the "Homeric description of Greece" goes b80ck to a Mycena.ean order 
of b80ttle (Page, H.H. I. 118-154). 
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I} elç "H').ttJa Ma", 80t ,,(}adovaLP "Enetot 

~tJè nUf!' " " '" " " 
Ij "at èç" " '" " " 
ÈaO').(w 'Ynete0xtdr]", 8ç ÈP "H').ttJt "ate"Cáaa"e 
oV{)' 8aaot vr!aotat n(}oç "H').ttJoç hmo{J6"ColO 
vr!aw", al "atovGt né(}TJ" áÄ.oç "H').ttJoç äna 
"H').ttJ' èç eVeVXO(}O" tJta{J~,."epat, bf}a ""Ot mnot 
wç 8noT ' Hktotat "at fJ,."î" "ei"oç È"CvxlhJ 

" 275 
o 298 (Ap. 426) 
w 431 
A 673 
rp 347 
B 626 
tJ 635 
A 671 

Does this mean that th€' mss. tradition is at fault in these 9 pI aces and 
that in B 615, for example, we have to omit "Ce? Besides, what are we to 
do with B 626,0298, rp 347, w 431? We shall see that the use ofthe phrase 
"at "H')."tJa tJia" halO" can be paralleled with many other instances of the 
same type that for the greater part cannot be emended, but which seem 
to have been developed from an ancient type beginning with "at and 
designed to serve af ter the penthemimeris before the digamma was dropped.1) 

Since, then, the name of the district must originally have been trans
mitted in th('t form Fü').tç and since this form is nearly everywhere impossible 
in Homer, the only way to reconcile these conflicting data is to postulate 
the previous existence of certain prototypes based upon Fa').tç and their 
subsequent modification. Some of these prototypes can be easily isolated, 
especially so because many of the Homeric expressions are used in an 
'exposed' position.2) In the expressions : 

*"at F MttJa Ma" halO" Î 
*8ç FMttJt "ate"Cclea"e (, originally used af ter 

*n(}o"Cl FMttJOÇ hmo{J6"Coto J 
the introductory part was variable.3 ) The type 

* FMttJa tJia" 
* FMttJt Mat 

was also apt to serve af ter the bucolic diaeresis. 

A. DECLENSION OF FORMULAE 

the penthemimeris, 

The most conspicuous instances of this phenomenon were already 
noted by Severyns,4) Chantraine 5) and others: IIoaettJáw"oç ä"a,,"Coç < 
IIoaettJáw"t( -a) ä"a"n( -a), fJtJéoç ol"ov < fJtJét ol"qJ, "at ,."LP fPWP~aaa' lnea 
nu(}óe,,"Ca n(}OG7JVtJa < "at ,."t" rpw,,~aaç Ënea nu(}6eP"Ca n(}oaTJvtJa, and so on. 
Since the explication of these and similar examples is definitely established 

1) below, p. 61 ff. 
2) see e.g. Parry, Farm. 60. 
a) below, p. 65 ff. 
4) e.g. o.c. 67 ff., 86 ff. 
5) e.g. G.H. I, 143. 
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I refrain from adducing more evidence of this kind. l ) Instead I should 
like to drawattention to a particular indication which is provided by 
some of the cases in question. Though we shall find it elsewhere, it is best 
examined in th is pI ace because, owing to the fixity of the formulaic 
material available, its significance ean be shown most elearly in the 
category of declined prototypes. 

The expression ~Moç OLVOV was obviously created by declension of ~tJÉL 
oivlp ( *FaMt Fo{V(JJt).2) But how eould the idea 'sweet wine' be expressed 
under the same metrical conditions in the gen. sing. before the very late 
period when the digamma was dropped in spoken Ionic? It is evident 
that no such expression could have been formed by using F'T]tJvç and Foivoç 
nor could it have been created with /-lél}V and YAV"VÇ or yAV"Ee6ç.3) In 
addition to ~tJéoç OLVOV we find the gen. sing. /-le.A.t'T]Moç oivov,4) developed 
by declension from /-le.A.t'Y}tJéa olvov « /-lEAtFaMa Foivov).!i) Again we may 
ask: how could the same idea be expressed af ter the hephthemimeris 
during the period when F was a living sound? In this case it might have 
been done by */-lé{}voç YAV"Eeoio or by *YAv"éoç FolvoLO,6) but there is no 
trace ofthis in Homer. Instead we find, in the same position, the expression 
'of dark wine', /-léAavoç OiVOLO, which, however, emphatically seems to 
denote the undiluted beverage that was used in the special circumstances 
of Odysseus' voyage and the blinding of the Cyclops. 

The fact that in the gen. sing. the idea 'sweet wine' could not be ex
pressed af ter the bucolic diaeresis until a very late date 7) suggests that 
in a period not too distant from Homer's the formulaic diction may have 
had a more poor and stereotyped character than its Homeric descendant.8) 

As yet this is only an impression, but some examples we shall meet in 
discussing other types of modifieation seem to show that the elaborate 
nature of Homer's diction is due, to a great extent, to no more than a few 

1) dvá {J' lcrrla Àev,,' ievaavre, (, 77 NI-' 402) is likely to be the formulaic plural 
of dvá {J' lcrrla Àev"à nBTáaaa, (" 506) or-what comea to the same thing-a formulaic 
conjugation of dvá {J' lcrrla }.w"à nl:raaaav A 480, d 783 ={J 54, in the same way as 
'Ax,,u1ia nToÄmoe{Jov (e 372 etc.) is the accusative of nodáe"'1' dia, 'AX~v" as 
v1ie, liaa, is the nom. plur. of novronóeo, V71v" etc. 

a) ,,519 = Ä 27, ti 69. 
a) Beaides, the gen. of l-'éIJv does not occur in Homer. 
4) y 46, I 545. 
5) ~ 78, etc., (7 X ). 
e) cf. l-'éIJv yÄv"eeóv ~ 194, iMaTo, yÄv"eeoio I-' 306. 
7) Nor, for that matter, could the accusative before the singers had developed 

the habit of forming it (in the case of euJu stems) on the analogy uf the dative, 
cf. the well·known example of edeéa nóvrov, K. Witte, R.E. VIII 2225 and Chantraine, 
G.H. I, 97. This may explain the existence of the 'equivalent' olvov ievIJeóv (e 165 
etc., 5 x). It need not be said that this stage must considerably antedate the period 
in which the lOBS of the digamma was completed. 

8) lIoae,!5á(J)Vo, dv~o" for example, bas been created by declension of lIoae,d~, 
äva~, or lIoae,dá(J)Va dv~a. But what was the older formula for the god in the 
gen. sing. af ter the trochaic caesura? Homer does not show a single trace of it. 
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generations of poets. With regard to the expression of the idea 'sweet 
wine' af ter the hephthemimeris before the digamma had been droppad 
and the possible substitution of f-lelt'YJéJéoç oivov for *f-lé{)voç rlv"eeoïo or 
*rlv"éoç FolvOLO we are confronted with the unsolvable problem of the 
disappearance of formulae from the singers' repertory at different stages 
of development. AB far as I know the question has only been raised by 
Hainsworth.1) He tackles it from "the rate at which formulae are being 
fed in", i.e. from the evidence of the unique expressions, and is inclined, 
rightly perhaps, to put the rate of replacement rather high. In the present 
inquiry the emphasis is rather on increasing elaboration, but generally 
speaking the two points of view do not necessarily exclude one another. 

B. CONJUGATION OF FORMULAE 

If we leave aside the readings for which more or less plausible variants 
are attested,2) some 60 cases remain, the authenticity of which is either 
certain or not open to reasonable doubt.3) On the whole this material 
is remarkably different from the data provided by the instances of declined 
formulae. Though the frequency of negleot of F af ter verbal forms is much 
greater, the evidence for distinct prototypes is proportionally slight. 
However, in a few cases it shows up quite clearly: 

ÖTf!VVOV, äva~ àvéJewv 'Aráf-lef-lvov lP 49 4) 

< wTf!VVe f-lÉyaç Telaf-lóJVtoç Araç 0 560 
" fJor,v &raDàç Mevilaoç 0 568, etc.&) 

f-lf!aeat lerov l 474 < f-lf!(JeTo (-aaTo) lerov ( -a) B 38 etc., 9 x. 
axtDov emi Te f-lV{}ov H 277 < axtDe(v) emi Te f-lV{}ov ~ 494, of.: 

lXe( v ) " " "D 302, 
&valveTo (àvf!vaTo) " " ,,11 647, lP 204 

and, on the other hand: "al laxeDe( v) Uf-lev6v nee rp 129 

" " lef-lÉv'YJV "x 409 
" " lef-lÉvovç" n 430 
" " lef-tÉ'llw ,,(J 284 

The third example deserves special notice beoause the modification has 

1) o.c. 66. Mr. Hainsworth points out to me that instead of declinedfonnula.e 
of the type nOt16ldáaw~ dVaKroç and ~dtoç ofvOtI the older epic may have used sub· 
stantivised epithets and periphrasis, especia.lly aftar the dia.eresis. He suggests that 
their removal is a personal touch of Homer's. As rega.rds periphrasis he aptly ramarks 
tha.t "vd,~oç 'Ee~ijç, Herm. 46, etc. (cf. "vd,~ov 'Ee~ijv, 4 X and 5 X respectively) 
"bas swept to the front as BOon as it beca.me ava.ilable at the expense of' AeYe'q>ÓVT1/Ç". 
I have no doubt tha.t the change is symptOJ7\atic indeed of what happened to severa.l 
pre.Homeric formula.e. 

I) e.g. A 444 [Àa(Jw~BI}' dVaKra, lIJ. lÄa(Jó~6a1}a dVaKra; (J 418 d.U.' d,..er', olvoxóoç, 
lIJ. d.U.' d,..6 (but in the identical line q> 263 no variant is attested). 

a) On the question in how far emendations are justified, see above, p. 30 . 
• ) ÓTeVV6 Bentley. 
5) cf. Parry, E.T. 11 ff., Farm. 48 ff. and paa8. ("a.rtifice d'ácba.nge"). 
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been caused by a change of subject which in itself points to a non-tradi
tional treatment and because this innovation has entailed enjambement.1 ) 
The prototype *axéfJe Feiné TE p,iJ{}ov', he (she) prevented kim (her, etc.) 
and spoke: ex> *laxefJe Ftép,evóv (-"lv, etc.) nee, he (she) prevented kim (her, 
etc.), thougk he (ske, etc.) wanted to do it is likely to be very ancient: the 
aorist axe/hiv is found in both Arcadian and Aeolic.2) The same is true 
ofthe type &hevve p,éyaç Te)..ap,ÓJvwç Ai'aç, etc., etc. and the fixed character 
of p,~(kro(-aa1'o) leyov(-a) points in the same direction. In these cases, 
then, the evidence for clear-cut and archaic prototypes is well-established. 
In the vast majority of cases, however, it is not nearly so conclusive. 
It is reasonable to suppose that ei'aop,' beáa1'''lv (1' 501) has been developed 
from ol(ja(-e, etc.) beaa"Ca (cf. a 228, v 309) and that l~eeéetvOV ËxaaTa 
(e 70, l' 463) is a conjugation of (l~)eeéetVe(v) Ëxaa1'a ((j 137, x 14, P, 34). 
However, most of the instanees of neglected digamma in the different 
grammatical cases of [xaa1'oç cannot be paralleled likewise. This is of course 
closely bound up with the fact that they are preceded by a large variety 
of verbal forms: (jtaaxomäa{)at ËxaaTa( -ov) K 388, P 252, (jet~etaç [xaa1'a 
T 332, ne~aaeaxov [xaa"Ca {) 259, TEUOtev Ëxaa1'a t 127, lm1'eétpetaç [xaa1'a 
o 24, lemeç Ëxaa1'a w 339, lrpon)..taaavTEç Ëxaa1'Ot 1jI 55, {)cbl1'OV [xaaTot 
w 417, lp,{JaA' éxáaTlP A 11 ex> E 151, vevov éxáaTqJ t 468, elan, éxáaTOtJ 
n 313. Similarly the ancient formula lrpt p,áxea{)at is preceded by eV elMTEç 
B 720, àVÓJye1'ov 11 287, O1'eVve1'ov M 367, p,eveatvép,ev E 606. It is most un
likely that all these expressions were created without the poets using older 
prototypes. In that case, however, the prototypes themselves must have 
shown considerable variety. The underlying cause of this phenomenon 
is partly to be found in the fact that, even at early stages of development, 
the formulaic relation between verbal forms and other parts of the sentence 
was less close than the connection between the constituents of noun
epithet formulae. In certain traditional phrases, e.g. l{Jav olxóvc5e [xaaToç 
the verb is an integral part of the formula, but such combinations are 
comparatively rare. Very of ten the verb is separated from a formula by 
a caesura, as is shown by the examples given by Parry and, in the present 
case bytheuseof Upt p,áxea{)at.3) Even when it is not followed by a caesura, 
the combinations in which it appears do not show anything like the 
stereotyped character of so many noun-epithet formulae and similar 
expressions. In the matter of verbal forms the formulaic diction clearly 
allowed a comparatively great extent of free choice to the singers. That 
this feature already existed before the digamma was dropped is apparent 
from the large variety of verbs preceding [xaaToç in cases marked by 
observance of the digamma: (je(jp,~p,ea{)a [xaaToç E 878, a"lp,atvovat(v) 
[xaaToç P 250, la"lP,~Vav1'o [xaa1'oç H 175, lneTElle(v) [xaaToç A 47 = 

1) below, p. 101 ff., 121 ff., 132; cf. above, 40 f. 
2) Arcadian: Ruijgh, E.A. 137; Aeolle: not only in Sappho and Alea.eus but 

also in an inseription from Eresos, Sehwyzer, Del. 632 A 40: V]nou"e(O)ijv. 
8) ef.:tI 313; c5Matn!U, heaC1T~ 0 189. 
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M 84, èYe~yoe{h [)(arJT:oç H 371 =2' 299, W yvwu [XUf1TOÇ T 84, 1/yEL(!U 

[xurJT:ov P 222, 0 1~u [xur1Tu IJ 228 = v 309, ärr(!V'llE(v) [XUf1TO'II fJ 392, etc., etc. 
This phenomenon contrasts most sharply with the fixity of such nominal 
types as nU(!' deftum(v) olm(v) [XUf1TOÇ B 775=8 544, av~eu(-i) lXUIJTOV(-cp) 

H 424, etc. (8 x), 91wTU(-i) lXUIJTOV(-cp) B 164, etc. (7 x). The flexibility 
of a given verb must generaUy have been greater than that of noun
epithet . formulae and similar combinations. The flexibility of the latter 
expressions was much restricted by their case-endings and most of them 
contained non-functional elements (av~eU/91WTU lXUf1TOV = ± lxuf1TO'II) 

which little invited innovation. It was quite a different thing with the 
traditional use of verbal forms. Because of their dynamic character verbs 
were under heavier pressure and technically they could be changed much 
more easily. First, they were mostly less closely connected with other 
words (see above); secondly, owing to their more elaborate inflection, 
they presented a much larger variety of forms; thirdly these forms could 
be supplemented with adverbs, particles and prepositions which, being 
indeclinable themselves, could be used without upsetting whole metrical 
structures (cf. Q)T(!V'IIE(V) lxuf1Tov, W yvwu [XUf1TOç). 

Yet, notwithstanding the comparatively great liberty allowed to the 
poets on the point of verbal forms, we have to realise that in the period 
when the digamma was still a living sound, the possibilities for conjugation 
were much more limited than in Homer's time.!) Before lxuf1Toç (-ov, -Ot 

etc.) aU the verbal forms listed in the former group were excluded. None 
of the verbal forms which precede 191t ftáXEIJ{}Ut in Homer were possible 
before the loss of the digamma had occurred. Before oixa~' the forms 
à'Jt~'llVIJUV 'Y} 326, Q)naIJav v 121, 305, èé).~ETat 0 66, EievaTat n 463, èÄ.eVIJETut 

v 232, XaTCtXEtOftEV IJ 419 were excluded as weU as vnoM~oJ-Lat before 
oixcp n 70 and fJovÄ.eTat before 01xov 091ÉÀÀ.Et'II 021. Now the forms represented 
most conspicuously in this sample are present and future tenses, 3 p. plur. 
of past tenses, 1 and 2 p. sing. and plur. of several moods. Hence the share 
of the 3 p. sing. of imperf. and aor. is likely to have been proportionally 
even more prominent before F was dropped than it was in Homer's time. 
And if this was true of the narrow field covered by the examination of 
the phenomenon of neglected digamma, there is no reason to suppose 
that it should have been otherwise in other parts of the formulaic diction. 
This tends to show that in the period prior to the loss of the digamma 
the narrative aspect and, to some extent, the descriptive element 2) of 

1) As soon as the digamma vanished from current speech Homer's immediate 
predecessors must have made an extensive usa of the increased pOBBibilities and in 
one or two generations the a.lready flexible prototypes were so drastica.lly changed 
that we have no mea.ns of retracing most of them. 

2) cf. Ä 304 (aÄÄon: (J' aJn:) TE"fJvûa,v • T'",*, (Jè ÄeÄóyxaa,(v) laa {)eoicn. The tra
ditional character of the latter hemistich is borne out by the striking archa.ism 
ÄeÀóyxaa, as weIl as by the fact that the poet of Ä 304 had to force the gra.mms.tical 
construction of the sentence in order to use it (see below, p. 105; on TE"fJvûaw as a 
symptom of relatively late composition, ibid.). 
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the style was more predominant than it is found to be in Homer.1) If this 
inference is correct, it mayalso affect our view of certain Homeric pheno
mena. Since 1. Bekker, for example, it has been held by many scholars 
that in the repeated line ij).vi}ov elxO(JTep Ë'r:et elç naT:(!ttJa yaiav (n 206 = 
T 484 = cp 208 = w 322) we should read ~).{}ov ÈE'XOUT:ep, a parallel of which 
is found in tp 102 = 170 ë).{}ot ÈE'''OUT:ep. This conjecture may be right, at 
all events it may constitute the prototype of the Homeric expressions. 
Yet it is equally possible that the archaic form of the aorist is origina) 
in this line and that the first hemistich once belonged to an ancient N ÓUT:Oç 

in the form ij).v{}e Fe,xour:ep Fér:eï.2) Likewise the prototype of eç "J).tOV 

el)'~)'om?a E 204 which is actually found in Homer (elç "J).tOV [i.e. • F t).,ov] 

el).rJ).ov{}et A 230) is incompatible with cDç ).[nov in the first hemistich.8) 

Was the older epic primarily concerned with 'Mythenerzihlung' and much 
less with dialogue1 4) In an article entitled Mycenaean Name8 in Homer6) 

Miss D. Gray arrived at the conolusion that these names are thiokest in 
"family histories and passages which may be called feudal" , including 
genealogies; she adds that this is an indication of the subject-matter of 
the Myoenaean poetry which was the ancestor of our epics. Of course 

1) This is not to say, of course, that the Greek tradition ever Iacked speeches 
nor that the development suggested wa.s necessa.ri1y a quantitative one. That even 
at very ea.rly stages dia.logue existed a.longside narrative is indica.ted by the archa.ic 
nature of such lines a.s 

Iv T' l1ea oL tpii Xtll(/l MOÇ T' ltpaT' i" T' óvó",aCtl 
and cDç tpáro, Toia, 68 mia,(v) la6óTa ",OOov ltlUle 
and of the types 

)

liVae dv6eciW 'A"a",é",vaw 
TeW 6' /Jpt;lptlT' bU'Ta Deà "Àavxw,", 'A~ 

etc. 

"al ",W Àwaó",evoç l 
" oL huvxó",evo, lnea :rneeóena neoC171,Jda 

etc. 

Z 253, etc. 
I 173, a 422 

" 73 n 829, etc. 

(on more recent types see helow, p. 137 f.). Yet it is a far cry from the archa.ic sim
plicity of these formula.e to Homer's speeches, the refined nature of which-it need 
hardly he said-is prima.rily due to the poetica.l genius of the poet himself. In this 
sort of poetry, moreover, refinement presupposes elaboration, so at ea.rlier stages 
of the development dia.logue wa.s doubtless much more rudiment&ry. In 'modern' 
ora.l poetry, Bowra. states, "the cha.ra.cters spea.k in the first person, often at BOme 
length, and much time is given to speeches" (The Ormvparalive Study of Homer, 
AJA LIV (1950) 185), yet "when heroic poetry uses the first [person], it is a sign 
not of primitive cha.ra.cter, but of advanced art" (Heroic Poetry, 32). 

I) perhaps originally followed by a noun-epithet formula. such a.s :rnoÀlnoeDo, 
'OdtJaaev, (5 x). The hiatus in:IJ 206, etc., is BUSpect from a formula.ic point of view. 

a) see below, p. 64. 
4) ProfeBBor Kamerbeek points out to me that the evolution of dia.logue a.s 

outllned above ha.s a para.llel in the development of the short comparison (which 
may have been borrowed from Ea.stern epic poetry, cf. e.g. Webster, M.H. 82 f., 
322 fr.) into the ela.borate form of the simile found in Homer. 

Ii) JHS LXXVIII (1958), 43-48. 
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our own inquiry is bound to halt long before Mycenaean times are reached, 
but it may be interesting to note that the evidence just examined is in 
accordance with Miss Gray's conclusions. Travelling backwards we have 
covered a small distance of what may be the other end of one and the 
same road. 

C. AN ARCHAIC CONSTITUENT OF A FORMULA IS REPLACED 

BY A MORE FAMILIAR FORM 

A post·Homeric example is perhaps found in 
déo, lppa).' heduup Ap. 447, cf. ulJho, w/?ue(,,) heduup B 451.1 ) 

In retracing prototypes of this kind we are given very little help by 
the archaising emendations which, since Bentley, have been proposed in 
order to purge the Homeric text of cases of neglected digamma. In lJrp(/ 
einw 2) (9 x) the second element may have replaced *lanw. However, 
since Fick's conjecture is not supported by any reliable evidence, we have 
to reckon with the possibility that lJrp(/ einw is one of the rare instances 
of a formula built upon the 10ss of the sound in spoken lonic.3) There is 
a better case for Schulze's *FFáxe 4) instead of 'taxe in the formulae fteyáJ: 
'taxe (4 x), Èni éJ' 'taxe (3 x) etc. Yet, once the digamma had been dropped 
the singers may have associated the present-imperfect formulae ftÉya 
wiaxov (2 x ),5) ftiya 'iáxwv (2 x ),6) aftefléJaUa 'iáxwv (7 x)7) etc., with the 
aorist-formulae ftaxflov avae(v) (5 x) fta"flOv àvaaç (14 x), aftefléJaUov 
éJ' i{Jól1ae(v) (3 x) and have regarded the forms with short initial syllables 
as aorists, the more so as they knew the archaic aorist l{Jflaxe from ftéya 
éJ' l{Jflaxe,8) (j éJ' l{Jflaxe,9) and possibly from other ancient pre-Homeric 
formulae. They may consequently have created the type ftiya {)' 'taxe, 
fteyóJ.' 'taxe, ini éJ' 'taxe on this ancient pattern. 

It is quite possible that Homer has many cases of archaisms, replaced 
by forms which presuppose loss of F, but the evidence I am able to find 

1) cf. however A 11 NE 151 p/:ya ulJho, lppaA' é"duTlp (below, p. 54). 
2) Van Leeuwen (Ench.1 291) sought support for the form in Elee.n brei/no, etc. 

(Schwyzer, Del. 409, with several equally hypothetical expla.nations). 
I) see below, p. 59ff. It is the same with 1JfP(!' eldfj, though here there may be 

some evidence for a.nalogical development from IJrp/?a ldn" Chantraine, G.H. !, 141. 
4) Kleine Schriften 343 f.: ·FaXei" (afterwards associated with ·Fváxew) should 

be regarded as anisole.ted aorist ofthe root svegh, Goth. swëgnjan ("sausen, pra.sseln"), 
so ·FFáXe < ·uFáXe N eind ·FFéo < eind ·uFéo, cf. e 459 eind 10 ).vue. See also Chantraine, 
o.c. 139 f., 313, and Frisk 8.11. 

D) LI 506=P 317. 
') P 213, 1: 160; p/:ya láX01lua E 343; pl:ya ldxone, E 421. 
7) E 302=9 321=Y 285; 1I 785, T 41, Y 382, 443. 
I) E 838, 1I 566. 
t) E 859 =1I 468. 
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amounts to very little.l) As far as I can see there are only two probable 
instances of this kind of modification. In X 318-19 atJ'rae lywv p,f:r:à T:oi(1t 
{}voaxóoç ovéJèv loeywç / xe{aop,at Bentley proposed ov n for ovéJèv. It is 
reasonable to suppose that ov n loeywç-if it does not constitute the 
authentic reading itself! - reflects an ancient prototype, for the system 
noAlà loeye( -wç), (Jaaa loeyaç etc. is certainly traditional 2) and ov n is 
older than ovéJÉv.3) In 'Axatoiatv éJè p,iya a{}Évoç lp,fJa').' éxáa1:(p (A 11-12 
~ E 151-52) it is probable that ancient weae was ousted by lp,fJaX through 
the contamination of two formulae: a{}évoç (* p,Évoç 1) weae (v) éxáaT:cp / xaeMn 
(B 451) and lp,fJa').e {}vp,cp (T 139 etc., 5 x), the latter of which was im
possible because of the following xaeMn.4) 

D. A FORMULA IS SPLIT BY THE INTRODUCTION OF ANOTHER WORD 

Post·Homeric examples of this phenomenon a.re found in e.g.: 

'AnóMawá T' äVaKra Ap. 15, cf. 'Anó,U,aw, äVaKr' A 36, Ani T' 

aiOona mvé",ev olvov Hes. E. 592, cf. aiOona olvov LI 259 etc. 
(22 x, e.g. bd IJ' alOona olvov A 462=1' 459). 

In general, as we have seen above, the transmitted text is to be left 
as it stands. Of the conjectures which have been proposed from Bentley 
onwards, several are to be regarded as restorations not of Homeric but 
of pre-Homeric expressions, e.g. àvn{}ioto ävaxT:oç for àvn{}iov yà(! avaxT:oç 
~ 40.11 ) A few emendations may be supposed, for one reason or another, 
to present the authentic reading, for example, Bentley's emission of p,' 

in X 347 (olá p,' loeyaç mss.), cf. {Jaaa loeyaç in Ambros. 1019 and Laur. 
32, 15, (IJ 399. Of course such cases reduce to a slight extent the incontro
vertible evidence available for modification of Homer's part. Yet, whether 
the mss. reading is genuine or due to the vicissitudes of oral or semi-oral 
transmission by rhapsodes,6) they may still allow us to retrace the basic 
formulaic prototypes, provided they are part of a system. This is actually 
the case with loeya (-aç, -e, -wç): 

1) IuD,' ["TJ).or;, f! 478, (for ·1(10, (F)é"TJÀor;, Chantra.ine, ibid. 292),If!Y' tSll5tJ;;av (-ar;) 
(6 x) (for lf!ya (F),I5tJ;;av( .ar;) which is commonly adopted) a.re of course simple 
cases of modernisa.tion, compa.ra.ble with IlTJÀTJ,ál5ew • AX'Àijor; for IlTJ).TJ,ál5a' 'Ax,).ijor; 
etc. Not even the la.tter seemB to be post.Homeric, cf. P 5 otl nf!lv ell5tJ;;a Tó"mo. 

I) below, p. 55. 
,) On otl n-otll5év see Leuma.nn, Homerische Wörter, 13, Cha.ntra.ine, ibid. I 281, 

Wa.ckemagel, Sprachliche Unterauchungen zu Homer, 116, Vorle8Ungen aber Syntax 
11, 268f. 

4) "ae l5lll occurs only in B 452 =A 12 =3 152: "ae15ill, ä).).TJ~OV no).e""!;é,,,ev 
~dè ",áxe(10a,. 

6) "Criticus a.pud Na.uckium", Va.n Leeuwen ad loc. 
t) For X 347 as for some other cases mentioned by Chantra.ine, G.H. I, 116-

157), this supposition is much more pla.usible tha.n the a.ssumption of a. graphica.l 
corruption. 
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öaaa lo(}yaç r 57; (/> 399 (see above). 
olá p: 

" 
X 347 mss., ft' del. Bentley. 

ta{))'à lo(}ye B 272 
(xaxà) no.uà 

" 
E 175 = II 424; e 356 

" 
ÈO(}ywç I 320 

cf. ov~èv 
" X 318 mss., oi! Tt Bentley. 

xáx' EO(}ye r 351. 

Sometimes, however, the corrections proposed are not only unconvincing 
in themselves but also tend to mask the evolution of epic diction from 
its more ancient formulaic stages to Homeric variations. In discussing 

návTwv ftèv X(}aTÉetV È{)é).et , návTeaat ~' àváaauv A 288 
näaá TOt la{)' vno~e~l'YJ, no).Éeaat~' àváaaetç I 73 
Nt(}evç, 'Ay).al'YJç vlàç Xaeónot& T' avaxToç B 672 

Chantraine, in defiance of his own well-founded view that "H faudrait
distinguer entre la langue des formules épiques et celle des aèdes qui les 
ont combinées" ,1) writes: "il est - aisé d'entrevoir sous la vulgate des 
formes à digamma: A 288, pour návTeaat ~' àváaauv, näatv ~è (.F)av.; I 73 
pour noÀÉeaat ~' àváaauç, noÀÉatv ~è (.f)av. ; B 672 pour Xaeónot& T' ävaxToç, 
Xaeónov Te (.f)ávax ." 2) In the light ofthe relations between the prototypes 
and modifications outlined above this is wrong. 3) Not only is the transmitted 
text to be left as it stands, but, what is more important from our point 
of view, the neglect of the digamma has to be explained by the Homeric 
modification of the formulaic and probably very ancient prototypes 
*návTeaat .faváaaetv (-etç, etc.), *noÀÉeaat .faváaaetv (-etç, etc.), *Xae&noto 
(II(}táftotO etc.) .fávaxToç, cf. e.g.: 

no).üaa' äv~(}eaatv avaxTa E 546 
noÀÉaa' 

" " 
N 452 

" " 
, I 

avaaawv P 308 
K t).{xeaa' 

" " 
Z 397 

n).eóveaatv àváaau A 281 4) 

and : II(}táftotO avaxToç B 373 etc., 9 x 
'EÀÉvotO 

" 
N 758 etc., 3 x 

and so on. 
No useful purpose would be served by a simple enumeration of the 

cases which can be explained on the same lines. The conditions, however, 
in which the most conspieuous of these phenomena appear, deserve a 
closer inspection, since they may give us some indications as to the trends 

1) ibid. 157. 
2) ibid. 126-27. The conjectures are Bentley's. 
8) This applies in particular to the introduction of the forma näcll'll and noUO'w 

with v·movable making position, below, p. 73 n . 3, 107 f. 
4) It goes without saying that in this type of formula v-movable is not original; 

on the hybrid form noUGG', which is equally due to modification of sn ancient 
type, below, p. 117 f. 
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which, af ter the digamma had been dropped in spoken Ionic, may have 
been operating in epic style. 

It is clear that soma ofthe alterat.ions have been caused by modifications 
of a very simpie, connective type. In addition to noÀéeaaL (náVt'EaaL) cl 
à"áaauç (-u,,) and XaeónoLó T' ävaxToç I may cite eJ cl oixaó' lxéq{}at 
A 19 1) (oixaó' lxéa{}at 8 x at the end of the !ine) and oÀoqmeóp,evoç ó' 
lnoç 1}Ma (0 114 = 398 =" 199), the prototype of which is clearly 
exemplified by evxóp,evoç lnoç 1}vt5a (K 461 etc., 7 x), naeLaTáp,evoÇ lnoç 
YJMa (P 119) etc.2) Corresponding to *.fénoç 1}vóa there must have existed 
a complementary formula * .fón' axovae( -aav, etc.) 3) - cf. xvóoç à(!éa{}at 
N xvóoç Oeé~aL, p,,,~aavTo óè xdep'TJ; N À~{}O"TO óè xdep'1}ç -, for we find: 
èydw on' ä"ovaa H 53, vwll"ee1}" on' àxovarJç p, 185, ànd aTOp,áTWV on' àxovaaL 
p, 187, -reenóp,evoç on' àxovanç Iet(!TJvoüV p, 52. Rence the neglect of the 
digamma in àp,e{ÀLxTov Ó' on' äxovaav (-ae) .ti 137, (/)98, is to be explained 
as resulting from the insertion of Ó' .4) Here, however the particle is not 
used as a simple connective but has an adversative sense.li) This brings 
us to the fust element of antithetical expression, the particle p,év. 

In discussing the origination of monosyllabic lwç and Téwç we have 
seen that there are some signs that the presence of very recent forms 
may be ascribed to insertion of p,év in older prototypes.6) Attention has 
already been drawn to T~" p,èv lówv y~~ae (e 486 = w 504), where an 
ancient paratactical type of narrative has been turned into the fust clause 
of an antithesis.7) In the same way- but with a different meaning 8) -p,iv 
has penetrated into an old prototype B 233 ov p,èv lOLxe and I 374 oMè 
p,èv leyov, cf. oMè lOLxe (-v, lc[JxeL) A 119 etc., 14 x, and ovóé TL leyov (-wv) 
T 323, v 378, ~é 'h leyov ó 163. On the strength of these cases we may 
reasonably suppose that intrusion of p,év (and not of l1e' or y' 9)) is the 
primary cause of the neglect of digamma in expressions of the type T~V 

1) cf. Webster, Early and Late in Homeric Diction 45, Severyns, o.c. 91 f. (n:A'7uá
ptllOt; II olvolo (jmat;, I 224). 

I) On other aspects of this tyte of modification see below, p. 65f. 
8) Evidence for F is found in the ancient formula àpE:lpóptllai dn:l "aAfi (A 604, 

Q) 60, cf. Chantraine, G.H. I, 124), and in {}E:OV ón:a q:>WVI7UavTot; (Y 380, cf. (}E:ät; ón:a 
q:>WVJ7udu1Jt; B 182, etc., 3 x). In dow,dotla' cln:l "aAfi, E: 61, the neglect ofthe digamma 
bas heen caused hy the usa of the "impressionistic" neologism dOl{jldotlua (cf. K. 
Meister, o.c. 79) before 'exposed' dn:l "aAfi. 

4) cf. also the treatment of udq:>a ('rdxa) eluopa'(-E:al) (H 226, S 8) > TdXa {j' E:1ueaJ 
p 40, n: 246. If Q)t; postpoaitivum originally had a digamma (cf. Chantraine, ibid. 
126), the neglect of the sound in a numher of formulae, may be regarded as typical 
of the evolution ({}eàt; (j' OOt; TlBTO lJfJpcp, etc.). Since the F must have been dropped 
very early, the odds are that the prototypes ({}E:ot; OOt; TleTO (j~pcp, etc.) are indeed a 
Mycenaean survival (cf. Wehster, M.H. 108, 258). 

6) likewise in ..1 470 oot; TOv pb Aln:E: IJvpót;, in:' ath-rp (j' leyov htJx01J. 
e) ahove, p. 35. 
7) ahove, p. 35. 
8) Denniston, G.P. 362. 
e) Nineteenth-century conjectures usually omit 11e', y'. 
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plv äe' .. Ietç (E 353), TOOÇ ftÈv Ö r' 'A<1TVVócp (0 455), ol ftÈv äe' olvov ifttayov 

(a 110) and that the prototype is the usu al or (TOOÇ, T~V, etc.) 6' äea 1)_. 

A similar development may have entailed the neglect of the digamma 
in E 234 6W"E ftÉV o[ the (paratactical) prototype of which is found Z 193, 
'1' 390 (6W"E 6i 0[, cf. t 203 6W"E 6i ftOt), and in v 430 "cle'PE ftÉV 0[. In this 
connection the extremely recent accusative via (t 283) may be mentioned. 
It is used at the beginning of the line in conditions comparable with 
6W"E ftÉV 0[, "cle'PE ftÉV 0[: via ftÉV ftOt "adaeE IIoaEtMwv ' Evoa{x;{}wv. Of 
course Ahrens' conjecture rij' àftTJv is to be rejected; the mss. reading is 
certainIy authentic and in the light of the preceding observations it seems 
to be symptomatic of the evolution of epic diction. Probably the prototype 
may be reconstructed on the same lines as in the cases just mentioned: 
*väFa 6i Fot "aTÉFaeE IIoauMwv 'Evoa{x-{}wv.2) It may have belonged to 
an ancient Nostos, cf. *1j)'vfh FweoaTo.1 FÉTu [nTO).mOe-{}oç '0m,aawç].3) 

The pointed expression of an idea may involve negiect of digamma 
in the second limb of a co-ordinated anti thesis. Such is the case, as we 
have seen, in A 288 návTwv ftÈv "eadEtV È-{}i).Et, návTEa(Jt 6' àváaaEtV. Here 
the anti thesis is only a formal one and is used to give point to the anaphora. 
This rhetorical employment is not likely to have been very oid in Homer's 
time. It is perhaps symbolic that its fust appearance in Greek poetry is 
marked by a recent feature of the diction. A similar phenomenon is found 
in P 279 <".»). 550 Aiaç (-v-{}') 8ç nEet ftÈV EMoç, nEet 6' ier' ÈTÉTv"TO, cf. 
iera TÉTv"Tat (-TO) X 450, n 354, ). 610, ierov ÈTvxifrJ LI 470, an 'exposed' 
prototype.4) 

Thus far expressions have been examined in which the particies ftiv 

and 6i were inserted in contexts which show every sign of being traditional. 
There are, however, a few cases where negiect of digamma has been brought 
about by the employment of ftÉv in a different environment. As is well
known, Homeric messages are usually respeated verbatim, exeept for 
minor variations neeessitated by the circumstanees. When, however 
Agamemnon relates the message of the oJ).oç "OvE'f!OÇ in B (60-70), he 
does not finish it. Nor does he .conclude it with the customary wç äea 

IPwv~aaç or wç EIJUVV, but, breaking off in the middle of a line he winds 
up his report with wç 8 ftÈv Elnwv / tPXET' MOnTáftEVOç, ÈftÈ tJÈ r).vxVç vnvoç 

àVij"EV (70-71). The expression wç 8ftÈv Elnwv does not appear elsewhere. 
Used as it is instead of wç äea IPwV1)aaç or wç Elnwv it is charaeteristic 
of the growing liberty in poetie composition and of a eorrespondingly 
increasing preferenee for antithetical expression. The same applies to the 
negiect of the digamma in n 338 IITJvEÄonEtn 6'EmE avfJwTTJç drxt naeáaTaç, 

1) Of course this does not mean that corresponding formula.e must at one time 
have exÏsted for every individual expression. The emphasis is on type. 

2) On the preswnably greater (proportiona.l) frequency of the 3rd. pers. sing. 
in ea.rlier pha.ses see above, p. 51. 

3) above, p. 52. 
4) On LI 470 see above, p. 56 n . 5. 
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which is preceded by a one line-Iong report (!) of a messenger, introduced 
with ~1jev~ ,ûv. 

The three lines f3 52-54 

or naTeàç ,ûv èç ol~ov Wteeetyaat vÉea{}at 
, I ~aetov, öç ~' aVTàç üóvwaatT:o {}vyáTea 
lJot", lJ' cp ~' è{}üot ~at OL ~exaetapÉvoç l).{}ot 

were regarded as spurious by Hartman and Van Leeuwen. The latter is 
certainly right in pointing out that WtÉeetyaat (a äna~ ).eyópevov) is an 
exaggerated way of saying that the suitors do not like Penelope to return 
(or do not like to go themselvesn to Icarios' house I)-in fact , it shows 
some resemblance to èv lJ' av.olç letlJa lMy1lV1lTo f3aeeiav (Y 55) and similar 
expressions which Kirk caUs "anti-traditional" .2) Still, in my opinion the 
evidence is insufficient to regard f3 52-54 as post-Homeric. But let us 
look at èç ol~ov. The usual and doubtless traditional way to express "his 
(her, etc.) father's house" is lJwpaTa naTeÓç (E 141 etc., 7 x, sometimes 
preceded by neàç). The words for "homeward" (without any qualification) 
are the ancient adverbs oi~alJe and ol~óvlJe. It is not unlikely, therefore, 
that eiç ol~ov (a 356 = f{! 350) is an innovation. Anyhow, 1}yev lç ol~ov 
(~ 318, e 84) certainly is, and a very recent innovation at that. In f3 52 
too the use of antithetical pb appears in a very recent context. 

Of course antithesis as such 3) is very ancient and largely represented 
in traditional formulae (e.g. wç or piv TOtaVTa neàç à).).~).ovç àyóeevov I TW 
lJi (E 274), nov lJ' (8 213), etc. Yet in the phases of epic diction slightly 
prior to or roughly contemporary with Homer it seems to have been 
expanding. The cases cited above seem to foreshadow the steadily increasing 
role of antithetical expression in classical Greek literature. 

E. A FORMULA IS REMOVED FROM lTS TRADITIONAL POSITION 

A post-Homeric example of this phenomenon is found in Aphr. 232: 
atTcp T' à",{JeoalTJ TE "al Er",aTa "aJ.à ",doiiaa 
cf. er",aTa "a,1.á at the end of the line Aphr. 171 and, in Homer, C 111, etc., 

5 x, without exception. 

A similar handling of formulae may have caused several cases of neglect 
in Homer but their identification is made problematic for lack of corres
ponding evidence. In a few cases, however, the development is clearly 
recognisable. 

1. ).vye' lxw· ola{}a ~ai aVTàç lnei aÉ new{}' L~ÉTeVaa e 573 
The formula ollJa (ola{}a) ~ai aVTóç (avT~) is found 7 times at the end 

of the line, e.g. Y 201 = 432 

l).neo {)etlJt~ea{}at· ènei aáf{!a ollJa ~ai aVTàç. 

The other cases are 0 93, !J 105, e 215, ~ 457, ~ 365. 

1) ad loc.: violentius quam pro 8ententia. 
2) S.H. 205 f. 
3) i.e. apart from rhetorical anaphora. 
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2. oL"abi T' è)'{}iflEval "aL VÓClTlflOV "'flu(! lbiCl{}al y 233 = E 220 = {} 466. 
This is one of the rare cases of formulaic use of an expression built 

up on previous loss of digamma. It can be shown, however, that, here too, 
we have to do with a modification of a more ancient type. The formula 
VÓClTlflOv"'flU(! is elsewhere confined to the end of the line (7 x) and in 
the majority of cases it appears to be part of a system: 

àrpet).ETO ) a 9, T 369 

MW).ETO ~ , e 253 
cl)).ETO \ VOClTlflOV "'flae a 168 

cl)).EClE ) a 354 

The other cases are n 149, e 571. It seems that, perhaps on the analogy 
of èÀ.EV{}EeOV nflU(! MOVeaç (3 x), the probably very ancient formula 
VÓClTtfloV "'flae was ousted from its traditional position af ter the digamma 
had been dropped in Ionic. The modification is also due to the fact that 
the regular position of lbiCl{}at is at the verse-end (38 x, 2 x with neglect 
of F). 

3. o'Mi Tt 7lW naeà floieav Ënoç vTJ"Eebèç ËEl7'tEÇ ~ 509 
Here we have an unusually clear instanee of "competition between 

two formulae which would naturally fall into the same part ofthe verse." 1) 
On the one hand we find: 

TOVTO Ë710Ç vTJflEeÛç I 
r 204 

" " 
{}vfla).yèç Ëel7'tEÇ n 69, tp 183 

and on the other: 

1 
" "aTà flO Ï(!av o 206, lJ 141 

" " " " 
ËEl7'tE(V) rp 278 

ov Tl 
" " " 

{} 397 

and we may add that the formula "aTà floieav lEl7'tE( -v, -ç) appears altogether 
16 x in this position. In ~ 509 nU(!à floieav has been shifted into position 
51/2 (before the trochaic caesura), in which "aTà floÏ(!av is actually found 
T 256, 0 170 = 203, e 580, but where, of course, its use. is dependent 
on the following hemistich beginning with avowel. 

It goes without saying that the combination nU(!à floieav lnoç vTJ"Eebèç 

Eel7'tEÇ may be looked at from a different angle. Though "aTà floÏ(!av is 
much less frequent in 51/2, we may start from its employment in this 
position and regard the combination of the two expressions as an instanee 
of juxtaposition of formulae which was only made possible by the loss 
of the digamma. This phenomenon is well-known in Homeric diction. 
It appears, for example, in H 108, where Ënoç is in the same ('exposed') 
position: 

bE~tTEefjç [).E XEt(!OÇ e710ç T' erpaT' Ë" T' ovóflaCE, 

cf. ev T' èi.ea oi(flol) rpv xEteL" " " " " " 
Z 406 etc., 11 x 2). 

1) Hainsworth, o.c. 65. 
2) "r. also y 374 TTJ).E/Aáxov ti' l).E xEÏea lnoç T' ÉfpaT' b, T' &vó/AaCev. 
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Since it may be supposed that nowadays there is general agreement on 
the part juxtaposition has played in the formation of Homeric diction, 
let us confine ourselves to examining a repeated phrase which, at fust 
sight, might be taken for a formula created af ter the digamma had been 
dropped. We find: 

ill' ä'YE, rija pûawav È(!VUUOf..lEV, iJ nç à(}lur'Y} n 348 
vVv tJ' 

" " " " ! Û, áAd ... t 141 = i} 34 

- , ~ È(!VUUaf..lEV 577 V'YJaç f..lEV 

-a" I 2 ~, ,,~ naf..l:Tr(!oJTov " , I 

~ ~nEt(!ÓvtJE 423 E(!VUUOf..lEV " 
" " " È(!vuua-re " 403 

Of course it is easy to 'correct' Ó 577 etc. by reading náf..l:Tr(!WTa,l) but, 
once again, this appears to be a doubtful expedient. For what are we 
to do with A 141, i} 34 and n 3481 In all probability the neglect of the 
digamma is connected with the position of the verbal forms: they always 
occur af ter the trochaic caesura, in aplace, that is, in which the digamma 
is particularly 'exposed', the caesura being one of the natural switch
points in the formulaic diction. That this view is correct is shown by the 
fact that the digamma of the same verb is never neglected in the following 
lines, in which the verb is not employed af ter a caesura: 

a l'Pa tJÈ vija ! ~ \ I~ lÈn' ~nEt(!oio rija f..lÈv ol 'YE f..lEl'oatVaV w 
E(!VUUaV 

" " ~:,." I á;'àç {Jév{}oUtJE 
" " vvV naf..l:Tr(!WTOV 

n 359 
A 485 = n 325 
{} 52 
Ó 780 

Since the position of the ancient infinitive in -Éf..lEV and of the equally 
ancient short-vowel-conjunctive in -Of..lEV is traditionally before the bucolic 
diaeresis, it is clear that the verses of the first series have been built 
upon the two oid prototypes 

I ~ elç äÄa Mav 
* .fE(!VUUÉf..lEV (.fE(!VUUOf..lEV) , I 1: 

'Y}nEt(!OVUE 

which are complementary to each other in the same way as 

*álàç {Jév{}OUtJE ~ I 

*.1" _ .fE(!Vuuav 
lin 'Y}nEt(!otO 

and that the former type was originally designed to be used af ter an 
hemistich ending in avowel, whereas the latter was meant to serve af ter 
a consonant. Obviously the neglect of the digamma in the first series 
has been caused by its employment in conditions which, before the di
gamma was dropped, only fitted the second type (náp,n(!WTOV, rija [v-v] 
f..lÉÄawav). The type of hemistich which originally corrcsponded with 
*.fE(!VUUÉf..lEV (-Of..lEV) Elç äÄa ó.iav (~nEt(!ÓVóE) has disappeared in Homer, 

1) Tbe conjecture was already made by Bentley. 

file:///egvooav
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yet the opportunities to use the two expressions may have been frequent 
alld we can easily imagine earlier singers composing such verses as 

*vija nOÀv"À*6a Fe(!Vaaéf-lev elç áÀa 6ïav < 
*väFa noÀv"ÀáFt6a Feevaaéf-lev Èvç áÀa 6lFjav.1) 

At the stage represented by Homer the formulae in question were not 
modified themselves, it is only their employment which was changed. 
Af ter Homer, however, the evolution of epic style and the corresponding 
decomposition of the age-old formulaic diction must have gathered 
momentum. Thus in the (Pythian) Hymn to Apollo we read È" 6' áÀoç 
~neteóv6e {}o~v àvà vi/ ÈevaaVTo, 506. lndeed, so much have the original proto
types changed that, if we did not have Homer, we would never suspect 
that ultimately this line goes back on vija - Èn' ~neteoïo l(!Vaaav andfor 
on vija- Èevaaof-lev (*-éf-lev) ~net(!óv6e. There is all the more reason, then, 
to consider the possibility that in far less extreme cases certain Homeric 
expressions marked by neglect of digamma reflect older prototypes, 
especially so when the lines on which the modification must have proceeded 
can be retraced beyond reasonable doubt. This applies in particular to the 
group of closely related phenomena we are now going to examine. Here the 
juxtaposition of formulae seems to have occurred in very special conditions. 

Permutation ol P2 and T2 lormulae 2) 

A post-Homeric example of this phenomenon is found in Aphr. 85: 
eldoç TE JJfyeIMç TE "al elJJara InyaÄÓwra.8) 

In the case of Aphr. 232 we have taken elf-la-ra "aJ.á rather than "at 
elf-laTa "aJ.á for our starting-point, because the latter expression does not 
occur in Homer. Of course this distinction is a purely formal one, because 
a traditional combination may be extended so as to become a more 
complex formula. It is equally inessential whether in Aphr. 85 we pref er to 
examine elf-laTa aLyaÀóevTa or "at elf-laTa aLyaÀÓevTa from a formulaic point of 
view. In this case, however, it seems better to take "at elf-laTa atyaJ.óevTa 
for our starting-point, because before the composite form of the expression a 
caesura is possible, whereas in the middle of the line there obviously is not. 
Again, for our inquiry the distinction makes no difference whatever. 

Severyns has shown that the singers could very easily turn a PI formula 
into a Tl formula and vice versa.4) Af ter the loss ofthe digamma had taken 

1) cf. lI7Il no),_),~,d, at the beginning of the line H 88, etc. (4 x), II7ItllJl nO)._).~'IJ' 
(in another position) 6 x. 

2) This notation, borrowed from Severyns, o.c. 49, indica.tes formulae which 
were origina.lly designed to serve aftar the penthemimeris and the trocha.ic ca.esura 
reopectively. 

a) Of course the omission of TB (after JJfyslJor;) (Allen) makes the line nonsensica.l. 
4) The mechanism is demonstrated with severaJ examples o.c. 96 f., see a.lso 

Chantraine, Remarquu 8Ur l'emploi du lormulu daf18 Ze premier coom de l'Iliade, 
XLV (1932), 129 (JJ~ IIV TO' oti xea{IJJJTI / xea{IJJJwlJw A 28, 566), 134 (7)yO{7IIJEII MovlJ 'I 
l60iilJa A 537, B 78). 
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place, this process could be applied on a larger scale. That the singers 
did apply it is shown by the development of wç äea rpwv~aaa' Ënea m:eeóev-ra 
neof11]vóa, cf. wç äea rpwv~aaaa e 432 etc., 9 x. The same is true of P2 
and T2 formulae: already at an early stage expressions such as Èfl,{yrJ 
rpt)'ÓTrJTt "at eVvfi (VI 219) and fl,{YrJ ;pt)'ÓTrJTt Mt eVvfi (Z 25=e 126) 1) must 
have existed along with each other. The loss of the digamma offered new 
possibilities for this kind of permutation, especially in expressions beginning 
with connective partieles and conjunctions. Originally "at elfla-ra atya).óevTa 
belonged to the same category as "at TrJMflaxoÇ {)eoetó*, "at N ÉaTOeOç 
ày).adç vióç, "at Tewáóaç i)."eamÉn).ovç, etc. Af ter the digamma had been 
dropped it could be made to serve - unlike the corresponding formulae 
of the type "at TrJMflaxoÇ f}eoetó* - af ter the trochaic caesura. In its 
P2 form it is not found in Homer, but we do find "at é~yea atyaMev-ra 
(C 38 etc., 5 x), öfh e'ifla-ra atyaMev-ra (X 154) and in Aphr. 164 lÓÈ elflaTa 
atyaMev-ra.2 ) The older expressions have one mora more than the form 
found in Aphr. 85, the employment of which may be partly due to the 
existence of the formula "aL fJvla atyaMevTa (E 226 etc., 4 x). Mter the 
digamma had been dropped in lonic it was only natural that the singers, 
certainly unconsciously, changed the long type lÓÈ (öfh, *"al) elfla-ra 
atyaMev-ra (N "at é~yea atya).óev-ra) into the short type "at eZflaTa atyaÀó
ev-ra (N "at ~vla atyaMev-ra); the latter could be used af ter the trochaic 
caesura. So if we find comparable Homeric expressions of the short type 
in which the digamma is neglected, there is reason to believe that their 
prototypes are to be found in formulae of the long type in which the 
sound has been 'observed'. 

Before proceeding to an inquiry into a number of cases in which the 
neglect of the digamma may be due to a similar treatment of P2 types 
I may point to the value of the testimony presented by Aphr. 85 and 232 
with regard to textual criticism. In Aphr. 169 {Jovç Te "at 'trpta flfj).a vOflwV 
È; àv-&efloévTwv, where we find a transposition of the formula (Jóeç( -aç) 
"at 'trpta flfj).a (E 556, etc., 10 x), it is extremely easy to 'restore' the 
digamma by deleting Te. Such an exp~dient, however, is clearly impossible 
in Aphr. 85 and 232. The last-mentioned places show that even in cases 
such as Aphr. 169 the text is not to be corrected, but that its form is to 
be eXplained as resulting from modification of ancient prototypes.3) 

Now for the expressions typified by "aL e'ifla-ra atyaÀóevTa. To this 
category belong, fust, some well-known combinations in which, from 

1) Severyns, o.c. 54. 
2) "c5è M. 
3) An example of a similar development is found in E 75: eVl1i TB ",IGTvllév Te 

Hal à",tp' ófJiAo'l1w lne/,(}t:IJ (Chantraine, ibid., 126), when compared with A 465 = 

B 428 =y 462 ='" 365 =E 430: ",IGTvAAóv T' áea Tdlla Hal à",tp' ofJiAo'l1w lne'eav. 
In E 75 the insertion of TB was made necessa.ry by the applica.tion of A 465 etc. 
to the special circumstancea of preparing a pork-maal. It 800ms tha.t the oI-formula 
constitutes the prototype; the appea.rance of v-movable is noteworthy, below, 
p. 80, 90 r., 100 f. 
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Bentley onwards, the particle Te has been omitted in order to 'restore' 
the digamma, e.g.: 

oî {/ äea BO'Im{}ácnóv Te xat "H )'dJa !5îav bawv 
oM/ ei Jl,Dt ~exáxtç "elxoaáxtç Tóaa ~otTJ 

" "Xtv " "" elxoatvi}etT' lbwtva 

B 615 
1 370 
X 349 

ix ~è l:áJl-TJç n{aveÉç " " eixocn rpWTeÇ laatv n 249 
xa{ovTo nTeMat "" heat ",~è Jl-veixat tP 350 
~aiT' àyaDi}v Xeetwv "orvov ~&nóTow v 507 
~~ éa TÓT' è(JJl-w~év "" W nen).~yeTo Jl-TJee}) M 162 

cf.: è(JJl-W~Év T' äe' lnEtTa "" " " 0 397 = v 198 
Again, the elimination of Te (inconsistently carried through by Allen, cf. 
I 379 and n 249) is a very doubtful expedient, as a comparison of M 162 
with 0 397 = v 198 clearly shows. On the other hand we have seen that 
the transformation of ancient P 2 prototypes into T2 formulae was so 
natural a process that, once the digamma had been dropped, the singers 
may of ten have accomplished it unconsciously. Hence there is reason to 
believe that it must have been more wide-spread in Homer than the 
available evidence suggests. If anywhere, it is here that we should beware 
of taking things at their face value. Since the corresponding P 2 prototypes 
are of ten lacking in our epics, the evidence is to he sought in the character 
of the constituents of the formulae. Some cases, e.g. Te xaL he aL ",~è Jl-veixat, 
leave us in the dark, but others show significant features. The detailed 
information about Elis must go back to a pre-Homeric source and the 
prototype of B 615b certainly was *xat (l~è) Fá).t~a !5îav lvatov(-e).i) The 
verse n 249 has an Aeolic form. The presumable prototype *n{aveeç xaL 
Fdxoat rpWTeÇ may originally have served between the penthemimeris and 
the verse-end. The lines M 162 C'V 0 397 = v 198 show the ancient form 
nen).~yeTo. The presumable prototype *xaL (i~è) 2) Fw ;rren).~yeTo Jl-TJeW 
must also have been designed to fill the space between the penthemimeral 
caesura and the verse-end and could consequently be interchanged with 
v v - nen).'~yeTo Jl-TJeW, represented by Homeric ffaJ.eew nen).~yeTo Jl-TJew, 
o 113. lts original complement can only be guessed at. There is a large 
variety of possihilities. Tt may have been a noun-epithet formula of the 
type "Aawç 'YeTax{~ç (M 163!) as weIl as a Pi hemistich ending in averb, 
e.g. *avTàe Ö y' è(JJl-w~ev, cf. M 162 and a 398 aVTàe Ö y' olJl-w~aç or something 
of this kind. 

1) see above, p. 46 f. 
2) l6é is certainly one of the most ancient elementa of epic diction, (Ruijgh, 

E.A. 55-57), though, strictly spea.king, it cannot be proved that it came from 
Mycena.ea.n poetry (Kirk, O.D.C. 199 f). It is regularly used after the trochaic ca.esuro. 
hafore a double consonant. Ruijgh, who was the first to observe this, might have 
added tha.t under these special conditions the archa.ism was bound to survive but 
tha.t, if followed by a single consonant and used af ter the penthemimeris, it could 
ha repla.ced-and p088ibly of ten was-by "al. lts employment in u 161 l6è TII'*uua 
(yévono) may be a survival of an older tradition « l6è Tll'áFEUUa 7), cf. Myc. Komawens 
etc. (DOC8. 190) and, for the fem. form, pi.ti.rol·we.sa. (DOC8. 341). 
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Thus far we have examined cases in which an original P 2 formula was 
transformed into a T2 formula by shortening 'Xal before a previously 
digammated word. The following examples show that such a trans
formation could also be carried out under other conditions. 

Initial digamma in "D.toç is only to be inferred from Homeric faets, 
since the identification of the town with Hittite Wilusija is still subject 
to doubt.1) Homeric evidence, however, is strongly in favour of original 
.1.2) Among the cases whieh seem to eontradict it we find 

wç Àbuyv, aVT<ie :rreCàç Èç "D.toV elÀ~À~a E 204 

As long ago as 1879 this line was eompared with 

A 230 

by v. Christ, who, in accordance with the views then prevailing, explained 
the neglect of the digamma as resulting from "Nachahmung".3) Ruijgh, 
on the other hand, when studying the formulaic use of aV'l"<le, observed 
that spondaic av'l"cle is of ten due to omission of 8 and that in E 204 the 
modification of traditional a'Û'l"àe 8 as well as the neglect of the digamma 
was forced on the poet by hls putting the type A 230 in the lst. pers. 
sing. and by his insertion of wç M:rrov. 4 ) From our point of view it is in
teresting to find that, here again, we have to do with an original P2-

formula, the use of whieh af ter the trochaic caesura beeame possible after 
the digamma had been dropped. The phenomenon also lends some support 
to the suggestion made above with regard on the proportionally greater 
frequency of the 3rd pers. sing. in earlier phases of development: here 
too the tradition had the third person instead of the fust. 

All these symptoms illustrate the truth of Severyns' remark that some 
Pi and T2 formulae eould be easily interchanged by the singers. Though 
this process has so far been ascertained only for the period posterior to 
the loss of the digamma, there is no reason to suppose that it originated 
at this very late stage. And in fact we find sueh simple and obviously 
traditional examples as: 

l 'l"~V o[ :rr6ee C/Joïpoç , A:rr6ÀÀwv 

P2 """ !5ïoç 'AXtllivç 
cf. 'l"6v 'l"Ot " :rr6'l"vta p.~'l"'Y/e 

along with: 

'l"á . xáÀxeoç "Ae'Y/ç Ot 
" 

" " " 
Ma KaÀvtpw 

T2 ä 
" " :rraeiiévoç àtJp.* 

cf. Ö 'l"ot 
" 

C/Joïpoç , A:rr6ÀÀwv 
'l"6 aq;tv 

" :rr6'l"vta K te'X'Y/ 

1) Page, H.H.I. 106. 
I) ChantraÏne, G.H. I, 152, Page, o.c. 292. 
3) o.c. 169. 
4) E.A. 42. 

A 72, A 353 
I 667 
'I' 92 

H 146 
e 321, 372 
C 228 
o 441 
'X 394 
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Now if we look from this angle at E 338 

àp,{3(!oatov l5,à :1tÉ:1tAov, öv ol XáetTeç "áp,ov aVTat 

and if we compare the two lines 

(P2) I5vaeTo I5w(!a iJeoiJ, Tá ol "HfPat(JToç "áp,e TeVZWV T 368 
(T2) záÄ."eov, É:1tTa{36etov, ö "TvZtoç " " H 220 

we see that there is no reason to consider emendation.1) The phenomenon 
can be regarded as an instance of declension of a T2 type, but this de
clension itBelf was probably influenced by the existenoe of a P 2 type. 
Or vice-v-ersa. Both kinds of modification were only possible af ter the 
digamma had disappeared. 

We have seen that af ter the digamma had been dropped in lonic, 
existing formulae were sometimes joined to other elements of the sentence 
by the introduction of a connecting particle and that this applies in par
ticular to the employment of 15' .2) Now the lines containing :1te:1tA~yeTo p'1j(!w: 

cl)ç lfPaT, aVTà(! "A(!1jç iJaÄ.e(!W! 0 113 
èpp,w~év T' de' l:1tetTa "ai cl) :1te:1tA~yeTo p'1j(!W 0 397 = v 198 
m] tJa T6T' èpp,w~év Te " " M 162 

are in three out of the four cases followed by 

ze(!ai "aTa:1t(!1jvÉaa', oAocpv(!6p,evoç 15' l:1toç 1jiJl5a 0 114 = 398 = v 199. 

Unfortunately the origin of ze(!al "aTa:1t(!1jVÉad' escapes us altogether.8) 

Did it develop from zelr!ea(Jt "aTa:1t(!1)VÉaat T 4671 Or is Leumann right 
in assuming the sequence "aTà :1t(!1jVèç [(3aUetv] B 414> zeL(!i "aTa:1t(!1)vei 
II 792 > ze(!at. "aTa:1t(!1jVÉaa' 1 4) Anyhow, the elision of -Éaat in the penthe
mimeris is suspicious since one of the most essential funotions of the 
ending is to establish a smooth trochaic caesura, cf. p,etAtZlotç hdeaat 
« p,etAtz{otat .rmeaat) (10 x), olç àyavoiç {3eÄ.éeaaL « .roid' àyavoi(Jt (3ÉÄ.eaaL) 
(6 x), etc.; it suggests that we have to do with a non-traditional juxta
position of formulae. In that case, however, oAoqro(!6p,evoç 6' l:1toç 1jiJt5a 
must have taken the plaoe of a traditional formula that expressed the 
same 'essential idea' after the troohaio oaesura and in whioh there was 
no negleot of .r. 

Since, as we shall see, such a formula was actually at the disposition 
of the singers - including Homer -, we must attempt to find an expla
nation for its being ignored in 0 114, 398, v 199. And onoe &gain the ex
planation is to be found in the proximity of both oaesuras and in the 

1) From this point of view it may in fact he ca1led a 'pa.rticula.rly diftlcult case' 
(Chantraine, G.H. I, 148). 

I) above, p. 55 f. 
8) This depends, fust, on the etymology of ng1jV~r;-which is unoertain, see 

Frisk 8.". dn~r;-and secondly on the equally unsolvable question whether, if 
the derivation from ·dv~ is correct, the sense of "aTane~r; cannot he a.ccounted 
for as resultant from anormallevelling down-tendency. 

4) o.c. 77-79. 
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existence, side by side, of closely related Pz and Tz types. The expression 
oÀQ(PV(!Ófte1l0ç cl br:oç rJvt5a occurs nowhere without 15' in Homer, so we 
probably have to do with an innovation. The ultimate origin of the 
phrase may be found in 'Xat ft' (é' < F 1) oÀoqm(!Ófte1l0ç( -rJ, -ot) btw ltTe(!ÓêlI'ra 

lt(!oO'rJvt5a(-wv) (12 x), but this gives us little help. We have to look for 
the connecting link. Now Homer has two series of expressions containing 
iltoç rJVt5a which show the same relation as 'Xal é~yEa O'tyaÀÓe1ITa, etc., 
on the one hand and 'Xal ~vta O'tyaÀóEVTa, etc., on the other: 

'Xal ófto'XÀ~O'aç Z 54l 
"àÀaOT~O'aç M 163 lltoç rJvt5a 'Xal EflXÓftEVOç iltoç rJvt5a 

"rpw~O'aç Q 307 
Ö t5i t5a'X(!vO'aç K 377 K 461 etc., 7 x 

cf. {Jij t5i {}éew, E I{}ae t5i ltaetOTáfte1l0Ç iltoç rJvt5a P 119 

Af ter the digamma was dropped in lonic the existence of these two types 
in oral technique appears to have entailed the creation of an expression 
modelled on 'Xal EflXÓfte1l0ç iltoç rJVt5a - itself a Tz formula - but serving 
as a Pz formula in the exceptional circumstances of elision. 

That, further, the proximity of the two caesuras not only facilitated 
the modification of ancient formulae but also favoured the falling into 
disuse of some of them is borne out by the fact that - as I have said above
a Tz formula of identical sense is actually still extant in Homer. It 
appears in a context similar to 0 114 etc.: 

XE(!O't Te O'VflltÀaTáY1JO'E( v), iltoç 15' oÀoqmt5vàv iEmêll tp 102, 
in M'X(!Va 15' i'X{Jak {}E(!ftá, "" " " T 362, 

and with neglect of F in : 
EaeltrJt5wv, L1tOç v[óç, iltoç 15' oÀoqmt5vàv lEme1l E 683. 

The adjective oÀoqmt5vóç is built upon archaic öÀoqmç (Aeolic 11) 1) and 
is probably a very ancient formation itself, cf. à'Xtt5vóç, àt t5vóç , O'ftEf}t5vóç, 
'A(!tát5v1J etc.Z) 

The instances of modification betrayed by neglect of digamma have, 
thus far, been examined from a purely technical point of view. It stands 
to reason that this approach is one-sided. It can do no more than bring 
out the associations which induoed the singers to avail themselves of the 
possibilities opened by the linguistic evolution. The ultimate cause by 
which they were prompted to do this lies, of course, in their striving to 
confer a greater flexibility on the formulaic technique and in a desire 
for more graphic expression. The influence exerted by the latter motive 
is well-illustrated by the substitution of the more vivid óÀ(){(JVf}Ófte1l0ç 15' 
iltoç rJVt5a for older iltoç 15' ÓÀoqmt5vov iEmE. 

1) Still exta.nt in Sappho 21, 3 L.P. and transmitted by Hesychius (6Ào!pVç. 

olKToç;, lkoç;, lJeijvoç;) see W. Schulze, Kleine Schriften 398, who parallels ólolpv-dvóç;, 
óÀoIpV·eó. (> óÀoq"Jeopa,) with yoe.dvóç;, yoe·eóç;. 

2) Schwyzer, Or. Or. I, 489. 
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The relatively frequent neglect of the digamma in Fetxoat, Fénoç, FtéJEÏv, 
Foivoç has never induced scholars to reconsider their views on the original 
forms of these words. So we may ask: if the digamma, which is presupposed 
by a not unsatisfactory etymology, is always neglected in Homer, does 
this constitute a sufficient reason to reject the etymology in question 1 
To take an example from Hesiod: should we question the relation of 
'EaneeléJeç with FÉaneeoç and vesper because of the fact that in both the 
relevant occurrences its digamma is neglected 1 In view of the type of 
development outlined above, we may be sure that both 

èaxanfi ne(k 1IVx1'6ç, lv' 'EaneeléJeç AtyvIPwvOt Th. 275 
and neleaatv b yal'YJç ne6nae 'EaneeléJwv AtyvIPwvwv Th. 518 

show the modification of an ancient prototype * lva (/jIJt, léJè, xal) 'EaneeléJeç 
AtytXpwvot, *neo1'l 'EaneeléJwv(-aç) AtyvIPwvwv(-ovç) or something like it. l ) 

The answer to the question, then, depends primarily on the conditions 
under which such a word is used. As to the most curious phenomenon 
of this kind, the epic adjective elAlnovç,2) 1 agree with Frisk's remark 3) 
(on a hypothetical connection with Lith. seIn etc.): "diese mit Hilfe 
auszergriechischen Wörter gewonnene Erklä.rung ist aber in Prä.gnanz 
und Anschauligkeit den innergriechischen Anknüpfungsmöglichkeiten 
kaum überlegen" and at the present state of affairs I think it would be 
best to stick to the traditional explanation éJtà 1'0 éÄ.laaetv 1'oVç n6éJaç 
xa1'à 1'r,v noeelav (Hes.), 'rolling in their gait' (L.S.J.) and to derive the 
form from elÀ.éw = UAw.4) By this epithet, cows are expressively pictured 
and, as has of ten been observed, specificaIly described as opposed to 
the mOt aeealnoéJeç and the p:ijAa 1'avaVnolJa. Since Frisk, however, is 
inclined to think that the constant negiect of F teIls against this derivation, 
let us look at the expressions elAlnoéJaç {JofJç (2 x), eUlnolJaç lAtxaç {JofJç 
(6 x), {Jovalv hl eUm6éJeaat (Z 424) and b eUm6éJeaat {J6eaat (ll 488). 

The expreBBion eUlnoéJaç (IAtxaç) {JofJç is found three times under con
ditions which are obviously non-traditional: (/Joi{Je, aV lJ' elAlnolJaç lAtxaç 
{JofJç {JovxoÀ.éeaxeç ((/J 448), 8 lJ' 8IPea p,èv eUlnoéJaç {JofJç / {J6ax' (0 547), 
éJvo éJ' eUlnoéJaç (JofJç (i) 60): éJ', ",ev, lJ'. The full-Iength formula ooours 

1) Hoekstra., o.c. 220. 
I) see e.g. Risch, o.c. 175 (Lith. selu '), Shipp, Studiu 60 (recent compound, 

with no tradition of Fe,AlnolJEr;). 
8) 8.V. 

4) cf. Ap. Uz.: lJ,à 1'0 AA'"lI'Ov MOTEMi" bi Tfi noee~ ToVr; 3lÓlJar;. Hippocrates 
Heel á.elJewv i",po).ijr; 8 sooms to have taken it in the same sense. Mr. C. J. Ruijgh 
points out to me that if it came from Fé).).w ('zusammendrä.ngen'), ·a,- would have 
remained intact since it probably goes back on -1'1-, cf. Kaa-n-á"e'ea, TEen-al-I'PeOTor;, 
dEe-al-nolJEr; (see also Schwyzer, ar.ar. !, 442 f.). The same applies of course to a 
connection with EEUw 'to roU', but in this case analogical transformation (on the 
model of de"l,ólJovr;) is more plausibIe : lAaa, and iÛI'É'IIor; still exist in Homer but 
with the pOBBible exception of E 132 =TJ 250 lAaar; (v.I. iAáaar;) , aVaTebpar; schol., 
there is no trace of AA-forms of the homonym, whereas secondary EEAvw is rather 
frequent (EEUw 'to rolI' in Hippocrates). 
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five times af ter the trochaic caesura and here its employment does not 
show any signa of recent modification: 

I 466 = tp 166 no.uà lJi icpta f-tij).a ! 
f-tij).' álJwà acpá1;ov(1t "al elMnolJaç l).t"aç fJovç. a 92 = c5 320 
lacpa1;ov naeà {}ïva 46 

Yet in view of the development which could be ascertained for "al Felf-ta-ra 
"a)'à, "al FdJ nen).~ye't'o f-t1](!W, "al Feane(!llJeç ).tytXpWVOt eto., there is no 
reason to suppose that the metrical form found in Homer is the original 
one and that it may not have undergone the same treatment as the 
other expressions.1) 

The dative appears in 

fJovalv én' el).mólJea(1t "al Û(!yevvfiç oleaat Z 424 
ai{}wva f-tEyáiJvf-tov, b El).mólJEa(1t fJóEaat IJ 488. 

It seems that fJovalv én' elAtnóc5Eaat is related to b el).tnólJEaat fJóeaa, in 
the same way as 't'(!1]'t'oïç «-o,a') b kxÉeaat (y 399 = 1] 345) to b 't'(!1'J't'oïa, 
UXEaa, (" 12, at the verse-end). If -as seems probable-the replaoement 
of the organic form UXEaat by kXÉeaa, is due here to the fact that the 
formula was shifted into the fust hemistich, the dialectica! heterogeneity 
of fJovalv ln' el).mólJEaa, may have resulted from a similar treatment.2) 

If this is true, both expressions are reducible to the same Pa prototype: 
*lnl (bi etc.) Fu).mólJeaat fJóEaat, which could be used parallel with *lnl 
(,uE't'à etc.) FuMnolJaç l).t"aç fJoiJç.3) 

In the preceding chapter we have seen that very few new formulae, 
if any, were developed from the forms engendered by the process of 
quantitative metathesis. This phenomenon is obviously to be explained 
by the fact that the end of genuine oral composition - whether it coincided 
with the creation of the Homeric epics or was slightly anterior to it
followed so closelyon the metathesis that expressions with nvUwv, iJveéwv, 
etc. did not have sufficient time to become fixed elements of epio diction. 

1) It may have been used 88 a complement of Pl, formulae containing words for 
horses and sheep, e.g.: 

fnn~ cbleWwc5a, (E 732) *leal l 
or 6' U(!etJOII 6~ «(! 180=tI 250) *lc51l ~ elUnoc5a, l~a, po~ 

I) See, however, helow, p. 15011'. 
8) In view of the etymology of eleo, 'wool' « * Fé(!Fo,) which is now proved by 

Mycene.ea.n we·we·e-a 'woollen', Docs 412), it is tempting to postulate a correeponding 
formula for 8heep; *hd (peTd, etc.) Fe(!FonáleOuI duaal. It is to he noted that the 
metrical structure of one of the two linee in which BleOná~ appears, is definitely 
odd: 6v éá Te nolp,7Jv dy(!qJ he' eleonáleo~ duaal, E 137. Tbe opportunitiee to 
use the expression after the penthemimeris oould have been many, e.g.: 

6v éá Te WJÀOPoTTJ(! *bd ~ ,~ _-' .... H_ e't'0""'leow uw<aa,. 
nolp,eve, dy(!atlM' (1: 162) *na(!d 

The other case is di, ol Wc' sl(!onóleaw dlaw UTéevo,a, c5Ac5evTO, , 443 « *ww Fe(!FonáleWl 
dlaw?). 
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What is, in this respect, the testimony of the material marked by neglect 
of digamma? Here again we have to leave out of account the expressions 
in which it resulted from the simple and natural modifications of older 
prototypes which have been identified so faro Only those formula.e which 
show a more complex treatment of ancient elements and, for that reason, 
may be regarded as more or less new contributions of singers who no 
longer knew the sound from current speech, are to be treated as evidence. 
As far as I can see there are only two substantial and fully developed 
combinations of this kind to be found in Homer, viz. the Ta formula.e: 

[oxD17aaç ö' lJ.ea eme] neàç 8v p,eyaÄ~'to(!a bvp,óv 1) 
[wç elJtwv 2) w't(!VVe ] p,évoç xai bvp,àv lxáO"tov.3) 

The fust hemistich of both lines is also used independently 4) and oxD17aaç 
(evxóp,EVOÇ) ö' lJ.ea e br:e,5) at any rate, is older than its complementary 
formula. With regard to the former line we may point to the presence, 
in Homer, of a P2 formula: 

[xt~aaç öè (éa) xá(!1J] :n(!oT:i 8v p,vfHJO'a'to bvp,óv 8) 
which expresses the same 'essential idea' in a more ancient form. In 
connection with the position of J-lEYaÄ~'to(!a (in position 10) we have to 
consider the possibility that the use of this epithet for persons (in position 
8) 7) is older. Perhaps we have to do with an advanced stage of the in
discriminate employment of CP(!~, bvp,óç, ~T:O(! and their compounds, a 
process which is found continued in Pindar and Aeschylus.8) A similar 
phenomenon is to be observed in the use of p,évoç in the latter formula. 
With the exception of E 563 9) the word is always the object of such verbs 
as O(!VVp,t, lyel(!w, lp,:nvéw, lp,{3áJJ..w, {3áJJ..w. It is only combined with o't(!VvW 
in wç • AXtÄ1j w't(!VVe p,évoç xai bvp,àç ày~vw(! Y 174, but here it is (together 
with bvp,óç ) the subject of the verb. Did p,évoç xai bvp,àv lxáO"tov ultimately 
develop from such a subject formula ? So much is certa~ at any rate, 
that the combination of linguistic and stylistic features marks both 
formula.e as genuine specimens of late formulaic development. If only 
for this reason emendation is a priori to be rejected. 

As to relative chronology, the inquiry into the formulaic material 
marked by neglect of digamma leads to the following conclusion : Vague 
though it be, the available evidence fits in with the - equally vague-

1) A 403, etc. (7 + 4). 
I) elnoW E 792, IJ 15. 
a) E 470, etc. (10 + I). 
4) d#t7aat; 6' tJea ebre(,,) also in lp 143; wt; Blnàw dYrem'B also in LI 73, etc. (10 + 1). 
') e"x6pB11ot; (e"Eáp81lot;) 6' tJea elne "1 330, IJ 513. 
I) P 200, etc. (2 + 2). 
7) above, p. 23. 
8) There is no evidence for *mnl (p),us;raÄ~oea IJtJp61I, whereas e.g. bl (p) 

,us;rdeo&a&(,,) Apoia& (loia&, TBOia&) and d"d (xaTd) (p)pA,taea ax&Ó81ITa are frequent. 
All this suggests t.hai we have to do with a case of late and somewhat arti.ficial 
formula-making. 

') aeifm. A,tXei1f'· TOU 6' dYrem'''' pho, "AIl'1'. 
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indications of a linguistic and non-formulaic nature mentioned in the 
introductory part of this chapter. The loss of the digamma in East lonic 
seems to have occurred so shortly before oral composition came to an end, 
that only an extremely small number of newly created expressions had 
sufficient time to develop into formulae. Perhaps it may be put down 
a little earlier than the development of quantitative metathesis. The 
fact is that the evidence for repeated expressions based upon loss of di
gamma-whether due to simple modification or resulting from a more 
original contribution - is a little less ftimsy than in the case of meta
thesised forms. Repeated expressions such as örp{!' Emw, "al p,"" rpwvfJaaa' 
btw nU{!6Ev-ra n{!Oal}'1JéJa, n{!oç 8v p,Eya).~TO{!a {}vp,6v, "al cl} nEn),~yETo p,1}{!W, 
"al elMnoéJaç l)""aç {3ovç, àvá {J' laTla ),EV'" È{!vaavuç, seem more frequent 
in Homer than TvéJdéJEW LJtop,~éJEOÇ, à).),' ayE éJ~ GTÉWp,EV and a sprinkling 
of similar expressions. Again, the indications are of the slightest and the 
difference may just as wen have stylistic grounds. Several of the repeated 
expressions marked by neglect of digamma (Öf{J{!' Emw, "al p,"" rpwvfJaaa', 
elnE n{!oç 8v p,Eya;'~TO{!a {}vp,6v, "al cl} nEn),~yETo p,1}{!W, WT(!VVE p,Évoç "ai 
{}vp,ov É"áGTov) are part of introductory and concluding formulae, which 
ipso facto invited repetition. 



IV 

N-MOVABLE 

It is clearly impossible to treat the expressions containing v-movable 
in the same way as those marked by quantitative metathesis and neglect 
of digamma. Any attempt to give even a summary analysis of a similar 
kind - supposing that such an inquiry would be useful- is doomed to 
failure because of our profound ignorance about the most fundamental 
elements of the problems raised by the ubiquitous presence of the sound 
in Homer. I ) This almost totallack ofknowledge is especial1y embarrassing 
on the following points: 

1. We are unable to ascertain beyond doubt whether we have to do 
with v-movable or with etymological v in "8'11.2 ) 

2a. Even in those cases in which the sound is certainly 'paragogic' 
we are almost completely in the dark about its history and its possible 
presence in other dialects than Attic-Ionic. 

2b. Supposing that originally the sound was not confined to Attic
lonic in so far as plural datives are concerned, the implications of the fact 
that it seems to be inherent in many ancient verb-formulae become even 
more obscure from a dialectal point of view. 

3. We do not know to what extent the Homeric data reflect similar 
functions of the sound at earlier stages of the development of epic diction. 

With regard to these uncertainties and the limitations they impose on 
the present inquiry the following remarks may be made. 

1. The phenomena connected with "8-"e'lI do not provide any reliable 
evidence. They wil1 have to be left out of account altogether. 

2a. It is not beyond all doubt whether the presence of v-movable in 
Homer is exclusively to be ascribed to the lonic stage of development. 
In this respect I may refer to the cases noted by Buck and point to the 
remarkable phenomenon that the plural datives ending in -(]tV all appear 

1) For Parry the matter was quite simple since he regarded the presence of 
,,·movable in verba! forma in "some Cyprian inscriptions" as proof of its being 
original in this dialect (Studie8 Il, 32). Thus he had no difficulty in asswning that 
the formulaic diction was essentially a creation of Arcado.Cypriot a!ld Aeolic 
singers. It need not be said that the presumabie dates of the inscriptions in which 
verbal forma ending in ,,·movable fust appear (see Schwyzer, Del. 682, 15 (± 3617), 
lM"ev, ibid. 16 (± 3727) lM"ev "dç dvl:{}e"ev do not warrant this far.rea.ching con
clusion. On (earlier) epigraphical evidence for ,,·movable in plura! datives see below. 

I) The question was recently reexamined by Pa.lmer (O.H. 90 fr.), who argues 
that the " is etymological. Professor F. B. J. Kuiper was so kind as to give me bis 
opinion by letter on the equation ,,6 "ev = Skt. nu kam proposed by Delbrück. 
He points out that, apart from other objections, Vedic kam and O.Ch.Sl. k:t can 
only go back on *kom and that, consequently, there is no reason to assume a pre· 
Greek origin of "ev. Frisk too is sceptical (8.tI.). 

71 
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in dialects which normally have -urm.1) If these datives are really due 
to West Greek (including Doric),2) the only way to account for the 
presence of p-movable is to assume a marked influence of epic (i.e. Homeric, 
Cyclic or 'Hesiodic') poetry 3) on official phraseology, since in view of 
the early date 4) and the geographical origin of the inscriptions in question, 
all other forms of Ionic andfor Attic influence are virtually inconceivable. 
If, on the other hand, we regard this supposition as improbable, we are 
compelled to accept the alternative that these forms are survivals of 
another dialect - in this case 'Achaean'. 5) 

2b. Whatever may be truth of this, the fact remains that, at an early 
period, p-movable in verb-forms is only found in Attic-Ionic. This is all 
the more remarkable since some of the formulae built upon this sound 
look very ancient; see below. 

3. In this respect we may be sure of two things: fust that p-movable 
is very late when used to obviate hiatus caused by loss of digamma; 
secondly that it is wholly inessential at the end of a line. Beyond this 
we have to be satisfied with more or less probable suppositions. At a time 
when the dialectal origin of the Homeric language looked less complicated 
than nowadays, Schwyzer made an attempt to reduce the importance of 
p-movable in our epics.6) First, he assumed that before vowels t did not 
bring about hiatus. As the evidence for internal 'glides' has since been 
corroborated by Mycenaean 7) and as there seems to be an instance of 
a glide between two words in Pamphylian,8) the assumption is worth 
considering for early stages of epic diction. On the other hand it may 

1) G.D. 84: Thess. xe1jJ."lUW (Sotairos.inscr.), Locr. dvc5eáuw, )'OVBVU'V, napánu • ., 
(no. 59 B), Sicyon. rpéeOIJUW, roméOlJuw (no. 96 B). 

I) cf. Ruijgh, Les datif8 plurielB, 104. 
8) 88 is supposed by Ruijgh, ibid. 
') The inscriptions from Sicyon and Locris (or rather from eastem Aetolia) are 

dated by epigraphiste about 500 (the latter somewhat earlier by Miss Jeffery, o.c. 
105). The Sotairos·inscription does not seem to be much later than the middle of 
the fifth century, Jeffery, o.c. 98. 

a) The supposition was put forward by Bechtel, ar. Dial. I, 180 with regard 
to xe1jpauw in the Sotairos inscription (though for the v this scholar considered a 
different explanation). In this connection it is worth noting that in the Locrian 
inscription )'ovevuw and dvc5eáuw are found together with lJ.paTa návTa. If Bechtel 
(ibid. 387) and Ruijgh (E.A. 120) are right against Leumann (H. W. 276) in regarding 
lJ.paTa návTa as a (non-Homeric) survival in Arcadian and other dialects, the same 
poBBibility might he considered with regard to ')'ovevuw and dvc5eáuw. Not far from 
Polis an (early-) Mycenaean settIement was recently discovered at Kirtha (I saw 
this in the review of L. Dor, J. Jannoray, H. et M. van Effenterre, Kirrha, Étude 
de préhiBtoire phooidienne, Paris, 1960) by H. Gallet de Santerre in REA LXIV 
(1962), 149 ff. 

e) ar.ar. I, 406. 
7) see e.g. Doce 44 (i-ja.-te, Ko-no-si-ja., i-je-re-u, etc.). 
8) Schwyzer, Del. 686, 11 (Sillyon) l nó)." Arp.é)'oc5v, cf. Thumb-Scherer, Hantlbuch 

d. ar. Dial. TIl, 156-57. 
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be asked why, if this theory is correct, hiatus is not more of ten found 
af ter singular datives. Secondly Schwyzer suggested that v-movable 
making position might have beenbrought about by "Konsonantendehnung 
mit nachfolgender Geminatenaufiösung". With regard to nasals and 
liquids 1) this seems to be in accordance with the well-known facts of 
Homeric prosody,2) but it covers only a small proportion of the cases 
in question 3) and it would be arbitrary to extend the supposition to 
occlusives, which are sometimes found under the same formulaic con
ditions, e.g. in : 

1) and perhaps aIso in the case of F and a, see e.g. Chantraine, G.H. I, 140, 
146, 179. 

I) on the doubling of liquids in lDBB. and pap. (e.g. hl ppeydecJlUl A 396, etc., 
,Man ll'll(lcp (pap.) A 830) see e.g. Schwyzer o.c. 310 f. Of course there is "kein 
An1a.sz sie in der ö'uszeren Wortfuge Homer abzusprechen" (Leumann, o.c. 52). 
The prosodica.l lengthening goes back to an ancient stage of development: wç Te 

Àiç *",Évewç, noaal tJ' vno Àmll(loia" hl peydeo,a, (above, p. 35), 'OcSvaa1ja(.,) 
peyaÀ*"o/?a(-,) (above, p. 23), etc. 

8) From a formulaic point of view, however, the condition under which ,,
movable appea.rs in noÄéa, (dat. pl. of nOÀvç) in the 11. (8 X) and the Od. (2 X !) 
may he significant. It is found only once without ", in v 30: 

p06vo, Uw noÄéa,· axe6ó(Jt:1I 6é oL .qÀ(Jt:1I ·A~. 
Among the other cases fJ 166: 

nmeaaw· noÄéaw 68 Hal ctUo,a,,, HaH01I ÉUTa, 
is an obvious instance of drastic modifica.tion (see below, p. 102). In the remaining 
cases noÄéaw always appears after the penthemimeris. N ow on the one hand we find: 

(J/?bpt:1l dpa,paHénf1', noÀéaw HaH01I d,,(J/?wno,aw II 329 
(}wov nO"lT~, noÀéaw 6' Wroa(Jt:1I lpáaw K 262 

and on the other: 

TdefJe" p06voç Acbv I I Ka6pelo,a, ..1 388 
~ei"o, "de oL bf1' IIaf/JÀa,,61Ieaa, N 661 
dll' hll(101l népnOJ noÀéaw pad M Vl?P,6ó1Ieaa, II 240 
HÛTO fJll{l1l UTt:1IáXOJ1l "Ip 60 
ij h' EXe, T'P;'" "À 495 

In II 329 the epithet (dpa,paHéT7J1') has been separated from its noun (cf. Z 179 
Xtpal{!a1I dpa'paHéT7J1'), so here too, modification is probable (note the archaic nature 
of the epithet). About K 262 we can only say that the description of a Mycenaea.n 
object does not guarantee the antiquity of the line in question, 88 is shown by 
the verses in which the tower-shield and Nestor's cup appear. (helow, p. 140 f.) 
Weighing the evidence we should give preference to the view that the original 
prototype is reflected in noÄéa, (p)pad Ka6pelo,a, / Mv/?p,661IeaUl (the rela.tively 
late date of N 661 seems to be indicated by the mention of the Paphlagonians). 
This is in accordance with the facts observed by Miss D. Gray (above, p. 52) and 
with the testimony of the formula.e *nmeaa, Fa1Iáaaew (above, p. 55), *noÄUaa, 
Fa"áaae,ç (ibid.), noÄéeaa' lJ.v6/?eaa, FávaHTa, etc., which suggest that, much more 
than detailed descriptions of particular objects and fighting-practices, data of 
general geographical, dynastical and legendary kind were apt to survive in ancient 
formulaic phrases. And if the original type was noÄéa, (p)pnà Ka6pelow, etc. (cf. 
hl (p)peydeo,a,(v) éoia, etc.), it would seem indeed that II 329, K 262, fJ 166 are 
instances of gradual and a.na.logical sprea.ding of v-movable. Rance it seems that, 
in so far as the older stages of the formulaic diction are concemed, Schwyzer may 
weIl be right. 
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aVTàe br:ei Ä.ovaÉ:v Te ~ai lX(!taev À.l'Jr:' èÄ.a{ep y 466, ~ 364 

" "vl-'pev " " 11knpev" " T 505 
lvbv~iwç Ä.ovaÉ:v" " lX(!taEV" " ~ 450 

In this respect the structure of the formula 11vaEV {Jè {Jta'Jr:(!vatov (L1avaoiat 
yeywvwç) (8 227 etc. 6 x) is worth noticing. The original presence of 
the v is guaranteed by the onomatopoetic nature of the espressione Since, 
on the other hand, Óta'Jr:(!vatov is highly archaic and almost entirely 
confined to this formula,l) the structure of the formula shows that v

movable became a feature of the formulaic diction at an early stage of 
its development.2) 

If only for this reason, it would be arbitrary to suppose that in lfJwvTJaiv 
Te (34 x), {Jov'Jr:TJaev {Jè 'Jr:eawv (21 x), ~{lfJea{v Te ~ai lyxeaw àfllfJtyvOtatv 
(6 x), ov{J' l(!(!TJ~ev xaÄ.~óç (3 x), etc. the v-movable which lengthens the 
preceding syllable is not origina!. The same applies to its use before 
vowels: f3áÄ.ev up (5 x), f3ákv eMae (2 x ),3) 'Jr:iaEV V'Jr:TtoÇ (4 x, once, 0 647, 
used for the Mycenaean Periphetes, tripping over the rim of his body
shieldl), aVTàe l'Jr:ei {J~ Ciaaev v{JW(! lvi 11vom xaÄ.~0 (2 x), yvia {J' lfhJ~ev 

lÄ.alfJ(!á (3 x), etc. Unless we are prepared to consider the possibility that 
originally hiatus was extremely frequent - a supposition which seems to 
be contradicted by the structure of the .fáva~ àv{J(!wv 'Ayafliflvwv-system, 4)_ 

we have to assume that af ter v-movable had entered heroic poetry 
the formulaic diction was elaborated on a vast scale. We are able to 
visualise the form epic diction had attained when quantitative metathesis 
began to develop and .f disappeared in East Ionic. That we cannot possibly 
do the same with regard to the phase anterior to the introduction of 
v-movable testifies to the presence of the sound at a far earlier stage of 
development and also lends some support to the supposition that its 

1) With a single exception (P 748 nedlow d&an{lva,ov TeTtlX'I"cb,) it is never 
used. in another expression. It may be Aeolic (cf. Chantraine G.H. I, 25) and/or 
Acha.e&n (if from d,aneó, cf. Myc. a-pu, etc.). Soo further Frisk s.v. 

I) With rega.rd to relative chronology the terminUB ante qr.rem is given by the 
existence of BUch formulae as olp'Iae'l' di (F)aAel, (X 308, w 538), nánT1p'e'I' di (F)heaaTo, 
(3' 507, II 283, X 43). 

a) Both ló, and e ldCJ(! are archaisms, the former probably of Achaean origin 
(Ruijgh, E.A. 94). It is worth noting too that a"mj which is &lso likely to be an 
Acha.e&n survival (Ruijgh, 149 tr.) and is at all events very ancient (soo A. Bartonêk, 
Die Wortparallelen a"d7j und tp~ in der archai8chen epi8chen Sprache, Sbornfk 
file fak. Bmo E 4 (1959), 67-76) is preceded by the archaism ["Atle in the expressions 
{}eoii ["Atle'I' a"d7jv (0 270, fj 297) and {}eà di petl ["Atle'I' aMii' (" 311, 481), cf. ["Atle'I' 
a"d7jaallTo, (<<5 505). Is this a case of conjugation1 (cf. ["Atlov aM7jv, N 757, ; 89, 
["Atlov a"mjaallTo,(-ada'l')' K 47, II 76, " 377 and below, p. 90f). 

') If at the very early stage represented by this system hia.tus was permitted 
af ter the trochaic O&esur&, it is difficult to see why the vast majority of the formul&e 
begin with a consonant (800 Parry E.T. 11 f.). It would have been much easier 
from the point of view of ora.l verse-making to crea.te expre88ions beginning with 
avowel since in that case the ending of the preceding hemistich would not have 
been predetermined. 
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original Achaean-Aeolic form was a fairly simple and elementary one.1) 

Under these circumstances the limitations which the nature of the 
evidence imposes on the present inquiry are clearly indicated. There can 
be no question of tracing back the development to a more or less distant 
past. With regard to the latest stages, however, a not too tenuous lead 
seems to be offered by certain Homeric data. The employment of v

movable to obviate hiatus caused by neglect of digamma points to its 
growing influence in epic diction. On the other hand we have seen that 
at the same stage modification of formulae was rapidly increasing. Hence 
the question presents itself if the two phenomena are somehow related.2) 

If there appears to be reliable evidence for such arelation, the presence 
of the sound may be expected to indicate certain tendencies in verse
making which contributed to the development of older formulaic elements 
into their Homeric form. In examining this problem we shall do weIl 
to leave some of the phenomena noted above out of account since, from 
our point of view, they are either irrelevant or inconclusive. They are: 

1. the combinations in which v-movable obviates hiatus before a 
previously digammated word. 

2. the combinations containing "e1I. 
3. the combinations in which v-movable ends a word in, and is followed 

by a vowel.3) 

4. the combinations in which, originally at any rate, a liquid or a 
nasal may have made position. 

In the cases 2, 3 and 4 I prefer to err on the safe side. From I nothing 
new is to be learned. 

THE GROWING INCIDENCE OF v-MOVABLE IN EARLY POST-HOMERIC DICTION 

1. The Hymn to Aphrodite 

If we are right in assuming that the infiltration of more recent elements 
into epic diction goes hand in hand with the decomposition of the ancient 
formulaic structure, we may expect to find af ter Homer an increasing 
use of v-movable. Generally speaking this supposition is confirmed by 
the statistics compiled by F. Isler for the whole of Greek hexameter 

1) see above, p. 51 fr. 
I) We alrea.dy came a.croBS what, for independent rea.sons, seemed to he a. symptom 

of this development in ~ 75 eVué TB f.'{UTVAUv TS, p. 62 n. 3. 
8) Of course ma.ny of them (e.g. Z 231 yvoouw On, K 485 f.'~Ào&UW dUfJf.'állTo&uW 

hrs).{}wv, cf. Shipp, St. 75) originated long e.fter the period when a 'glide' ma.y have 
bridged the hiatus, (if it ever did, see above, p. 72 f). Nevertheless, in order to he 
on the BBfe side, I have preferred to lea.ve this whole group out of consideration. 
The same applies to the category mentioned 8Ub 4. 
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poetry, from Homer up to Nonnus.1) Yet the problem is more complicated 
than it may look at fust sight. Firat, the proportions established by Isler 
are largely determined by the subject-matter of the poems in question. 
It is obvious that in a work like the Theogony of which magna par8 in 
nominibua eat occupata,2) the number of cases of v-movable must neces
sarily be lower than the average. From our point of view, therefore, the 
value of the statistical evidence is limited. Secondly, the data assembied 
by Isler show that, from a certain point onwards, the more frequent 
use of v-movable obviating hiatus is to a certain extent counterbalanced 
by a decreasing employment of the same sound as a position-making 
factor, and that this trend is to be observed from Hesiod up to Oppianus 
and Nonnus, though there are soma notabie exceptions. Lastly the question 
is complicated by the lack of reliable data on the subject of both absolute 
and relative chronology.3) 

If, for the moment, we leave aside the poetry of Hesiod, we find the 
following proportions for the number of lines containing one case of 
v-movable.4) 

v-mov. obviating hiatus v-mov. making position 
Hom. 8,6 21,8 

H. in Aphr. 5,7 18,5 
H. in Cer. · 6,8 20,7 
H. in Ap. 8,4 26,6 
H. in Merc. 6,1 41,4 

Ap. Rh. 4,8 27,8 
Call. 7 42,8 
Oppianus 4,3 99 
Quintus Sm. 5,1 51,4 
Nonnus 5,9 4514 

Of course these figures, especially those in the right-hand column, have, 
in themselves, no chronological significanee whatever. If they had, the 
author of the Hymn to Hermea would be a contemporary of Callimachus,lI) 
but Apollonius would not; the Hymna to Aphrodite and to Demeter would 
both have to be dated before Homer; 6) and what about Nonnus1 7) As 
has been observed, the proportions for a given poem are to a great extent 

1) Quautionu Metricae, Greifswald 1908. 
I) Quintilianus 1mt. Or. X, 1, 52. 
I) To say nothing of the question of divided authorship we are eonfronted with 

in the Hymn to Apollo. . 
4) The proportions have been established by oonverting the figurea given by Isler. 
6) On metrioaJ oorrespondence between Mere. and the hymns of Callima.ohus 

see H . N. Porter, o.c. 34 with note. 
I) On the dating of Aphr. see below, p. 82. 
7) Cases sueh as nóeev Ee",~,a, I 511, not counted, !sIer (o.c. 48) finds only a 

single insta.nee of ,,·movable ma.king position in the whole of the DionyBiaca: I 335. 
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determined by its subject-matter. However, the numbers in the right
hand column, especially those for Apollonius and Callimachus, show that 
they are 0.180 determined by its style. For our purpose this point is to be 
emphasised because of the stylistic character of the Hymn to Herme8. 
For even the most casual reading of this poem may teach us that there 
we have to do with a diction which widely diverges from that which is 
found in Homer and in the other three long hymns. Therefore its relatively 
infrequent use of ,,-movable making position need not trouble us, the 
less so as we have enough independent evidence to assume that it is much 
later than the hymns in Aphr., in Ap., in Oer. i ) For these reasons we 
may safely leave it out of account. 

The other major hymns, on the contrary, all show approximately the 
same type of style as the Iliad and the Odyssey. AB, moreover, the cor
respondence of several completely unrelated types of evidence points, 
for all three hymns, to a date not too distant from Homer's,2) these poems 
constitute a suitable object of comparison for our inquiry. For this com
pal'ison, however, the value of the statistics compiled by Isler, though 
on the average they do not contradict the assumption put forth above, 
is necessarily limited, because they had to be based on relatively scanty 
material. Besides, it is not the numeri cal increase of ,,-movable itself with 
which we are primarily concemed. For our purpose it is much more 
important to make out if this feature manifests itself in the conditions 
outlined above, viz. in types of expression characterised by modification 
of ancient formulae or by the breaking up of such formulae. The 3p. pI. 
of o16a, for example, occurs only once in the three earliest hymns, viz. 
Ap. 163 

I'tp.eürfF laaa",' rpaLTJ 6é XE'JI aVTàç lxaGToç 3) 

and this single occurrence 4) is marked by ,,-movable making position. 
At the same time we notice that exactly this line has two instanoes of 
neglected diga.mma; il the line has been developed from older formulaic 
prototypes, this feature is an unmistaka.ble symptom of 'deoomposition'. 
Is it a coincidence that in these circumstances the éin~ ÄeyÓI'E'JI~ laaa,,, 
appears in its present prosodical form 5) or is the phenomenon to be 
regarded as an indication of the way the formulaic diction was handled 
by the poets at its final stage 1 It is principally this sort of question that 
we must try to answer. 

In the case just cited we may suppose that the appearance of ,,-movable 
is actually due to breaking up of ancient formulaic prototypes, but, if 

1) see e.g. Allen-Halliday-Sikes CV! (and 275 f.) Humbert 114-115 ("compos6 
dans Ie dernier tiers du VI siècle"), Porter o.c. 34. 

S) see e.g. Porter, ibid. 
8) l"I"eiaf' Ba.rnes, I"'I"eiaIJa, mss. 
') For Homer the totaJs are Il. 4, Od. 13. 
6) 2 X in Homer: 'P 312, fJ 283; these cases are examined below, p. 90f. 
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we want to keep the 'strict' definition of the formula these prototypes 
cannot be retraced. If they ever existed they must have been drastically 
changed in the course of the evolution. In this case therefore, the as
sumption put forth at the beginning of this chapter is - at the moment, 
at least - incapable of proof.1) It is only in a poem the diction of which 
does not yet diverge too much from Homer's, that we may be able to 
verify it. For this reason it seems best to choose for our starting-point 
the Hymn to Aphrodite, for it is certainly by far the óP,rJet"c!xraToç - as 
Allen-Halliday-Sikes call it - and, at the same time one of the oldest of 
the whole collection. Admittedly the arguments advanced in support of 
this view are not strong, but the scepticism which Notopoulos derives 
from his "formulaic analysis" 2) does little to shake these slender foun
dations. Porter, on the other hand, when claiming that "there is no real 
evidence whatever for dating the hymn later than the Iliad and the 
Odyssey" pays too little attention to the arguments of his predecessors.8) 

It will be seen that, particularly from a formulaic point of view, the 
balance of the evidence is in favour of the traditional dating.4) 

When we leave aside the expressions coming within ljhe categories 
noted above 5) we still have some 20 cases of v-movable left. In 13 of 
them the sound seems to lengthen the preceding syllable (a), in the other 
7 it is used to prevent hiatus (b). 

a. 
6 7fáatv {J' leya p,Ép,rJkv 

25 ij {Jè, p,áJ.' /.Jv" lDekv, à)J.' 

31 7fáatv {J' èv VrJ0'iat Demv 
54 tv à"eMÓÀotç 0eeatv 7foAtmtlJá"ov "I lJ'fJç 
55 {jov"oÄ.Éea"ev {jofJç 
84 Davp,atvÉv TE 

102 weT/atv 7fá(]TJat 
126 7fU(!ai Ä.Éxeatv "aUea{}at 
140 7tÉp,V'ovatv, uV {Jè, 
181 wç {Jè, i{Jev {Jet(!1}v 
212 e mev (Jè, l"aaTa 
225 lxev 7foAtn7eaTOç it{jrJ 
284 rpaa{v TOt 

1) However, see below, p. 90f. 
2) see above, p. 15. 
a) Repetition in the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite, AJP LXX (1949), 250. 
4) below, p. 75. 
&) and, moreover, the combinations which appear in the same form in Homer: 

20 whole versas (Allen-Halliday-Sikas, CVI) and a large number of hemistichs and 
shorter expressions, e.g. h(}anev Wn (E 187). These, of course, have been left. aaide 
without comment. 
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b. 
6 p,ép,'YJÎ.ev lV(jwpávov K vDe(!et'YJç 

lIi ltJttJaeev bû rpeeai {Jûaa beácnn 
83 -raefJ~aetEV èv órp{}aÀp,o iat vo~aaç 

114 -reorpoç -reérpev, r} tJè tJ«i neo 
128 tJûee "ai. lrpeaaev, ?}-rOt (1 y' avnç 
199 laxev axoç 
231 à-rt-raÀÎ.ev bi p,eyáeotaw lxovaa. 

Not aU these cases are equaUy significant. We shaU do weU to leave 
aside 25 l{JeÎ.ev, àU', 1) 83 -raefJ~aetev èv, 2) 114 -reorpoç -r(!irpev, r} tJè.3) The 
evidence of 84 {Javp,awév TE, of 199 laxev axoç, of 231 à-rha).Àev èvi and of 
15 ltJttJaeev lni rp(!eai {Jûaa i"áa-rn is very weak.4) In Aphr. 6: näatv tJ' 
leya p,ép,'YJÎ.ev èvcnerpávov K vDe(!et'YJç v-movable in the trochaic c&esura may 
have been brought about by transposition of leya p,ép,'YJÎ.e( -et), a deviation 
from Homeric usage,5) which, in its turn, may be due to the non-traditional 
employment of näatv tJ· in the same line,6) but this is as yet a mere 
hypothesis. 7) 

1) The nearest parallels are, as far as I can see, d).A' AyciJ OV" lIhÄOII, óelaa, ('1305), 
ol ó' l{)eÄOII Lholl~Óe& nollol lnea{)a& (K 227), but these expreasions are reflected 
only in the vaguest outline by Aphr. 25; lengthening of the last syl1able without 
a consonant following is never found with l{}eÄEP in Homer, though v-movable 
lengthens the form Z 165, ~ 580 (but in position 3) and A 217 (in the same position, 
but with a different caeeura). 

2) Tae/J~aeleV only P 586 (at the verse.end). 
8) cf. the nen line, alA"'(!TJv naió' dTlTa)J.ev and n. 4. Is this a case of drastic 

modiflcation by dislocation , cf. above, p. 39 f., below, p. 90 f. 
4) It is remarkable that {)atJllalve", occurs only once in the whole 'of Homer 

(dt{).ua ()atJllavéOllTe" () 108), but {)avlla",év Te may have been modelled on rpÓNrJaév 
Te (34 x), etc. The expreasion laxev I1xo. (cf. 225 IXev noÄ~(!aTo. f]/J'1) shows an 
idiom which is not as strikingly developed in Homer as it is in Herodotus (rpáT" 
IA'" 'Xe& VII, 3, M"o., alTl'1, ~ef!Yeala&), so the fact that it bas no Homeric counterpart 
might reflect the growth of a mode of expression corresponding with the apreading 
of v-movable. The difference, though, may be due to chance. The evidence of 231 
aVTOv Ó' aVr' dTlTallev bi IABYáqo&a", 'XOtJaa is not altogether destroyed by Homeric 
aVTà. lxwv dTLTallev dtJEéaTll hrl rpdTV1J (.0 280) for in this very short hymn dTlTalle(V) 
(2 x) is found only before the trochaic caesura, whereas in Homer the preferred 
position of the verb is at the end of the line (At) T(!érpOll "ó' dTlTa.Uor, E 202 = 303, 
etc.) and here actual1y we flnd bi IIBYáqo,. « IABYaeO,a' ') dnTd)J.w (0 450). Never
theless, even if wch cases should have retained some traces of the breaking up of 
ancient formulaic connections their worth as evidence is very alight. 

6) always at the verse-end, B 614; .etc., 5 X. 

8) On näa", Ó' see below p. 81 f., 107 f. 
7) That the development referred to in n. 4 bas caused intrusion of v-movable 

in Aphr. 15 d"Äad Ie,,' éólóaEev inl rp(!eal {)eiaa hdaTll would at flrst sight seem a 
hazardous proposition, for here the Homeric evidence is far leas unambiguous than 
in the case of lrp(!aaev, 128. The form éólóaEe (without v) occurs three times before 
the trochaic caesura (Motia' éólóaEe, rplÄ'1ae óè, () 481, MotiG' éóldaee, ,d,à. nai., 
() 488; Xe{ewv ididaEe, d",awTaTo. K6VTaV(!WV, A 832); MidaEev is wanting in Homer 
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Other phenomena, however, are far more revealing. Let us fust look 
at the remaining instanee of v-movable obviating hiatus. In Aphr. 128 
we have av't'<le brei MJ t5EÏ~e ~allrp(!auev, but in the whole of the 11. and 
Od. there is only a single instanee of the sigmatic aor. indo of rp(!áCw : 
fjOJ.lev , orp(!' Èç XW(!OV àrpt~óJ.leD' 8v rp(!áue Kte'X1J (À 22). This state of affairs 
becomes even more significant when we compare rp(!áue Kte'X1J with br.érp(!ade 
:rr.ó't'vta Kte'X1J (~ 549), which represents an ancient system, cf. È:rr.Éfp(!at5e 
:rr.ónta p.rl't'~(! (A 795 = II 37 N 51). It appears, then, that here we have 
a clear instanee of what must have happened, even before Homer, in the 
later stages of epic diction. The disruption of the ancient formulaic 
structure involved the intrusion of more recent forms (and, of course, 
was made possible by the origination of such forms) . 

The same development appears to have entailed use of v-movable in 
a number of cases where the sound exercises its strongest influence, viz. 
the expressions in which it lengthens the preceding syllable. One of them 
(W(!T/UW :rr.áurJUt 102) has no counterpart in Homer and will be discussed 
later on, but of the following combinations we find parallels in the Il. 
and the Od. 

54. Èv à~(!o:rr.óÀOtç o(!eutv :rr.oÀvmM~ov "Iln]ç. The form o(!euw is not found 
in Homer. Paralleis: Èv (È:rr.') à~(!o:rr.óÀOtUW o(!euut(v), 't' 205, E 523, between 
troch. caes. and verse-end. The transposition is obvious, above, p. 59 ff. 

55. {3ov~oUeu~ev {3ovç. The rhythm is very unusual. One Homeric 
parallel: (tPoï{3e, uV 15' elUnotJaç lÀt~a;) {3ovç (3ov~oUeu~eç, tP 448. The 
inversion is obvious. 

126. :rr.aeal UXeuw ~aUeuDat. The form UXeuw too is wanting in Homer. 
Parallel : :rr.aeal kXéeuut ~ÀtiHivat, a 366 = u 213. The Homeric expression 
has a perfectly natural sense, :rr.aeal UXeuw ~aUeuDat, on the contrary, 
is odd. The substitution is obvious. 

181. wç dÈ it5ev de~. In Homer v-movable in idev never makes po
sition, for the lengthening in P 198 itJe(v) verpeÀTJye(!É't'a Zevç and L1 151 
wç ëJÈ Me(v) vev(!ov 1) is determined by phonetical 2) and probably by 

and idl~av is found only once at the end of the line, Urnouu"ar; idl~av, IJl 307) 
Thus, the direct evidenoe is very waak. I may point out however, that though 
dyAad lfn'a is not found in Homer in combination with a form of du'ámcw, it occurs 
4 times in the Od. (dyAad leYa nélovrlU, " 223; dyAad lfn" dooia( ·11) « d. F. F.d) 
o 418, v 289 = n 158) &9 a formula of relatively ancient origin (note the observanee 
of the digamma) in position 91/ •• The isolated Homeric instance dpqJal, Tdr; pb T' 

leYa d.dáEapn ieYáCeu6cu (X 442) is clearly a modification of old formu1ae. Here 
the loss of the digamma in current speech bas caused the insertion of T' but obviously 
*leYa d.MEapev Afn'áCeu61U can not he regarded &9 an ancient formulaic prototype. 
Probably the expression bas been formed by juxtaposition of two prototypes which 
originaJly could fill up the verse aftar the bucolic diaeresis, viz. ---4!yáCeul}cu 
and *FieYa didaEe(-av) and by conjugation of the latter. Then, however, the v
movable in Aphr. 15 is due to the transposition of the formula* dyAad leYa didaEe 
(-111', etc.), which was originaJly created to fill the space hetween the trochaic caesura 
and the verse-end. 
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etymological 3) factors. Aphr. 181 seems to have been modelled on the 
latter expression (or on a prototype of the same kind). If so, this too is 
an example of substitution. 

212. emE1l tJè bcaa-ra. In Homer emE'/l behaves in exactly the same way 
as itJev: its v never makes position. The nearest parallels, as far as I can 
see, are emw Te lxaa-ra (y 361) and ef!iw {)è lxaa-ra (x 292). Probably Aphr. 
212 is derived from an ancient prototype emw (*-nç, -n) tJè (Te) lxaa-ra, 
*emov tJè (Te) lxaa-ra (cf. C 223 emov ()' lJea XOVf!n) or something like it, 
used af ter the bucolic diaeresis; emE'/l, then, might result from conjugation. 

225. lXE'/l nOAtn7f!aTOç fff3'YJ. The Homeric parallels must be quoted at 
length: 

W' lJ pkv tv fdhjf3n nOAV1Jf!áT(p aAyea náaxwv 
aVTàe end é' fff31'JV nOAtn7f!aTOV lXó/lE'O' l1./l€pw 
vVv ()' enel à/l€pOTif!w nOAtn7f!aTOV [XÓ/lE{}' etM]v 

/lviJ/l' • EA.évrJç xet(!wv nOAV1Jf!áTOV elç yá/lov Wf!1'JV 

A 275 
o 366 
VJ 354 
o 126 

In view of the conservative tendency of narrative poetry,4) of the fact 
that l1./l€pw is older than à/l€pOTif!w, and of the structure of 0 366 we may 
ask ourselves if VJ 354 may not be regarded as the modification of a more 
ancient line, viz. of the type exemplified by 0 366 and A 275 and if these 
four lines may not therefore show traces of an ancient formulaic system 
8~f3'YJ / fff3'YJ / Wf!'YJ / etM] / (yá/lOç) nOAtn7f!aTOç 5) which could be used in the 
four grammatical cases of the singular. So much seems certain at any 
rate, that Homeric nOAtn7f!aTOç was created to make the fourth foot dac
tylic.8) On the other hand the use of the expression at the verse-end 
may be traditional to~, so it must remain dubious whether v-movable 
in Aphr. 225 is due to a transposition. 

140. ni/lVJovaw, aV tJe. There is one Homeric parallel: ni/lVJOVaw ()' ev 
Vl'}i (e 37). Elsewhere ni/lVJovat(v) , ni~ovat(v)J ni~wat (of. ni~OtE1l) are 
found before the trochaic caesura (7 x) and v does not make position. 

We have 3 oombinations left which have two features in oommon: 
1. the component pans are very usual words that must have belonged 
to common speech and which show no traoe of any archaism; 2. they 
contain a trochaic word in the first foot with v-movable making position. 
The lines in question are 

€paal v TOt VV/lqJ'YJç XaAVXWnttJoç lxyovov e lvClt 284 
náatv ()' èv Vl'}oiat {}eWv Tt/láoxóç ea-rw 31 
náatv ()' lera /li/l'YJAE1I wa-retpávov K v{}ef!el'YJç 6 

1) cf. dnd "weij, A 476. 
I) above, p. 73. 
8) Chantraine, G.H. I, 176. 
4) see above, p. 51. 
&) On the phenomenon of Bound-association (here 8IJfJn no).t111eá'rep N flfJTfII 

no).tn)eaTOII) see Parry, E.T. 92. 
I) cf. Hes. Th. 404 no).tn)eQTOII fI)'6ev A, ef)"IJv, 908 no).tn)eaTOII el&>, (!) ixovua, 

E. 739 no).t111eáTep iJÓQT' .lsvHq;. 
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Homer has !paO't(lI) (without elision) 35 times but only in two cases 11-

movable makes position: in 1'011 IJÉ 1" lp,Ov !paO'ill 'Jtal'É(l lp,p,evat (IJ 387, 
in the tale about Proteus) where it probably results from a modification 
of !paO" lp,p,evat (5 x before the bucolic diaeresis) and in oi) 'Jtw p,w !paO'ill 

!payÉp,ev "ai 'JttÉp,ev, 'Jt 143. Here, in view of the tendency of the singers 
to end a formulaic unit at the bucolic diaeresis, it may be due to a trans
position, cf. 0' 3 àl;TJXèç !payÉp,ev "ai 'JttÉp,ev. In Apkr. 284 we obviously 
have to do with an innovation on the part of the poet. 

A similar, but less striking innovation may be seen in 31 and 6. A 
survey of 'JtáO'w will be given when we come to discuss the Homeric use 
of the word; here it willsuffice to note that 'JtáO't and 'JtáO'tll occur respectively 
71 (721) and 68 (671) times in Homer (2 x and 3 x in Apkr.), that in 
11 of the 68 cases the ." makes position (in 2 of the 3 cases in Apkr.), and 
that only two of these cases appear in the fust foot: 'JtáO't1I Kv"ï..ámEO'O't 

(a 71) and 'JtáO'w IJ' Ip,E(]óEtç {mÉoo Yóoç (" 398). Apkr. 31 the form goes 
with 1ITJoiO't (not in Homer) and Apkr. 6 the non-traditional use of the 
dative is in accordance with the deviations from Homeric usage which 
we have found in the case of p,Ép,TJÀev.l) 

Let us sum up the evidenoe. In the 293 linea of the hymn 2) we have 
found 3 certain 3) and 3 (21) probable 4) cases of transposition and 
modifioation of Homeric expressions, the prototypes of which did not 
have lI-movable in the words in question. In I certain case, moreover, 
the presence of the 11 coincides with the introduction of a relatively recent 
form,5) which appears only once in Homer. Besides, there are 4 cases 
which show a combination which is either wanting in Homer,6) or highly 
unusual in this place of the line.7) If we postpone discussing 'Jtép,'PovO'w 8) 

there are 8 (91) cases left. Of these the evidenoo is in a greater or less 
degree subject to doubt. 

The reader will agree that a total of 4 oortain and 7 probable cases is 
a remarkable high number in this short hymn, which is the most 'Homeric' 
of the whole collection, and of which, for this reason, 20 lines had to 
be left wholly out of aocount. However slight the evidence of this pro
portion for its date of composition may be deemed - and there is always 
a theoretical possibility that the poet knew b ~(]o'Jtóï..OtO'w Ö(]EO'O'L etc. 
from one of Homer's predecessors-it certainly does not favour contem
poraneity with Il. and Od. On the other hand, its stylistic evidence is 
striking. We are justified in concluding that the intrusion of .,,-movable goes 

1) above, p. 79 and n. 7. 
I) 291, if 274-75 are deleted. 
a) hl We(lonóÀo,," G(leaw; pov"oUea"BV pov,"; nll(lal Uxsaw "aUsM}a,. 
') tb," ~d l~ c5e~; elnev c5d l"aaTa; (lXBV noÀ111j(laTo," IIP'1'). 
5) Irp(laaev. 
') I>(lnaw náava,; rpaalv TO'. 

') náaw 15' at the beginning of the line, 2 X • 
a) see below, p. 85 ff., 101 ff. 
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hand in hand with the decomposition of the formulaic style and that the 
forms in which this decomposition is realised are 1. the transposition and 
modifieation of aneient formulae, 2. the admission of contemporary 
elements and 3. a more direct and less formulaic arrangement of familiar 
words. Now if epie diction appears to have developed in this direction 
during a period which ean without much speeulation be put af ter Homer, 
we may reasonably assume that the same tendeneies were at work (though 
on a smaller scale) when the IlUul and the Ody88ey were com posed. But 
before we examine how these tendencies operate in Homer, we have to 
establish whether phenomena of the same type occur in the poetry 
of Hesiod. 

11. Hesiod'8 Erga and Tkeogony 

In the following enquiry I shall only deal with the WorTes and Day8 
and Tkeogony. The reason for this is simply that these are the only poems 
of which it is absolutely certain that they were eomposed in a period 
not too far distant from Homer's, with the possible exception of minor 
passages.!) Upon this everyone will be agreed, whether or not he may 
share the doubts about the authorship of the Theogony expressed by 
Pausanias' Delphie informants. 

In this part of the investigation the same eategories as in the former 
have been omitted.2) The remaining material is rather searee, which is 
no doubt due to the fact that the Tkeogony has so many proper names 
and that in the moralising and agrieultural parts of the Erga imperatives 
and infinitives are the dominant verbal forms. Still, this material is not 
completely listed, for a large part of it is made up of elements from which 
very little is to be learned. This applies especially to cases where y-movable 
prevents hiatus. The variations of e.g. TÉx', TÉxe, TÉxeY (Th. 133, 125, 
131 etc.) are, at the present stage of our knowIedge, completely unin
formative. Only one detail may, though with due caution, be mentioned. 
The arehaism l).).a{3e 3) occurs altogether 18 times in Homer (Il. 13, Od. 5), 
but appears only onee in the form l)J.a{3eY: (J 394 affJé).aç l).).a{3eY, before 
the bucolic diaeresis and the beginning of a new sentenee (av-ràe'O&aawç), 
i.e. at a 'switch-point' of the line.4) This state of affairs is perhaps charac
teristie of the stage of epic diction represented by Homer. The only time 

1) A very recent discussion on this subject aan he found in Van Groningen, 
La compoBition archaique grecque (Amsterdam, 1958), 256-303. 

2) e.g. cûr; tpáro, y1jihJaev ~t (Th. 173); ixovaw 8eor; (Th. 2); atpw ).t.naeo{ (Th. 63); 
iAev ~Éor; « ik ~Féor;) Th. 167, not in Homer, who bas ~Éor; elk(v) or iXe TeÓ/JOr;. 
For the principle and the reserves it c6lls for see p. 72 f., 75 n. 3 6bove. 

S) see e.g. Chantr6ine, G.H. I, 176. 
4) where formulae are particula.rly exposed to innov6tion, see e.g. P6rry, 

Farm. 60 and pa88. 
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the word occurs in Hesiod's Erga and Tkeogony it has v-movable: llla{3Ev 
lJ.enTJv / /-la"errv "aexaeó(}ov-ra, Th. 179-80. Because it is hardly credible 
that the old oriental myth which is reflected in the story of the mutilation 
of Uranos had not been put into epic verse before it reached Hesiod,l) 
this CuriOUB fact might suggest the following alternatives : either the story 
came to Boeotia in relatively late lonic verse or the expression reproduces 
a more ancient formula, e.g. *llla{3E (}E~tTEeiiCPt / Û(]nTJv "aexaeÓ(}oV1:a, cf. 
Th. 175 lJ.enTJV "aexaeó(}ovra at the beginning of the line and T 480 Aá{3E 
(}E~tTEeijcpt at the end.2) 

Concerning v-movable making position we have more solid facts at 
our disposal. They have been noted by Rzach 3) and may be divided 
for the sake of clearness 4) into the following categories. 

I. Combinations which have no comparable counterparts in Homer: 

Th. 424 öaa' lAaXEV TtTijat 
Th. 570 TEi5~EV "a"ov 
Th. 602 nÓeEV "a"dv 
Th. 700 "áTEXEV Xáoç 6) 

The only fact to which these expressions testify is that Hesiod's use 
of v-movable making position is not restricted to Homer's. Taken by 
themselves they teIl us nothing about a possible expansion of the 
phenomenon. 

11. Combinations which have more or less comparable counterparts 
in Homer: 

Th. 398 aVv acpoiatv na{(}Eaat N aVv acpf}atV "EcpaAfjatV L1 162 
(N " acpotaw TE"Üaat Ap. 148 

in the version transmitted by Thuc.) 8) 
Th. 871 i" {hócptv yEVE~ Ni" {}EÓcpW yboç 'fjJ 347 
Th. 1016 naaw Tver:n]'llotaw N naaw K v"AWnEaat a 71. 

In Homer the counterparts occur only once and therefore it seems 
doubtful if Hesiod borrowed them from the Iliad and Ody88ey. Besides 

1) see e.g. H. G. Güterbock, TM Hittm Verrion 0/ the Hurrian Kumaf'btMytM, 
MA LIl (1948), 123-134, and the recent discU88ion by P. Walcot, Huiod'8 Theogony 
anel the Hittm Epic 0/ Kumaf'bt, CQ N.S. VI (1956), 198 ff. Güterbock thinks the 
myth reached the Greeks by way of Ugarit. 

I) That Hesiod drew from a formulaic repertory which was larger than the 
Homeric one seems fairly certain, see A. Hoekstra o.c. 193 ff. On l1enfJ (a Semitic 
word: brb, a BWord) see R. D. Barnett, TM Epic of Kumarbi anà the Theogony 
0/ HeIliod, ms LXV (1945), 101. 

8) De,. Dialekt de8 HeIliod08 388. 
4) but with all proper reserves. The proceBB, however, though necessarily some

what arbitrary, is not risky, bece.use it cannot in any way prejudice our eventual 
conclusionB. 

6) cf. Th. 844 "áTeXev low'éa nóvTov, where the digamma is observed. 
e) aVToi, oVv nat6et1t1' cdd. 
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we may drawattention to the fact that the likeness between 1ta.aw 
TVf]a~votatv and 1ta.atV K v/(').ámeaat is very faint, that aVv aqJo'iaw 1talIJeaat 
is ungrammatical (aqJo'iatv being said of a singular subject, the Styx) and 
that, irrespective of priority, the resemblance with Ap. 148 as transmitted 
by Thucydides is much closer. The evidence, even with the addition of 
l').').a{3ev and the expressions of group I, is slight, but it seems to point 
to the further spreading of v-movable in the period between Homer and 
Hesiod, rather than to imitation. Such an evolution would be in keeping 
with the increasing Ionicisation and modernisation that we find in the 
case of metathe8is quantitatis and neglect of the digamma. l ) 

111. Th. 777 1tf]ea{3v-rá-rrr vóaqJtv IJè -&ewv'-'J vóaqJt -&eiiJv M 166. The 
expression vóaqJt -&ewv too appears only onee in Homer, yet in this case 
we may have to do with a formulaic combination, because the idea is 
likely to have occurred frequently to the singers of heroic poetry and 
because (Wr)ávev-&e -&ewv is not equivalent from a metrical point of view 
(vóaqJt vewv e 490, ljI 365, must be very late and may have been modelled 
on it).2) Be this as it may, we seem to perceive here another factor which 
has favoured the introduction of v-movable: the use of a particular type 
of enjambement. This brings us to the last and most significant category. 

IV. Th. 398 aVv aqJo'iatv 1ta{IJeaat 
E. 198 Ä.ev/(o'iaw qJtleeaat 
Th. 778 p.a/(f]'fiatv 1tÉTf]rJat 

cf. Aphr. 102 wf]rJaw 1tá(1rJat 
Th. 329 "ovvo'iaw /(advaaae 
E. 431 "óp.qJotatv 1te').áaaç 
Th. 898 iJp.û').ev -ré~ea-&at 

E. 616 IJv"waw, -ró-r' l1tet"; 
E. 531 qJeVyovaw, "al 1ta.at 
Th. 735 va{ovaw· qJv').axeç 
E. 391 va{ovaw· yvp.vOv 
Th. 769 Éa-ra.aw· IJewoç 3) 

cf. Aphr. 140 1tép.",ovatv· uV IJè 

These 11 (13) combinations too are lacking in Homer, though all the 
words do occur there in one form or another. The reason why I have 
set them apart is that they all show enjambement. Of course enjambement 
is not the only factor which, in these 13 cases, has caused the use of 
v-movable making position, as is shown by E. 235 -r{,,-rovaw IJè yvva'i/(eç, 
E. 236 -&illovaw IJ' à"a-&o'iat, cf. Aphr. 284 qJaa{v TOt, where the present 

1) see A. Hoekstre. o.c. 201-214. 
2) On veäW-formule. see below. p. 126 f. 
8) In view ofthe fact that the E. and the Th. do not provide any instanee of c5ewó, 

lengthening the preceding vowel. infI.uence of origine.l F is extremely doubtful. 
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tenses in the same position also have it. On the other hand lcrro.aL (2 x) 
and vatov(Jt (9 x) never have v-movable making position in Homer. 
(-({"TOVeTL, '!?á,uOVeTL, rpeVyOVeTL, b.vvWeTL, 71fLeAÎ.e do not occur there), so the 
present tense of the verb-forms does not solely account for its appearance. 
Nor is there any evidence worth mentioning of transposition or superficial 
modification of formulae. The expressions fLa"(rneTLV nÉT(!rJeTL and YÓfLrpOLeTLV 
neAáeTaç bear only the faintest resemblance to fLa"(!fjeTtv Te nlTVeTeTLV (L 186) 

and y6fLrpOLeTLV b' tJ.ea T~V ye (e 248) respectively; 1) Î.eV"oïeTLV rpá(!eeTC1L, 
&(!rJeTLV náC1'fleTL, 71fLe)J.ev d~eeT'!?aL and YOVVOïeTLV "aTÉvaeTeTe have no comparable 
Homeric counterparts.2) In this respeçt we find a marked difference with 
the Hymn to Aphrodite, which has in a sixth part of the total of lines of 
Erga and Theogony 3 certain and 3 (21) probable cases ofthis phenomenon.3) 

This is in accordance with the general impression made by the two styles. 
In his handling of the ancient formulaic repertory the poet of the Hymn 
to Aphrodite shows himself the more ski1ful and 'evolutionist' of the two 
and more disposed to compromise, whereas Hesiod is either conservative 
or self-willed in steering a new course. This does not mean, of course, 
that his use of v-movable has nothing to do with the formulaic tradition. 
For the cases of group I and IJ I am unable to mark a definite traditional 
starting-point. Obviously they belong to a fluid mass of not very distinct 
elements which the long evolution of epic diction had created at the time 
of Hesiod. Case IJl speaks for itseIf, as will be Been when we come to 
the Homeric parallels.4) Concerning group IV, which is by far the most 
representative with regard to the use of v-movable in Hesiod, the following 
remarks may be made: 

1. In using Tt>tTOVeTLV bi, '!?á)J.OVC1LV be Hesiod reproduces the Homeric 
type exemplified by bOVnTjeTev bi (neeTwv) 21 x, 71VeTev bi (bLalt(!VeTLOV) 6 x, 
fLáeTTL~ev b' (eÎ.áav) 8 x, étyTjeTev b' (T') tJ.e' (lnuTa) 2 x, y~'l?TjeTev b' tJ.e' 
(lnUTa) , 2 x, nánTTjvev bi (l"acrroç) , 3 x etc. In Homer, as one may 
expect in a mainly narrative styIe, such forms are nearly always in a 
past tense. 

2. There is, however, a significant difference with regard to the majority 
of the 11 Hesiodic examples. In Homer the type bovnTjeTev bi etc. is mostly 
employed to introduce a new sentence, cf. Tt"TOVeTLV bi-, '!?á).Î.OVeTLV lJè - , 
in Hesiod. In the Erga and the Theogony, however, the use is predominantly 
in enjambement. 

3. If in Hesiod the spreading of v-movable making position can be 
explained partly by the increasing occurrence of the runover word of 
the type vatOVeTLV, this mayalso apply to Homer, where this particular 
type of enjambement (3 p. pres. plur. forming a molossus) is relatively 

1) Note that these expreesions too are lma; Ä.eyó/JEVa in Homer! 
I) For aVv aq;oiaw na{~eaa, Th. 398 see above, p. 84 f. 
8) Of course there are modifications in Hesiod, e.g. Th. 15 (see above, p. 26 ff.), 

but they cannot be shown to have in1luenced the use of v-movable. 
4) elev/lTa" näl1w ~è etc., below, p. 107 f. 
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infrequent.1) The instances found in Hesiod suggest that here too we 
have to do with the breaking up of older formulaic prototypes. An inquiry 
into a number of Homeric examples will show if this impression is con
firmed by the facta. 

4. The same applies to the nominal forms in Homer, cf. 'Yovvoiat1l 
"a-d:vaaae, etc., in Hesiod. 

1) For the moment I leave aaide the vexed question of the emphatic nature 
of the runover word, though in my opinion Bassett (o.c. 154 and The 80-called 

emphatie poBition 0/ the Runover Word in the Homeric He:r:ameter, TAPA LVTI (1926), 
116-148) denies it too ca.tegorica.lly. 
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THE GROWING INCIDENCE OF ,,-MOVABLE IN HOMERIC AND 

PRE-HOMERIC DICTION 

A. DECLENSION OF FORMULAE 

We have Been above that because of the nature of noun-epithet formulae, 
declension was subject to very strict limitations in epic diction: This applies 
in particular to the case we are concerned with just now: that of the 
plural datives. Because of the requirements of improvisation the singers 
had to keep to the traditional types as closely as possible, but the forms 
in -au1t, -OtGt, -EGGt, were metrically inequivalent to nearly all the other 
grammatical cases, the genitives in -ao and -ow being the most notabie 
exceptions. Since in the case of noun-adjective formulae botk constituents 
were subject to these conditions, declension could not normally be extended 
to plural datives without upsetting the whole metrical structure of the 
traditional types. The effect of these restrictions on the formulaic diction 
is well-known: with 'JIija pûawa" / V1J;' pûatvn, for example, corresponds 
V1JVG;' DofiGt. It was only in the athematic (3rd) declension that the singers 
could turn certain formulae into dat.-pI.-expressions without being 
hampered in their technique.1) Yet even in this case the possibilities were 
restricted, for forms in -Gt" were obviously impossible before a consonant 
if the ending was preceded by a trochee (e.g. "T~f-taGw). The very fact 
that our examination must be confined to the cases of ,,-movable making 
position-the instances of its obviating hiatus in dat. pI. being in con
clusive because of prosadical uncertainty - makes it impossible to ex pect 
substantial results. Indeed, as far as I can see, reliable data are virtually 
wanting in Homer in so far as ,,-movable resulting from declension is 
concerned. It is not impossible that XEeGt" TE nOGt" TE (Y 360, Ä. 595) is 
due to declension of XEÏ(!~ TE nól5~ TE (4 x )2) and the formula (bi) V1JVGl 
f-teÄ.atvnaw (nEaéea1Jat) (4 x) 3) (nEalo"Tat A 824) unless originally based 
on a *m-form of nbrrw,4) might perhaps be regarded as having resulted 
from declension of V1Jl(-a) f-teÄ.atvn(-a,,).5) Since, however, here we do not 
have the basical certainty which enabled us to identify IIoaEtMw"oc; 
ä"axToC; etc. as a case of recent modification, phenomena of this kind 
should not be used as evidence for spreading of ,,-movable. 

1) In the light of the evidence made available by later researches, Parry's state
ment" on ne doit pas attribuer aux aèdesle désir d 'avoir à tousles cas d'un substantif des 
formules nom-épithète d'une même mesure" (E.T. 75) seems somewhat exaggerated. 
The tendency to decline formulae did exist, but it was only rarely allowed to interfere 
with ora! verse-making, cf. Witte, Glotta IV (1913), 8 ff. 

Z) A 497, I-' 50 N 178, X 478. 
3) I 235 =M 107 = 126 =P 639. It is to be noted that both the Ionic forms 

neuéeuIJa&, 1feuÉona& (Chantraine, G.H. I, 451) and v1Jvul I-'eAalV'f/uw are confined 
to this line and to A 824 luueTa&, d).}.' lv v1Jvul I-'eÄaLvT/uw 1feuÉona&. 

4) see Boisacq 8.V. nLmw and nToLa. 
') 30 x dat., 18 X acc. 
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B. CONJUGATION OF FORMULAE 

When examining the cases of digamma neglected af ter verbal forms, 
we found that in most of them no prototypes could be established with 
certainty, but that the general course of the development could never
theless be made out and accounted for. This was largely due to the 
circumstance that other cases provided incontrovertible evidence for 
conjugation of clearly defined prototypes.l) With regard to v-movable 
we are in a much more difficult position.2) It is not unreasonable to 
assume that its presence is of ten to be ascribed to a similar development. 
In the same way as p:fJUEat lera was developed from p,~aaTo (p,~&TO) 
lera(-ov) af ter the .f had deen dropped in East Ionic, the formula ibev 
orplJa).p,oïat(v) (E 770 etc., 7 x) may have been derived from ibov 
orplJa).p,oïat(v) (r 169 etc., 12 x), ).ovaEv "al xeïaEv è).atcp from ).ovaav 
"al xeïaav l).atcp, etc. For the working of analogy (which is observabIe 
inter alia in the ancient systems {lo~v àra1Mç MEvt).aoç / ,1top,~b1]ç, p,Éyaç 
Te).ap,óJVtoç Aiaç / "o(!U'fJato).oç "E"TWe, bioç 'O&aaEvç / 'AXt).kvç, àp,vp,ovoç 
Ala"tbao / ' Avn).óxoto, etc.) also influenced the verbal element at the 
earliest stages: {lij b' (e"") ip,Ev(at) (33 x) N {làv b' (e"") ip,ev(at) (12 x), 
wç l1e' lrprJ (19 x) N wç l1e' bpav (12 x), laT?] b' Èv neo&veotat (& 304) N 

laTav b' Èv neo&veotat (& 325, " 220), l{l?] "ot).aç Ènl vijaç (H 381) N l{lav 
"ot).aç Ènl vijaç (H 432, K 525, w 50). Yet in trying to follow the course 
of the evolution we are given very little help by such reflections. First, 
many of the relevant expressions cannot be explained in the same way 
since an original plural is, for one reason or another, out of the question 
(e.g. in aVTàe Ènet b~ CtaaEv iJbwe èvll1vom Xa)."q), I 349 = " 360). Secondly, 
owing to the fact that v-movable came into use in an early period 3) and 
because of the greater mobility of verbal forms as compared with nominal 
constituents of a formula, very few identifiabIe cases of this evolution 

1) (WTetIVe ) lJéyar; TeAaIJWvI.Or; Araç, etc., lJ~aaTO [(!Ya, etc. 
2) above, p. 74. The point is weU illustrated by the conditions under which 

a relatively ancient form such as weae(v) appea.rs: weae (cases of pos. in 12, of v 
before origina.l F, etc. included): 19 X (201) Il., 12 x Od.; weaev 12 X Il.,3 X Od., 
occurring in the pos. 11, 31, 51, 91, 12 and 11, 2, 51, 91 respectively and only ra.rely 
in a distinctly formulaic context: vqJ' ilJeeov weae "óo'o (6 x, see below, p. l05f). 
weaev 'Axa,our; (? 1) 2 x . It is even more rema.rkable that the form weoee(v) (Cha.n
traine, G.H. I, 3Q7) is extremely scarce (4 x) and the evidence for its having survived 
as a constituent of a formula is very slight (t)eoç weoee(v) lJ 712, V' 222). In the case 
of ["Àtle(v) the form without v is found in a distinctly formulaic system: TOU lJ' ["ÀtIe 
tPoifJor; , AnóÀÀwv/IJTJTltTa Zeuç, etc. (12 x), but on the other hand we find ["Àtlev 
atilJ~ (0 270, fJ 297), ["Àtlev atilJiiç (" 3ll, 481, cf. ["Àtleç atilJiir;, d. ati~, lJ 831), 
soo above p. 73 n. 3.As to nóee(v) the weight of Homeric evidence is definitely in favour 
of ancient prototypes without v: T~V ol nóee tPoifJoç , AnóÀÀwv, etc. (9 x, soo above 
p. 64), inû nóee IJtiela llJva (3 x) against nóeev lJé é tPallJ'lJoç fiewç (lJ 617=0 ll7), 
nóeev lJé ol dyÀaov tllóv (II 185) and several isolated cases. 

3) above, p. 74. 
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can be expected to have survived. Some symptoms even suggest that 
any inquiry into this matter is fore-doomed to failure. Since we are dealing 
with a formulaic diction it may be assumed that generally speaking 
archaisms have been preserved by their being constituents of a formula. 
Let us now take, for example, leaCe (9 x). It appears 5 x in the formula 
xeve'/! (xa'l'Éxevell) leaCe.l) This is rather a remarkable fact in itself, since 
according to the theory of 'thrift' we could expect xaf-läCe· (29 x) 2) to 
have been used instead of leaCe. Still, we never find ·xeve xaf-läCe. Nor 
does the presence of lI-movable do anything to reduce the discrepancy, 
especially so since leaCe seems to be highly archaic.3) It is true that in 
the remaining cases leaCe appears in a different combination : nbr:roll 

leaCe (M 156, E 552), nbn:e cl leaCe (X 280), n{nTeL leaCe (P 633). The 
discrepancy, then, might perhaps be explained by supposing that, in an 
early period, the formulaic diction had ·xeve xaf-läCe and ·xevall leaCe 
(~n{nTOll leaCe) and that their mixing up dates from the time when 
lI-movable began to play a part in epic diction. This, however, is a mere 
hypothesis which is not supported by any Homeric evidence. 

Yet, notwithstanding the general lack of evidence and the even more 
embarrassing discrepancies, the Il. and the Od. seem to have preserved 
some reliable indications that the spread of lI-movable is, among other 
things, due to conjugation of ancient prototypes. 

Perfect-forms in -aat are relatively rare in Homer and even the more 
usual of them, yeyáaat and f-lef-láaat are far from having connections as 
distinctly formulaic as yeyawTeç and f-lef-laWuç. The 3rd pers. pI. of nÉnot!)a 
occurs in L1 325: 

ónÄÓueOt yeyáaat neno{{)aa{lI Te {3{1Jrpt 

With this line we may compare 

wç llea TW, xel(!eaat 
TOV nee ó~ ueáeaat 
À.aotatll xa{)vnee{)e 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

M 135 
M 256 
M 153 

Elsewhere nenot{)óuç is always found in the same position and the re
collection of a similar type of formula, however much disintegrated in 
1J 34 lI1Jvat {)ofjat Tot ye nenot{)óuç wxelnat 4) may have brought about the 
curious tautology in that line.5) In L1 325, at all events, nenot{)aatll is 

1) P 619, 0 527, X 20, 85, II 459. 
2) e.g. in dATO xafJáCe r 29, etc. (12 x), the ancient character of which is proved 

hy the form of the aorist. 
8) On its etymology see Frisk 8.V. 

4) Apart from this place 'V7JtJul IJofiu, is only found d 173 at the beginning of 
the line. On post-Homeric disintegration of formulae see ahove, p. 27 f., 40, 61, 80, 
and helow, p. 91. 

6) Of course it is true that an epithet "may 1086 its force and need reinforcement" 
(Stanford ad loc.) but it is doubtful whether the phenomenon is sufficiently accounted 
for in this way. 
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probably due to the conjugation of a formulaic element ).aoi'ut (xeteeuat, 
ueáeuut) nenou'}óuç f]tJè pl'Yjrpt, which, in its turn, may have developed 
from ).aoi'at (xdeeuat, ueáeuat) nenol&i1m('II) f]tJè pl'Yjrpt.l) A similar phe
nomenon is to be observed in the two cases of iuaut'll (or iuuaat'll) in which 
'II-movable makes position: 

n).elo'lla iuaut'll uéfh'll alJ1:ov p,'YjTtuau{}at IJ' 312 
ovtJi Tt " {}á'llaTO'll >tat >tijea p,i;'at'lla'll p 283 

For nklo'lla iuaat'll Homer provides us with the parallels nkto'lla 0 ltJa 
(T 219 cx> f/> 440), n).eto'lla fltJ'Yj (N 355), n)'do'lla eMÓJç (p, 188), always at 
the end of the line; ovtJi Tt iuaat'll is counterbalanced by oMé Tt oltJa(-e) 
(6 x), ovtJi Tt '{tJp,e'll (3 x), ovM Tt fllJ'Yj (N 674), with a single exception 
(A 343) also appearing at the verse-end. On the other hand the weIl
known Homeric formula 'II~ntoç, ovtJè TO ('rà) fltJ'Yj (oltJe) (6 x), always 
used before the trochaic caesura, has a parallel in Hesiod : ~mot, ovtJè iuaat'll, 
E. 40. This points to an interplay of the formulaic types n;'do'lla fllJ'Yj / ovtJé 
Tt (TO) fllJ'Yj (oltJe) / ovtJè iuaut('II) , and it is significant that IJ' 312 is preceded 
by ovtJè p,è'll aVTOt. The first hemistich of p 283 enables us to observe several 
stages of the evolution: ovtJi Tt oltJe in pos. 12 > ovtJi Tt 0 ltJe in pos. 3 
(A 343) > ovtJi Tt '{uaat'll (P 283) > p,tp,eiu{}' '{uaat'll, Ap. 163. The employment 
of '{uaut'll in the hymn marks the final phase: it is characterised at the 
same time by neglected digamma and by a non-traditional contraction.2) 

C. AN ARCHAIC CONSTITUENT OF A FORMULA IS REPLACED 

BY A MORE FAMILIAR FORM 

Already in the earliest East Ionic inscriptions the dual is lacking. Did 
it ever exist in older forms of this dialect or is its presence in Homer 
solely to be accounted for as being an Achaean and/or Aeolic survival1 3) 
Whatever the answer to this question may be, we have to face the fact 

1) cf. the survival ü).óyxaa, (.f)iaa (}eoia" ). 304. 
2) It is very doubtful whether the long initial syllable of laaa,('II) (sometimes 

expressed by ·aa-) in B 283 etc. (11 x) is etymological. The exple.nation suggested 
by Chantraine o.c. 179 n. 2, Schwyzer, o.c. 773 is difficult to reconcile with the de
velopment of laaa, from *.ftdan (Chantraine, o.c. 471, Schwyzer, ibid.). In my 
opinion the lengthening is primarily due to modifica.tion. If we were to look at the 
number of occurrences only, we might a.ssume tha.t "laaa,('II) is traditional. Yet ie 
we analyse the ma.terial in question, we find tha.t its use often suggests modifica.tion. 
4 ca.ses are found in the prophecy of TeiresiBB and occur in pai1'8: ). 122, 124 ='11 269, 
271. The variants attested in ). 124 ma.y point to *ovd' lJea Tot ye laaa, being the 
original form and here, BB well BB in '11 271, the hemistich is followed by the late 
form 'IIÉaç. In ~ 89 the variants TOt, n, Te equa.liy suggest a metri.:al irregularity 
caused by modification « *Tot ye laam '). What we have left is I 36 laaa' 'AeYe{w'll 
~J.lÈ1J 'IIÉo, ~dè yÉlIO'IITEÇ, {} 559 dU' aVTal laaa" immediately followed by {} 560 "al 
:nánwv laam, and w 188 ov yáll :nw laaa,. From a formulaic point of view these 
cases soom to be extremely dubious. 

3) cf. Chantraine, G.H. Il, 22. 
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that Homer - as will be shown elsewhere 1) - sometimes handles it in a 
free and non-traditional way. Now, even on the supposition that East 
lonic ever had the dual, it looks extremely improbable that in Homer's 
time it was still an element of living speech in his dialect, so we have 
to infer that in this respect the poet is archaising in the same way as 
'literate' poets do. Moreover, the form -ouv mostly appears in expressions 
which, if we keep to the strict definition of the term,2) could not be called 
formulaic without comment: àq/ imtottv E 13, Èrp' innotlv (in various 
positioDS) T 396, lJI362, 0182, {1).flTJv à'JflOtlV clnOÄovO'oflat C 219, etc. Because 
of these facts one might wonder if there really is evidence for substantial 
old prototypes based on -OttV < -owv.3) 

I think this evidence can actually be found. We have at least one 
indication that not too long before Homer such prototypes were still in 
use. In P 385-87 

~afláTCp {Jè ~ai [{Jeep VWMflèç aÏEt 

YoVvaTá TE ~vijflal TE nó{Jeç D' vnéveeDev l~áO'TOV 

XeÏ(!éç T' Orp{)aÄflol TE naÄáO'O'eTO flaevaflÉvOttV 

Chantraine rightly signalises two different problems: the use of the 
singular naÄáO'O'eTO and the employment ofthe dual itself,4) the explanation 
of which as referring to two armies (duo agmina v. Leeuwen) does not 
carry conviction. Besides, there is yet another difficulty: how could it 
be said, in genuine epic style, that the knees, the shanks, the feet, the 
hands and the eyes of the fighting men were bespattered by toil and 
sweat 1 Assuming a 'zeugma' or a 'hendiadys' will not do ó): this is not 
the poetry of Pindar, Sophocles or Virgil, but of Homer. Therefore 
Chantraine is certainly right in suggesting that we have to do with "une 
mauvaise combinaison de formules" .6) It is indeed difficult to see how 
the poet could have been induced to conclude this description with 
naÄáO'O'eTO flaevaflÉvOttV ifthe expression had not been part ofhis repertory. 
If it was, however, it must originally have done duty in a tale about a 
single combat of two heroes.7 ) 

This observation may give us a lead with regard to a series of expressions 
in whioh only a faint trace of the original prototype has been preserved. 
The dual mottv ooours 4 times under conditions which it would be rash 
to call formulaic, but is once found in 

1) see below, p . HH., 135. 
2) see above, p. 12 ff. 
8) see above, p. 45 n. 2. 
4) G.H. n, 12 and 28. 
6) 88 Van Leeuwen, ad loc., does; but in bis app. crit. he note8: 386 Bq. corrupti. 
e) ibid. 19 cf. 28. 
7) • • m e.g. 

lvrea l a.1.d K 34 etc., 5 X 

Tetlxea ~" r 338 etc., 18 X 
• LUl ~ Z 268, X 402 ='1' 48 l , ' L. 

atpan "al AVV(!qJ l cf. A 169, Y 503 ~ braAaaaeTO p~ap~;."o"v 
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à.U: àvaxwe~O'aç ne60'f}' 'bmotlv "at lJXeO'rptV 

With this expression we may compare on the one hand 

nelv y' int vw 1'4115' àv15et aVv I 
1'6v ë ?J1'ot I-lÈv ënel-l1pe ,,( lnnotO'tv "at lJXeO'rpt( v) 
evee l5è 1'6v ye aVa"Ta nae' J 

, ~ àya.U6I-lEVOç, naeà VYJwv 'bmotO'tv "at lJXeO'rptv " ,,. 
au"ea l-leel-l'YJet .. wv 

and on the other 

E 107 

E 219 
I 237 
E 794 

M 114 
15 533 

lnnijaç I-lÈv new1'a aVV! L1 297 
àvéeeç i~otxvevO't" motO'tv "at l1XeO'rpt(v) I 384 
i" nel5lov vlO'O'ov1'o " M 119 

In the second group the formula is used to denote a number of chariots, 
but in the fust the reference is to a single one.l ) The relation between 
E 107, E 219 etc. then, seems to be as follows. The original formula 
(neoO'f)', aVv, nae') lnnotlv "at l1XeO'rpt was designed to denote the vehicle 
of a single hero, just as ---naA.áO'O'e1'o I-laeval-lévotlv was coined for a 
single combat. It could be employed in the dative as weIl as in the genitive, 
as an instrumental (at the beginning of the line) and with a preposition 
(af ter the penthemimeral and the trochaic caesuras). Af ter v-movable had 
co me into use, the dative was applied to mass-scenes in a new form: 
aVv motO'tv "at l1xeO'rpt(v) , etc. In this form it supplanted the old single 
team-formula, but the genitive could not be altered without upsetting 
the whole formulaic structure. So here 'br:notlv remained intact. A similar 
substitution sooms to have occurred in the case of ~I-lOtlV, orpf}a).I-l0'itv, 
f3krpáeotlv, n6~otlv, etc. Let us take for example ~I-lOtO't - ~I-lOtO'tV - ~I-lOttv. 

It is hard to soo why Homer should have deliberately chosen the form 
~I-lOtO'tV in (Pl ) 

àl-lrpt 15' ae' ~I-lOtO'tV f3áA.e1'o Hrpoç àeyve6'YJA.OV, B 45 etc., 5 x, 
and cf. A 29, E 738, 

and the form ~1-l0ttV in (Pl ) 

02 <5' ae' àn' ~I-lOttV Iaen'YJ<5ovàç Ëvu' 1A.0V't'0, II 663, cf. àn' ~I-lOttV 
L1tol-l~<5eoç (8 194) etc., 4 x. 

if it were not from formulaic necessity: the dative could be replaced 
without more ado by ~l-lotO'tv, but for the genitive the singers could not 
substitute ~I-lwv without disturbing entire formulaic systems. On the other 
hand ~l-lotO't (without v-movable) must have been a fixed component part 
of some Tl formulae at a very early stage, for it is sometimes found in 
a highly archaic context, e.g. in 

1) The question is not affected by the view we prefer to take of the problem 
of the original grammatical number of 6XEuIP' (cf. Shipp, EBtJayB 37) for the employ. 
ment of the plural (e.g. in l1eme 6' iE OXiaw) to denote a single chariot must be very 
ancient. The same applies to the use of ÓXEUtp' as a locative (cf. /MeT/lP') and as an 
ablativa.l genitive (cf. naqà vaiirp'). 
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1} éa, "at àp,cp' wp,otat {}b:o ;lcpoç àeyveÓ17.Ä.OV {} 416, cf. B 45 etc. 
It was probably the influence of such Tl formulae which made later 
singers change 

*àp,cpl {J' áe' Wp,OttV {3á.Ä.eTo ;lcpoç à(lrveÓ17.Ä.OV 
into: 

" " " wp,otatv " " " 
In " 261-62, owing to the structure of the sentence, the influence of Tl 
formulae did not work, so here Homer kept the older form: 

wç lcpa";, aVTàe Èyw neet p,Èv Hcpoç àeyveó17.Ä.oV 
Wp,OttV (3a.Ä.óp,17v - • 

D. A FORMULA IS SPLIT BY THE INTRODUCTION OF ANOTHER WORD 

When dealing with quantitative metathesis and neglected digamma we 
found several indications of modification caused by the introduction of 
a new element into the body of a formula. There is nothing to suggest 
that the tendency to separate the constituents of a traditional expression 
only began to develop at the late stages marked by these linguistic 
phenomena, and the analysis of the process given by Hainsworth 1) 

makes it clear indeed that here we have to do with a development inherent 
in the formulaic diction as such. I may add that in my opinion it was 
one of the strongest forces causing this style to become much less stagnant 
and stereotyped than it could have done. 

So much may be stated without excessive fear of contradiction, but 
it is quite a different thing to try and identify individual cases in which 
this kind of modification played a part. Again, Hainsworth is fundamentally 
right in thinking that in general "separation is areaction to a particular 
difficulty in composition and not a use of words normal and traditional 
in the separated form". Since, however, both employment of v-movable 
and "separation" are relatively ancient features of the formulaic diction, 
most attempts to disengage particular threads of word-texture are bound 
to yield rather doubtful results. Let us take, for example, the expression 
{JÉnaç .Ä.á{3ev àp,cpl"vnellov, 0 102. On the face of it it might look as though 
the use of v-movable is to be connected with modification, for {Jénaç 
àp,opt,,(;nellov is the predominating combination in Homer (11 x) 2) and 
is divided only three times (0 102 included).3) Yet mere difference in 
frequency is a doubtful criterion 4) and the sequence noun-verb-epithet 
may be just as ancient as the noun-epithet combination. In 0 479 and 
X 122, for example, we find aá"oç {}b:o TeTea{}é.Ä.vp,vov which cannot have 
developed from *aá"oç TeTea{}É.Ä.vp,vov since this combination is impossible 

1) o.c. 64. 
2) A 584, Z 220, I 656, 'P 219, 656, 699, " 63, " 57, 0 120, {} 89, X 86. 
3) t5énaç o'tana, dI'IP",vne,uov, 'P 663, 667. 
4) cf. e.g. neà~ 6v l'eyaÄ~oea {}vI'ÓV, 11 x, against 1l(?OTl 6v I'vlh'JaaTo {}vI'ÓV, 4 X • 
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in a dactylic metre. On the other hand, both the context 1) and the con
stituents 2) of this expression look impressively archaic, so we may have 
to do with an ancient formula in which the sequence noun-verb-epithet 
is origina1.3) Yet, in spite of these difficulties I think that several Homeric 
expressions can actually be traced back to older and undivided prototypes 
and that for this reason we are justified in speaking of a gradual spreading 
of v-movable at a stage which is not necessarily as late as the development 
of quantitative metathesis and loss of the digamma in East lonic. In the 
following part of this chapter we shall come across a symptom of this 
development in the line 

" 11 - 1 \ 1~q.1 ()' I ovve",a nOI\.AOLULV Te ",aL 'f'vLfLOLUL V avaUUELç w 26. 

There it will be examined from the point of view of extension of proto
typeS,4) but is goes without saying that the shifting of no.uoïuL is caused 
by the introduction of the particie. A different instance of the process 
is found in 0249. Among the noun-epithet formulae the type {1o~v ayat?à; 

MevÉ),ao; / LJLofL~t»}Ç is certainly one ofthe oldest.5) It is found three times 
in a modified form, viz. in 

IIáfLfLOVá T' 'AVTÛpOVÓV TE {1o~v ayat?óv TE IIoMTTJv Q 250 
el ()É nov AiavTóç ye" ayat?oïo nv'l?o{w/v P 102 

where the use is obviously occasional 6) and in 

06; éTá.eovç oU",ovTa {1o~v ayat?àç {1áÄev A iaç 0 249 

where the epithet is also applied in a non-traditional way to the hero 
whose normal and ancient formula is fLÉya; TûafLámoç Aiaç. The modi
fication involves the employment of v-movable in order to obviate hiatus. 
Since 0 249 proves that the tendency to split up ancient prototypes 
was not only strengthened by the development of quantitative metathesis 
and the loss of the initial digamma but also by the fact that, at a given 
stage of the evolution, lonian singers introduced verbal forms ending in 
v-movable into the epic dialect, the analysis of a few difficult cases is 
not so hazardous an undertaking as it might look at first sight. I have 
already referred to the uncertainty we are confronted with in the case 

1) body.shield, no corslet; lyxo~; see e.g. Miss Lorimer, H.M. 188, Kirk, S.H. 
195 f. 

2) On aáxo(; see e.g. Trfunpy, o.c. 25 ff., Ruijgh, E.A. 95 f.; on TeT(!a{}éAv!SJlo; 
as a formulaic survival, Page, H.H.I. 270, Kirk, ibid. 

') The same may be true of "fJ1IÉTJI' {}ho TeT(!atpáÀ7J(!OJI E743=A 41 (see helow 
p. 99) and of xAaiJlaJI fJák ({}ho) tpow",óeaaaJl (E 500, tp 118), in which tpo"""óeaaaJI 
reflects older *tpowWeaaaJl, see Ruijgh Son. V. 215 f., Palmer in O.H., 105. 

4) below, p. 100. 
6) see Page, H.H.I. 243; 21 and 20 occurrences respectively; fJoipJ dya{}cW 

MeJléAaOJl 5 x . 
6) Polites is very unlikely to he a traditional figure of heroic saga. Elsewhere 

he is only mentioned among the rank and file of the Trojans; accordingly he has 
no detinite formula. In P 102 the incidental character ofthe situation is eelf·evident. 
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of {)énaç à,uqn"vneÄ-Ä-ov. Still, when examined more closely, the scanty 
evidence actually seems to point to a development similar to the one 
that was found, for example, in "Hun {}' 8ç, TÉwç ,uèv ÈV/. ,ueyáeou1t, Ke6vov 
naiç ày"vÄ-o,u~uw, návuaat ó' àváaaetv, oIa ,u' lo(!Yaç,. Hes. al{}ona ntvé,uev 
olvov, etc. The initial hemistichs of the lines in which oiae-rat is found 
between the noun and the epithet: 

av-rà(! Ó Vt"1J{}el.ç óénaç oiaeTat à,uqn"vnellov 
daaov l-rw 8anç" " " 

'1' 663 
'1' 667 

are both marked by features which suggest recent modification: ó used 
as an article in 663 (a very late instance of this development), hiatus 
af ter i-rw in 667. Are these indications to be connected with the actual 
form of the second hemistich? In this respect I may point to the structure of 

óf{Jea óè TvóetÓ1Jç ,ue-rà óovea-roç 4>xd Èew~v A 357 

The genitive óovea-roç, though in itself a very old formation possibly 
belonging to Urgrieckisck,l) seems to have entered the tradition at its 
lonian stage.2) In the history of the formulaic diction óoveàç éew*v) 
(0 358, tIJ 251, '1' 529) almost certainly represents an earlier phase.3) 

If this formula later developed into ,ue-rà óovea-roç 4>xe-r' éew~v there is 
little doubt that the phenomenon observed in '1' 663, 667 also resulted 
from separation of the component parts of a formula and that the dis
proportion of the respective occurrences of {)énaç à,uf{Jt"vnellov and {)énaç 
oiae-rat (Ä-á{Jev) à,uqn"vnellov (11: 2 + 1) is not due to chance. The intro
duction of v-movable, then, is to be ascribed to a similar secondary 
development.4 ) 

If lJbtaç )'á{Jev à,uf{Jt"vneÄ-Ä-ov did develop from óénaç à,uf{Jt"t5mllov af ter 
v-movable had begun to appear in the formulaic diction, the treatment 
undergone by what, on this supposition, should be regarded as the original 
formula might throw light on the relations between a set of Homeric 
passages which are rightly judged irreconcilable from a factual point of 
view. At the same time, moreover, the argument advanced above might 
also tip the scales of probability in favour of an arohaeological inter
pretation which in the recent past was suggested for reasons independent 
of ours. 

It is beyond doubt that the well-known confusion that exists in the 
Homeric employment of f{JáÄ.oç, -r(!Vf{JáÄ.eta, f{JáÄ.aea, -re-reaf{J&J.1JeOç etc.5) is 

1) cf. Chantraine, Morphologie2 80, 96. 
2) This view is not inconsistent with the antiquity of do(}F''II.T'O, cf. Palmer 

(in a.H. 93 f.): "But this [ancestra.llinguistic] community doubtless showed. dialect 
differentiation which may he mirrored in the descendant dialects" . On the ronian 
origin of Homeric dOV(}aTO' see Trümpy, o.c. 247. 

8) i(}w7j 'rush', 'throw' a.lso seerns a highly archaic survival. 
4) Professor Kamerbeek suggests that perhaps there was an intermediate stage 

dinar; VeT' d~cp",vne.uO'll, since in verbs of taking the Middle origina.lly played a.n 

important part, cf. láCo~a" al'IItJ~ru. 
6) see e.g. Trümpy, o.c. 43 ff., Stubbings, ArnaB anti, Armour (in a.H. 514 ff.). 
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due to Urndeuiung of some of these terms on the part of the singers and 
Miss Lorimer was certainly right in assuming that such a misunderstanding 
must have played a part in the passages in which qJáAot are mentioned: 1) 

1. 1pavov ~' ;7l7l6~0p.ot ~6evlJEÇ Aap.7leoiat qJáAotat N 132 = II 216 
vEv6v-rwv· wç 7lV~VOV èqJéa-raaav àAA~Aotatv. 

2. 7lAfjeev àvaax6p.EVoç ~6evlJoç qJáAov· àp.qJl ~' äe' aVTn 
Tetx{M TE ~aL TETeaxDà &aT(!VqJèv l~7lEaE xEte6ç. 

3. ;7l7l0~6p.ov ~6evlJoç qJMOV 1/Aaaev· àP.qJL ~è ~avAov 

qJáayavov èeeataDr], () ~' V7l' ovaToç avxéva DeiVE, 
4. 1/TOt () p.èv ~6evlJoç qJáAov 1/Aaaev ln7lo~aaEtr,ç 

l1.xeov V7l0 A6qJov aVT6v, () ~è 7leOat6VTa p.éTW7lOV 
5. T6v ë l{Jak 7leéi.l'roç ~6evDoç qJMOV mo~aaElYJç, 

èv ~è p.EnfJ7lqJ 7lfjeE· 7léeYJaE ~' l1.e' oa-r:éov daw 
alxp.~ XaÀ.~E{YJ. 

133 = 217 
r 362 

363 
II 338 

339 
N 614 

615 
L1 459 = Z 9 

460 = 10 
461 = 11 

Miss Lorimer herself explained the incompatibility between 1-3 and 5 
as resulting from a confusion of qJáAoç 2) and qJáAaea 3) in L1 459 = Z 9 
and suggested with regard to 4 that "the author of these lines" might 
have ascribed to qJáAoç the meaning "stilt or holder of the crest". Though 
such a development is conceivable, the argument has several weak points. 
a). Kirk recently argued that N 132 f. = II 216 f. refer to hoplite fighting.4 ) 

Though, as he admits himself, this is not absolutely certain,5}the argument 
is pretty strong indeed and for this reason these passages are not a very 
good starting-point 6} for proving that qJáAoç originally denoted aMycenaean 
'hom'. b). One may wonder whether a blow delivered at a curved hom 
like the one shown on the 'Warrior-vase' could possibly have had the 
effect described in r 362 f. and II 338 f., the only other passages in which, 
according to Miss Lorimer, the description is wholly accurate. It is next 
to inconceivable that the same poet who visualised the qJMOt of N 132 
as 'horns' could have made this line. c) This is even more true of the 
verses L1 459 f. = Z 9 f. Apart from the difficulty raised by r 362 f. we 
have to assume at least a dual (and in view of N 614 f. perhaps a triple) 
authorship - as Miss Lorimer was inclined to do indeed. She had to postu
late, anyhow, two different kinds of re-interpretation, one in L1 459 f. 
and another in N 614 f. d). It would seem a curious coincidence that 
T(!VqJáÀ.Eta and TETeáqJaAoç on the one hand and TETeaqJMYJeOç on the other 

1) H.M. 239ft". 
I) in the generaJly accepted sense of 'hom, projection' ; see also Trfunpy, o.c. 43. 
8) 'metsi plates' , H.M. 242. Trfunpy reserves judgment. 
4) S.H. 187 f., cf. also Miss D. H. F. Gray, HO'TI1ef"ic Epitheta lor Thing8, CQ XLI 

(1947), 116: "a context unusuaJly redolent of hoplite tsctics". 
6) TVKrfja, póeam M 105 may be sn archaistic creation or-more probably

a genuine archaic formula which bas been preserved by chance. Yet the weIl organised 
Mycenaesn palace-states are likely to have had soma kind of orderly tacties on the 
battle-field. 

') The accusative "óqtn> is found only here (N 131, n 215). 
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should refer to 'four horns' (<páÀOt) and 'four plates' (<pá,taea) respectively. 
In view of these improbabilities I would suggest an explanation on the 

following lines. a). The term <pá,toç was misapplied by the poet in the 
passages 1-4, but was re-interpreted in the same sense everywhere. It was 
probably used to denote the fore and aft curving crest-holder 1) known 
not only from archaic but also from Geometric representations.2) In this 
Bange the word may have supplanted the term 'Xvp,f3axoç which had 
become antiquated in Homer's time and was shown by Leumann to have 
been misunderstood in either E 586 or 0 536. In my opinion the latter 
line has preserved the original meaning and here it is found in connection 
with 'X6eviJoç -lnnotJaael'YJç (!) and with M<poç, just as in N 614 f. : 

TOV tJè M ÉY'YJç 'X6eviJoç xaA.'X~eeoç lmtotJaael'YJç 
'Xvp,f3axov àxe6TaTOV vvf lYXBt o;v6evTt 
éi};e tJ' à<p' mewv ,t6<pov aVTov' 

Probably Homer's immediate predecessors found in the tradition two 
fOI'mulae: 'X6ev{}oç <pá,tov lnno~aael'YJç and 'X6evfJoç xaA.'X~eeoç lmto~aaet'YJç / 
'Xvp,f3axov - v v _.3) Because of the contemporary military fashion the 
proximity of <pá,tov and lnno~aaet'YJç in the former of these formulae led 
the singers to re-interpret the expression as 'the M<poç-holder of the 
helmet bushy with horse-hair', cf. K 258 a<pa,t6v Te 'XaL illo<pov. In N 132 f. 
it is much more likely that, when the heads of the warriors nodded, 
forward and backward curved crests (and crest-holders) should have 
touched one another than that upturned horns should have come into 
contact as a result of this movement. b). The effect of the blow described 
in r 362 would be much more natural if a 'Bügel' 4) was meant by the 
poet. c). It is the same with II 338 f. and N 614 (ä'Xeov Vno ,t6<pov aVT6v). 
As to L1 459 ff. = Z 9 ff., it is perfectly conceivable that a poet who mistook 
<páÀoç for 'crest-holder' employed a traditional formula in these lines. 
There is no need to recur to the hypothesis of a pluraJity of autorship. 
d). If x6eviJoç <páÀov lmtotJaael'YJç is the original formula, the original meaning 
of <pá,toç is likely to have been 'plate' .5) In that case the word is closely 

1) This view was vigorously defended by Helbig, H.E.- 299 f. who, of course, 
did not think in terms of 'Umdeutung'. The testimony of the scholia is fiuctuating 
and he.s practically no value for problems of this kind (Helbig referred to schol. 
N 132). 

,) See e.g. the representations in H.M. 234 ff. and Pl. XVII, 2, 3a, Webster, 
Homer and Attic Geometrie VIl8e8 40, fig. 1 ('Agora Jug'), J. Boardman, Painted 
Voti1Je Plaque8, BSA XLIX (1954), 183 ff. ("hardly later than 720-10"; "late 
Geometric manner"). 

8) H. W. 231 ff. Helbig regarded the "vfJfJaxor; as a Bpecial Bort of crest-holder, 
a 'Röhre' instead of a 'Bügel'. 

4) Ameis-Hentze-Cauer ad loe. 
I) cf. the use of the epithet xa""~(!fJr; in 

"óev{}or; xahe~(!eor; ln::rco"aaelfJr; 0 535 
"ó(!v{}ar; xahe~(!ear; ln::rco"aaelar; N 714 
"wAar;" X 111 <Xl 145 
tv "win xahe~(!e, T 316= 1[1 861 <Xl" 206. 
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related to cpáÀaea, and TBTeacpáÀ1JeOç, TBTeácpaÀOç and TevcpákLa all refer 
to the same part of the helmet. The strange coincidence that a helmet 
has at once four cpáÀOL ('horns') and four cpáÄaea ('plates') exists no longer.1) 

As far as I see there are two objections to this explanation. First, we 
have to assume a linguistic link between cpáÀoç on the one hand and 
cpáÄä(!a, cpáÄ.deoç, cpaJ..äetç, cpaÀ1JeL6wv-ra 2) on the other. It must be pointed 
out, however, that a similar problem is raised by the coexistence of cpáÀdea 
and cpáÀä(!oç etc. This suggests that all the forms in question may go back 
on a non-Greek word which was treated in several ways. 

Secondly it is difficult to explain àf-LcptcpaJ..oç in E 743 = A 41 

"eaû ~' b,' àf-LcptcpaJ..ov "V'IIÉ1Jv ~ho TBTeacpáÄ1Jeov. 

The use of this epithet alongside with T8TeacpáÄ1JeOç appears to be in 
favour of Miss Lorimer's theory.3) Could the word mean 'with plates 
fore and aft'? 4) or 'with a crest-holder rwming for and aft'? 6) The sense 
'horizontale Schicht des Helmes' was proposed by F. Krischen in 1948./1) 
The occurrence of four o-pa-wo-ta in Sh 737 made Ventris and Chadwick 
tentatively suggest 'plate' for cpáÀoç.7) Since then more Linear B evidence 
has emerged from Knossos.8) The crucial question is whether the four 
o-pa-wo-ta are reflected not only in TBTeacpáÄ1JeOç but also in the a.rohaio 
term TeVcpáÄBLa. If so, the relation between the passages 1-4 and 5 is olear 
and the 'Umdeutung' has a counterpart in the sequence ,,6e~oç cpáÄov 
i1mo~auet1Jç - ,,6e~oç cpáÀov -/1Àau8V lmr;o~auet1Jç (cf. ,,6~oç xaJ..X1}eBOç 
lmr;o~auBt1Jç) - ,,6~oç cpáÄov -/1Àau8V, àf-Lcpl ~': it runs parallel with the 
splitting of a formula, which was made possible when v-movable had 
entered the formulaic diction. 

1) Robert, Stuàien zu,. Ilias 48, considered them identiceJ (in the sense of "hom
artige Vorragungen"). 

I) cf. H.M. 242 and on 'Pálaeo~ Gow on Theocr. V 103. 
I) Trümpy regards the interpretation 'zu beiden Seiten leuchtend' (W. Schulze, 

Q.E. 463 f., Bechtel, Le%Üogu8 8.tI.) as probable. 
') On neckguards in Mycenaean representations see H.M. 223 fr., Stubbings, 

o.c. 516. 1 regard "dog's skin" for ''''''hl (cf. "tnrii An.a.xandrides, Kock, O.A.F. 65; 
on Homeric """hl see the testimonies in Ebeling 8. ti.) as a piece of popular etymology. 
Because of its metrical veJue the word is eJways replacaable by ·cnwvhl in hexameter 
verse; it may weU have had this form in early epic poetry. It must be connected 
with Am·u,,""'ov, P 136, and originally meant "haad-gaar" (henoe """hpI Tatle8lflV, 
K 257, (l)~,~tr,v "tllltr,v, K 335, alyet1]l' "tllltr,v, w 231). For me-I"- there are many 
parallels in Greek, all of them ancient (Schwyzer, 0,..0,.. I, 234), cf. e.g. mesdáwv,."1 
"e~ávvtlp" u"{fJvapa,/,,{fJvapa,, u"ánTw/"áneTO~, u"eePóllw, me4!PoJ.o~ (O.H.O. soeran, 
Dutch scheren)/"e{ew, cf. Frisk 8.tI., lJ1Jo-meóo~ (O.H.O. BCouwon, Dutch schouwen)/ 
"oéw, cf. Frisk 8.tI. 

5) see H.M. 233 f. 
8) H~he Helme, Philologus XCVII (1948), 184 fr. When suggesting a side

wam movement by which the 'Schiohten' Bhould have touched one another in 
N 132 f. Krischen overlooked vetJÓVrCIIII. 

7) Does. 378. 
8) see the survey in Pe.lmer, Mycmaeans and Minoans 178f. 
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E. A FORMULA IS REMOVED FROM lTS TRADITIONAL POSITION 

In lJI 312 and p 283 conjugation was only possible if the prototypes 
were dislodged from their traditional place in the line. Hence the question 
presents itself whether there is a connection between the spread of '11-

movable and the dislodging-process as such. Since the latter evolution 
appears to have entailed the use of metathesised and neglect of digamma, 
it is to be expected that it contributed to an increasing use of v-movable 
too. This supposition seems to be confirmed by the facts. 

The dative nOÀ.Î.oi"at(v) occurs 16 times in Homer. It is not confined 
to a definite type of formula, which is only natural in view of its sense. 
Yet the word has the value of a palimbacchius in 14 cases, some of which 
suggest that for a considerable time it must have belonged to heroic 
poetry - unless it gradually replaced no).éeaat, a possibility which does 
not affect the part of the inquiry we are concerned with just now.1) The 
only lines in which noÀ.Î.oiat'l' has the value of a molossus are: 

noÀ.Î.oiatv Y<le Èyw ye cUJvaaáp.evoç TÓ<5' ["ávw T 407 
oiJve"a noÀ.Î.oialv Te "ai lqrf}lp.otat'l' àváaaetç w 26. 

It is clear that in T 407 the form is used under very special conditions 
and, accordingly, in an occasional way: the lst. pers. sing., the allusion 
to the name of Autolykos' grandson and the hiatus all point in this 
direction. In this case possible prototypes, if any, have been so much 
modified that nothing can be inferred from the line. It is different with 
w 26. Here we have to do with a modification of noÄ.Ä.oiat "ai. lqrf}l!-,otaL 
(* .fávaaae, -etv, -et, etc.) cf. 

àv<5eáatv b noÀ.Î.oiat "ai. lqrf}lp.otat(v) àváaawv T 110 
l1v<5ee <5vw " " " p.áxeaf}aL n 244. 

The alteration is related, moreover, to some phenomena which we observed 
when examining the cases of neglected digamma.2) 

A similar transposition of a general type into an expression required 

1) The figures for noUsaa'(lI) and no.uoia'(lI) tend to show that this development 
is almost certain. For the Iliad and the Ody88ey they are respectively: noÄieaa'(lI) 
5, no.uoia'(1I) 6 (all replaceable by noÄéeaa'(lI»; noÄéeaa'(lI) 4, no.uoia'(lI) 10 (of 
which only l' 204 and cu 26 have irreplaceable forms, see below). In "la concutTence 
entre une déc1i.nai.son athématique et une déc1i.nai.son thématique" (Chantraine), 
the lonic form was obviously gaining ground. Perhaps this process of modernisation 
was to a certain extent oounterbalanced by the tendency to avoid an acoumulation 
of spondees. cf. näa, dè fHj"e nÓ1lO1l, no.uoia, dè ~&' ètpij1ee1l, 4> 524, against 1'eixo, 
èyvPllwih}, no).éeaa, dè Dij"e "éJ.evD01I, M 399. 

The form no.uoia, is found in ancient.looking surroundings in nolloiaw dlláaaCll1l 
Mvep,dólIeaa,/dlláaa01l1" 'Aeyelo,a, (4) 188, 0 240), nolloia, "al ltp6lpo,a'(lI) dlláaaCll1l/ 
páXeaf}a&/ (1' IlO, n 244), cf. the certainly ancient expressions ·noÄéeaa, Falláaae" 
(·e" ·e) (above, p. 55), -noUeaa' 11.1Ideeaa, Fáll~a (E 546), cf. below, p. 117f. 

2) e.g. in 1'e "al &i nenÀ~ye1'o Pl1ew, M 163, etc., etc., see above, p. 63ff. 
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by special conditions is found in M 153.1) The prototype seems to be 
exemplified by: 

xeleeuut! ) IjtJè f3lTJrpt 
-reecleUUt ne1Cod}6-reç " " 

{hoiut àDavá7:otut 

M 135 
M 256 

107 

Since the position of Äaoiut is chiefly before the trochaic caesura, it is 
likely that, in order to describe the situation in the Battle at the Wall, 
an original *Äaoiut nenotDó7:eç IjtJè f3lTJrptwas changed into Äaoiutv HaD1meeDe 
nenotD6-reç IjtJè f3lTJrpt. This may sound rather speculative, because in the 
case of M 153 it is only the system which provides us with the relevant 
indications. An instance of the same kind, however, is found in 

motulv -re nÉnotDe Hai l1ef'aut HOÄÄTJ7:oiutv Ijl 286 

and here we do not have to rely on the indirect evidence of a 'system' , 
the direct prototype being available in 

lU7:aó7:' lv D' mmut Hai l1ef'aut HollTJ7:oiutv L1 366 = A 198.2) 

F. ENJAMBEMENT 

As we have seen above, the Hymn to Aphrodite, the poetry of Hesiod 
and the Homeric epics pro vide some evidence that at recent stages of 
development the freedom in verse-making was steadily increasing. One 
of the forms in which this tendency manifested itself appeared to be 
enjambement. We h§ove also found that this stylistic evolution entailed 
modification of ancient prototypes such as (ot57:e nóvwv) ro eltJwç ot57:' 
àyoeáwv.3) As to v-movable we have so far identified a few cases (Ijl 312, 
Ijl 286) in which a rather striking form of enjambement seems to go 
hand in hand with modification. Let us now see if these indications are 
corroborated by further evidence. 

In N 75 the lesser Aias says to his namesake that he is eager for battle: 

f'aL/_unwUt tJ· lveeDe nótJeç Hai xeieeç l1neeDe. 

Shipp, though recognising that f'aLJ.Láw is an old epic word,') thinks that 
the verb "would naturally have the weak grade d" 5) and that verbs 
of this kind "indifferently contract or lengthen the voweI".6) As to the 
quantity of the a, the weight of evidence is rather in favour of original 

1) see above, p. 90 f. 
I) cf.: d,U' 8ç IJW (J' fnno,a, Hal deIJaa,(v) ola, neno,{Jwç 'P 319 

d,U' aVroiç 
T,p. de' 6 y' b{}' 

Modification is also found in: 
inno~, n(}otJ:Tf6IJ'I'e 
fnno,a,(v) IJ' lHéÀetJe 

a) above, p. 40 f. 
4) Studiu 116. 
6) ibid. 115. 
I) ibid. 116. 

.. .. daaov lóvreç 'P 8 

.. JO nAIJ:Tf6 vu~ d 8. 

.. JO .. .. Holl77Toia,,. 
ilJPepaWTa 

(} 117 
E 199 • 
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Ilatlldw.l) At any rate the latter part of Shipp's explanation is not supported 
by N 77-78, where the greater Aias answers: 

oiJ-rw vVv "ai Èlloi neei 150vean xeieeç aanTOt 
llatllWatV, "at Ilot Ilboç à'Jeoee-

In Ilatllwaw both contraction and v-movable result from a later develop
ment of what seems to be a very primitive expression,2) cf.: 

alXIl-YJ l5i aTéevow I5téaavTo Ilatllwwaa 0 542 

and IJeIJ),~"ew' alXIl-YJ ói"" E 661. 

E 661 aIao shows a recent form in enjambement and is likely to have 
developed from 0 542. 

A similar phenomenon is found in the case of návTeaat(v) (32 x). When 
we leave aside v 432, where the form is followed by lle)'éeaat,3) the only 
case of v-movable making position is 

IYrVç lwv Total5eaat qJóvov "ai "iiea qJVTevet 
návTeaatv, noUaw l5i "ai a;,),otatv "a"àv ËaTat 

IJ 165 
166 

which is marked by two more instanees of the same phenomenon. For 
an Aeolic form this use of v-movable is certainly surprising and the fact 
that it is found only once seems to point to a recent modification. This 
supposition appears to be confirmed by the existence of the types: 

1. Teweaat qJóvov "ai "iiea qJéeoneç 

""/ '/0:: "a"ov naVTeaat T- , 
2. ll1W1aTi'illat ~ " ~ m'llTevet 

"etvotat yevOtllTJV 

which are combined in 

TOVTOWt 
TotatJeaat 

qJ6vov "ai 

" " " 

qJVTevaw 
qJVTevet 

B 382 ex> 15 273 = D 513 
o 178 ex> e 159 
n 103 

e 82 

IJ 165 

In consequence of this blending, traditional návTeaat had to give way 
and sÏnce it could neither be used before the trochaic caesura, where 
the traditional place of the dative was already occupied by TotatJeaat,4) it 

1) See K. Meister, o.c. 87-90 with para.llels from Aeolic, Risch Wortbildung 278, 
Chantraine, G.H. I, 79, 361. Frisk 8.11. reserves his judgment. 

I) cf. AWuo",év1J(·a) xeod. daaJ, <I) 168, (said of Achilles' IITJMà. ",eAtTJ), A 574, 
0317, and drp18J (·drp{TJ7 cf. Schwyzer, Del. 301) ",bo," 6fJeJ",o," "AeTJ!; N 444, II 613, 
P 5297 

I) see above p. 73 f. 
4) cf. Chantraine, G.H. I, 276. Is it an artificial form 1 If so, a case such as fJ 165 

might illustrate its development: návreaaJ may be ancient in this position too: 
návreal1J nee",nóveaaw dváEeJ T 104, cf. T 109. At all events the form Toladeaaw 
(fJ 47) is certainly a hybrid and its employment a case of late innovation, char· 
acteristically also found in enjambement: 

To{adeal1w fJaalAeve, naTTJe d' 00, i/mo. i1ev. 
With this line we may compare : 

Mw,., olaJ(v) lJ.vaaae, naTTJe d' 00, i/mo!; i1ev fJ 234 =e 12 
which bas an older type of enjambement, soo above, p. 34 (below p. 111). 
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had to be employed in enjambement. Thls explains the unique and 
surprising fact of v-movable turning návl'eO'O't(v) into a molossus.1) 

In the introductory part of the fifteenth book of the Odyssey Telemachus 
makes ready for hls return journey: 

amexóp,evóç éa xt't'wva neei xeoi O'lya.A.Óev-ra 0 61 
<5iivev xai fléya fPaeoç int (m{3a(!o'iç {3áJ..e-r' WflOlÇ 62 

The use of the preposition int in 62 betrays modification: a fPlÎ.(!oç and a 
xÀ.a'iva are not thrown upon but round a person or round one's shoulders. 
Thls is clearly shown in Homer and the expressions in question are certainly 
to a great extent formulaic: àflfPt öé fllV fPlÎ.(!oç xa.A.àv (xÀ.a'ivav xaÀ.~v) 
(3áÀ.ov( -ev) (5 x ),2) àflfPi ö' lJ.ea XÀ.atvaç ovÀ.aç (3áÀ.ov( -ev) (4 x ),3) neei öi 
fléya {3áÀ.À.e-ro fPaeoç (B 43), etc. On the other hand the imperf. of ö.vvw 
is rarely used without augment: apart from 0 62, the only occurrences 
are <5iive öi nóv-rov lwv (0 219), Öiive Ö' , Eeex{}ijoç nvxLVàv ÖÓflOV (1] 81), 
{}eà Öiive O'néoç (v 366), Ö ö' op{3eo-ra -revxea Öiive (P 194, l'eVXe' lövve1), 
whereas lövve seems to be traditional at the end of the line: {}we1]"a 
neei O'-r~{}eO'O'lv lövve (4 x and cf. P 194).4) We cannot say for certain 
why in 0 61 neei xeOt O'lyaÀ.6ev-ra was used instead of neei O'-r~{}eO'O'tv lövve 
(cf. Xl-rwva neei O'-rIj{}eO'O't öat;al, 2 x ).5) Was it because of the reminiscence 
of the formula neei xeoi elfla-ra tO'-ro (5 x, lxov-ra, 5 x) and the association 
of such words as elfla-ra, Xl-rwva and é~yea with O'lya.A.6ev-ra1 6) At any 
rate the contaminatioll ofseveral formulae brought about the enjambement 
as wen as the slightly inadequate use of Ènt. 

1) It is no valid objection that both 0 178 and (! 159 contain the Ionic form 
dTCÎ(!. As ha.s been ssid above, the method of the present inquiry can only yield 
results in unravelling the latest stages of pre-Homeric development. This does 
not mean of course that lines such ss 0 178 and (! 159 were not developed, in their 
turn, from still ea.rlier prototypes. This is probable in the esse of the former line, 
and certain of the latter, which begins with lanv, dTIi(! (below, pp. 104 and 107), 
only, for la.ck of reliable data., we are unsble to tra.ce ba.ck the prototypes with 
anything like the certsinty we had in the esse of *náVTeaa, FaváaaslV, etc. Yet we 
need not go beyond the bounds of Homeric evidence to imsgine how such an evolution 
might have progressed. In P 395 we find b{}a pVTJaT~(!eaa" so an ancient Aeolic 
N ÓaTOÇ of a chronicle-type might have contained the versas: 

/fÀv{}e FelXoaT(jJ FÉ'm nToÀlnO(!{}oç 'Obvaawç (above, p. 52) 
Foixov b mpÓ(!orpov Jeal éàv b naT(!lt5a yaiav, (he;;' Schwyzer, Del. 564) 
Ma pvaaT~(!eaa, JeaJeov náVTsaa, rpvtetJae. 

This Fickian suggestion is of course fanciful; it is only intended to illustrate that, 
though ea.rlier phsses of development ca.nnot be tra.ced by our method, their previous 
existence msy he mssked by the elaborate form of Homeric diction. 

2) [J 588 etc. 
3) t5 50 etc. 
4) A 19 etc., cf. lvTe' lt5tJVBV r 339 '" Tevxea dtivev P 194, probably both traditional 

(lvTea "aÀá 5 X, Tevxea "aÀá 18 X )_ 
5) B 416, II 841. 
8) XÀaiva,(-aç) "allMyea a,yaÀó8VTa, 4 x, cf. moreover X 154, C 26, 38, T 232, 

and above p. 61f. 
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The formula f3(!Wa{v TE n6atv Te (only in the Od., 5 x) normally ends 
the phrase of which it is part at the end of the line. It is the same in 
x 176, where the formula is used in the nominative: 

àU' ayel", lJrp(!' tv V1]t D-ofi f3(!wa{ç TE n6atç TE, 

JlV1]a6JleD-a f3(!WJlT1Ç-

Though strictly speaking we do not have to do with a nominal clause,l) 
the absence of Èan is natural, as is of ten the case in epic diction.2) Above 
we have seen that enjambement generally goes hand in hand with adap
tation of general types to special circumstances. This also seems to apply 
to the use of lanv in Jl 321: 

W rp{).Ot - Èv yà(! V1]t D-ofi f3(!wa{ç TE n6atç TE 

lGTLV - TWV CJE f30wv ànexwJleD-a, Jl~ n náD-WJlEV. 

In the next chapter we shall see that many features which result from 
modification as appears from neglect of digamma and use of v-movable 
have parallels in the employment of hybrid and artificial forms under 
the same conditions. The reader will permit me to anticipate this part 
of the inquiry when I point out that in the three cases in which 711/v is 
weIl attested, it appears in enjambement and that, moreover, adaptation 
of a general type is suggested by its use in 'P 315-16: oVCJÉ nw alaa rp{).1/V 
Èç naT(!{CJ' ["ÉaD-at / 711/v. 

It is not my purpose to give a systematic and exhaustive survey of 
all the cases in which the employment of v-movable can be explained 
as resulting from a modification which entailed enjambement. Probably 
it would be possible to add to the evidence discussed so far. 

In y 421 one of Nestor's sons, who is not even named, is instructed 
to go in search of a cow: 

à).;: ar', Ö JlEv ne CJ{ov CJ' ht f30iJv ïTW, lJrp(!a TáxtGTa 
l).{}!7atv, È).áan CJE f30wv htf3ovx6).oç àv~(!. 

The non-traditional nature of this unceremonious address is also borne 
out by the late use of the preposition Èn{ (instead of JleTá) in the sense 
of 'in order to fetch', a meaning of which, as far as I can see, only a single 
- and not quite exact - parallel is to be found in Homer: Ènt TEvxea 
ÈaaevovTo, W 466.3) Now the regular position of l).{}T/at(v) is before the 
trochaic caesura,4) and probably goes back on a formulaic type exemplified 
by aVTà(! Ènr,v l).D-rJTE « Ène{ x' l).D-rJTE) (0 147), aVTà(! Ènr,v l).D-n(Jt « Ène{ 
x' l).D-nat, cf. ~ 31)8) (). 192, ~ 515 = 0 337).5) On the other hand it is 
noteworthy that lJrp(!a TáXtaTa, when used at the end of the line, is regularly 

1) Chantraine, G.H. IT, 1 tr. 
2) ibid. 2 tr. 
I) cf. Chantraine, G.H. IT, 111 and Stanford ad loc. 
4) In addition to the cases cited below: T 191, a 77. 
6) Cha.ntraine, G.H. IT, 258 f. There is, moreover, abundant evidence to show 

that the forms in -T/cn (as constituents of the formule.e al ,,' HJ.éÄ.T/cn etc.) are tra
ditionally employed either here or at the verse·end. 
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followed by an expression which extends as far as one of the main 
caesuras.1) Apart from y 421-22, the only exceptions are N 326-27 
(eiÖOp,ê1I 1je -), which probably reflects an originally independent clause 
(X 130, Y 18) and 1; 33-34 ötpf!a TáxtaTa / lv-rweat, which provides a 
significant parallel with i).{}natv y 422: it is occasional too and it is marked 
by synizesis.2) Both cases are likely to be due to innovation. 

In describing the fate of the Dioskuroi the poet of the catalogue of )., 
be it Homer or not, says: 

-re{}viiatv' np,~v öè ).eÀÓyxaatv laa {}eoiat ). 304. 

Here laa has come to function as an adverb because of the fact that the 
archaic expression ).eÀÓyxaat Fiaa {}eoiat was adapted to np,~v öè The 
fust hemistich, therefore, is certainly not traditional, and this inference 
is in accordance with the position and the form of -re{}viiatv. Similar cases 
might turn up in a truly systematic study of the phenomena in question, 
but since the evidence quoted so far seems to be decisive, I prefer to 
wind up this part of the investigation by pointing to the poetical aspect 
of the evolution outlined above. Up to now, the instances of enjambement 
resulting from modification have been discussed from a purely technical 
point of view. I must insist, however, that I do not regard them as symp
toms of a mechanical process. The very comparison, for example, of IJ 166 
with its older prototype, very clearly brings out the emphatic and ex
pressive character of the runover word. In this respect I do not agree with 
Bassett and Parry, who dealt with the same subject from different points 
of view but came to similar conclusions. In order to illustrate my own 
opinion I may quote one more case in which enjambement is due to 
modification but where the poetical motive underlying this change is 
clearly visible. 

The expression (wç elnwv) (p,1j-rf!i tpl).n) (' Af!11-rn) Ö' lv xef!ai Tl{}et (9 x) 
is distinctly formulaic and (with *-rIO'rj instead of Tl{}et) probably very 
old: it is followed 3 x by Mnaç àp,tptxvneÀÀov and once by Eltpoç àeYVf!Ó1j).ov.3) 

It is always used before the hephthemimeris. In 1jI 152-153 

wç elnwv lv xef!ai XÓp,1jv há(!ow tpl)'ow 
fJij'Xev, TO iat IJè niiatv vtp' lp,ef!ov wf!ae yóoto 

it has been adapted to a special situation. The same passage, moreover, 
provides us with a still more significant indication, for 1jI 153 reflects 
yet another traditional system : 

) 

-roiat IJè niiatv ! 1jI 108 = IJ 183 
wç tpá-ro np IJ' in pii).).ov vtp' lp,ef!ov wf!ae yóow '" 231 

-rfj "" " T 249 
np IJ' äea na-rf!oç Q 507 = IJ 113. 

1) e.g. nvxea atl).~ae~ LI 466, à)aa'T' Aeyelovç E 691, etc. 
2) On its relation with modification see below, p. 116, 118. 
8) On the formula <páayavov deytle61j).ov see now Kirk, S.H., UI, 114; ~Upoç 

61so seerns to be Mycenaean (Ta 716, if qi-si-pe-e is correctly interpreted DOC8. 346). 
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Normally this type is used af ter the person who is the subject of d)ç IPá-ro 
has wound up his speech, and for this general purpose the system was 
obviously designed. Af ter lJI151, however, Achilles' dramatic gesture was 
foremost in the poet's mind, so d)ç IPá-ro, -roiUt bi näUtv vIP' lpeeov weae 
YÓOto could not immediately follow the hero's words. The poet first re
modelled the general type d)ç elnwv iv xeeai -rHht plus object into an 
expression which could express the pathos of the scene - however dis
creetly - by mentioning Patroclus' hands. Only then did he return to the 
traditional way of saying that "all the bystanders mourned". 

Here the sceptical question may be asked whether the indirect influence 
of the formulaic diction was so strong that it should be regarded as 
responsible for the change of aspect in the verb, -rt#u (*-rtthJ) becoming 
1Hjxev. The answer is emphatically in the affirmative. Already K. Meister 
has drawn our attention to such expressions as #eov d)ç t'tpfJaav-ro (-r 280 = 

'Ijl 339) and to the fa ct that in the fourth foot "Verben der Bedeutung 
die ihnen an der desbetreffenden Stelle innewohnt, sonst aktivisch flektiert 
zu werden pflegen": 1) à"ove-ro L1 331, btwxe-ro (j) 602, a 8, (i~)eeedve-ro 

K 81, e 305, Wt5ve-ro X 8, etc. Writing several years before Parry's first 
publications, Meister did not connect these phenomena with #eoç d)ç 
-rte-ro bfJpqJ and with the influence of archaic prototypes containing 
à"ovipev, tJtwxipev, Wvvipev, cf. A 547, etc. Generally speaking these 
prototypes must go back to a period in which epic composition was 
certainly oral 2); their remnants determined the change of voice in the 
verbs just cited.3 ) In the same way the existence of older formulae entailed 
the change in verbal aspect. The formula ).ovaav( -ev) xai xeiaav( -ev) è).atqJ 
(7 x) is always supplemented by verbs describing the act of clothlng in 
the aorist: IPäeoç "a).ov (x).aivav xa).~v) f3á).ov( -ev) ~bi xmvva, elpa-ra 
[aaav( -ev) , etc. Accordingly we find in b 253 àpIPi bi eipa-ra [aaa. Yet 
here the preceding formula appears in the form 

à)')" {jn; bfJ ptV èyw Meov "ai xeiov i).atqJ. 

The explanation of the difference between the imperfects and the following 
àpIPL bi eif.law [aaa is only to be found in the impossibility of changing 
the third person-formula of the aorist into the fust person of the same 
tense. In lJI 153 too the modification entails change of aspect: here the 
imperfect is replaced by an aorist. Yet this alteration detracts from the 
expressiveness of the verses no more than the other innovations do. 
Indeed, the contrary seems to be true. 

It has of ten been said that the fact that Homer uses a traditional 
language should not prejudice our opinion of the poetic quality of hls 
work. But we should recognise too that sometimes his greatness stands 

1) o.c. 19. 
2) even when 811ow8nce is made for analogical spreading, 88 may be the C88e 

in iEE(!EetVe:TO. 

3) cf. 81so àváEau{Ja, y 245, which may be a reIIlIl8nt of a prototype b88ed upon 
• FavauuÉI'EVa,. 
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out even more clearly when seen against the background of this admirable 
tradition. The way he adapted old prototypes to his own dramatic vision 
in lJ' 152-53 shows this most convincingly. 

The behaviour of näatv in connection witk enjambement 

The cases examined so far tend to show that there is a connection 
between specific sorts of enjambement and use of v-movable. Now if 
expressions of this kind replaced older formulaic types (e.g. IfijXEV, TOtat 
(jè näaw < dJç epáTO, Toiat (jè näatv) , it is to be expected that they should 
also have determined the structure of some of the initial hemistichs and 
in particular the choice and the form of the words that immediately 
follow the runover words. It is likely that, because of the breaking up 
of more ancient types, some of the following elements will also show 
symptoms of innovation. Now, with regard to the intrusion of v-movable 
it seems that such signs can in fact be observed. 

Wh en examining the employment of näCJt and näatv in the Hymn to 
Apkrodite we found that there appeared to be a slight difference in the 
proportions of occurrences between this Hymn and the Homeric poems: 
Apkr. 2: 3, Homer 71 (721): 68 (671). A more significant difference however, 
is found in the occurrences of v-movable making position: Apkr. 2/3, 
Hom. 11/68. These proportions in themselves may be regarded as in
conclusive because the hymn is very short, but they were found to be 
in accordance with corresponding phenomena observed in the same poem. 
Now, if the behaviour of näatv may be considered typical of the general 
development which has been established for early post-Homeric and late 
pre-Homeric stages, it may be worth while to have a look at the 11 cases 
in which v-movable makes position. Leaving aside a 71 and x 398,1) we 
have the following lines left: 

Toioç näatv {}vflOÇ lvi C17:~{haat 
, 

L1 289 yE'/fOtTO 
11 nç à).E~{xaxoç näCJtv L1 avao iat 

" 
K 20 

el(jóatv Vflfl' l(!éw 
" 

, ep{ÄOt, wç ln xal vvv lJ' 787 

"fJr] tav , näaw (jè vEflEaarr{}E taa flET'YJ vl5a 0 103 

TáefJ'YJaav, " " 
naeat noai xánnEaE {}vflÓÇ 0 280 

l5Û:n;ToVatV, 
" " nae~tOV alftan epOtVOV II 159 

lx{}(!ai €aav, 
" " vEftÉaaa ftV'Y}C17:~(!EaCJt ep 147 

ftV'Y}aáa{}w, 
" 

yà(! ln{C17:aTO fldÄtxoÇ elvat P 671 
et(!VaTat, 

" " 
ln{C17:tóv lC17:tv é"áC17:qJ C 265 

It is not significant that 6 out of the 9 verses are marked by a runover 
expression in position 3, for so are the lines beginning with 'A T(!dl5'YJç, 
xaenaÄtftwç, etc. Yet, whereas the latter group shows a simple type of 
paratactic extension which is certainly traditional, the notabIe fact about 

1) see above, p. 82. 
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the six lines which have näatv r<le and näatv ~è before the trochaic caesura 
is that they all show a verbal form in enjambement, just as in the case 
of ~iivev 0 61, lanv ft 321, Dii"ev lJ' 153, etc. Two of the forms have late 
characteristics. Ionic elevaTat may of course have replaced eievvTat 
«* FéFeVVTat) , but 'iávlhj in this position is certainly due to recent modi
fication.1) 

Again, I wish to emphasise that the available evidence does not show 
that the employment of v-movable originated shortly before Homer's 
time. Nevertheless it would seem that its use in the cases discussed above 
points distinctly to a spreading of the usage at late pre-Homeric and 
early post-Homeric stages of the development of epic diction.2) 

The beooviour of Ionie àTáe in connection with enjambement 

With regard to certain prosodical or linguistic anomalies which are to 
be observed in early post-Homeric poetry and about the explanation of 
which there is not a shadow of doubt, I put the case as follows: the poet, 
while composing af ter a traditional pattern, is not able, for one reason 
or another, to keep strictly to this pattern, but still clings to it in a general 
way or mixes it up with another that, originally, was not designed to link 
up with it.3) It is exactly this situation which we find in the instances 
discussed so faro Vet the difference is that here we do not have to do 
with Hesiod's poems or with a Hymn, but with Homeric poetry itself. 

The cases discussed above have been explained as resulting from a 
relatively late development which broke up the structure of older proto
types. Is this argument supported by evidence from other elements of 
epic diction 1 In this respect we cannot possibly refer to enjambement 
as such since this stylistic element is almost ubiquitous in Homer. Some 
of its types, especially those dividing the line at the penthemimeris and 

1) see below, p. 122. 
I) Similar features are shown by 'AXa,oiO'w (12 occurrences of which 8 in en· 

jambement). le"oç 'AXa,oio'W nAkra, (A 284) seems to come from le"oç 'AXalCülI 
(af ter the bucolic diaeresis r 229 =H 211, Z 5). With OTàç b 'AXawiO'w lnea nTeeóen' 
d"óewe (X 377) we may compare the ubiquitoUB p&ratactic system : 

"ai oL l ! /fJ 121 IJ IJ' Iie' ~ hrwxópevoç (''I) dyóewe /fJ 427 
Toii IJ' ö y' lmp1l'laDelç 15 189 
dyxo ii 15' LOTápevoç l óen'( ) e 349 

.. .. .. (''I) nea nTee a LI 203 etc., 12 X 

"ai r (p') dlo!ptleópevoç (''I) I E 871 etc., 10 X 
.. oL lnwxópevoç (''I) n;eoO''1,Ma I1 829 /fJ 409 
.. pw ).waópevo, /fJ 73 

etc., etc. 
In the lines A 11-12 N E 151-52 ~ (lJe{},'), 'AXawïaw "è péya aDl:vo<; lpfJaJ.' 
hcáOTcp I "aeMn remodelling has already been shown to have occurred, above 
p. 53 f.; the indications were independent of the enjambement.argument. 

I) above, p. 27. 
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the trochaic caesura (e.g. Zwç {nptfJeepi-r1Jç, Tewwv l:1t7CoM/Jwv, vijaç 
ÈvaaÉl/Jovç; 01'1'0'1' Èv àwpupoeevat, */Jetltx{otat nneaat, Vtaa6/JEVov n6le/J6vc5e) 
are likely to be very old and indeed we cannot imagine a diction devoid 
of such elements. Even if the examination is narrowed down to the single 
runover word,l) we find that the attributive type which qualifies or 
elaborates a preceding expression ('A -reelc51Jç oç; ovlo/JÉv1Jv ij) probably 
has to be assigned to a rather ancient form of the formulaic tradition. 
Yet it is to be noticed that the cases examined above represent quite a 
special type 2) and with regard to them the question can be answered 
in the affirmative. Ruijgh has convincingly demonstrated that Ionic à-rcle 
is a much later and accordingly a far less formulaic element in epic diction 
than 'Achaean' av-rcle.3) Now how does à-rcle behave towards the runover 
word 1 Of its 133 occurrences 54 are found af ter the fust trochee 4) and 
50 of these appear af ter a runover word,5) accounting for 37,6 % of the 
total. This figure far exceeds the numbers indicating the use of à-ráe in 
other positions. Thus it appears that in Homer the word is primarily used 
to loosen the strict lormulaic structure by means ol enjambement. This point 
becomes all the more obvious when we compare the use of à-rcle af ter 
the fust trochee with that of av-rcle af ter the fust foot, whether dactylic 
or spondaic. Even if we include attributive extensions of the type xáÄ."eov, 
av-ràe lnet7:a aá"oç /JÉya -re anfJae6v -re (r 335 = JI 136 = T 373) and 
/Jve{Ot, av-ràe 0 -roiat -ráq;ov /Jevoet"éa c5alvv ('P 29) which are of quite a 
different nature, the absolute number is found to be still lower than that 
for à-rá(!:47. As av-rcle appears 768 times in Homer,6) it turns out to be 
used af ter a runover word occupying the fust foot in only 6,1 % of the 
cases. We have to infer, then, that af ter the formulaic diction had reached 
Ionia, the use of the runover word became much more frequent.7) The 
cases in which v-movable appears under the same conditions in verbal 
forms present a closely related aspect of the same development. In their 
actual Homeric form the expressions in question are not traditional; nor 
is the presence of 'I'-movable to be regarded as resulting from doubling 

1) Figures are given by Bassett, Emphatic PoBition, 119 ff. 
2) Of course there are many other types. Parry labelled them a.ll with the same 

formulaic tag, but from an evolutionary point of view the problem of their respective 
relations to the formuwc tradition would require a detailed study. 

') E.A. 31-48. 
4) ibid. 45. 
6) the four exceptions being: "EKro(!, dTà(! UV (Z 86, 429), "EKro(!, dTÓ(! 31011 

(X 331), I(!Xev· dTÓ(! TO' (C 69). 
') Ruijgh, ibid. 31. 
7) Probably this tendency aIso a.sserted itself in the crea.tion of expressions 

such as elni",w, aÜTà(! Ine'Ta (V' 265) after the pattern of Xáheeov, aÜTà(! Ine'Ta UclxOt; 

",éya Te un{JQ(!óv Te and similar older types. Ba.ssett, o.c. 145, notes the important 
part played by the "runover adjective, participie and adverb". Generally spea.king 
these elements of the sentence, together with proper names and infinitives of the 
type l",,,,wa,, seem to refiect the more ancient types of runover patterns. The usa 
of dTáe a.fter runover worde is obscure. There is very little evidence for the modüi-
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of consonants and subsequent "Geminaten-auflösung". Instead we have 
to do with a loosening of the formulaic structure, which took plaee at a 
relatively late and certainly Ionie stage of the development. 1) 

G. MODIFICATION OF A NARRATIVE TYPE OF FORMULA1 

The cases reviewed so far provide sufficient evidence to show that 
already at the stage of development represented by Homer (and probably 
at earlier stages too) spreading of v-movable was furthered by the gradual 
decomposition of older formulaic types. On the other hand we have found 
a few indications suggesting that the latter evolution was marked by 
elaboration of comparatively simp Ie types - expressing elementary facts 
of heroic saga - into much more detailed and incidental descriptions. 
Hence the question presents itself whether some relation can be established 
between this tentatively identified phenomenon and the increasing use 
of v-movable. In view of the high degree of elaboration which is charac
teristic of the Homeric epi cs it is not to be expected that much evidence 
of this kind is to be found. Anyhow, whatever indieations may have 
survived, an inquiry into th is matter would require a separate and very 
thorough and systematic study. Therefore I con fine myself to drawing 
attention to a single case which might reflect such a development. 

Unless it is used to produce aspecific stylistic effect, short-distance 
repetition of a single word is little more frequent in Homer, it seems, 
than in other poetry and prose. This is all the more remarkable since 
we have found that certain types of repetition must have been inherent 
in older phases of the formulaic and oral composition. It follows, then, 
that in those pI aces in which repetition does not appear to be due to a 
particular stylistic motive, its presence results from the influence of 
existing formulae. This means that in such passages at least one of the 
elements is part of a traditional formula. Thus we find for example: 
ol lJi lJiJ ä).;'Ot / 4'xovT' ä).;'vlJtç ä).;'oç (~ 24-25, cf. d.UvlJtç ä).;'oç (-ov, -a, -TI) 
A 486 etc., 12 x), àÄ.;" br:û oVv lJiJ leya "á,,' lpp,afJev, OU" éfJûljaet / leyov 
br:otxeafJat (e 226-27 = a 362-63, cf. leyov br:otxeafJat Z 492", a 358", 
cp 352) and :rr:Mj~e "vf3eevljuw "ecpaÀ.ljv, oVv lJ' àaTé' aea~e / :rr:án' äf-lvlJtç 

cation of prototypes and most of the cases may be ascribed to "free" innovation, 
the poet expressing an epexegetic or elaborating addition in a form more recent 
than the types employed by ee.rlier poets ('ATes1d7]" 6,; Xáhcsov, ath-àe Im'Ta etc.), 
cf. Kirk S.H. 323 ff., and the case of 117JV, below p. 122 f. 

1) Though it is impossible to tre.ce the spreading of Toiaw t/, there is evidence 
to show that in this case too we have to do with a comparatively recent evolution, 
see below, p. 137 f. Here it will suffice to point out that the formulae 

l'AheIVOO' l v 16 
à}, bpaT' , Af.ltplvof.lo, ,TOiaW t/ bn~OOvs f.lfi{}~ n 406, ti 247 

'AvTlvoo, a 50, etc., 4 x, 
come within a relatively recent category (below, ibid.; it is noteworthy that they 
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'KeqJa.À.ijç (cf. M 384-85, {})'áaae (Jè 't'e't'eácpaÄov 'KvvÉ1]v, - ) in /-' 412-13, where 
the poet elaborates on an obviously recent and non-traditional expression 
(n).ij;e 'Kv{3eevf]uw 'Kecpa).f]v) by using a probably formulaic combination 
(aVv (J' OMe" lJea;e nád a/-,v{Jtç (Aeolic?) 'KecpaÄijç). On the other hand 
we have seen that at an earlier stage of the tradition anaphoric repetition 
of a preceding noun by means of the type" A).'t'1]ç 8ç, "IéJ1]ç 8ç, Ntewç 
öç, 'He't'{wv 8ç must have been familiar to the singers. Now let us look 
at 't' 391-93: 

/-,f] i ).a{3ovaa 
o v). ~ v à/-,cpeáaaat't'o 'Kai à/-,cpaéJà [era rivot't'o. 
vtCe {J' lJe' àaaov lovaa avax{}' Mv, av't't'Ka {J' ëyvw 
o v).f]v, 't'f]v nod /-'tV avç I]).aae ).ev'Kcp o {)Óvn. 

The poet does not say: "Eurycleia too sat down, took her master's feet 
and washed them" - as was to be expected in Homeric style - but simply 
states : v{Ce {J' lJe' àaaov lovaa I1.vaX{}' Mv -. It is unlikely that here we 
have to do with an abbreviated version of the tradition. It is much more 
probable that once the saga was transmitted by the singers in the form 
of an enumeration of the main events and that one of these older formulaic 
versions is reflected in 391-93. This, for the reasons just mentioned 
(ov).~"-ov).f]v, 't'f]v) seems true, at any rate, of 394. Now the story of the 
scar is mentioned in a slightly different form in the lines: 

ov).f]v, 't'f]v no't'i /-,e avç I]).aae ).evxcp 
't'~v iv Il aev1]acp /-,' l).aaev avç " 

wç /-'tV fJ1]eevon' " " " 

o{Jóvn 

" 
" 

cp 219 
w 332 
't' 465 

Here, however, it is narrated by Odysseus himself, who tells it in direct 
speech in cp 219, w 332, and is described reporting it in 't' 465. It is extremely 
unlikely that in their actual form these three lines are traditional. They 
all seem to have developed from ov).f]v, 't'f]v nod /-'tV avç I]).aae Mv'Kcp o{Jóvu. 
The modification of this verse is very slight in cp 219 but is nevertheless 
revealed by the irregular lengthening of /-,e. In the other two lines it 
has been carried much further and in view of the phenomena discussed 
above it does not seem a coincidence that in these very lines the trans
position of avç l]).aaE ).ev'Kcp o{Jónt into l).aaEV avç ).ev'Kcp oMnt is accom
panied by the use of ,,-movable.1) 

are confined to the Ody88ey). It seeIDS that Homer's predecessors (note the observance 
of the diga.mma.) crea.ted this type in order to he more specm.c than their non·lonian 
forenmners, thus almost relegating to oblivion the 'equivalent' formula 

clI, !pá-ro' -roiO', dA náO', * FüaM-ra piH}ov Ieme I 173, 0' 422 
(on laM-ra see Chantraine, G.H. I, 20, 423, on formulae rivalled by more recent 
combinations above, p. 36, 38, below, p. 127, 135 f., 146 with notes. 

1) cf. P01MO).UCJHeII P~, Aphr. 55, IXeII no).tn!ea-r~ i1Pll, Aphr. 225 (above, 
p. 80 f.). 
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LINGUISTIC, PROSODIC AND STYLISTIC PECULIARITIES 
RESULTING FROM A CORRESPONDING TREATMENT OF 

FORMULAIC PROTOTYPES 

If we were right in ascribing the development of more recent expressions 
from older prototypes to specific tendencies which asserted themselves 
in the course of the evolution, it is to be expected that the same trends 
should have left traces in other features of epic verse-making. If such 
symptoms can indeed be shown to exist, the development suggested by 
the examination of some expressions marked by quantitative metathesis, 
loss of digamma and use of v-movable will receive independent confir
mation. In this chapter, therefore, I propose to deal with certain phenomena 
which present themselves under the same or similar conditions as the 
cases discussed in the foregoing part of this inquiry. I should like to 
confess at the outset that I have not set myself the task of studying the 
whole of Homeric poetry from this point of view. Hence the expressions 
that will be examined below are probably only samples of the relevant 
material. 

The phenomena in question will be dealt with under the same headings 
as those examined in the preceding chapters. It is superfluous to say 
that it is in the nature of things that some of them come within two or 
more categories, so that the classification has no intrinsic value whatever.1) 

As to declension and conjugation it will suffice to refer to some examples 
given by Witte and Parry, since the effect of these two types of change 
is generally recognised. Of an anomaly caused by (C) the substitution 
of a more familiar word for an older component of a formula I have 
not been able to find a wholly convincing example. 

A. DEOLENSION OF FORMULAE 

eveéa nóVTOV (Z 291, I 72, co 118) ( eveÉt nÓVTqJ (a 197, etc., 6 x), 
sec Witte, R.E. VIII, 2 (1913), 2225, 2236 f. 

p.Éeoneç é1.v1Jeconm (1: 288) ( fl-eeóncov àv1Jewncov (A 250, etc., 9 x), 
soo Witte, ibid. 2223, Parry, Farm. 11, 

etc. 
B. CONJUGATION OF FORMULAE 

levuuaT:e 1]ne'f!óv6e ()t 403) (Èevuuow;v (N * reevuuéfl-ev, above, p. 60 f). 

1) lJaveiv "al nÓTI'OV lmaneiv, H 52, may have been developed from lJávov "al 
nÓTI'OII lnéanov (A 389 =w 22) by conjugation or from lJavéew "al nÓTI'OV lmaneiv 
(IJ 562, e 308 '" I' 342 '" E 274) by permutation. On the other hand the ending-eiv 
of the thematic aorist lmaneiv (Chantraine, G.H. I, 489) suggests that this PI formula 
itself is a secondary creation. Does it go back to lJávaTov "al nÓTI'OV hrianTi (B 359, 
o 495, Y 337),'·lnéanov,'·lnéaneU (cf. " 134, etc.). 
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iJnete6v(je (" 423), cf. è(!Vaaa",EV ("-"' *.fe(!vaaÉ",ev) elç äAa (jiav, (j 577, 
A 2 (above, p. 60f.), see Parry, Farm. 11 f., Witte ibid. 2236 f., 

etc.1 ) 

C. .AN ARCHAIC CONSTITUENT OF A FORMULA IS REPLA.CED BY A MORE 

FAMlIJAR FORM 

(jo"û elvat l1(!tcrra (1 103, etc., 5 x) < *t5éaT'(o) l",,,,EV l1(!taTa1 
see below, p. 144. 

lCeTo (j' elvl -D(!6vcp (0 150, aetaaTo e 199) <*lCeTo (j' èv -D6(!vcp 1 
or < " "" "Atal-'fp (.0 597, (j 136)1 

see below, p. 144 f. 

D. A FORMULA. IS SPLIT BY THE INTRODUCTION OF ANOTHER WORD 

It is well-known that the original sense of "o(!vaaw, 'to furnish with 
a helmet' 2)has become outworn in Homer and that the word is of ten 
used in the general sense of 'to arm', e.g. in T 397-98: ont-Dev (jÈ "o(!Va
aá"'EVoç f3ij , AXtAAeVÇ / TeVXeat na"'fPatvw~. This is of course a normal 
development, which is also found with -Dwef/aaw and other verbs. Yet 
in one place in the Odyssey we are confronted with a kind of employment 
showing an aspect of this evolution which is peculiar to the formulaic 
diction and can only partly be explained as resulting from 'normal' 
extension of meaning and by figurative use. The original narrower sense 
of the verb has, significantly enough, been preserved in the linguistically 

1) The complicated case of déaaJ'6l' etc. sooms to provide us with some indications 
about the extent to which the formulaic diction wa.s a.ltered in its closing stages 
and of the tendencies that were operating in Homeric times (cf. ·laaaw, above, 
p. 77, 90f.): 

"ooa piv déaapev, xaÀenà !p(!eal" Ó(!paJ"wrsr; y 151 
otJnur' én' "neleov "VKr' liaapev, d.U' bi nónq> n 367, v.l. déaaaJ'6l' 
nollàr; yde c5r} "ooar; de~ellqJ bi "olTl1 / lieaa T 341-42 

Chantra.ine, G.H. I, 70, lists déaapev among the ca.ses of so·called metrica.llengthening 
(dxápaTOr;, etc.) and expla.ins lJ.eaa a.s resulting from a.na.Iogy. In T 342, however, 
lieaa is a runover word of the type dslt5s" '~l}fj (below, p. 122), lllJnaw, TslJväaw, 
etc. (above, p. 104 f.), so the trea.tment of the archa.ism seems to be due to modifi
cation. The same applies to the contra.ction in liaapev, n 367, cf. pwpwaw (above, 
p. 102), la~ (below, p. 122), lmtOIJr; dea6rot5ar; (below, p. 133), etc. Yet it is very 
unlikely that ,,00' liaapev comes from "vKra pb déaapev; at any rate the la.tter 
phra.se itself seems to be a s8Condary crea.tion (on introduction of pb see above, 
p. 55 ff.). Owing to the scarcity of the Homeric data the prototype(s) of the three 
expressions cannot be established, but a few pOBBibilities may be suggested, e.g. 
1. (lvea t5i) "VKr' lieaa,,( -aw) (y =490 =0 188; ° 40); 2. in view of the archa.ic nature 
and the etymology of the word (Bechtel, Lere. B.IJ.) and of the tiJ. in n 367 (Bechtel, 
ibid.): a) ·"vKrar; (·~a t5') déaaapev « ·deaaépev! ·dsaaépeva,t cf. vija é(!vaaapev, 
·Fe(!IJaaépev, above, p.60f.); b) ·vooar; lieaaav(-e), cf. vooar; laIJov (I 325, 470, T 340), 
·vooa---lieaaav(-e). If this argument should be correct, conjuga.tion (in addition 
to shifting, separation and enjambement) is likely to have brought about some 
of the modifications. On the disa.ppea.ra.nce of ancient formula.e see below, p. 140 f. 

,) cf. e.g. Trümpy, o.c. 47 f. 
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ancient formula (lJOV(!E lJVW) "E"o(!vlJpéva XaÀ"o/ 1) and is probably at the 
root of the equally ancient formula (/Jij lJè lJtà n(!opáxw'll, 17taa'll lç nó;'EpO'll) 
"E"o(!v{}pévoç(pi'llot) ai{}om XaÀ"o/ 2), which may go back to the period 
when the body-shield and the helmet were the only pieces of armour 
worn by a warrior.3) At all events the heroes described by the latter 
expression (Hector (3 x), Aeneas, Menelaus, Odysseus, Idomeneus and 
Meriones) are all prominent (and probably even Mycenaean) figures and 
in Homer the bronze-plated (XaÀ"~(!1]ç) helmet is an essential (and perhaps 
even the most conspicuous) part of a hero's accoutrement when he is 
going into battle. In gJ 431-434, however, Telemachus does not put on 
a helmet. He takes only his sword and his spear and then posts himself 
beside his father's seat "E"o(!v{}pévoç aWom XaÀ"o/. Elsewhere "O(!VaaEt'll 
always includes putting on a helmet, here it does not. Does gJ 434 only 
show an extreme but 'normal' extension of its meaning? If we did not 
know that "E"O(!v{}pl:va xa;'"o/ and "E"O(!v{}pl:voç ai{}om xa;'"o/ were ancient 
formulae referring to 'helmet' , this would be a natural assumption. As 
it is, the verse contains what might be called an involuntary metonymy, 
brought about by the employment of an old formula which was designed 
for other circumstances. 

It would require a separate study to examine the part this phenomenon 
plays in Homer.4) The foregoing example has only been quoted because 
it is typical of a relatively late stage of development. Let us now look 
at P 504: 

n(!{'11 y' in' , AXtÀÀijoç "aUlr(!tXE {J~pevat mw. 

The use of mnot for 'chariot' seems to have originated from military 
terminology rather than from a stylistic tendency towards metonymy as 
is found in choral lyric, in tragedy and in Augustan Latin poetry. It is 
likely to come within the same category as M.H.G. 'rant' (= shield), 
modern E. 'riBe', 'RiBes', 'tank', Fr. 'pantalon rouge' and many similar 
terms. At all events such formulae as àgJ' (iE, "a{}') mnW'll à.ho xapiiCE 
(4 x) were certainly created before Homer's time so that in the Iliad 
the trope could hardly have been more striking than {Jowntç nó-r'llta "H (!YJ 
and suchlike archaisms. P 504 is something quite different, however. 
Here the wording is queer and from a purely literary point of view K. 
Meister is right in calling "a).;.{-r(!tXE a "störendes Beiwort".5) Yet the 

1) r 18, A 43, X 125. 
2) LI 495 etc., 7 X ; N 305. Here Xaheq:; may refer to the Mycenaean o-pa.-wo-ta 

(cf. Homeric Xahe~(?77ç), see above p. 99. 
8) Trfunpy's mentioning of H 206 snd T 397 in this connection (o.c. 48 "ist 

überhaupt nur Schild und Speer gemeint) is an oversight, cf. H 207, T 398. 
4) cf. e.g. btl Celt5W(?01I ä(?ov(?av in '" 386, T 593 a.s contra.sted with rpÉ(?e, Celt5W(?Oç 

á(?ov(?a, t5 229, , 357, {}(?Étpe Cdt5w(?oç á(?ov(?a, A 309. This employment is the more 
notabie a.s the poet had at his disposal sn equivalent formula btl (àvà) XiMva 
1CovAvfJóTe'f!av, r 265, A 619, T 408, btl X{Jovl novAvfJoTelen, r 89, etc., 7 x. On 
similar ca.ses suggesting a secondary development see below, p. 127, 135f. 

&) o.c. 28. 
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strained character of the phrase is not primarily due to the poet joining 
an adjective in its proper sense to a noun used figuratively as in Sophocles' 
Èyw axoTCvaw {3Urpaea xat &6of}x67:a, Ai. 85, and in innumerable similar 
expressions of Attic tragedy. In P 504 the poet broke up the formula 
xa,A),t7:f}lXaç innovç (E 323 etc., 11 x) by inserting {3~f-lE1Jal. From a literary 
point of view he obtained the same result as Sophocles did, but it goes 
without saying that his poetic impulse differed toto caelo from the tragedian' s 
conception. The metonymy created in P 504 is as 'involuntary' as that 
found in rp 434, and is also due to the influence of pre-Homeric formulae. 
Both cases are late and in P 504 the recent development manifests itself, 
just as in "I&ch -&' öç, náV7:Eaal {J' àváaaELV, 6énaç )'á{3ev àf-lrpl xvnEÀÀov, 

etc. in the separation of the component parts of a formulaic prototype. 
Our analysis of the phenomenon observed in P 504 throws some light 

on another aspect of the evolution of epic diction. In the form of Ionic 
which is known to us, the dual is lacking, and it is sometimes contended 
that its absence was characteristic of this particular dialect. However 
this may be, it is uncertain whether at the late stage marked by the 
splitting up of xwt.f}lXaç btnovç, the dual still existed in spoken East 
Ionic. Yet p' 504 shows that in Homer's time the singers would use it 
spontaneously themselves (and did not merely adopt it from tradition) 
when its employment was conducive to epic verse-making. Thus we are 
confronted with the problem of archaisation in the Iliad and the Odyssey. 
In the cases discussed so far we ran little risk of mistaking archaising 
expressions for authentic ancient formulae. The problem becomes relevant, 
however, when we turn to what may prove to be another instance of recent 
separation of the component parts of a formula. 

Whatever may be the explanation of -El in singular datives of l-stems 
in Homer, I do not see any reason to recur to an Indo-European hypo
thesis. l ) Most ofthem do not occur in any traditional connection whatever 
(cf. e.g. ). 430 XOVf}ltJtqJ 7:Ev~aaa n6aet rp6vov) and in those which may be 
considered to do so -et may have replaced -Ll (i.e. -l-1' -), cf. Èv n6).et áXf}n 

(Z 88, 297, 317; H 345), óf}Oç n6kl àf-lrplxa).v"Pal (-ElV, -n) (-& 569, v 152, 
158, 177, 183).2) Moreover the possibility is not to be excluded that -El 

(cf. Ènt L1vváf-lEl, Teos, af ter 479 B.C., Miletus, 450 B.C.) 3) is genuine 
lonic and relatively recent « -nno 

1) The poasibility is considered by Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. I, 572, n. 2 and by Cha.n
traine, G.H. I, 217, n. 2. 

2) These 'formula.e' do not look particularly ancient. It may be significant, 
moreover, that they occur in a part of the Iliad which is at the same time 'recent' 
and characteristic of Homer's own treatment of the Trojan saga (the same applies 
to X 172 I:v nóÀe, d"l!OTáTT/) and in the Odyssean story about Poseidon surrounding 
the island of the Pha.ea.cians with a mountain-range, a tale which, though certainly 
an integral part of our Odyssey, also seerns to be very late. 

8) Schwyzer, Del. 710, 726. 
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The form n6À1Jt is found only onee in Homer: 

naT(!1 Te aip pira nijp,a n6À1J1 Te navTI Te 6~W.p r 50. 

In the introductory chapter of 'this study 1) I have argued that we are 
only entitled to regard äna~ expressions as formulae, if there is suffioient 
independent evidence to do so. This evidence is not provided by n6À1Jt 
since, for all we know, the poet may be archaising here in the same way 
as he was found to do in P 504. Evidence seems to be offered, however, 
by another feature of the formulaic diction. Long ago, L. Meyer observed 
the curious fact that in 50 out of the 54 cases in which 1}v is found in 
thesis, the form is followed by avowel. Now this applies in particular 
to its occurrence before the bucolic diaeresis, for here it appears 42 x 
and apart from SJ 706, which will be examined below, the only exeeption 
is " 225 öç p,Ot ,,~6t(]Toç ÉTá(!WV 1}v "e6v6TaT6ç Te.2) It is significa.nt that in 
this line the departure from the 'rule' goes hand in hand with a metrical 
irregularity. We seem to have to do with a case of late innovation, the 
traditional form perhaps being *öç ol ,,~6t(]Toç "al, rplÀTaToç 1}ev ÉTal(!wv, 
cf. I 642. To the question why in SJ 706 

xal(!e-r', Ènû p,ira xá(!p,a n6kt T' 1}v navr:l Te ~p,ep 

the poet departed the traditional usage, the only satisfactory answer 
seems to be that he had in mind the fixed combination [.uéya nijp,a (xá(!p,a)] 
n6À1J1 Te navr:l Te ~p,ep, in other words, a traditional formula. This being 
true, SJ 706 presents another instance of separation of the component 
parts of an ancient prototype. The splitting either brought about a. 
synizesis (n6Àû) as in Tiwç p,èv bl, p.eyá(!otaw etc. or the usa of the recent 
form n6kt.3) 

E. A FORMULA IS REMOVED FROM lTS TRADITIONAL POSITION 

I. Permutaticm ol P2 and T 2 lormulae 
In 6et6{a,,0p,at the long vowel of the root is original « *~-) 4) and in 

fact we find: 

"al (Jénw x(!Vaiep 6el6ta1reTO rpwV1Jaév Te a 121 
1}, "al, 6eEtTe(!fl " Xet(!l naeá(]TQÇ ti 197 

-----
1) p. 12f. 
I) The two remaining cases are found at the end of th~ line: od8 lJea nw, ~, 

H60, 'l' 670. Is this a (recent) colloqui&l formula (cf. 011 "" (l1.l. JUl) pálaIAa/.unj(!eI (I), 
Y 101, above p. 37 and on "e with a futura Chantraine G.H. n, 225; 'IJ (0fJ) TI pála 
xeew, above ibid.)! 

8) The fact that both " 225 and D 706 are modifications (but this may he true 
of many 'regular' cases!) and that the other two exceptions to the rule are perhape 
recent colloql1ia'lisms (above, p. 37) might lend soma support to Meyer's theory 
(also considered by K. Meister, o.c. 107 f. and Chantrame G.H. I, 288) that 1}v in 
thesis comes from *lev (=1Jev without temporal augment). It might not he devoid 
of interest to inquire into the hehaviour of 1}v in arsis. Some instances seem to he 
late (e.g. ). 610 XlltJC1BO, 1}v nlapcbv), others might have replaced ancient I~ (cf. 
1}v di T" E 9, etc., 4 x) or, of course, 'IJ,. 

4) Bechtel, Lueilogtu 96, Frisk, 8.11. 
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Let us now compare the following passages: 
a. b IJ' olvov lxeve 1) i' 40 

x(!vaetcp (jé:reat P , (jet(jta"ó/.lEvoç (jè :re(!OaT}'I)(ja 41 
b. olvov [xova' b Xet(!t pûlrp(!ova (jeetTE(!ijrpt Q 284 

x(!vaécp lv lJé:reat P, órp(!a À.eltpaV1:e "wb:Tjv 285 
o-rij (j' l:re:rewv :re(!O:reá(!OL-DevT , l:reoç T' lrpaT' i" T' oVó/laCe 286 

c. olvov lxwv lv Xet(!t /lEÀ.lrp(!ova (jeetTEf!i1rpt 0 148 
x(!vaécp lv (jé:reat P, órp(!a À.eltpaVTe "tob:Tjv 149 
o-rij (j l:re:rewv :re(!o:reáeot-De T (je(jta"Ó/lEVOç (jè :re(!oaTjv(ja' 150 

The cause of the shortening of lJu-(*lJTj-) in 0 150 is perfectly clear. The 
archaic P 2 formula (Ju(jta"ó/levoç lJè :re(!oaTjv(ja « *lJTj(jta"Ó/lEVOç (jè :reoTav(ja 1) 2) 

was originally meant to link up with x(!Vaelcp (jé:reat(*-un (or with the 
possibly more recent formulae x(!Vaécp b (Jé:reat, b (Jé:reat x(!Vaécp). The 
insertion of the two hemistichs órp(!a À.eltpavTE "WlTTjV / aTij (j' l:re:rewv :re(!o:reáeot-De 
did not entail any prosodical anomaly in Q 286, because it was rounded 
oft" with the T2 formula l:reoç T' lrpar:' ë" T' ovó/laCe. However, in 0 150 
where the use ofthe two hemistichs is somewhat careless and mechanical,3) 
the employment of the archaic formula af ter the trochaic caesura brought 
about the deformation of an ancient word which had vanished from current 
speech.4) 

It is generally recognised that :reoUaat as opposed to :reoUeaat and :reoUat 
is an artificial form.6) It is found only in the Iliad (3 x). Two of the 
hemistichs in which it appears are closely related: 

Llev"a).lwv lJ' l/lè Tl"TE, :reoUaa' áv(j(!eaat(v) áva"Ta N 452 
ol"la vatETáaa"e " "àváaawv P 308, 

and the presence of the form is all the more surprising because it occurs 
in what may be safely regarded as an ancient formulaic type. However, 
if we remember the way in which Pz and Tz formulae were found to 
have been interchanged and adapted in the process,6) the solution of the 
problem lies in: 

1) On tbis instance of negleoted digamma aee above p. 57. 
I) Cba.ntraine, G.H. I, 108, Ruijgh, E.A. 150. 
a) Aotua.lly no libation takes place. Mter Telema.ohus bas answered Menela.us' 

a.ddrees, the eagle appea.rs. It is worth noting that, in oontrast with Prie.m in D 281 ff., 
Telema.ohus and bis oompanion have a.lrea.dy mounted their chariot. Was T. reeJly 
maant to perform the libation under these circumstances? Of course it is ea.sy to 
delete 149b-150a, but UTij ij' fnnaw neo:Tnleo,8e is obviously intended to visua.lise 
the scene. Rence the passage is probably to he regarded as a rather ca.relessly 
abbreviated version of a traditional theme of leave·taking. In D the same motie 
is worked out in detail. Note that, here too, an eagle appea.rs, tbis time, however, 
at Rector's special entrea.ty. Do we have to do with the effects of ora.l oomposition 
in o? In their present form neither the D-pa.ssa.ge nor the o-version aeems very old. 

t) Bechtel, ibid. L. Meyer's conjecture nfleo,8' fnnaw is characteristic of the 
purely philologica.l approach of former generations. 

I) of. Cba.ntraine, G.H. I, 207. 
') above, p. 61 ff. 
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oç TÉxei' 'Oea{),Oxov, no)"éeaa' av<5eeaat(v) avaxia 
cf. e~fJn ·Ynon)..ax{n, Kt)..{xeaa' " àváaawv 

E 546, 
Z 397.1 ) 

Just as in the cases of iE xat" H)..t<5a Mav lvawv (B 615), (iE) xai áJ nen)..~yeio 
P,17ew (M 162,0397, v 198), &<5taxóp,evoç <5è neoa17v<5a (0 150) etc., the poet 
appears to have adapted an original P 2 formula in order that it could 
serve af ter the trochaic caesura. 

In P 236 
v~mot' 1} iE no)..éaatv èn' avnp {}vp,ov àn17vea 

the particle iE might be regarded as a later addition. Yet in view of the 
parallels for 1} iE given by Denniston, it is safer to assume that the ex
pression is authentic and that here too we have to do with modification 
of an ancient prototype, which had the form *no)..éeaat(v) èn' avnp 
{}vp,ov àn17vea. 

It seems, however, that we can pursue the search still further. The 
gen. plur. of no)..vç is found 12 x in Homer. It occurs 7 x before the 
penthemimeris (e.g. àvfJeómwv no)..éwv, E 467, t 352) and in all the remaining 
cases always follows it, viz. in: 

XietVe p,eia{aawv P, no)..éwv <5' àneTlvvio nOtv~v JI 398 
návioae {>tvela-&rjv P, 

" 
xaià l{}Poç iTa{ewv P 680 

èa{})..ov 'Oi(!IJVielÓ1JV P, 
" 1jy~ioea )..aáw Y 383 

and in: 

Waati' 'Aeye{ovçP, 
" 

<5' Md {}vp,ov lÄotiO E 691 
waatiO neoTi aaTv T no;JWv 

" " " 
JI 655 

The combination neoTi aaiv (23 x Il., 7 x Od.) is certainly traditional 
and appears mostly before the trochaic caesura (26 x ).2) In JI 655 it 
has replaced a constituent of a PI expression and this has entailed synizesis 
in no)..éwv. So here again we find an adaptation of an original P 2 formula 
of the same kind as in the case of no)..éeaat becoming no)..éaat. In view 
of the structure of E 546 etc., and of what we have found about separation 
of the constituents of a formula, we may well ask, moreover, if P 236, 
E 691 and JI 655 do not ultimately go back to an elementary prototype 

no)..éeaat <5è {}vp,ov *ànéFea 

which, by means of conjugation, could be turned into 

no)..éwv <5' àno fJvp,ov l)..otiO. 

1) The preaence of 'O(!uo.oxoç ('O(!To.OXOÇ Zen., cf. y 489, 0 187, where the older 
form 'O(!nÀÓXo,O is found as a variant) and of the Cilicians ma.y be significant. 
They are likely to belong to the oldeat strata of the heroic legends that found their 
way into Homer. For the Cilicians we may empare Nilsson's illwninating argument 
about the Lycians (H.M., 261 f.) . Cilicia too was a centre of Mycena.ea.n coloni
sation (ibid. 97). 

2) e.g. á!po(!(!ov 1I:(!oTl áIJTtI (M 74, II 376), d'u' lopev 1I:(!oTl áIJTtI 1: 266, etc., cf. 
1I:E(!& áIJTtI, dvà áIJTtI etc. On synizesis see p. 32 fr., 105, 116, cf. Witte, Die Vokal
kontraktion bei Homer, Glotta IV (1913), 211 fr. 
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If this inference should be correct, the testimony of *noA.éeCJCJ' av~(!eCJCJt 

FávaCJCJe (-uv, -wv etc.) and *noA.éeCJ(Jt ~i fJv/-lov WtéF(!a would tend to show 
that part of the Aeolic element did not enter the diction piecemeal and 
occasionally, but that some Aeolic forms at least belong to early and 
basic strata.1) This is perhaps not devoid of interest, since most of the 
combinations in which a/-l/-leç, ä/-l/-le, v/-l/-leç, v/-l/-le etc., appear do not look 
impressively formulaic and because a line such as 

el~ÓCJtV V/-l/-l' l(!éw näCJtv, rp{A.Ot, wç in "ai vVv lJI 787 

clearly shows that Homer (and probably his Ionian predecessors too) 
could 'Aeolise' as well as archaise.2) 

So far we have identified a number of cases in which original P2 formulae 
were turned into T2 formulae af ter spoken Ionic had lost the digamma 
("al û/-laTa CJtya).óevTa, "ai w nenA.~yeTo Wl(!W, etc.) and certain forms 
had become strange to the singers, (~e~tCJ"ó/-levoç ~i n(!omJv~a, noUCJCJ' 
av~(!eCJ(Jtv àváCJCJwv).3) We have also found an original T2 formula (inoç~' 
OA.orpv~ov ietne) replaced by a more recent combination (OA.Orpv(!Ó/-lêVOÇ 
~' inoç rJt'5~a). 4) A development of the latter kind is to be observed in the 
creation of a few expressions beginning with fJa{}bjv and fJa{}bjç. Whether 
T(!'YJXé'YJV, etc., in Herodotus and Hippocrates 5) are really hyper-ionicisms 
I do not feel competent to decide, but in II 766 Naucks's conjecture 
MCJcrnCJt fJa{}1;v for fJ~CJCJnç fJa{}é'YJv is certainly to be rejected.6) The develop
ment becomes perfectly clear when we compare 

ov(!eoç tv MCJCJnç fJa{}bjv neA.e/-lt?;é/-lêV VA.'YJv II 766 
with ov(!eCJt /-la{V'YJTat, fJa{}bjç tv Tá(!rpeCJtV VA.'YJç 0 606 7) 

and with h(!arpÉT'YJv vno /-l'YJT(!i fJa{}eL'YJç " " E 555 
Oll /-liv yá(! n rpVyeCJ"e " fJMeCJtv" (! 316, etc.8 ) 

Here the process, which up to now could only be ascertained by deduction 
is, as it were, developing before our eyes. Af ter the development of East 
Ionic had created genitives with a short penuit, the older locative-type 
fJa{}e{'YJç Tá(!rpeCJtV (fJév{}e(Jtv) VA.1Jç was turned into fJa{}é'YJç lv Tá(!rpe(Jtv VA.1Jç 
in order to serve af ter the penthemimeris and the latter expression was, 
in its turn, declined in II 766.9 ) 

1) On this question see below, p. 146ft". 
2) above, p. 115, below, p. 135. 
3) above, p. 117 f. 
4) above, p. 66. 
5) Schwyzer, Gr.Gr. I, 474 n. 2 cites inscriptional 'HM". 
8) {Ja(Uav (v. Leeuwen) is a.cceptable, but not necessary, see below. 
7) The forms in 'ÉTJr; and .Én are of course authentic lonic, cf. e.g. Thumb·Scherer, 

o.c. 253, where some epigraphical evidence is given. 
8) cf. also {JafJÉTJr; leá,tl.e-raL av).1ir; E 142, {JafJÉTJr; tl lrpfJtyeaTo divTJr; lP 213, and, 

on the other hand, {JafJElTJr; lvrofJ~ av).1ir; L 239, 338, {JafJElTJr; {JÉvfJeuL ).(",VTJr; N 32. 
9) It mayor ma.y not be significant that the older type is never divided by a 

verbal form {but C 116: (JafJtln d' l",{Ja).e t5(vn), wherea.s the recent form of the formula 
shows separation in three out of the four instanees (E 142, lP 213, I1 766). 
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11. bulications of otJter Tcind8 of shifting 

The fust line of the passage K 292-94 = Y 382-84 

aoi f)' av lyw éÉ~w {3oiJv 1}VLV, evev/-thwnov 
à{JI-"'JT~V, 1}v ov nw vno Cvyov 1}yayev à~~r 
T~V TOL lyw éÉ~W, xevaov )tÉeaaLV neeLxevaç 

has raised much controversy from several points of view. Chantraine 
thinks that we have to do with a stem in -i and prefers to adopt the 
reading 1}VLV proposed by Tyrannion.1) Vet Sommer, referring to Herodian's 
own view (TáXa oVv )tai TO 1}VLV l)tu{veL Ó Tv(!avv{wv (JLà TO /-theov) rightly 
remarks: "Nach Gutdünken zu akzentuieren, durf te er (T.) sich bei einem 
Wort ohne weiteres gestatten, das im Gebrauch der lebendigen Sprache 
schon seit vielen Jahrhunderten ausgestorben war".2) Does it follow, then, 
that this kind of a-r{xoç ).ayaeóç was not an exceptional phenomenon in 
epic verse, as Sommer would have it? Reviewing the whole problem of 
the prosodical form of the fourth foot Miss Th. Stifter 3) came to the 
conclusion that the only unambiguous instances of a trochee in this 
position are 1}VLV in K 292 = Y 382 and {3).oavewmç (la-reqJávwTo) in A 36. 
We would have to leave it at that, if Schwyzer had not convincingly 
shown that in Z 94 = 275 (~309) ({3ovç) 1}VLÇ f})tÉa-raç le(!evaÉp,ev, ai )t' 

lÄe~C17l(Ç) the initial hemistich must have developed from [{3oiJv1] f}VLV 
VTJ)tÉa-r'YJv leeEVaÉ/-tev )tTÄ.4) This does not definitely prove that the L in 
fjvLÇ was short but it does show that we have to do with declension of 
an earlier prototype designed for the singular. Now a general type like 
[{3oiJv?] ~VLV VTJ)tÉa-r1Jv leeevaÉ/-tev(-o/-tev) ai )t' lÄe~all(ç) with its ritual asso
ciations is certainly much older than the context in which ~VLV appears 
in K and y: the fust person singular and the v-movable making position 
in K 294 = Y 384 do not look impressively traditional. Moreover, the 
Homeric expressions for 'ox(en)' af ter the penthemimeris are: )taÄai {3óer; 
evev/-thwnoL (p, 262 ~ 355), [).L)taç {3óaç « {3ovç 1) evev/-teTÓ)7COVç (). 289) 
and, with a special meaning, {3óaç « {3ovr;1) äeaevaç evev/-teTÓ)7COVç (Y 495), 
cf. {3oiJv lJ.eaeva nevTah'YJeov (T 420). What, then, is likely to have happened 1 
For one reason or another - probably because he had no singular-formula 
of the same metrical value as [).L)taç {3ovç evev/-teTÓ)7COVç at hand 6) -the 
poet combined {3oiJv evev/-thwnov and 1}VLV in the same line. The prosodical 
anomaly, it seems, is to be ascribed to an alteration of the old sacral 
prototype *1}VLV VTJ)tÉa-r'YJv le(!EVaÉ/-tev (-o/-tev) as a result of which 1}VLV came 
to be used as an adjective in y 382.6) 

1) Herodianus Rel. IT, 71, 11, Lentz. 
2) z.u,. griechiBchen Pro80die, Glotta ! (1909), 210. 
8) Das Wemicke8che Guetz und die bu1coZiBche DiMrue, Philol. LXXIX (1929-24), 

342. 
4) Drei griechiBche Wöreer, Rh. M. LXXX (1931), 213; see &lso Leumann o.c. 53. 
6) "aAw pofiv eVf1V/Aé'rW1tOJl would have the right mea.sure (J. B. Hainsworth). 
') On the connection of .,p.,~ with WUltrrÓt; see Schwyzer 0,.. 0,.. !, 463 BIld Frisk 8.f}. 
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Of the origin of the closely related phenomenon found in rO(!yw 
{3Ao(J1J(!wnu; Ècrreq;ávw'fo (A 36) we can only say for certain that here, at 
any rate, a long t is definitely out of the question (cf. yAav"wntç 'At'hJvr], 
etc.). The verse is AayU(!óç beyond any possible doubt. Further evidence 
is not available, so we can only indulge ourselves in speculation, but we 
are given some lead by two facts which, at fust sight, look irreconcilable. 
On the one hand it has long since been recognised that in the description 
of Agamemnon's shield the couplets A 34-35 and 36-37 are inconsistent 
with one another.1) Moreover, the Gorgoneion was shown to be late a8 

a blazon by Miss Lorimer.2) The same scholar, however, was careful to 
add that the Gorgon as a mythical figure may be much older; it might 
even go back to the Bronze Age.3) Now if this is correct, the Gorgon is 
likely to have been familiar to pre-Homeric singers and to have had a 
formula. It need not be stressed that the archaic nature of the epithet 
points in the same direction.4) Again, this is only a surmise, but if it is 
correct the inference is clear: rO(!yw {3Aoav(!wmç has to be ranged with 
yAav"wmç 'A1hJV7J, veq;eATJye(!É'fa Zevç, t"áe(!yoç • AnóÄÄwv, Mv"cóAevoç "H(!TJ 

etc., etc. If so, the formula was originally devised to be used af ter the 
hephthemimeris. In the late passage A 33-37, be it Homeric or not, the 
formula was shifted from its original position and its shifting entailed 
a trochee in the fourth foot. 

F. ENJAMBEMENT 

1. According to their point of view scholars have either discussed the 
form àeldet in (! 519 as an instance of metricallengthening or have con
nected it with the problems raised by the existence of crr{XOt à"éq;aAot 
and, consequently, with the original prosodical structure of the hexa
meter.5) The former explanation is a purely formal one and the latter 
is not relevant here. The development found in (! 518-19 has a significant 
parallel in {J 514, where the verb is also detached from its formulaic 
context: 1Jetdev d' wç acrrv-. Both àetdet and 1Jetdev (with v-movable making 
position) are due to the same kind of innovation and (! 518-19 faIls into 
line with {3 166 (náv'fEaatv) , etc. The older employment is exemplified, 
on the one hand, by 

Movaáwv, {J' al á.etdov 
'foïa, d' àotdoç aELde 

" " 

àfLEL{3ófLevat oni "aAfj 
ne(!t"Av'f6ç, ol di Utwnfj 

" , aV'f1le 'OooaaeVç 

1) cf. e.g. Laaf ad loc. and Miss Lorimer, H .M. 190. 
I) ibid. 481 f. 

A 604 
a 325 
(J 83=367=521 

8) See aIso Nilsson, a.a.R. I, 227 (who points out that the nÓTI/,a lhJeáw is re
presented a few times hearing a Gorgon's haad). 

4) "Sehr altertümlich", Frisk, 8.V.; cf. also Leumann, o.c. 147 f. (vulture-faced ?). 
6) cf. K. Meister, o.c. 44 and Chantraine, a.H. I, 103, who ranges the phenomenon 

with the cases which "relèvent plutöt de la théorie du vers". 
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(/>~fltoÇ, Öç ,T lJw5e 

tPrj flÜP , " " " 
and, on the other, 

and: 

fle-rà " " 
by such types as : 

ö IJ' 'AxatWv vóa-rov äetIJe 
o l-rov àelIJetç 

àelIJetv 

1}-rOt Ö fPOflfllCwv àve{Já).Ae-ro xaÀov " 
Mvov IJ' vno " äetIJe 

and perhaps by: 
*~oç àotIJoç Èvi fleyáeotatv " 

a 154 

X 331 

a 326 
{} 489 
a 350 

a 155", {} 266 
1: 570 

cf. fl 358. 

2. elç ö xe aov xijfl j'iav{)fj, X 58-59. Again we find parallels : 0 103, 
lJI 598. In 0 102-03 ovlJi flÉ-rwnov Èn' OfPflVat xvavénatv i'iávihJ the use 
of the verb in enjambement is entirely in accordance with its strained 
and non-traditional employment with flhwnov: the phrase is aconspicuous 
instanee of a drastie innovation. The other parallel, -roio IJi {}vfloÇ / 'iáv{)rJ 
(lJI 597-98) shows how X 58-59 eame to be developed from its traditional 
prototype; it represents an intermediate stage between this phrase and 
the formulaie type found in 

and in the variants 

Èvi fPf!eai {}vfloÇ lávfhJ 

fle-rà" " " 
ef. llJovaá xe {}vflOV lávfhJç 

fPlAov lJé oL 1}-rOfl lávfhJ 
uV IJi fPflivaç ËvIJov lávfhJç 

" " fPfleai afjatv iavDfjç 

Q 

lJI 
tp 

IJ 
w 

T 

321 =0 165 
600, 
47 

840 
382 
174.1) 

3. lJ'Tjv, -r 283, tp 316, w 343.2) It is eompletely immaterial whether 
this form is regarded as an artifieial rhapsodic invention 3) or as a graphie 
alteration of 1}ev 4). lts use as a runover word may be due to "free" inno
vation in -r 283 and w 343, but the starting-point of the development ean 
still be diseerned in tp 315-16 ov IJi nw a laa fPlA'Tjv Èç na-rflIIJ' lxéa{}at / lJ1}v, 
since in phrases with alaa no form of elflt is required.5) Nor do the proto
types eontain it. They are represented by: 
(before the troehaie caesura) Ènel vv -rot alaa A 416 

" 
öaaa 
äaaa 

" flot 
-rOt . ot 

" 
" 
" 

o 
v 

276 
306 
197 

1) In X 59 and T 174 the contraction is due to conjugation, cf. Witte, Vokal
kontraktion 216. 

2) It is perhaps significant that in A 808, where the form is not used as a nmover 
word, a variant .qev is attested. 

3) Palmer in G.H. 120 n. 
4) The pOBBibility is considered by Chantraine, G.H. I, 289. 
5) see above p. 104. 
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(between the bucolic diaeresis and the verse-end) OV lIV TOt a laa 

öaaa " " 
lvfJa ol 

" 

1I 707 
e 206 
e 288 

el bi fl-Ot" Q 224 
The case of 'Ijl 315-16 is typical of the coexistence in Homer of highly 
archaic types (cf. lIV Tot alaa) 1) and most recent forms of development. 
Yet here again it should be remembered that the use of laTtll (with 
lI-movable making position) 2) as a runover word, though perhaps of older 
origin, marks a development which is essentially the same. It is equally 
characteristic of the evolution, just as ifetbeP and 'iávfh] are no less typical 
than 'iietbet and 'iavfJjj. 

1) see Ruijgh, E.A. 56-65, 118 fr. 
2) discussed above, p. 104. 



APPENDIX 

The testimony ol vewv, veóç, etc. 

In the second chapter we found that the evidence for formulae originally 
built upon quantitative metathesis is extremely slight and from this we 
have inferred that, af ter the metathesis had begun to develop in East 
Ionic, oral composition came to an end so quickly that hardly any ex
pression created out of the new material had time to attain a formulaic 
fixity.l) We noted, however, that the closely related phenomenon of 
antevocalic shortening of 'Yj in several forms of v'Yjvç presents a different 
picture. Even if we leave aside the expressions n(!onáeotfJe vewv (0 746 
etc., 3 x) and ànávem?e vewv (A 48 etc., 4 x), there remain some sub
stantial combinations which doubtless come within the definition of the 
formula accepted in the mst chapter: 

veoç à/-lf/JI,e).{uu'Yjç 'Yj 252, etc., 5 x 
véaç àWfi/,e).tuuaç P 612, etc., 5 x 

cf. véeç - v v àWp,ûtuuat N 174 = 0 549, 'Yj 9 
veàç "vavonecPfl0f,O 0 693, etc., 9 x 

cf. véaç "vavon(!cp(!etovç y 299 
vewv MO "al "Atutáwv B 91, etc., 7 x 

cf. "aTà (noû) "Atutaç TE véaç Te A 487, E 392 
Ënt n(!v/-lvnuL véeUat N 333, etc., 4 x 

Ëv nOVTOnÓ(!OLUL vÉeUat r 46, 444 
cf. véeuu' Ëv nononÓeotat r 240 

Shipp thinks that "veóç, etc., is so common in Homer that it must 
be old, perhaps representing vaóç, etc." 2) As far as I can see, however, 
there is no evidence for an early date of such an evolution apart from 
the frequency of the forms in Homer and one would suppose, moreover, 
that the original presence of intervocalic F should have counteracted this 
development. Therefore it seems much more probable that the cause of 
the difference in frequency is to be found in the fact that dissyllabic 
forms such as V'fjÓç, V'fjwv, etc. lent themselves much more to innovation 
in hexameter poetry (cf. *1}oç, *Tijoç) 3) than àyoeáwv, UT~O/-lev and the 
like. Yet this explanation, if correct, only accounts for the much greater 
frequency of the forms in question. We are still left with the problem 
of the disproportion in formulaic fixity which is found to exist between 
the vewv-, veóç-, véaç- expressions on the one hand and the combinations 
which oontain metathesised forms on the other. Do we, af ter all, have 
to modify our approximate dating of the end of true oral composition 1 

1) above, p. 38, 69 f. 
I) Studiu 25. 
') above, p. 34 f. 

124 
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The answer to this question depends on what evidence we can find for 
the existence of more ancient formulae from which the late forms listed 
above could have developed. If no such indications can be found, it will 
be safest to assume that these expreBBions were, so to say, created ex 
nikilo, and in that case we will have to revise the view put forth above. 

It is best to start with the combinations of which véaç is a constituent, 
since this form seems to be even more recent than veóç and vewv.1) Now 
at an earlier stage the epithet à/-lrpte).{aaaç (in pos. 12) could, for metrical 
reasons, not immediately be preceded by 'ships'. Yet there is no reason 
whatever to regard the epithet itself as recent and since it is only applied 
to 'ships' 2) we have to consider the possibility that at an older stage 
vessels were called à/-lrpte).{aaaç in a more complex formula. Now we find 

lhó/-lEVOÇ vijaç alerJaé/-lEV à/-lrpte).{aaaç E 260 
/-l'Yj~è la "ä).a~' iheé/-lEV" B 165= 181. 

Here the irregular lengthening of the ending suggests modification. Do 
we have to do with the remnants of such a complex formula in P 612 
etc.1 The elements vijaç and áÄ.a~' i).'Xé/-lev are found together in: 

vijaç waaé)./-lovç áÄ.a~' ÉÄ.'Xé/-lEV, orpfl lTt /-léiÄ.Ä.ov E 97 
" " " " vlaç 'AXatwv E 106 
" " " "à/-lrpteÄ.laaaç I 683. 

Since the bucolic diaeresis is a natural switch-point of formulae, it 
would seem that these lines testify to the pre-Homeric existence of a type 

vijaç waaé)./-lovç ä}.at5' ÉÄ.'Xé/-lev ba ~ ~ v ~ I - --? a/-lrpte",a(faç 

and that the type b is likely to have done duty as the plural of a formula 
we have already identified as a pre-Homeric prototype: 

vija ~: -, V~, -: ~~ *Fe(!Vaaé/-lEV elç ä).a Mav.3) ? nOllv'XlI'Yjtua. ~ 

Hence it is not necessary at all, to say the least of it, to presume that 
véaç àp,rpte).{aaaç was created ex nikilo in a very late period and subse
quently came to be employed as a formula. Both this expreBBion and 
those found in E 260, B 165, 181 may be regarded as modifications of an 
ancient prototype; veoç àp,rpte).{a(f'Yjç and véeç - àp,rptÉÄ.ta(fat are likely to be 
ascribed to declension of the derivative formula. 

The expression véaç 'Xvavon(!cp(!elovç (y 299) must be due to declension 
of veoç 'Xvavon(!cp(!oto, and the latter combination presents us with a similar 
problem as véaç àp,rpte).{aaaç. Though with a single exception (0 693) it 

1) On "ée; see Chantraine, G.H. I, 225, Lejeune o.c. 225; the Bhortening in "éa; 
is likely to ba very late too, if we may judge from the extreme rarity of "éa (,283, 
see above, p. 59). 

8) P 612, " 162, " 91, E 258=e 427. 
8) above, p. 60 f. 
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appears only in the Ody88ey, it is found 9 x ,1) so its formulaic nature 
is indisputable. Did Homer or one of his immediate forerunners create 
it and archaise in the process? This possibility cannot be ruled out, but 
af ter what we have found with regard to permutation of P2 and T2 

formulae, things may be looked at from another point of view. The fact 
is that there actually exists a P2 formula in Homer which is made up 
of the same words: 

tendv ij' lenTJaêJI 
tencp èrpe1;opÉvrJ 
[enOv àpatpa"ÉTTJv 

" " 
" " 

'P 852 
'P 878 
e 311. 

Is it a coincidence that in 'P as weIl as in e we find the older form of 
the expression combined with tenóç? 'P 878 is certainly occasional but 
the two other lines, and especiaUy e 311, where V'fJdç "vavonerpeOtO is 
preceded by an age-old archaism, may weU be regarded as evidence for 
the formulaic nature of this combination at a time long before Homer. 
Do such expressions as 'l{}vae (l"01pa, èeaenáeaaa, neoná(!odh, pe-r:ónta{h, 
"a-r:ómaDe) vEdç "vavonerpeow represent various kinds of late elaboration 
and do they show similar modifications of original P 2 formulae as were 
found to have brought about "ai elpam atya"'óêllT:a, "ai "H"'tlJa Mav hawv, 
"ai cl} nEn"'7JyE-r:o PTJew, lv' 'EanEel{)eç "'tyvrpawot, etc.? 

Such a development is all the more probable since we have found in
dications of the modernising influence exerted by the relatively great 
flexibility of verbal forms 2) and because the use of recent forms such as 
VEÓÇ 3) conferred a greater suppleness upon the hexameter. Further than 
this we cannot go, but so much is clear that there is no cogent reason to 
ascribe the frequent occurrence of vedç "vavonerp(!OW to a very late formulaic 
creativity. 

The plural genitive VEWV is found especially in VEWV áno "ai ""'tatáaw, 
a formula which, in contrast with vedç "vavon(!rpeow, is confined to the 
Iliad. Do we have to do with an expression created - either by Homer 
or by one of bis older contemporaries - by joining a brand-new form to 
a highly archaic one? If so, the latter is probably due to archaising, for 
apart from the formula in question, ""'tatáwv appears only twice in the 
whole of Homerio poetry , and in one of these cases we find it preceded 
by an equaUy recent expression : 

(Jállov, àp1J1l6pêJIot arpwv -r:' av-r:wv "ai ""'tatáwv M 155.4 ) 

The structure of the other line in which "Àtatáwv appears points in a 
different direction : 

Ma "E ÀevyaUwç V'fJwv ww "ai ""'tatáwv 

1) ,482 '" 539, " 127 =1' 148, Ä. 6, I' 100, 354, X 465. 
I) above, p. 50 f. 
3) above, p. 108 f. 

N 723. 

4) This is the IDBB. reading; i.e. GfI'É(J)II aÜTciW' cf. Chantraine, G.H. I, 63. 
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But there is more. In the foregoing part of this inquiry it was tentatively 
suggested that the tendency to 'thriftiness', which is in the nature of 
oral composition, may, among other things, have been counterbalanced 
by the trend to use existing formulae in a slightly different context so 
that they became equivalents of other formulae.l) The same may apply 
to change of farm and in this way cpwVTJuÉ'JI TE and noutv TaxÉeuCTt {Jtw'X,wv 
may have become rivals of FEÏnÉ TE p:;;{}ov and nout 'X,(!atmlo'iut J-teTaunwv 
af ter v-movable had entered the formulaic diction.Z) Now with regard to 
vewv MO 'X,at 'X,Àtutáwv it may be relevant that in the line 

E 146 

the Trojans are described as fleeing from the Achaean encampment and 
that this is also the case in 

n(!oT(!onáb1]v cpOpÉOVTO J-teAatváwv à.nd VTJwv II 304. 

Besides, it is difficult to see what difference it would have made, from 
a formulaic point of view, if in 

avnç Éneuuevov-ro vewv MO 'X,at 'X,Àtmáwv 

the poet has used J-teAatváwv à.nd VTJwv, as he did in 

and in 
ch(!-6vwv nÓMJ-tóvc5e 
nÉJ-l:Ttwv J-t' cM' ÈnheUe 

J-teAatváwv à.nd VTJwv 

" " " 

B 208 

P 383 
Q 780, 

especially since in Q Priam has been received in Achilles' hut. It is note
worthy, moreover, that in 4 of the 7 lines in which the formula is used, 
the initial hemistichs have (wuatu/Je, WUatftEV, cpeVyov-raç, a:lpo(!(!ov) n(!o-rl 
äu-rv and that af ter this very expression an original Pz formula was found 
to have been changed into a Tz formula in 

WUatTO n(!OTt äu-rv, noUwv 15' à.nd {}vftdv lÀOtTO II 655.3) 

So, all things considered, preference should be given to the view that 
before the shortening of the 'YJ in VTJwv took place, the oral poets had at 
their disposal a Pz formula VTJwv à.nd 'X,at 'X,Àtutáwv and a Tz formula 
J-teAatváwv à.nd VTJwv for descriptions of the kind exemplified by E 146 
etc., and that, in Homeric or late pre-Homeric times, the latter was 
ousted, to a large extent, by a modification of the former. Something 
of this kind mayalso have happened to VTJwv b àywvt (II 239). The sense 
"gathering-place" is original 4) and it is much more likely that vewv b 
àywvt (0 428 = II 500, T 42, cf. ftET' àycöva vewv Y 33) resulted from 

1) above, p. 114 n. 4. 
2) With the hybrid expression n0l11v TaXUI1I1' compare TaXUI1I1' nó6el1l1' (Y 189, 

(I) 564, v 261), which is Aeolic in both elements; cf. also 7}6éa 01vov ~ 01vov i(!v{)(]Óv, 
o.bove, p. 48; K(!óvov nai, dY"vlop~TEoo ~ naT'!}(! dv6(!wv Te ()ewv TE, above, p. 35 f; 
Táerplhjl1aV i61JTvo, 1}6è nOT7Tfo, ~ nÓl1w, 1Ca1 i61JToo, iE l(!ov lvro, below, p. 135; 
im T' ijlv{)ev dpp(!ol1i1J vvE ~ ini T' ijlv{)e vUE i(!ePevvlt, below, p. 146. 

3) above, p. 118. 
4) Schwyzer, Or. Or. J, 488, Frisk 8.". 11"00. 
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modification of the former expression than that vewv b àywv, was created 
out of two chronologically widely separated elements by a late singer. 
Besides, there are indications how this modification may have proceeded. 
Two out of the three occurrences of the recent form are found in 

TEvxea av).'ljawa" vewv lv àywv, neaóv-ra 0 428 = II 500 

and with its initial hemistich we may compare: 

and on the other hand: 

-revxea av).'ljaete· I-'lvvvf)a di o[ yive{}' Ó(!I-''Ij. 

H 78 
H 82 
E 618 
o 583 
N 202 

L1 466. 

In 0 428 = II 500 the employment of the recent form seems, therefore, 
to be due to conjugation of a PI formula. 

J ust as vewv Md "at ,,).,a,áwv is employed with no perceptible difference 
of meaning alongside I-'e).awáwv Md V1Jwv, the expression vÉeaa' I:v nono
nó(!o,a, (r 240) has an equivalent in I-'e).awáwv Ènt V1Jwv (E 550 etc., 4 x) . 
Besides, in r 46 and 444, where the subject (Paris) is in the singular, 
b nov-ronó(!o,a, vÉeaa, is used af ter the penthemimeris. On the other hand 
we find 

à).).' B I-'Èv b v'l]eaa, "o(!wvla, nov-ronó(!o,a, 
TJI-'eiç d' " "vewf.lE{}a " 

B 771=H 229 
r 283 

and nov-ronó(!oÇ VY(Üç, which is preceded by the archaic remnants naebc)'w 
(said of the Argo!) I-' 69, Mbc)'w ~ 339, 7r(!oaent).va-ro v 95 (and by l1).vOe, 
v 161). It was probably the intention to lend more colour and grandeur 
to his descriptions which made a late lonic poet disregard evaai)'l-'wv 
Ènt V1Jwv, f.lE).awáwv bû V1Jwv ("o{).1Jç Ènt V1Jdç ÈlG1Jç1 ;. 508) and create new, 
semi-Aeolic expressions out of old formulaic material (b v'ljeaa, 22 x). 
The formula Ènt n(!vl-'V(Ja, vÉeaa, may have been developed from V1Jt na(!à 
W bt) n(!vl-'V(J (K 35 etc. 7 x) and V1JVatv Ènt n(!vl-'V(JGtv (0 248 etc., 4 x). 

In the foregoing chapters I have advanced a few suggestions regarding 
the question what elements of epic poetry were especially subject to 
innovation and in what parts the singers were inclined to be conservative. 
Now the recent forms of VY(Üç present some curious facts. It is not surprising 
that in the Ody88ey, which is generally regarded as the later of the two 
poems and in fact shows remarkable signs of drastic innovation,l) the 
forms veóç and viaç as compared with V1Jóç and vijaç are more frequent 
than in the Iliad: veóç:V1Jóç, 1,. 3:22, Od. 16:74; viaç: vijaç, Il. 6: ± 170, 

1) e.g. in the handling of the namee of Phaeacians (above, p. 32 n. 4), suitors 
(below, p. 137 f.) and heroBDlen (below, p. 138 f.). 
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Od. 10: 25. However, contrary to what one would expect, the proportions 
for vewv: VYJwv, vÉeaat: V'1jeacn (not to speak of vÉeaat: VYJvat) and vÉeç: vijeç 
are quite different: vewv: VYJwv, Il. 40 : 68, Od. 2: 13, vÉeaat: v*aat, Il. 
8:26,Od. 1:10; vÉeç: vijeç 1,. 9:32, Od. 4:18. 

What is the explanation of this unexpected difference 1 We are given 
a hint by the distribution of the form vÉeç in the Ilia4, for 5 out of the 
9 cases appear in the Catalogue and here the numbers of the ships are 
certainly not traditional but fictitious (nevr~"ov't'a B 509, 't'et~"ov't'a 516 = 

680, èVeV1J"OVTa 602,l) It may well be, then, that the proportionally high 
frequency of expressions containing vewv and vÉeaat is to be accounted 
for in a similar way. Now in what situations do most of these expressions 
appear1 In most cases 'ships' are not mentioned in the Iliad as being put 
to sea or beached, as vessels that cross the sea and carry cargoes and 
men, but as the most prominent feature of the Achaean encampment. 
Hence it does not seem a coincidence that vewv, véaç and vÉeaat are 
relatively of ten found combined with 'huts': vewv /bto "ai "ÀLaLáwv, 7 x, 
"a't'à (noû) "Àtataç 't'E véaç 't'E, 2 x, "Àtatnat lJ,Lr~l-'evat 1}<5è vÉeaC1t 0 409. 
Though the poet mostly keeps to a more ancient way of composition 
("Àtataç "ai vijaç ètaaç A 306, "Àtataç "ai vijaç , AXatCÖv e 220, etc., 5 x, 
t?oàç eni vijaç 'AXatwv A 12, etc., 10 x, etc.), it is clear that Homer
and perhaps his immediate predecessors as well- introduced new situations 
in the Battle near the Ships,a) especially in A, M, N, 0, lI, and, in this 
respect, referred more freely to the Achaean encampment.3) As the 
analysis of the phenomena discussed above appears to show, not all the 
relevant expressions were brand-new. Since, however, most of the in
cidental phrases containing vewv, ve6ç, etc. cannot possibly be reduced 
to older prototypes, this remodelling must have been fairly extensive. 
Besides, it is unlikely that all these new expressions replaced older formulae 
in which 'ships' were mentioned, cf., for example, 

(3 556 
and: 

" " 
z 4. 

Some replacement there may have been, but it seems probable that 
in many cases the changes are due to elaboration (and modification: see 

1) Though Page arguea that the Catalogue is a substantially Mycenaea.n com
position, even he admits that the numbers of ships are unreliable (H.H.I. 151-153) 
and are partly given in late forms (dydcó"ovra, bw~"ovra). 

3) cf. also inl 1f(!vP"l/r1& ... kur1&, N 333, E 51, 0 722, T 135. 
8) Whatever one may think of the Achaean waU, it is remarkable that the 

only instance of a sigmatic aorist of Wopa, is found in the linea 
II(1wpldn, ~ _ _ • _ M 438 

- d .I. 8t; 1f(!WTOt; i~AaTO TE'XOt; AXa,W'II II 558 
"E'TW ""/(1, 

Of course this does not necessarily teU against the authenticity of the passages 
in which the wall is mentioned, but it pro vides independent confirmation for the 
view that in the Battle naar the Ships innovation plays a considerable part. 
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the case of véaç àfupteÄtaaaç) of older material (cf. Z 4) rather lihan to 
simple replacement of ancient formulae by new creations. A few generations 
before Homer, one may be sure, the traditional subject of the Battle 
near the Ships 1) was treated by the singers in a terser, more succinct 
and less varied way than was done in the Iliad. 

1) cf. Webster, M.H. 60, 171 and pa88. 



VI 

THE LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD 
INNOV ATION AND CONSERV ATISM 

The object of the preceding inquiry was to ascertain how certain 
linguistic innovations affected the development of epic style and, in 
particular, entailed changes in and decomposition ofthe formulaic diction. 
To this end an analysis was attempted of certain expressions or types of 
expressions, to determine the structure of their presumable prototypes 
and to identify the conditions under which the latter were altered. We 
started with what appears to be the most recent feature of Homer's 
language, quantitative metathesis. Next we examined the influence 
exerted by the loss of the digamma in East lonic, a development which, 
in so far as the great majority of epic words is concerned, cannot have 
preceded the metathesis by a considerable time and may in fact have 
overlapped it to a certain extent. Accordingly, for all the innovations 
we have found in these respects, the terminU8 p08t quem has to be put 
only a few generations before the composition ofthe lliad and the Ody88ey. 
It is different, however, with the changes which appeared to be closely 
bound up with the increasing use of v-movable by the epic poets. If, with 
regard to certain of its uses our premises about its belonging to a certain 
dialect are not at fault, the changes observed in chapter IV may range 
from the time at which the epic was taken up by lonian singers up to 
the date at which the Homeric poems were composed. 

One may wonder why, af ter having examined the evolution made 
possible by the development of quantitative metathesis and the loss of 
digamma, I at once turned to the study of the influence exerted by the 
use of v-movable. Would not it have been more appropriate to look for 
indications of modification resulting from contractiqn, the loss of the dual, 
the introduction of ?jO'av, l{31JO'av, etc., the development of the '!'}-aorist 
of the passive and similar linguistic phenomena 1 The answer to this 
question is that, for various reasons, such an inquiry would be fraught 
with too many uncertainties to hold out a prospect of not too hypo
thetical results. 

It is beyond all doubt that Homer has many cases of contraction 
which are due to modification of older prototypes. We already came 
across an instance of late contraction in 

flatpiÏJO'tv, xaL flOt flboç weoee, vée-oe dè noO'O'iv N 78,1) 

and many other cases could doubtless be detected by a systematic study. 
In ~{3áw too the long a Booms to be original 2) and acoordingly we find 

ei'!'}' wç ~{3WOtflt, {3(1J dé flOt l~edoç ei1J H 157, etc., 4 x, cf. ~ 503, 

1) above, p. 000. 
I) see K. Meister, o.c. 87 fr.; on the chronology of epic contra.ction ibid. 195, 

cf. above, p. 31 n. 1. 

131 
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but in what is likely to be an abbreviated form of Ei{}' wç ~{3WOtJlt « ai{)' 
wç ~(3áotJlt) we meet 

~{3rpJl', wç (Jr' be' w"veócp Keï.ál5ovn JláXOVTO H 133. 

In N 78 the contracted form is found in a runover word. A similar feature 
appears in T 104, where, af ter a line ending in aconspicuous archaism,l) 

a~JlEeOV avl5(!a qxJwa& JloY0(]1:Ó"Oç ElktfJvia 
we read 

É"rpave'i, öç náV1:E(]at nE(!t~tÓVEaatv àvMEt. 

In this verse the runover word seems to have replaced a proper name 
or an adjective, thus invading a line of the ancient type exemplfied by 

*" A).Ta', ~ I ~ * FaváaaEt *"A 1 öç AE).EYEaat rpt).onTOUJlOtat * C I cf. qJ 86 3) 
A T'YJÇ, J avaaaE 

That, further, contraction mayalso be due to conjugation of an older 
prototype is clearly shown by a comparison of 

laaETat, aVTt"a 15' VJlJlE "aT~TEVe'i oUt XaÄ"rp lP 412 

with 
"aT~TáJlEV 
àno"TáJlEV 
"aTé"Ta{}EV 
"ad"Tavov 
àné"Tavov 

" " 

I 458 = 15 700 
E 675 
E 558 
v 271 
~ 271 = (! 440 3) 

For the large majority of the relevant expressions, however, no ancient 
prototypes can be identified beyond reasonable doubt. This does not only 
apply to cases such as 

wç 15' r"d 'Dyvyt'YJv vfjaov NVJlrp'YJV TE KaÄ'IJfjKfJ 'P 333 

in which both the form of the version itself 4) and the expression NVJlrp'YJv 
TE KaÄV1pW point to 'free' innovation. Even in passages containing 
genealogies - in which the singers tended to be comparatively traditional -
we of ten look in vain for the prototypes from which contracted forms 
of nouns and proper names are descended. This is not only true of forms 
with irreducible -00 but also-though in this case the subsequent con
traction is not likely to have occurred a considerable time before Homer -
of forms in -w resulting from loss of intervocalic i.6} The line ). 287, 
for example, 

To'[at 15' Én' lrpfJtJl'YJV II'YJ(!w Té~, {}avJla (3eoToiat, -----
1) Whatever may be the explanation of /,OYOcrrdHoÇ, it seems improbable tha.t 

the word is simply to be regarded as an artificial crea.tion (as Cha.nuaine, G.H. I, 
95 thinks), the more so as ElM,6via is of Mycena.ea.n origin. Frisk, who a.ccepta 
dlHau-,ro).oç, rejects /,0yo(v)u.Td"oç. 

2) above, p. 34. 
8) above, p. 51 ff. More examples in Witte, Vokalkontraktion, 215 ff. 
4) above, p. 49 ff., 90 f., 112 f. 
0) see the examples given by Chantraine, G.H. 1, 55. 
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is part of the illustrious and age-old Neleid tradition. Is the contraction 
to be explained by assuming that it contains a formula in which IITJew 
was originally the subjectP) We might point to 

1} tJè LltwvvO'ov };e!-,ÉÀTJ TÉ"e, Xlle!-,a {3eoToiO'tv E 325, 

to the workings of association observed by Parry, and, perhaps, to TOV 

(8v) 1]15"o!-,oç TÉ"e ATJTW (A 36, T 413, À 318), etc. Yet such a line of argument 
is clearly far too hypothetical. 

As we have Been above, there is some evidence to show that verbal 
forms were even more susceptible of alteration than noun-epithet formulae 
and related expressions. Now here we come upon the most formidable 
obstacle of all, for we have no means of making out which of the forms 
that might reflect older athematic ones (e.g. TIDet, neoO'TJ15lJa) are actually 
descended from these. It is the riskier to speculate about this origiil as 
several contracted forms which cannot have replaced athematic ones occur 
in a formulaic context: óew, for example, is occasional (F 234) but Cwet(-v) 
"ai óe~(-äv) tpáoç 'HeÄloto appears 8 times (tJ 540 = ,,498, Q 558, tJ 833 N 

~ 44 = v 207, }; 61 = 442.2) 

As to the dual we do not find ourselves in a much better position. 
There is reliable evidence to show that Ionian singers must have used 
it at a time when it had fallen into disuse in their own dialect.3) On the 
other hand we cannot be sure that their Aeolic or 'Achaean' predecessors 
used it consistently everywhere. In this respect the absence of a form 
such as n6tJe - whereas n6tJeç and n6tJaç are frequent (21 x and 84 x 
respectively, e.g. in n6tJaç wxVç 'AXtlJ.eVç, 31 x) -is significant. Since it 
cannot be due to a dislike on the part of the Ionian singers, it is not 
to be ascribed to mere replacement of older formulae by younger ones. 
We have to infer, therefore, that already at an early stage the plural 
was employed instead of the dual in several cases. How are we to make 
out, then, which of the very numerous expressions showing inconsistent 

1) above, p. 69; cf. 'Ai.i;cwd{lOP 88oeldia, etc. (Witte, o.c. 219), mOl/Ç deC1In~, 
Aphr. 211. 

2) It might be argued that the phrase Cws, "al óev. tpáo~ 'H8À1DW developed 
from Cws", "al óeäv 11'. 'H. and that this hypothetical prototype could he of Aeolic 
origin, as óeáv « *8e1JV) could come from 8eTJP(p)' (Sappho, L.P. 31) and since 
present infinitivea in -v of athematic verbs are found in Lesbian ("éevav, etc., Buck 
o.c. 123). Yet the fust part of the explanation is too speculative to provide a sound 
basis for further investigation. 

xóÀo~ fJi P'" lIYe'o~ fles' (LI 23=8460,8304) may have replaced xóÀo~ di P'" lIyew, 
*lIyeTJ, as was supposed by Fick, cf. also Wackernagel, S.U. 166 f. Yet we aIso 
find lpseo, aleEi (r 446=E 328, A89). Is this sn Ionic modification of *lpseo, 11')1(/1'/1 
Though the p088ibility cannot be denied, the absence of factual evidence precludes 
us from developing any methodical inquiry on these linea. (It remains to consider 
the p088ibility that óev. itself is an aeoliem. Professor Kamerbeek points out to 
me that athematic verbs of e-stems have -s, in the 3rd pers. sing. of the present 
in Lesbian poetry, see Miss E.-M. Hamm, Grammati1c zv Sappho voo Alkaio8 161. 
On do"Ei elva, see helowi p. 142). 

3) above, p. 114. 
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use of the dual are ancient and which of them resulted from modification 1 
It is reasonable to assume, nevertheless, that the part played by ancient 

dual-formulae grew less important in the course of time, especially as 
regards verbal forms. In this respect it may be characteristic of the 
evolution that most of the archaisms in which the dual appears are not 
found incorporated in repeated expressions : ~VP.{3À.~TrJV occurs only in 
rp 15, "aTanT~TrJv is confined to e 136, ëL"TOV( -TrJV) appears only in: 

ävtJee tJvw, yevefj tJè L1u3ç p.eyáÀ.ow ëL"TOV tJ 27 
ntp.nÀ.av-r', DeTeTe tJé Ot nvel À.ap.neT6wvn U"TrJV A 104 = tJ 662 
aleL yà{! Mrpeov im{3rJeTop.évoLeTLV U"TrJV 'P 379 
C1T~TrJV iyrvç 16vTe, Mp.aç tJ' äVtJeeeTeTLV U"TrJV f/J 285, 

of which only f/J 285 has a combination that may be part of a system, 
cf. tJép.aç tJ' *"TO yvva'i"L, tJ 796, etc., 4 x .1) Nor do the forms à.neLÀ.~TrJv 
(À. 313), neOeTaV~TrJv (A 136 ~ X 90), rpOLT*rJV (M 266), which are probably 
to be explained as Ionicised Aeolic survivals,2) show marked formulaic 
connections. Of this group only (-revxea) eTVÀ.~TrJV could have survived as 
part of a system, however small that may have been,3) and TW tJè C1VVavT~TrJv 
in n 333 

TW tJè eTVVav-r~TrJv, "fjev~ "al tJ'ioç vrpoe{3oç 
may be compared with 

TW tJè À.oeeTeTap.évw "al àJ.enpap.évw Mrt' iÀ.aüp K 577 
TW tJe "aÀ.eeTeTap.évw àyoe~v iç náv-raç , AXawvç y 137, 
al tJè À.oeeTeTáp.evat "al XeLeTáp.evaL Mn' ÈÀ.aüp C 96 

cf. "at éa "aÀ.eeTeTáp.evoç neoeTérp1J xeVeTÉ1Jv ' A rpeo MTrJV E 427, cf. T 15, rp 380, 
orpea À.oeeTeTáp.evoç -re -reTaen6p.ev6ç -re rptÀ.ov "fje a 310 X 436, 

" " " ItJwv T' eV "etp.eva náv-ra {} 437.4) 

Yet all this is not only rather speculative but it does not get us very far 
either, since the expressions in question have no counterparts showing 
symptoms of modification. 

The case of {3áTrJV / {3*rJv (11. 7/12, Od. 1/3) looks more promising at 
fust sight. It may weU be that TW tJè {3áTrJV, which corresponds with {3àv 
tJ' (é') rP.evaL,5) developed into TW {3*rJv « *TW éa {3áTrJVn) at a time when 
the dual was still employed in East Ionic. It may further be supposed 
that this formula gave rise to 

MTrJV elç 'OtJveTfja tJatrpeova nOL"LÀ.op.~TrJV 
" ,," Eee{3oç IaenrJMvoç ÈeT{}À.ol ha'i(!oL 
" ,wç beéÀ.eveT', inl {}iv' áÄ.oç àTf!VYÉTow 
" ,à"eOTáTrJ tJè notJwv vno eTeteTo vÀ.rJ 

-----

X 202 
II 327 
{} 49 
E 285 

1) On the other hand Borne cases may be due to archaising innovation, cf. Leu-
mann, H.W. 181 on A 104=15 662. 

2) Chantraine, G.H. I, 306, Ruijgh, E.A. 8. 
3) see above, p. 128. 
4) On -GG- Be6 Buck, G.D. 116 (Aeolic). Because of the spelling-convention we 

cannot make out if it was alBo Mycena.ea.n. 
&) BO that we may have to do with an ancient "ByBtem". 
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in a period when the use of the runover word had already become a 
current feature of epic diction.1) Yet the presence of (3ánj'v is not an in
fallible criterion of the antiquity of the expression in which it occurs, 
for in T 47 we find 

TC)) fJè fJvw uxáCov-re (3á7:TJv, "Aeeoç f}eeánovu 
in which "Aeeoç f}eeánovu is a product of archaisation, the traditional 
formula being f}eeánovuç( -aç) "AeTJoç.2) It is hardly probable in itself 
that an expression so special as 7:W fJè fJvw uxáCovu (3á7:TJv should have 
survived as a whole from the period in which the 'Ablaut' form (3á7:TJv 
was still used in living speech and the 'declension' of f}eeánovuç "AeTJoç 
does little to enhance the probability of this supposition. Of course the 
phrase 7:W fJè fJvw uxáCovu (3á7:TJv may be a modification, resulting from 
separation of 7:W fJè (3á7:TJv. If so, the explanation suggested above can 
be sustained, but this gives us little help sin ce the other dual-expressions 
that contain archaisms are isolated survivals, of which no offspring can 
be found in Homer's diction. 

The case of other recent and specifically Ionic phenomena is similar . 
The form 1}uav may have replaced 1}ev and 1J7:TJv. Yet, apart from the fact 
that we do not know from what formulae this - hypothetical- develop
ment started,3) complete substitution of an equivalent form for an older 
one, does not afford us any means to trace the evolution. It leaves us 
exactly where we are. It is a different thing if we find equivalent com
binations. We have already seen that in this case it is sometimes possible 
to make out how and why a younger idiom came to encroach upon an 
older one.4) With regard to the ending -TJuav this phenomenon may be 
more widespread than I have been able to ascertain and a systematic 
inquiry into this matter might produce interesting results. So far I have 
only found a single instance which seems reasonably sure. Homer has 

aV7:tIe brei 7:áenTJuav lfJTJ7:voç fjfJè n07:ij7:oç 
cf. " ,,7: áenTJ!lev " " " 

along with the regular expression 

aV7:tIe lnei nóutQç xai ÈfJTJ7:VOç l~ leov [V7:0 

e 201, 
A 780 

A 469 etc., 21 x. 

The latter phrase contains the (probably Aeolic) ó) archaism leoç and 

1) or perhaps somewhat earlier, beca.use of n 327, X 202. 
2) B IlO, etc., 7 x. It is to be noted that "Aeeo~ (,1 441, T 47, IJ 267), "AetJ 

(B 479), "Aee, (IJ 276), "A en (E 757, ~ 431) and "Ae'P' (v.l. "A(!1J', E 909) do not 
show any formulaic connections, but that "Ae110~, "Ae11" "Ae11a occur in formule.e, 
some of which are apparently ancient: 1'1»).0'/1 "Ae11o~ (B 401, etc., 4 X ), ól;o~ (.0'/1) 
"Ae110~ (B 540, etc., 10 X, cf. Risch, Wortbildung 188, Frisk, a.v. dol;o~), (lJoep) 
àTdlanoç (-0'/1) "Ae11' (B 627,11 x), "Ae11a Ta).atÎe'VO'/I nolefU(JT1rv (cf. Trümpy, o.c. 38, 
134, Ruijgh, E.A. 80 f.), E 289 = Y 78 = X 267_ 

3) Chantraine, G.H. I, 288, suggests N 789 and I 4. 
4) above, p. 127 n. 2; below, p. 146. In the Odyaaey TOv (l aVTe neoub:me(v) 

incree.ses (Il. 37, Od. 77) at the expense of TOv d' TJf.'el{JeT' lne'Ta (Il. 38, Od. 24!.) 
5) Bechtel, Gr. D. I, 52, Chantraine, G.H. I, 211. 
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seems to have given way in e 201 to an expression which can have been 
created only af ter the epic diction had entered Ionia.1) 

In this same period shifting of formulae mayalso have been furthered 
by the fact that forms in -'YJ'aav became available. In the same way as 
~ov(!tM'YJç (T') cUÓXOLO (0 356) was probably turned into ~ov(!tM'YJç cUóxov 
(A 114) (af ter the pattem of ~ov(!tM'YJv(-Tl) äA.oxov(-ep)) and naT(!Oç loio 
(usually at the verse-end: 3 11, tp 360, T 399 ~ tp 402; in E 177 in pos. 31), 
nat<50ç loio (3 266, E 71) could become naT(!Oç lov, nat<50ç lov (A 396, 
M 403, 15 714; in pos. 3) 2) a possible prototype *01 15' ê).ÉÀtX{}ev « iFé).tX
{}ev?) 3) may have taken the form ol 15' È),û1xDrJaav when used in the 
initial hemistich (E 497 etc., 4 x ).4) Vet this suggestion is a mere hypo
thesis and cannot provide a basis for further investigation. 

A fortiori linguistic developments which were not confined to Ionic 
are unlikely to yield reliable results when used as criteria of modification 
of formulae. It may be true, as K. Meister argues, that the creation of 
the {}-aorist falls at least partly within the period of epic song,5) but it 
is probably characteristic of the Homeric stage of the formulaic evolution 
that with some notabIe exceptions (e.g. À.VTO yOVvaTa, fP 114, etc., 9 x, 
cf. À.mo di yvia, H 16, 0 435) the formulaic character of expressions 
based upon athematic aorists of the middle, which the {}-aorist is supposed 
to have replaced,6) is farless strong than Meister's argument would lead us 
to expect. àné~TaTo is only found in 0437, P 472 (àné~TaTo maToç lTaÏ(!oç; 
ÉTaÏ(!oç àné~TaTo), ~aTÉn1J~TO only in A 378 (lv yalTl ~aTÉn'YJ~To); p.t~TO 
appears only in ftl~TO 15' óftlÀ.ep (À. 354, II 813), whereas Èft1xDrJ is found in 
n(!oftáxotatv Èft1xDrJ (E 134, etc., 4 x) and in ~ovITl(JtV Èft1xDrJ, K 457, X 329); 
*[a(]VVTo is lacking, but (avTo )axedov ó(!ft~DrJaav (-Oijvat, -~T'YJV appears 
4 x (N 496, etc.). 

All this clearly shows that in the course of time the formulaic diction 
must have undergone most drastic changes. It is not only out of the question 
that, as Parry thought, the Ionian singers merely adapted an inherited 
repertory to their own dialect. It is also certain that many formulae 
were lost and partly replaced, that many others were elaborated and 

1) K. Meister, o.c. 30 f., regards (with Wackernagel) the genitive nOTq-ro, as 
artifieial. 

Is it typical of the evolution toot Homer has two pairs of equivalents for 'spaar' 
(pdl"'011 lyxo, N Xáhee01l lYlO" Il. 6, Od. -, Il. 18, Od. 5; ~óetJ pell"'011 N ~óetJ 
xd).,(e01l, Il. 5, Od. -, Il. 5, Od. 2) and toot pell"'011 lrxo, and ~óev pell"'011 oeeur 
only in the Iliad' Does this point to metonymie employment progressing as the 
original meaning of lrxo, and ~óev got lost 1 

2) cf. Hainsworth, o.c. 62, Witte, Glotta IV, 8-28. 
3) CÖ, Alél'XIJe'J1, Z 109 at the ve1'8e-end (cf. 7i ~' Alellxlh}, p 416 = ~ 306). Cf. 

aIso ntlxea 0lI11)aa, (-aaw, -T7J") and Tetlxea avl1)awa, veciiv b dyciiv, neaÓVTa, above, 
p. 128. 

4) or~' AlellxIhJaav "al bávno, laTav 'AXa,ciiv. 
I) o.c. 116. 
a) Chantraine, G.H. I, 401. 
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that from a date not much anterior to Homer up to the creation of our 
poems epic diction as a whole took on a much suppler form and a different 
colouring. This is clear, in a general way, from the grammatical facts 
noted by Chantraine and, in so far as definite formulae are concerned, 
from some of the phenomena pointed out by Webster.l) Our own inquiry 
corresponds with their views. The term 'formulaic' covers a conglomerate 
of phenomena, many of which are separated by a wide gap of time that 
can only rarely be bridged by our method. It covers {JOW1'&tç 1'&ÓTVta "H(!TJ 

as weIl as {}eà Aev"cóAevoç "H(!TJ, it covers vijaç Ét<1aç-which, both in form 
and sense proves to be primitive - as weIl as the products of late modi
fication véaç àJ-lq;teAI<1<1aç and veàç "vavo1'&(!cb(!oto.2) And, as the Homeric 
use of the latter formula and of many others proves, the frequency of a 
given formula is not necessarily proportional to its age. Nor is its belonging 
to a 'system' an infallible criterion and sometimes appearances are probably 
deceptive. In the second chapter we already found evidence for recent 
innovation and modification in the treatment of some names of Phaea
cians 3) and of the poet's Ithacensian characters 4): 

Toïç {l ' Ayékwç J-leTéeme(v) l1'&oç 1'&ávU<1<1t mq;aV<1"wv X 131 = 247 
" ,,'Obv<1eVç " av{Jcóuw 1'&et(!TJTICwv E 459 = 0 304 

Though the name of Agelaos is found 3 x in an older looking context 
(t1aJ-la<1To(!lÓ1]ç 'AyéÄ.aoç) it is far from certain that, as a 8uitor, he is more 
or less traditional. The names of ' Avrtvooç, ' AJ-lq;tvoJ-lOç, Ev(!vJ-laxoç, 
KT~<1t1'&1'&OÇ, some ofwhich are rightly considered symbolic ofthe characters 
and behaviour of their bearers, have no claim to great antiquity in them
selves. They were probably introduced into the saga at a time when, 
owing to the evolution of epic language, the singers were no longer apt 
to create names which, af ter the pattern of avaE àv<5(!wv 'AyaJ-léJ-lvwv, 
{Jo~v àya{}àç MevéÄ.aoç etc., could figure in T2 formulae. In the Odyssey 
the foIlowing types of lines are always used to describe the most prominent 
of these newcomers as speaking: 

1. Toï<1tv <5' , AVTlvooç àyO(!~<1aTO "al J-leTéemev 

" ,,' AJ-lq;lvoJ-loç "" 
cf. 

" " ' AA"tvooç " " " 
2. " "Ev(!vJ-laxoç, IIoAv{Jov 1'&aïç "(!X' àyo(!evetv 

, .1:' .T"A I ~ a. à1'&aJ-lu{JóJ-levoç 1'&(!o<1Éemev 
TOV u avT VTtVOOç ) b' 'R I L. 

\ . a1'&aJ-letpeTo q;WVTJ<1e-1' Te 
3. 

cf. " " " ' A)."tlloaç " "" 

" " " Ev(!vaAoç " " " 
" " " AVTÓAv"oç " " " 
" " av Aaé(!TTJç " " " 

1) Early and Late in Homeric diction, especially 46-48. 
I) above, p. 125 f. 
8) above, p. 32 n. 4. 
4) above, p. 39. 

<5773 
1'& 394, <1412, v 244 
TJ 185, {} 25, v 171 

1'& 345, <1 349, v 359 
<1405 
(! 445 
TJ 298, etc., 5 x 
{} 140, 400 
T 405 
w327 
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4. ~'A' l cl) " , vnvooç 
ç E aT" _" rp A/-lrptVO/-lOç, TOUltV {J È7UrJv{JaVE /-lvf}oç 

" " ' A À,,{vooç cf. 

a 50, etc., 4 x 
tt 406, v 247 
v 16. 

It seems significant that of these types, which undoubtedly constitute 
a 'system', 1 and 3 show a metricallengthening of the syllable -oç, I, 2 
and 4 have Toiatv {J' with v-movable making position 1) (3b has rpwVrJaév 

TE) and 2 has, moreover, irreducible -ov in a proper name. We cannot trace 
the development in detail but it is not rash to conclude that this kind 
of system was created by recent simplification and modification. àyO(!~aaTO 
"at /-lETÉEmEv was probably borrowed from other types ({j arpt(v) tV rp(!ovéwv 

àyO(!~aaTO "at /-lETÉEmE(v) , A 73, etc., 9 x 1); TOV ('t"'Ilv) {J' av M",(!t6VrJç 

(TrJÀÉ/-laxoç) ttEttvvJlivoç àv't"lov ",VlJa (N 254, a 388, etc., 42 x) is certainly 
older than 3, Tolm {Ji /-lVf}wv ~(!XE (/-léyaç TEÀa/-lwvwç Alaç, etc., E 420, 

etc., 18 x) older than ~(!X' àyO(!EVEtV.2 ) 

Parry says of the "epithète fixe" that it "ornait moins un seul vers, 
même un seul poème, que toute la poésie héroique" 3) and that Homer's 
audience did not consider it either amusing or surprising that a swineherd 
should be called "divin" 4) and a cowherd an O(!Xa/-loç àv{J(!wv. From a 
purely stylistic point of view this may be true, but it does not mean that 
former generations of readers were unduly puzzled by the use of these 
epithets, and that epic swineherds were traditionally called Mot because 
they belonged to the heroic age.5) If we were to judge from the supemcial 
formulaic impression, we might infer that av[JwTrJç, O(!Xa/-loç àv{J(!wv (0 389 
etc., 5 x), (/JtÀo{noç, O(!Xa/-loç àv{J(!wv (v 185, 254) and Moç vrpo(![J6ç (0 301 
etc., 13 x) were highly traditional because of their fixity and since they 
belong, at least in part .. to a 'system' .(Moç 'AXtUEVç, etc., {JWT(!Erpéç, 

O(!Xa/-lE Àawv) and to the traditional category of formulae serving af ter 
the trochaic and 'bucolic' caesuras. Yet Philoitios is 4 x called (v 235 
etc.) [Jowv èm[Jov,,6Àoç à~(!, so he may originally have been as anonymous 
as the cowherd appearing in y 422. Af ter the hephthemimeris Eumaios 
is always (15 x) introduced by apostrophe: 

TOV ~ '" ,,' T~ ~ {J ana/-lEt[JO/-lEVOÇ tt(!oaérprJç, EV/-latE av[JwTa 

TOV {Ji /-léy' oxfh1aaç " " " 

" " " 

1) above, p. 88-108. 

~ 55, etc., 13 x 

0325 
X 194 

2) On wç ÉtpaT' 'Avrtvooç (' Aptptvopoç, 'A).xtvooç), ToiCIIV d' br&~vdavE pfj{}oç N wç 
tpáTO, ToiCII di näCIIV éadóTa pfH}ov ÉEIXE see above, p. 110, n. 1. 

3) E.T. 172. 
4) ibid. 191. 
5) ibid. 190: "parce qu'Eumée était un homme de rage ·héroique". The rest 

of the sentence ("parce qu'il ne trouva que cette seule épithète -") shows that 
Parry was aware of apossibIe chronological difference between dioç vrpo(Jpóç and 
dioç 'OdtiCICIEvç, dia, 'AXIlleVç, etc. 
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and with these lines we may compare TOV (T~V) 15' ànap,etfJóp,evoç 1 bi p,iy' 
oX'O~craç, etc. 1 neocricprJ nóbaç w,roç 'AxtÀÀevç (A 84, etc., 24 x) -I neocricprJ 
veqJeÀllyeeiTa Zevç (A 511 etc., 22 x), -I neocricprJ 'Xoev{)a{oÀoç "E'XTWe 
(E 689 etc., 10 x), -lneocrécprJ é'Xáeeyoç 'AnóÀÀwv (E 439 etc., 4 x) etc., 
etc. It appears, then, that in ~ 55, etc., an ancient type has been adapted 
in order to be used for the swineherd, in other words that this person is 
a newcomer in the saga and that the formulae crvfJWTllÇ, oexap,oç àvbewv 
etc. are late adaptions of prototypes originally used for kings and noble
men: *(u) u -uu, oexap,oç àvbewv,l) btoTeerpiç, oexap,e Àawv, bioç 'AXtÀ
Àevç, etc. 

In this connection it is worth noticing that apostrophe is also found 
in L1 127, 146, H 104, N 603, 'l' 600, (Menelaos) 0 365, Y 152, (Apollo), 
o 582 (Melanippos), Y 2, (Achilles) and in IJ 20, 584, 692-93, 744, 754, 
787, 812, 843. Almost everywhere it serves to heighten the pathos of 
the scene (TO èv aVTfj neetna{)éç, schol. IJ 787) and therefore does not call 
for comment from a formulaic point of view. This is also true of IJ 483 
(TOV 15' oÀtyobeavéwv neocrérpllç, IJaTeÓ'XÀeeç tnnefJ) , but in IJ 20 and 744 

TOV bi fJaeV cruváxwv ~ I "_ 

.ll' , I neocrecprJç, IJaTeo'Xkeç tnltev 
" u ent'XeeTop,ewv 

the circumstances hardly justify the emphatic character of the phrase. 
Now the initial hemistichs of the two lines have parallels in T~V (Toiç) 
bi fJaeV cruváxwv (A 364 = E 78, L1 153) and in TOV 15' èm'XeeTOp,iwv (.0 649), 
which are followed by neocrécprJ (p,edcprJ) nóbaç w,roç 'AxtÀÀevç ('Xeelwv 
'Ayap,ép,vwv). On the other hand it is a remarkable fact that Patroclos, 
though he has a noun-epithet formula in the genitive, has no formulaic 
combination in the nominative,2) and in this respect he presents an even 
more striking case than Odysseus' swineherd. The phenomenon can 
probably be explained by assuming that a stage not much anterior to 
the composition of the Iliad, l\'Ienoitios' son was only a character of 
secondary importance, known not for what -he did but for his friendship 
with Achilles and his death.3) It could also be ascribed- but I consider 
this less probable - to replacement of an ancient formula 4) and, therefore, 
to the poet's desire to bring Patroclos out in full relief by apostrophe. 
In either case, however, the formulaic data support the supposition that 
Patroclos largely owns his prominence in the lliad to Ionian singers 5) 
andjor to Homer himself.6) It is interesting to note that the part he plays 

1) There are no traces of this prototype in Homer, we only find rYeTaxlÓ1]' 
7iex') (li}e).') • Aawç, óexa#oç dvc5ewv, B 837, M 110, which may have been crea.ted 
by separation, cf. B 838 ·Aawç 'YeTaxlc5TJç, 8v -, M 96 ·Aalo, 'YeTaxlc5TJç. 

2) Twice he is given the general title (hórpw #.qC1TWe dTáAanoç, P 477, " 110. 
3) It is probable that Patroclus is much older as alegendary figure, Page, H.H.!. 

228. 
4) Mr. J. B. Hainsworth suggests ·IJáTeoxAoç d#v#wv. 
5) Page, ibid. 
6) Bowra, T.D. 12. 
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in the poem is closely related to the Battle near tke Ship8, which was also 
found to contain marked signs of formulaic innovation and elaboration. 

All this does not mean, of course, that by a more thorough study of 
the Homeric phenomena and by refining the present method or by applying 
a different one it would be impossible to discover other lines of development 
leading up, finally, to earlier forms of epic diction. The remarks made 
above are only intended to bring out two things: fust that the method 
followed so far is subject to many limitations and secondly that the 
evolution as a whole was far from being the simpie, slowand mechanical 
process that was assumed by Parry. Though some parts of the diction 
must have undergone fewer changes than others, even what seems to 
be its most protected region - the passages containing genealogies and 
family-history - was penetrated by innovation. Alongside with such lines as 

vloç 'AyaafHveoç, A vY1Jtádao avaxToç 
"AAX1]aTtÇ, IIeUao tfvyaTeWV eldoç àe{aT1J 
vloç Eneexetoio, dtmeTÉoç nOTafloio 
'AJ.XtflÉdwv, vloç AaÉexeoç Alflov{dao 
EVf!Vaf}evç, Ef}evÉJ.oto nátç IIeea1Jtádao 

we find e.g. 

aVToxaa{YV1JTOç fleyaDvflov IIewTeatJ.áov 
vldv ime(f8vflov L!oJ.on{ovoç, öç éa Exaflávdeov 

B 624 
B 715 
II 174 
P 467 
T 123 

B 706 
E 77. 

Under these cÏrcumstances it may not be unprofitable to have a look 
at the other end of the chain and to see what can be gleaned for our 
purpose from the expressions which may with reasonable confidence be 
regarded as Mycenaean and Aeolic formulae. 

Since Nilsson's Homer and Mycenae it has been argued by several 
leading scholars that the detailed descriptions of objects that are generally 
recognised as Mycenaean found their way into Homer because they were 
couched in fixed formulaic language. Now it is difficult indeed to imagine 
how any knowledge of objects which had disappeared centuries before 
and of happenings in which these objects play an essential part, could 
have been preserved during the Dark Age, except by means ofthe formulaic 
technique. Yet, unless the linguistic and prosodic notions upon which 
the present inquiry is based are grossly fallacious, this explanation, 
plausible though it be, is not confirmed by the actual wording of the 
passages in question, except, perhaps, in the most general sense. Even 
if we should accept a connection between dtvwTÓÇ and Mycenaean qe-qi
no-to, qe-qi-no-me-no, the presence of noal[v] (instead of noaal < -nod-at) in 

dtVWT~V fJ.bpavTt xa;, àt!Yveo/· 71v nOTe TÉxTwv T 56 
nót1Ja' 'I xfláJ.toÇ, xa;, vno Defivvv noa;,v fixe 57 

prevents us from regarding this couplet as an Ionicised Mycenaean sur
vival. In N 407 dtVWTÓÇ, used to describe Idomeneus' shield, is followed 
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by rpO(!Éea')(,E.l) It has already been noted that the episode about Periphetes 
tripping over the rim of his body-shield contains nÉaEV vnnoç (Mycenaean 
evidence forbids us to assume <nÉaE *avnnoç). The same passage, besides, 
contains rJT(!ErpfJetÇ and (3).arpf)e{ç and another rpOeÉea')(,E. Nor is the de
scription of Meriones' helmet without recent forms: in K 262 ét"ov and 
noÀÉatv appear before a constant so that -00 is unresolvable and " makes 
position. In the description of Nestor's bowl we find (in two adjoining 
lines) av't'ovat the verse-end, daaUf!' laavand (reducibleH) 1}aa", not to 
speak of VEP,é{}O"'t'o and other 'suspect' forms. And, whereas everywhere 
else the accusatives nó).etç and nó).taç are used af ter the trochaic caesura 
so that they may reflect nó).iç,2) it is exactly Nestor's reference to the 
almost forgotten chariot-charges of the Bronze Age, that, along with 
Ènó(!{}eO'll (v.U. -ovv, -EVl') has irreplaceable nó).taç: 

LI 308. 

In these cases the presence of recent elements might be supposed to 
have resulted from relatively superficial modifications, more or less 
comparable to those which entailed neglect of digamma and increasing 
use of ,,-movable. However, with regard to some of Homer's most important 
subjects, development by way of gradual modification is out of the 
question. The well-known differences which scholars, from Helbig up to 
Finley and Kirk, have shown to exist between Mycenaean conditions 
and the heroic world as described or suggested in Homer, make it necessary 
to assume that in some of these matters the formulaic tradition was 
discontinued. Bronze-Age chariot-fighting, burial-customs and, above aU, 
political and social structure must have had their formulae, if ever there 
was something like a Mycenaean formulaic diction.3) In Homer these 
expressions are either completely forgotten or only incidentaUy and 
vaguely reflected in phrases showing a misunderstanding of their original 
meaning. In the cases of chariot-fighting and political organisation the 
gap is so wide that we have to content ourselves with noting the break 
in the tradÏtion and leave it at that.4 ) We cannot even evaluate the extent 
of the change that must have taken place. It is only burial-customs 

1) On the vexed question whether c5wwTó, is to be connected with qe.qi-no-to 
and qe-qi-no.me-no soo e.g. Chantraine and Dessenne. REG LXX (1957), 302 ff.; 
on 'b,pd)"o, Ruijgh, E.A. 136. 

2) whatever may he the interpretation of this phenomenon. 
8) As to Mycenaean palace-administration one may have one's doubt whether 

it ever figured in epic poetry. 
4) Kirk is certainly right in regarding Homer's "misconception about the usa 

of chariots" as an indication for the extent to which Mycenaean battle descriptions 
survived in the Dark Age. Yet iiemll 15' i~ clXiaw « he FoXiaw ?), E 4:7 etc., 9 X (though 
(F1)óxo~ is not found on the tablets) may have been created for scenes of genuine 
chariot-fighting. It is still used for heroes fighting from chariots E 294, 8 122, (313?) 
o 452. 
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which, probably because of human conservatism as regards terminology, 
seem to teach us something about the general character of the changes 
that took place in the formulaic diction. Arguing on the supposition that 
it is of Mycenaean origin we are forced to conclude that it must have 
lost an unknown but probably not insignificant number of phrases re
ferring to inhumation and that these were replaced to a certain extent 
(e.g. by nveoç AeÀáxwO't (AEAáX17u) Davóvm1 0 350 = X 343) cf. H 80. 
On the other hand we find a few expressions which, though generally 
misunderstood, can be supposed to reflect Mycenaean burial-rites.1) 

The expression éOt5ÓEvt:t-ÈAalcp (lJfI86) has a parallel in the oil tablets 
from Pylos 2) and was possibly employed in connection with inhumation 
in ancient epic songs. In Homer, however, it is separated by t5è xeiev 
with v-movable obviating hiatus. The Mycenaean form of éo t5óev , moreover, 
is wo-do-we (Foe t5óhv ), so the Homeric expression cannot have come 
direct from that dialect.3 ) It is a different thing with Ma é TUl?XVGOVGL 
(ll 456 ~ 674) ~ örpea i TUl?XVO'WGt (H 85) and with I'ÛtTOÇ xaL à).elrpaToç 
àf-lrptrpoefJaç (lJf 170). Though mexvw, as far as I know, has no Mycenaean 
connections, the formula in which it appears has no late characteristics 
and might be an extremely ancient surviva1.4) The same is true of f-lÜtTOç 
- àf-lrptrpoefJaç, the more so as here we find - in addition to äAEtrpUl? - a form 
which was al ready rivalled by a more recent one towards the end of 
Mycenaean times.5) The expression could have figured in passages in 
which honey and oil were used either, as Mylonas thinks, to give comfort 
to the departed on his long journey to Hades or, as was already suggested 
by Helbig 6) and Cauer,7) for embalming. The same substances are used 
in the lines w 67-68, which describe the cremation of Achilles. Though 
their original purpose is clearly forgotten and in 1I 456-57 the meaning 
of TUl?XVW is misunderstood, the two expressions are probably Mycenaean 
formulae. If so, they certainly had formulaic relatives in Bronze Age 
poetry. In Homer, however, these have all vanished and there is no 
trace of any offspring. 

Since the use of honey and oil- whichever of the two purposes they 
may have served-is generally recognised to go back to the period of 

1) Of course the expressions may have entered the diction in the Dark Age, 
coming from a prose tradition (on this subject see Kirk, S.H. 108 f., 120 f.) which 
had preserved the memory of Mycena.ea.n ritual. If l!odówn-ÉÀairp, ",~TO, "al 
dAeltpaTo, dl''1mpoeija, and 8rpea (bIia) t Ta(!XVI1WCn (-11011111) rea.1ly refer to embalming 
(but see below), it is less likely that they reflect Dark Age usa.ge (see now Mylonas, 
Burial OU8to1n8 in O.H. 486 ff.). At any rate KfeeeiCw seems to he of Mycena.ea.n 
origin, see below. 

2) Bennett, The Olive Oil Tabkt8 0/ Py108, Minos, Suppl. 2 (1958), 17 ff. 
8) see, however, below, p. 145 n. 3 (on {}eóvo,). 
4) Laaf on H 85, Murray, R.G.E.4, 161-162, Nilsson, G.G.R. 18, 375, n. 6. 
5) see Kirk, S.H. 115. 
I) H.E.8 56. 
7) Grund/ragen', I 327; cf. a.lso Murray, ibid. 
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inhumation 1) and, consequently, to be a symptom of syncretism in its 
lJI and w context, it is no objection to Ruijgh's view of the Mycenaean 
origin of '<TE(!EtCw etc. that br:i ,<TÉ(!Ea WCE(!taatE'JI is preceded in Q 38 by 
Èv :rw(!i ,<~atE'JI. Now Ruijgh has also shown that È:rû '<TÉ(!Ea '<TE(!taatEv 

(-aEtEV, y 285) is an Ionic modification of Mycenaean br:i ,<TÉ(!Ea '<TE(!eteat 

(-ew).2) But there is more. We also find 

à.V: Uh ,<ai aov ÉTaÏ(!ov M{}Àotat '<TE(!itCE lJI 646 
noaaijfl-ae fl-Éfl-ovaç '<TE(!EtCifl-E'JI "E'<TO(!a Mov; Q 657. 

Whereas the Ionic modifications (y 285, Q 38) show a recent form but 
have preserved the archaic meaning, in lJI 646, Q 657 the archaic form 
has acquired a personal object, that is to say a much wider sense, and 
has, besides, lost its formulaic character. The same, metonymic, sense 
is found in 

aVTà(! Ène{ '<E Dávw, '<TE(!Wvat fl-E Mot' AXawt A 455 
ou aE n(!iv '<TE(!tW, n(!tv y' "E'<TO(!OÇ ÈvDá{)' Èvû"at E 334 
ÉÀ,,~aova' àt"wç, TOV {)È '<TE(!Wvatv ' AXawt X 336, 

in which the recent forms may reflect "TE(!tw, as Chantraine and Ruijgh 
think, but in view of the extreme innovation apparent from meaning and 
context, mayalso be very late cases of contraction. 

It has to be emphasised that among the terms of burial which have 
a reasonable claim to Mycenaean origin Ma É TaexvaOVat ~ oqJ(!a É 

TaexvawGt and fl-ÉÀtTOÇ ,<ai àktqJaToç àfl-qJtqJo(!ijaç are isolated remnants, 
the sense of which was no longer understood. The expression for rose-oH, 
if it ever appeared in Mycenaean hexameter poetry (* Fo(!lJóFE'JI- v lÀatFov 1), 
must have drastically changed later on and did not have any offspring 
either. Only Ènt "TÉ(!Ea "TE(!Eteat (and possibly a few other expressions 
containing the same verb) was further developed, probably because the 
custom itself continued to be practised, even when cremation had already 
appeared. In the case of this expression,- however, innovation throve to 
such an extent that even the sense of the verb changed considerably. 

Whatever may be the origin of the cremation tradition which pervades 
the Homeric epic8, it is clear that in the field of burial-customs the singers 
perforce had to adapt their diction to its requirements. Such a necessity, 
however, did not present itself in the treatment of several other subjects. 
Here we find discrepancies which are difficult to explain. Why, for example, 
did the singers keep to {)énaç àfl-qJt'<V:rtEÀÀOV 3) in order to denote a goblet, 
whereas they relegated D6(!voç-formulae to oblivion 1 Sometimes, of course, 
we may simply have to do with modernÏsation effected by substitution 
of a recent equivalent for an ancient form. Mycenaean F6(!Cw for example, 

1) Upon this Mylonas agrees with Helbig, Cauer and Murray. Similarly, syn
cretism BOOms visible in the use of Dá1rTe,l', BOO e.g. Cauer, ibid. 

t) E.A. 83. 
I) above, p. 94 ff. 
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may have been replaced by equivalent forms of FÉ(!lJw and éÉ?;w. Ionic 
{)ÛVE, which is found in 

8 {Ji q;'aayávlP àvXÉva {)E{vaç Y 481 
and in 8 {J' Vn' ovaToç " {}eiVE II 339, cf. a-no-wo-to K 875, Does 330 f., 

may weIl be a modernised form of *gwen-se or a late substitute for Ë).aaaE, cf. 

8 {J' avxÉVa p-Éaaov Ë).aaaE 

avxÉVa p-Éaaov Ë).aaaE (in pos. 5.) 
K 455 
E 497. 

Among the "linguistic clusters-found in speeches" Webster has noted 
the formulaic line aVTU(! lywv l(!Éw wç ",Ot {Jo"û elvat aetC1Ta (1 103, etc.).1) 
Yet this phenomenon does not prove that in the very late period to which 
the contraction of {Jo"ÉEt has to be assigned, there was still considerable 
formulaic creativity, in other words, that we should have to reconsider 
our view of the chronological relation bet ween the end of oral composition 
and the creation of the Homeric poems. Still, it is doubtless typical of 
the development that 'Acha.ean' MaT'(o) 2) survived only in a single 
Homeric line, viz. in 

?; 242 

and that another archaism of the same meaning, (f')tv{Já).).o",at is found 
only four times in the whole of our epics (P 213, lJ' 460, Y 246, T 224). 
Now (f')E{lJETat and (f')e{{JETO have different metrical values and were 
consequently confined to other formula.e, so they cannot have supplanted 
{JÉaTo and f'tVlJá.UeTO (-Tat) without upsetting whole formulaic types. This 
does not apply, however, to lJo"û as found in the following conditions: 

lafJ).óç ",Ot lJo"eï E lvat, oV1}f.lEV0ç· EifJE ol a'ÛTep {3 33 

W 1trnov, wç ",iv l",ep fJv",ep ~ v 154 
vVv avT' lEE(!ÉW ! M 215 
TOty"'l' l...' 2 É wç ",Ot 'P 130 

..l.A ~ ., {Jo"eï E lvat aetC1Ta 

a'ÛTàq c-rwv 
e(! W 1 103 = N 735 

The formula (",Ot) lJo"û elvat (aetC1Ta) is likely to have developed from 
*(.fOt) MaT' Ë",,,,ev (aetC1Ta), from * (.fOt) f'tvlJá).).ET' aetC1Ta (both used in 
narrative, see above p. 51 ff., and on MaTo, imperfect, Frisk s.v.), from 
f'tvlJá).ÀETat 1}TO(! or something like it. Not only do we find lJÉaT'(o) combined 
with E lvat in?; 242, but it is also remarkable that 1 103 etc. have a parallel in 

aVTá(! TOt l(!ÉW wç ",Ot lv{Já.UeTat 1}TO(! T 224. 

Such an explanation, however, is obviously out of the question in the 
case of fJ(!óvoç. If there was any continuity at all, the fact that Homer 
always has fJ(!Óvoç (53 x) and never fJÓ(!VOÇ must have resulted from 
changes much more drastic than simple modernising substitution. The 
word is often found in expressions which are distinctly formulaic, e.g. 

1) Early and Late 46. 
I) Ruijgh. E.Ä. 130. 
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in "aTà ").taf-lovç Te {}eóvovç Te (a 145 etc., 8 x), È1û {}eóvov àeYVeo~).ov 
(E 289 etc., 4 x, with -ov at the verse-end, cf. lt5è (I) {}eóvov àeYVeo~).ov, 
X 341, Dij"e {}eóvov àeyveó'Y/).ov, {} 65), èç {}eóvov ICe(v) (elae(v), Q 553, etc., 
3 x) and is followed by the archaisms d).TO and weTO in A 645, Y 62, 
Q 515, X 364 (eind {}eóvov weTO, etc.). None of these combinations can be 
transposed into expressions bMed on {}óevoç without upsetting their 
metrical structures, so generally speaking we have to do with an element 
of the diction which was created in post-Mycenaean times. There is one 
case, however, which is reducible. It is lCeTo t5' elvi {}eóvep, 0 150, where 
the unusual metrical lengthening seems to point to a prototype lCeTo 
(i.e. *lat5eTo?) t5' *b {}óevep.l) If this explanation is correct, a few more 
expressions mayalso be supposed to reflect Mycenaean or 'mixed' proto
types: e 32 "dJea "aaTOeVvaa {}eÓVOtç bi t5att5aUotat <*("dJ.faa?) "aTaTóevv 
{}óeVOtç (-a'?) bi t5att5aÄéotat (cf. da-da-re-jo-de, Docs 307) with development 
of a P2 formula into a T2 expression resulting from conjugation of a narra
tive Tl formula; v 150 lv Te {}eÓVOtç ev:rcOt~TOtat < *èv {}óeVOtç (-a'?) w
:rcOt~TOtat? 2) Under the surf ace of the Homeric material, homogeneous 
though this looks, two types of expressions may be hidden, Mycenaean 
prototypes which were modernised and modified in the course of the 
evolution and combinations which were created in post-Mycenaean times. 

However this may be, at the Homeric stage of its development, the 
structure of the formulaic diction appears to be determined by post
Mycenaean innovation. Even if the supposition advanced above is correct, 
the fact remains that lCeTo t5' elvi {}eóvqJ occurs only once, whereas Homer 
has the irreducible formula "aT' l1e' ("a{}-) lCd (-w) è:rci {}eóvov seven 
times (A 536, etc.). Besides we should not forget that lCeTo t5' elv1 {}eóvep 
may simply be a conflation of lCd è:rci {}eóvov and lCeTo t5' èv "Àtaf-llp, 
(Q 597, t5 136). It is significant that even in the case of a very simple 
expression such as "he (she) sat down on aseat", which must of ten have 
recurred in epic poetry, the traces of Homer continuing a Mycenaean tra
dition are either extremely scarce or non-existent.3) 

In spite of our extremely scanty knowledge of the dialeots that were 
spoken in Greece during the Late Helladic III and of their interrelations, 
and though we do not know what form or forms of Aeolio participated 
in the constitution of epic diction in andjor af ter that period, we may 

1) aslaaTo 6' slvl ()eóvep, 9199. The reduction was, as I now S66, already suggested 
by D. J. N. Lee, Same 'lJ68tigial Mycenawn 'I.DOf"àB in tM Iliad, BICS 6 (1959), 7. 

I) The problem hinges on the question whether Mycena.ea.n 0-' is to he interpreted 
as ·0" -, or as -o~. If the latter expla.na.tion is correct (cf. Ruijgh, Lu datils pluriels, 
99-105), we may have to do with instanees of expressions consisting of a (South.) 
Mycena.ea.n and a (proto.1)Aeolio prototype, see helow, p. 145 fr. 

3) It is obvious that the preceding argument should he taken with the proviso 
that Ventris' transcription of to-no representa the only phonetic possibility (cf. 
to·ro-no·wo-ko 'makers of chairs'" Does 1721). 
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be sure, that the last-mentioned component was also affected by large
scale innovation. The pronouns äf-lf-leç and vf-lf-leç seldom appear in com
binations which show a formulaic fixity and are sometimes found in the 
immediate neighbourhood of lonic and very late forms, e.g. in elMutv 
vf-lf-l' leéw näutV, q;O.Ot (lJ' 787) and in à-rtle yvwueu{Je ~a;' vf-lf-leç (.0 242). 
The few times that ia (lep) occurs, it is always combined with different 
nouns: ia yij(!Vç, L1 437, ia ná't'ell, N 354, ia vroX1}, lP 569, lep (~(ov) 17f-laU, 
Z 422. The same is true of n{uveeç (-aç), which is even used (0 680) in a 
line that seems to suggest some familiarity with quadrigae. Though 
infinitives in -f-lev and -f-levat are among the most essential characteristics 
of epic verse-making, they are only rarely found combined with datives 
of consonant-stems in -eUUt and other typically Aeolic forms: phrases 
such as äv~eeuut f-le't'éf-lf-levat (I 91) and (q;óvov) lf-lf-levat iJeweuuL (II 144 = 

T 391) are exceptional. eva~e is found only in lnel (wç yá{!) vv 't'OL eval5e(v), 
3340, P 647, II 28) and has twice v-movable obviating hiatus (3340, P 
647). All this shows that on the one hand the lonian singers used to "Aeolise" 
rather freely 1) and that, on the other, they replaced Aeolic formulae 
or their constituents by later ones.2) Modification must have been practised 
in various degrees, for some prototypes (e.g. *no),éeuut ~è {}vW'JV ànéFea) 
can still be discovered, whereas others are irretrievably lost. 

So far it has been taken for granted that both Mycenaean and Aeolic 
contributed to the formation of epic diction. At this point, however, it 
may be asked whether this preliminary assumption is not called in question 
by the phenomena observed up to now. Is it really conceivable that so 
many old prototypes, both Mycenaean and Aeolic, have fallen victims 
to modification and innovation 1 Does not the scarcity of the expressions 

1) above, p. 73 n. 3 (IIarpÀayóveatn), 114 f. (MpevlU), 119 ({lpp'), 127 (noal1lTaxieaa,). 
I) above, p. 100 n.l. Though we do not know when and where dpPeóawr; was formed 

from Aeolic lJ.pPflOTor;, it is worth while to see how dpPeoal71 !NE behavea. In 71 283-84 
we find hd ~' dpPeoal71 vUE IlJlvIJ', AydJ ~' -. In view of the recent character of this 
type of nmover word it appears that these linea show a modification of the employ. 
ment found in 

~e:trOll (J' ón).wápea{}' hU T' i/lvIJev dpPeoal71 VliE d 429 = 574. 

Since, further, (brl T') IJl~ev dpPeoal71 livE is based on II-movable, it is intereating 
to note that Homer preserved an equivalent which is probably traditional and 
certainly Aeolic. It is found in 

danaal71, TelÄÄ&aTOr; br7flvIJ8 vUE Ae8pew7f (J 488 
d,U' 1fr8 MJ d~áT71 1'0'"" " I 474. 

Even supposing that the two phrases dpPfloal71 livE and vUE leepew7f were complemen
tary trom the start in the same way as lJ.lyea lvyeá N "7f~ea lVYflá, lilldfla f"aaTOII 
N !pciiTa l"aaTOII, etc., there is reason to believe that vUE Aflepevv7f lost ground af ter 
the formulaic diction had entered the lonic stage. The same, then, is likely to have 
happened to other formulae. Owing to this kind of replacement many combinations, 
Aeolic and other, may have disappeared altogether. 
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which can be identified beyond doubt as either Mycenaean or Aeolic 
suggest that at least one of the two dialects should be eliminated 1 The 
old controversy: Old lonic against Aeolic, which seemed to have been 
decided in favour of the latter about the middle of this century, was 
then revived by Miss Lorimer 1) and Strunk,2) who tried to minimise 
the Aeolic contribution. Mter the decipherment of the Linear B tablets, 
this theory was adopted in a modified form by Webster, who defended 
it vigorously and impressively in his well-known book.3) Since then, again, 
the opposite stand has been taken by Shipp, who denies Mycenaean 
participation.4 ) 

In my opinion neither attempt has been successful. Some of the facts 
revealed by Ruijgh admit of no other explanation than the Mycenaean 
one. With regard to Aeolic we may point to such survivals as Taxéeaat 
n6~eaat, è~eveTo ~at'roç ètU1'Jç, "Ae1Ja 't'aÄ.avewov (nok,uta't'~v1), leeevaÉ,uev 
ar ,,' èk~an(ç), v1J~ èeef3evv~, KaÀv~wvoç èeavvijç, à(!yevvfjç (-a'1) 8teaat, 
ö't''t't "e[v] e'lnw (-nç, etc.), ('t'eov yÉvoç) önno{}ev laat, avxÉva ,uÉaaov (lÀaa
ae) 't'w ~è Àoeaaa,uÉvw, 't'w "'è "aÄ.eaaa,uÉvw, neemÀo,uÉvwv èVLav't'wv, and 
probably to reconstructed phrases such as *n1aveeç "ai er"oat rpw-reç, 
*noÀÉeaat ~è fJv,uov M1JVea. 

There are, moreover, other aspects of the problem which have to be 
taken into account. Because of his conception of the nature of the formulaic 
repertory Parry had to postulate an extremely rigid fixity of transmission. 
Such a fixity, it has been pointed out, is hardly conceivable in itself and 
has in fact been shown by Webster and Hainsworth to be at varia.nce 
with the general evidence. More specific arguments have been adduced 
in the chapters III-V of the present inquiry. If there is any truth in 
those discussions, we may be sure that the formulaic diction underwent 
drastic changes af ter it had been taken over by Ionian singers. In spite 
of the deficiencies of our method we were able to observe how oertain 
ancient features were reduced (e.g. MÉ by Te "al), even to the point of 
being almost dropped (lnoç ~' oÀorpv"'vov letm) , or intermingled with 
recent elements (~Énaç à,urpt"VneÀÀov > ~Énaç Àáf3ev à,urpt"vneÀÀov).Ii) When 
we take into account that a large proportion of the changes observed 
cannot have taken place more than one or two generations before Homer 
and that an unknown number of the remaining ones may have to be 
assigned to the same period, the scarcity of formulae which are undeniably 

1) H.M. 459 ft'. 
2) Die 80genannten AeoliBmen der homeriachen Sprache, Düsseldorf, 1957. 
8) M.H. 160ft'. 
4) E88ay8, paa8.; cf. alao Risch, Die Entzifferung der Minoiachen Linearachrijt B, 

Anthropos LIII (1958), 160. 
D) above, p. 62 f. (ll5é> Te "al), p. 66 (Fénor; 15' o).otpVl5vàv Yeme > o).otpVe6pevor; 

lnor; 1JiMa). These cases are extremely late (and o).otpVI5v6r;, moreover, cannot be 
shown to be Mycenaean) but they suggest how modification may have affected 
ancient formulae at earlier stages. 
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Mycenaean or Aeolic - some of them fundamental to the formulaic diction 
(e.g. aV'l"àe brut"a, (Jàv ~. 't/-lev) - does not appear to teIl against the sup
position that both dialects provided the original substratum. 

The answer to the question also depends on the view we take of the 
nature of this substratum. So far we have made a distinction between 
specifically Mycenaean and Aeolic formulae. But is it methodical to do 
so when studying the development of the formulaic diction by proceeding 
from the most recent data towards earlier stages of which any possible 
knowledge can only be gained by inference 1 Let us look somewhat more 
closely at the implication of either of the opposing theories. 

First the supposition that the creation of epic diction was an exclusively 
Aeolic-Ionian affair. If it was, we have to assume that the elements 
which are now generally regarded as Mycenaean and/or Arcado-Cypriot 
survivals were present in Aeolic too when epic diction came into being. 
Still, if we are inclined to accept this supposition, we should be aware 
that the Aeolic we mean must have had a form quite different from the 
historical component of East Thessalian and of Lesbian. Fick had to 
admit such forms as xeeul and necpvCó'l"eç into his original M ijvtÇ in order 
to have any nucleus left at all. Yet it is not only impossible to translate 
even the brief est passage of the Homeric poems into historical Aeolic : 
it is also doubtful whether singers could have managed with a diction 
exclusively based upon the form of this dialect that appears in the earliest 
inscriptions. Such a repertory would have had only plural datives ending 
in -eUUt and its participles of the perfect could only have had declined 
forms in -wroç, etc. It would have lacked xeeul(v) (which, in Homer, is 
found more than a hundred times, of ten in ancient lookfug formulae 
such as J-lE'l"à xeeuiv lxwv (0 717 etc., 7 x )), àv~eáut(v) (± 67 x, àv<5eáut 
ÓVU/-levéeUUt(v), E 488 etc., 7 x, àv~eáutv àJ.qnJU'l"fiut, a 349), V1fVul(v) (± 175 x, 
V1fVuiv lm yÄacpvefiUt(v) , E 327 etc., 12 x), Èot"ÓUç (-'l"aç, -'l"e) (28 x), 
'l"e'l"Ä1Jón(-'l"eç) (10 x, 'l"ed1Jón {}vJ-lfP, ~ 447, etc., 9 x), àe1JeÓ'l"Oç(-n, etc. 
7 x, e.g. CWU'l"ijeoç(-t) àe1J!!Ó'l"oç (-n) LI 213, 134, cf. Myc. a-ra-ru-wo-a == 
àeae"óa) , and so on. Such a diction could not possibly have been the 
ancestor of our epics, so that we should have to fall back on putting 
down the origin of this Aeolic ancestor at a time when the innovations 
in question had not yet originated and this would necessarily lead us to 
postulate a form of Aeolic coming much nearer to Mycenaean. 

There are as serious flaws in the Mycenaean-Ionian theory. It cannot 
be denied that emigrants from Pylos and from the Peloponnesus in general 
may have taken some epic songs with them. Nevertheless expressions 
of the type (Jij ((Jàv) ~' (et» 't/-lev, leeevué/-lev ai ,,' (ÈÄe~07J), Èvateé/-lev öv 
"e (~Vvr]at), mrpavu"é/-lev öv ')(. (È,) elbfjç) , àJ.a)."é/-lEV 8nno'l"É ("ev m)), *noÄéeuut 
~è {}v/-làv ànHea, are at the same time so fundamental to the diction and 
so of ten have ancient components that they cannot have been created 
by means of loan-words borrowed from the dialect of Lesbos and the 
Aeolic settIements of Asia Minor. They must ultimately go back to a 
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mainland substratum, the origin of which has to be Iocalised in Central 
Greece and Thessaly.l) There are two additional arguments which lend 
support to this assumption. First, arguing on the supposition of a Mycen
aean heroic poetry, 1 do not see why the Isthmus and Mt. Cithaeron 
should have proved insuperable barriers to travelling singers. Secondly, 
it is next to impossible to account for the presence in Homer, not only 
of references to many famous sagas centred around the sites of Thebes, 
Pleuron and Calydon, Orchomenos and lolcos, but also of data which are 
found, to use Murray's term, "in the little backwaters" of epic narrative.2) 

How could late lonian singers have detailed knowledge of the obscure 
Iphiclos, living at the equally obscure Phylace, unless through a tradition 
which, by whatever route it reached them, must have originated in 
Northern Greece in pre-migration times1 It is the same with other data 
found in those "little backwaters" . Though the practice of giving Greek 
names to Trojans (Orestes, Adrastos, Orsilochos, to mention only the 
most famous names of Greek saga) far antedates the lonic stage of heroic 
poetry, nothing precludes us from supposing that it was Homer or some 
of his lonian predecessors who fust used the name of "O(}J.tEVOÇ for in
conspicuous Trojans in e 274 and M 187. But did an lonian create the 
expression 'AJ.tVvl'o(}oÇ 'O(}J.tEvltJao 3) and was he the first to make both 
bearers of that name dweIl in Central Greece, one in HeIlas,4) the other 
in Eleon,5) a not unimportant fortress in Mycenaean times,6) where, 
according to Homer he had ca strong house' 1 7) 

This way of putting the question was suggested to me some years ago 
by the parallels which appear to exist between the personal names iden-

1) cf. Page, H.H.I. 266, Kirk, S.H. 147 f. In fact Webster's reference to 
mem),ops"wv èvcawóW (which he rightly regards as a very ee.rly component of epic 
le.ngue.ge) implies the same, for the formula ce.nnot have been cree.ted within the 
(South. ) Mycene.ee.n.lonian tre.dition. 

I) R.G.E.' 220. See also Bowra., Homer and "'ia Forerunner8 15. 
8) I 448, K 266. I sm unable to agree that the appee.rance of the patronymic 

in .6r]t; bas to he e.ssigned to the transitional period following the migrations (Webster 
o.c. 156, 163). First it is doubtful whether the Mycene.ee.n forms in -i.jo are reeJly 
patronymics, cf. Mrs. N. van Broek, Notu Mycéniennes, Rev. de Phil. XXXIV 
(1960), 222-225. Secondly the absence of patronymics ending in -da(s) (but see 
Does 94) proves nothing for other regions. of Greece. Thirdly-and this is my me.in 
objection-there is not the slightest evidence that they were ever lacking in Aeolic 
and that at the very time when inter·ce.ntonal communice.tions were at their lowest 
ebb the vogue began to spread to the remotest pe.rts of the Greek world. Webster 
himself mentions the Aleue.de.i and Scope.de.i. An ordinary citizen of a Thesse.Iian 
town bee.rs the name of IIa,cnáoot; on a sixth-century inscription, Miss Jeffery, o.c. 97. 

4) Phoinix' father. 
6) The origineJ owner of Meriones' helmet. 
') R.E. V (1905) 8.1). Eleon (Philippson). The ple.ce was renowned for its prophets. 

It was the aJleged home of the older Bakis (schol. Ar. Pa:x: 1071), and another seer, 
who lived there about 600 B.C., is mentioned by Herodotus, V, 73. 

7) from which Autolycos stole the helmet, ntMwOP dópov dvnTo~Uat;, K 267. 
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tified on the tablets and some of the phenomena observed by the too 
much ignored Bethe.1) It has since found a counterpart in the discussion 
of place-names and their epithets by Page in his well-known chapter on 
the Catalogue of Ships. On account of our lack of linguistic knowledge 
the existence, in Mycenaean times, of a formulaic diction in which some 
archaic form of Aeolic was incorporated cannot be definitely proved by 
this line of argument. Still, whereas philologists are in the habit of looking 
for linguistic innovations in order to determine the character of a given 
dialect as opposed to others, from our point of view the fact that Mycenaean 
and Aeolic had many elements, archaisms and others, in common, is 
much more important. If Risch is right in regarding East-Thessalian as 
an archaic "Randdialekt",2) I see no linguistic objection to the view that 
already before the twelfth century there developed an epic "OLvt/ in which 
(South-) Mycenaean formulae were intermingled with expressions belonging 
to a dialect which, according to one's preference may be oalled "proto-

1) Bethe doubtless exaggerated, but if the interpretation of the proper names 
on the Lin. B. tablets is substantia11y correct, his theory (which was initiated by 
Dümmler and afterwards adopted by Cauer and Gilbert Murray) is vindicated on 
what ! consider its most essential points. Why indeed should not the oral poets 
-their practice being as it is (see e.g. Bowra, AJA LIV (1950), 188, H.P. 522-536)
have introduced figures of tribal legend into the story of the Trojan Wart Since 
they ca11ed two Trojans after a semi-historical personage of Central Greece (above, 
p. 149) and gave another the name of 'Oea{).OXot;, why should they not have 
added the name of Achilles' indigenous adversary 'AUçav6eot; to that of a Trojan 
prince, which never developed into a formula. Only, this was not done by colonists of 
Asiatic Aeolis, as Bethe thought, but some centuries before by ma.inland singers. 

Since there is no reason why stories about minor heroes should have been exempt 
from innovation, we cannot expect to find these men appearing in sncient formulaic 
nuclei. Nevertheless it ma.y be worthwhile to have a look at the passages in which 
the heroes signalised by Bethe (Die SO{/e oom Troi8chen Kriege m, 81 ff.) and Murray 
(R.G.E.4 223 f.) are mentioned (on theÏr ThessaJian and Boeotian origin I refer 
to the testimonies quoted): 1. Schedios, son of Iphitos. Rector kills him, lAeya{}vlAov 
'lfpl:rov vlóv « *l-'E"/a{}vlAoo F&IPlTO' vlóv, above, p. 24), /(fIw"TJ(J)II 8X' ö.e&CJTOV (P 306-tl7). 
The form of the lat ter hemistich of P 308 is due to modification of *noUea(1' l1v6eeaa& 
Faváaa(J)ll (above, p. 55) which was combined with a relatively late Tl formula 
(above, p. 117). 2. Leitos. According to Rerodotus (VII 197) the Achaeans of 
Southem Thessa.ly ca11ed their prytaneum i.1j&TOV (i.e. i.á(F)'TOV). Rector wounds 
his adversary, P 602, vlOv ' Ai.eltTetJÓvot; lAeya{}vlAov (above, p. 24), navae 66 XáeWIt;. 
A.re.ku.tu.ru-wo.(-no) (PY An 654 etc., DOOB 191, 278) is among the most firmly 
establiBhed interpretations of Mycena.ean names of persons. On XáeWI see below, 
p. 151 n. 1. 3. Troilos (Bethe 85f.). With Amythaon he shares the epithet lnmoXáeWIt; 
(below, ibid.). On To·ro·o (PY An 519) see DOC8 150. 4. Dryops. A tribe of that 
name once lived between Phocis and Malis (Rerodotus VIII 31, 43) in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the Spercheios. Achilles kills Dryops Y 455: rot; elnebv .1evon' 
oJTa "aT' a"xéva lAÉaaov {1I(on&. The ancient aorist oJTa is followed by sn expression 
which seems to have Aeolic relatives: TOv fJái.e lAÉaaov {1I(on& (1 Y 413; on (1I(wv 8ee 
Trümpy, o.c. 235), a"xéva lAÉaaov (E 657), a"xéva lAÉaaov li.aaae (K 455, S497, cf. 
above, p. 144), cf. (6&a1fed 66) Xai."Ov li.aaal! (·aaav, -aaa&) N 388, etc. 9 X. 

I) Gliederung 74. 
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Aeolic" or "North-Mycenaean".l) As regards such basic characteristics 
of the formulaic tradition as have filtered through a growth of innovations 
in Homer, this theory seems to offer a more satisfactory explanation than 
the two theories discussed above. As the reader will have noticed it is 
nothing more than a variant of the three-stage hypothesis put forward 
by Meillet and Parry. As compared with its predecessor, however, it has 
the advantage of better accounting for the intimate connection of what, 
at the present stage of our knowiedge, appear to be (South-)Mycenaean 
and (proto-)Aeolic constituents of very ancient formulae. For the Homeric 
evidence for the two dialects is also found in expressions showing an 
interplay of components that seems characteristic of a "ow?), e.g.: 2) 

AeUyeO'O't cptÀOnToUf1,OtO't( v) 
• I 

avaO'O'et 

M Vef1,t{)ÓveO'O't 
• AeyetotO't 

" 
" 

*noUeO'O" av{)eeO'O'tv 

f1,áxeO'{}at 

f1,e-rrl"){)a 

ava,,-ra 

" " 
• I 
avaO'O'wv 

noUeO'O't {)è fJij"e "é).ev{}ov 

* ." "fJvf1,ov Wt1]Vea 

O'xe{)ov lYXEt " " 

" aoet " " 
(èkVf}eeov) "'f1,ae WtOVeaç 

~Àeva-ro XáÀ"eov lyxoç 

èevO'O'a-ro" " 
*è(!VO'O'éf1,ev elç äÀa Mav 1 

"a-ra,,-ráf1,ev oUt XaÀ"lP 

Wto~áf1,ev " " 

èvat(!éf1,ev " " 
{)e{)atYf1,É1Ioç (-ov, etc.)" " 

tP 86 
II 65 
T 269 
cf.N 452 
cf. P 308, etc. 
M 399 
cf. P 236 
II 828 
Y 290, tP 179 

Z 455, etc., 3 x 
N 184, etc., 6 x 
tP 200, X 367 
cf. A 141 
I 458, {) 700 
E 675 
N 338 
E 236, etc., 5 x 

1) lt looks 88 though definite evidence is presented by 'Al'uDáová ()' ln:1noXc1el'1r~, 
). 259 (on Hal T(!WMOV lnmoXc1el''7V, D 257, see helow p. 150 n. 1). Since in this 
expression both the fust constituent and the initial part of the latter have been 
identified 88 Mycena.ean, Xc1el'1l too iB likely to be of Mycena.ea.n origin. On the other 
hand Amythaon belongs to the Neleid fa.mily coming from Thessa.ly (see now 
F. Kiechle, Pylo8 und der pyliBche Raum in der antilcen Tradition, Historia IX (1960), 
I, 38 fr.). The epithet l'evexc1el'11' moreover, ;.B found with a certain HippolochoB 
(A 122), a HipponooB (A 303), with AntilochoB (N 396, 0 582, 'P 419) and with 
the All'w).o{ (I 529). HippolochoB and HipponooB are otherwise unlmoWD., but 
AntilochoB too is a N eleid and the region of Pleuron and Calydon was once Aeolian 
(Thuc. UI 102). 

Some of the expressions of which Xc1el'TJ iB part (* .feuMl'e Xc1eI'TJ!;, E 608, nafjCle 
dè Xá(!I'TJ' P 602, I'ffJClavro dè Xc1eI'TJ!;, ..1 222, etc. 3 x, ).~{)ovro dd Xc1eI'TJ', P 759, 
).J7{)eTO Xc1eI'TJ!;, M 203, 393) are probably very old. Beca.use of the ancient dative 
of purpose (cf. A. Hoekstra, A Nore on {he Dative 0/ Purpo8e in Greek, Mnem. XV, 
1 (1962) 15-23) this applies in particular to :1f(!OHaJ.éClClaTO Xc1el'll, H 218, and here 
we tind the word combined with what BeemB to he a Bpecific Aeolio form (Buck, 
G.D. 116). 

2) For the 'Acha.ea.n' elements 1 refer to Ruijgh, E.A., pass. 

http://ngoxaXiaaa.ro
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aveaat lOt"ó-re, (TW T' lv 8eeaat) M 146 
"Vveaat lot"ó-reç P 725 
fHJeeaat " ~ 21 
äv~eeaat " " 120, etc. 
xe{eeaat nenod)ÓTeç M 135 
-reeáeaat 

" 
M 256 

elM-re xáep:r/ç E 608 
neo"alÉaaaTo xáe~n H 218 

vv ol a'lat~ov ° 239 
vv Tot eva~e( v) E 340, etc., 3 x. 

In the earlier part of the Dark Age its Aeolic component - and here 
we link upwith Meillet and Parry - must have been developed, and have 
shared, to some extent, in the evolution of the spoken dialect. 1 ) Further 
than this we cannot go. We are prevented from getting a clearer insight 
into the structure of the substratum and its development, first, as has 
been pointed out, by large-scale i nnovation , secondly by the fact that 
many Ionic forms are identical with or metrically equivalent to Mycenaean 
ones. It is certainly not surprising that in Q 657 we find ~eeetCÉ~ev 

"E"TOea Mov with a presumably Mycenaean verb and an Aeolic ending, 
for here the two characteristics are combined in an expression which is 
probably due to recent innovation.2) It is a different thing with C/Jr]ealv 
óeea"cPotat in A 268. In Homer's time Kérraveot 3) was probably the 
current name. Hence not only Óeea~OLat but tPrJea{(v) too is an archaism, 
and since the two words are combined in a single expression we may 
weIl have to do with an ancient formula, that is in the act of becoming 
extinct.4) Yet the combination of the Aeolic treatment of the labio-velar 
with the ending -at does not allow us to regard this particular expression 
as a survival of the old formulaic "OLV~. lts Homeric form may have 
resulted from declension «*<Pijeeç óeea"o'iot) 5) or from Ionicising modi
fication «*tPfJeeaat óeea"o{otat). In the preceding chapters we have observed 
BOme circumstances under which certain types of modification occurred 

1) _Äwovn:, and perhaps */Je/JáOVTer; (1), etc., (cf. Chantraine G.H. I, 431), 
may have entered the diction at this intermediate stage. It is particularly regrettable 
that the derivation of nUer; (A 395, nÄiar; B 129) is uncerta.in, Schwyzer, Gr. Gr. 
I 537 n. 6. If it developed from *nle[j]-e-[I7]-e, it would he tempting to suppose 
that nletWel7l7w dvál7l7e" A 281, is an Ionicised form of *nleéEl7l7' Favál7l7e,. Since 
Mycena.ean comparatives still folIow the declension of s·stems, the expression could 
then he a.ssigned to a late stage of the pre-migration "om~ and the sa.me would 
folIow for its formula.ic relatives *noUel7l7' Favál7l7e" (-e" etc.). *nánel7l7' Favál7l7e,. 

On the other hand nÄéEr; may simply he a Lesbian loan word (nUa, Schwyzer, 
Del. 619,cf. Buck o.c. 93); nÄemot1V is found in Ea.st Thessa.lia.n (DI'.l. 590. cf. nÄlOl'a 
(Boeotian) ibid. 526). 

2) above, p. 143. 
8) A 832, lP 295, 303. 
4) tI>iiear; !:rll7aTO Äa~wrar; (B 743) may a.lso he ancient. 
I) cf. alyar; deel7l(f[J~, , 155. 
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a.nd we have traced back the expressions in question to pre-Homeric 
prototypes. Yet it is only incidentally that this method ena.bles us to 
identify expressions as element8 of the pre-migra.tion repertory. Neither 
when we have to do with cases of drastic innova.tion dating from the 
transition period nor with certain combinations of a.rchaisms are our 
criteria of a.ny avail. 





1-25 - 11 
3-4 - 12 

12 - 129 
19 - 56 

A 

28 - 61 D. 4 
36 - 54, 133 
72 - 64 
73 - 138 
84 - 139 

104 - 134 
114 - 136 
119 - 56 
141 - 60, 151 
250 - 112 
268 - 152 
281 - 55, 152 
284 - 108 0.2 
288 - 55,57 
306 - 129 
343 - 91 
354 - 33 
364 - 139 
396 - 73 D. 2, 136 
416 - 122 
444 - 49 0.2 
462 - 54 
465 - 62 0.3 
469 - 135 
480 - 48 0 . 1 
485 - 60 
487 - 124 
511 - 139 
536 - 145 
537 - 61 D. 4 
547 - 106 
566 - 61 D. 4 
584 - 94 0.2 
604 - 56 D. 3, 121 

38 - 49 
43 - 103 
45 - 93f. 
60-70 - 57 
70-71 - 57 

B 

INDEX OF PASSAGES 

I HOMER 

Iliad 

91 - 124 
110 - 135 0.2 
117 - 36 
129 - 152 D. 1 
131 - 36 + D. 2 
165 - 125 
181 - 125 
182 - 56 0.3 
208 - 127 
233 - 56 
272 - 55 
275 - 40 
283 - 91 D. 2 
359 - 112 D. 1 
373 - 55 
382 - 102 
401 - 135 0.2 
414 - 65 
416 - 103 0.5 
428 - 62 0.3 
433 - 36 0.2 
451 - 53f. 
452 - 54 0.4 
475 - 32 
479 - 135 0 . 2 
509 - 129 
516 - 129 
518 - 24 0.2 
540 - 135 0.2 
565 - 22 
602 - 129 
614 - 79 0 . 5 
615 - 46E, 6~ 118 
624 - 140 
626 - 47 
627 - 135 0.2 
672 - 55 
680 - 129 
706 - 24 D . 3, 140 
715 - 140 
720 - 50 
743 - 152 0 . 4 
837f. - 139 D. 1 

r 
18 - 114 0.1 
29 - 90 0.2 

155 

35 - 37 
46 - 124, 128 
50 - 116 
57 - 55 
89 - 114 0.4 

139 - 54 
169 - 89 
229 - 108 0.2 
234 - 133 
240 - 124, 128 
265 - 114 0.4 
283 - 128 
335 - 109 
338 - 92 0 . 7 
339 - 103 0.4 
351 - 55 
362f. - 97f. 
444 - 124, 128 
446 - 133 0.2 

LI 

23 - 133 0.2 
47 - 37 
73 - 69 0 . 4 
96 - 36 0.2 

127 - 139 
134 - 148 
142 - 37 
146 - 139 
151 - 80 
153 - 139 
162 - 84 
203 - 180 0.2 
213 - 148 
222 - 151 D. 1 
259 - 54 
287 - 50 
289 - 107 
297 - 44, 93 
308 - 114 
325 - 90 
331 - 106 
366 - 101 
388 - 73 0.3 
437 - 146 
441 - 135 0.2 
459ff. - 97f. 
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466 - 105 n . 1, 128 606 - 50 429 - 109 n. 5 
467 - 30 608 - 151 n . I, 152 455 - 151 
470 - 56 n. 5, 57 + n . 4 618 - 128 492 - 110 
495 - 114 n. 2 657 - 150 n. 1 
506 - 53 n . 5 661 - 102 H 

675 - 132, 151 1 - 32 
B 683 - 66 16 - 136 

1 - 33 689 - 139 52 - 112 n. 1 
9 - 116 n . 3 691 - 105 n . 1, 108, 118 53 - 56 

13 - 92 697 - 33 + n. 1 78 - 128 
47 - 114 n. 4 732 - 68 n. 1 80 - 142 
53 - 15 738 - 93 82 - 128 
60 - 34 743 - 95 n. 3, 99 85 - 142 
77 - 140 757 - 135 n. 2 88 - 61 n . 1 

107 - 45 n. I, 93 770 - 89 104 - 139 
127 - 134 792 - 69 n. 2 108 - 59 
134 - 136 794 - 93 133 - 132 
137 - 68 n. 3 818 - 36 135 - 22 
142 - 119 nn. 8, 9 838 - 53 n . 8 146 - 64 
175 - 55 859 - 53 n. 9 157 - 131 
187 - 78 n. 6 866 - 33 175 - 50 
199 - 101 n . 2 871 - 108 n. 2 206f. - 114 n. 3 
204 - 52, 64 878 - 50 211 - 108 n. 2 
219 - 93 909 - 135 n. 2 218 - 151 n. I, 152 
225 - 33 

Z 220 - 65 
226 - 62 226 - 56 n. 4 
274 - 58 4 - 129f. 229 - 128 
277 - 24 n . 2 5 - 108 n. 2 277 - 13 n. 5, 49 
289 - 135 n . 2 9ff. - 97f. 345 - 115 
294 - 141 n. 4 13 - 34 371 - 51 
302 - 53 n . 7 35 - 62 381 - 89 
323 - 115 54 - 66 424 - 51 
327 - 148 86 - 109 n. 5 432 - 89 
338 - 65 88 - 115 
343 - 53n. 6 94 - 120 8 
353 - 57 109 - 136 n. 3 
362 - 34 165 - 79 n. 1 100 - 37 n. 7 
420 - 138 179 - 73 n . 3 122 - 141 n. 4 
439 - 139 193 - 57 136 - 134 
457 - 34 220 - 94 n . 2 194 - 93 
470 - 69 n . 3 231 - 75 n . 3 199 - 113, 145 n. 1 
481 - 30 235 - 33 216 - 58 
488 - 148 253 - 62 n. 1 220 - 129 
497 - 136 268 - 92 n. 7 227 - 74 
523 - 80 275 - 120 274 - 149 
534 - 33 + n. 1 291 - 112 313 - 141 n . 4 
535 - 34 297 - 115 321 - 63 n . 7 
546 - 55, 100 n. I, 118 309 - 120 356 - 55 
650 - 128 317 - 115 372 - 48 n. 1 
555 - 119 39M. - 34 432 - 62 
556 - 62 397 - 55,118 460 - 133 n. 2 
558 - 132 406 - 59 488 - 146 n. 2 
563 - 69 422 - 146 490 - 85 
586 - 98 424 - 67f. 544 - 51 
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556 - 129 
565 - 32 

24 - 36 

I 

36 - 91 n. 2 
72 - 112 
73 - 55 

103 - 113, 144 
122-156 - 19 
173 - 52 n. 1, 110 n. 1 
197 - 37 
224 - 56 n . 1 
235 - 88 n. 3 
264-298 - 19 
320 - 55 
325 - 113 n . 1 
330 - 36 n. 2 
374 - 56 
379 - 63 
384 - 93 
440f. - 36, 40f. 
448 - 149 n. 3 
458 - 132, lIH 
466 - 68 
470 - 113 n. 1 
474 - 146 n . 2 
529 - 151 n. 1 
544 - 36 + n. 2 
558 - 30, 34 
566 - 36 
623 - 22 n. 1 
642 - 116 
656 - 94n. 2 
667 - 64 
683 - 125 

K 

20 - 107 
34 - 92 n. 7 
35 - 128 
47 - 74 n. 3 
81 - 106 
85 - 37 

150 - 33 
227 - 79 n. 1 
257 - 99 n. 4 
258 - 98 
262 - 73 n. 3, 141 
266 - 149 n. 3 
267 - 149 n. 7 
292fT. - 120 

335 - 99 n . 4 
337 - 66 
388 - 50 
455 - 144, 150 n. 1 
457 - 136 
461 - 56,66 
485 - 75 n . 3 
525 - 89 
577 - 134 

A 

Uf. - 50,53 n. 1,54 + 
n . 4, 108 n. 2 

19 - 103 n. 4 
29 - 42 n. 4, 93 
33ft". - 120f. 
41 - 95 n. 3, 99 
43 - 114 n. 2 
47 - 50 
58 - 34 
89 - 133 n . 2 

104 - 134 n. 1 
122 - 151 n. 1 
136 - 134 
137 - 56 
169 - 92 n. 7 
198 - 101 
217 - 75n. 1 
230 - 52, 64 
303 - 151 n. 1 
312 - 33 
353 - 64 
357 - 96 
378 - 136 
395 - 152 n. 1 
403 - 43, 69 n. 1 
409 - 37 
428 - 22 
455 - 143 
472 - 22 
476 - 81 n . 1 
486 - 110 
494 - 12 
536 - 36 
574 - 102 n . 2 
589 - 34 
618 - 32 n. 7 
619 - 114 n. 4 
645 - 145 
647 - 13 n . 5, 49 
671ft". - 47 
686 - 46 
698 - 46 

703 - 36 
780 - 135 
795 - 80 
808 - 122 n . 2 
824 - 88 + n. 3 
830 - 73 n. 2 
832 - 79 n. 7, 152 n. 3 

M 

74 - 118 n. 2 
84 - 51 
87 - 149 
96 - 139 n. 1 

105 - 97 n. 5 
107 - 88 n. 3 
110 - 139 n. 1 
114 - 93 
119 - 93 
126 - 88 n. 3 
135 - 90, 101, 152 
146 - 152 
153 - 90,101 
155 - 126 
156 - 90 
162 - 63, 65 
163 - 63,66, 100 n. 2 
166 - 85 
187 - 149 
202 - 151 n. 1 
215 - 144 
256 - 90, 101, 152 
266 - 134 
340 - 32 
367 - 50 
381 - 37 
384f. - 111 
389 - 30 
393 - 151 n. 1 
399 - 100 n . 1, 151 
403 - 136 
438 - 34, 129 n. 3 

N 

32 - 119 n. 8 
75 - 101 
77 - 8,112 
78 - 113f. 
92 - 32 n. 4 

13lf. - 99ft". 
174 - 124 
184 - 151 
202 - 128 
254 - 138 
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305 - 114 n. 2 102f. - 122 60 - 116 n. 2 
326 - 7, 105 103 - 107 74 - 33 
333 - 124, 129 n. 2 113 - 63, 65 76 - 74 n. 3 
338 - 151 114 - 56,6M. 136 - 109 
354 - 146 147 - 104 144 - 146 
355 - 91 150 - 113, 145 159 - 107 
388 - 150 n. 1 189 - 50 n. 1 174 - 140 
396 - 151 n . 1 206 - 59 185 - 40, 89 n . 2 
407 - 140 214 - 38 194 - 34 
444 - 102 n. 2 248 - 128 215f. - 97ft'. 
452 - 55,117,151 249 - 95 239 - 127 
496 - 136 270 - 73 n. 3, 89 n. 2 240 - 73 n. 3 
544 - 36 280 - 107 283 - 74 n. 2 
561 - 34 317 - 102 n. 2 286 - 24 n. 3 
603 - 139 350 - 142 304 - 127 
614f. - 97f. 358 - 96 327 - 134, 135 n. 1 
624 - 33 365 - 139 329 - 73 n. 3 
661 - 73 n. 3 378 - 32 n . 7 338 - 97f. 
674 - 91 397 - 63, 65, 118 339 - 97, 114 
714 - 98 n. 5 398 - 56, 65 376 - 118 n. 2 
723 - 126 409 - 129 398 - 118 
735 - 144 428 - 127f. 414 - 36 
757 - 74 n . 3 435ft'. - 136 420 - 32 n. 7 
758 - 55 438 - 34 424 - 55 
789 - 135 n . 3 441 - 64 456 - 142 

452 - 141 n. 4 459 - 90 n. 1 
S 455 - 57 468 - 53 n. 9 

479 - 94 483 - 139 
8 - 56 n. 4 

495 - 112 n. 1 488 - 67f. 
11 - 136 519 - 33 500 - 127f. 
51 - 129 n. 2 

535f. - 98 + n . 5 513 - 69 n. 5 
97 - 125 542 - 102 558 - 129 n. 3 

106 - 125 547 - 67 566 - 53 n. 8 
146 - 127 549 - 124 580 - 36 
151 - 50, 53 n. 1, 54 + 560 - 49 584 - 139 

n.4, 108 n. 2 
568 - 49 591 - 36 

202 - 79 n. 4 582 - 139, 151 n . 1 613 - 102 n . 2 
266 - 136 

583 - 128 655 - 118, 127 
285 - 134 606 - 119 663 - 93 
303 - 79 n. 4 626 - 26 674 - 142 
325 - 133 

647 - 74 692f. - 139 
328 - 133 n. 2 656 - 36 707 - 123 
340 - 146, 152 

680 - 146 744 - 139 
392 - 124 693 - 124f. 754 - 139 
395 - 32, 33 n. 1 

717 - 148 766 - 119 + n. 9 
421 - 53 n. 6 722 - 129 n . 2 785 - 53 n . 7 
444 - 34 

746 - 124 787 - 139 
489 - 32 n. 4 

792 - 65 
497 - 144, 150 n. 1 n 812 - 139 
507 - 74 n. 2 

813 - 136 

0 
20 - 139 828 - 151 
28 - 146 829 - 52 n . I, 108 n. 2 

8 - 28 37 - 80 841 - 103 n. 5 
93 - 58 51 - 80 843 - 139 
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P 160 - 53 n. 6 62 - 145 
162 - 68 n . 3 77 - 34 

5 - 54 n. 1 
220 - 36 78 - 135 n. 2 

9 - 38 
236 - 151 101 - 37, 116 n . 2 23 - 38 
237 - 93 152 - 139 

59 - 38 
260 - 125 174 - 69 

102 - 95 + n . 6 
266 - 118 n. 2 189 - 127 n . 2 

119 - 56,66 
288 - 112 201 - 58 136 - 99 n. 4 
289 - 145 232 - 22 

194 - 103 + n. 4 
334 - 143 250 - 30 198 - 80 
349 - 89 285 - 53 n. 7 

200 - 69 n. 6 
391 - 13 n . 5 290 - 151 213 - 53 n. 6, 144 
406 - 37 326 - 12 222 - 51 
431 - 36 n . 2 337 - 112 n. 1 236 - 118, 151 
442 - 133 360 - 88 250 - 50 
467 - 118 37lf. - 34 n. 2 252 - 50 
537 - 17 n . 2 380 - 56 n. 3 279 - 57 
545 - 48 n . 4 382 - 53 n. 7 306ft'. - 150 n. 1 
552 - 90 383 - 118 308 - 55, 117, 150 n. 1, 
570 - 122 413 - 150 n. 1 151 

455 - 150 n . 1 317 - 53 n . 5 
T 481 - 144 383 - 127 

495 - 120 385ft'. - 92 41 - 53 n. 7 
501 - 36 447 - 139 n. 2 42 - 127 
503 - 92 n. 7 467 - 140 47 - 135 + n. 2 

472 - 136 77 - 36 
504 - 114ft'. 84 - 51 

fJ) 

529 - 102 n. 2 104 - 102 n . 4, 132 28 - 32 n. 7 586 - 79 n . 2 109 - 102 n . 4 41 - 44 597 - 32 n. 4 123 - 140 73 - 108 n. 2 
602 - 150 n. 1, 151 n. 1 135 - 129 85f. - 33 
612 - 124, 125 + n . 2 174 - 122 + n. 1 86 - 30, 33f., 132, 151 619 - 90 n. 1 189 - 32 

98 - 56 633 - 90 191 - 104 n. 4 114 - 136 639 - 88 n . 3 219 - 91 121 - 108 n . 2 647 - 146 256 - 59 168 - 102 n. 2 671 - 107 269 - 151 179 - 151 680 - 118 316 - 98 n. 5 
188 - 100 n. 1 698 - 12 332 - 15,50 200 - 151 725 - 152 368 - 65 213 - 119 nn. 8, 9 727 - 35 n. 2 373 - 109 251 - 96 748 - 74 n . 1 391 - 145 
285 - 134 759 - 151 n. 1 396 - 92 310 - 17 n. 2 

397f. - U3f. 
322 - 37 E 399 - 136 
350 - 63 

4 - 135 n. 3 413 - 133 399 - 5H. 
61 - 133 409 - 108 n. 2 
71 - 136 Y 427 - 108 n. 2 
78 - 139 2 - 139 431 - 135 n. 2 
91 - 146 33 - 127 440 - 91 
93 - 32 n. 7 35 - 34 448 - 67, 80 

141 - 58 42 - 34 n. 4 524 - 100 n . 1 
159 - 17 n. 2 55 - 58 564 - 127 n . 2 
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580 - 79 n. 1 
602 - 106 

90 - 134 
125 - 114 
130 - 105 

x 

154 - 62, 103 n. 6 
172 - 115 n. 2 
216 - 30 
267 - 135 n. 2 
308 - 74 n. 2 
327 - 39 n. 2 
331 - 109 n. 5 
336 - 143 
343 - 142 
347 - 54 + n. 6, 55 
349 - 63 
367 - 151 
377 - 108 n. 2 
450 - 57 

lp 

8 - 101 n. 2 
29 - 109 
49 - 49 
55 - 50 
60 - 73 n. 3 
92 - 64 

102 - 66 
108 - 105 
143 - 69 n. 4 
151 - 106 

a 

1-25 - 11 
9 - 59 

71 - 82, 84, 107 
77 - 104 n. 4 
92 - 68 

110 - 57 
124 - 37 
145 - 145 
154f. - 122 
168 - 59 
197 - 112 
225 - 37 
310 - 134 
325 - 12lf. 
349 - 148 

152f. - 105ft". 
166 - 68 
170 - 142 
186 - 142 
204 - 13 n. 5,49 
219 - 94 n. 2 
286 - 101 
296 - 39 n. 2 
307 - 79 n. 7 
312 - 77 n. 5, 91, lOOf. 
319 - 101 n. 2 
360 - 136 
362 - 92 
365 - 85 
379 - 134 
390 - 57 
402 - 136 
412 - 132 
419 - 151 n. 1 
461 - 144 
529 - 96 
584 - 28 
597f. - 122 
600 - 122, 139 
612 - 12 
646 - 143 
656 - 94n. 2 
663 - 94 n. 3, 96 
667 - 94 n. 3, 96 
670 - 116 n. 2 
690 - 37 
692 - 33 n. 1 
699 - 94 n. 2 
787 - 15, 107, 119, 146 

OclyNey 

350 - 122 
354 - 59 
356 - 58 
358 - 110 
366 - 80 
388 - 138 

fJ 
33 - 144 
40-56n.4 
47 - 102 n. 4 
52ft". - 58 
78 - 32 
91 - 30 

148 - 35 
165 - 102 
166 - 73 n. 3, 102, 121 

852 - 126 
861 - 98 n. 5 
878 - 126 

D 

38 - 143 
105 - 58 
146-58 - 43 
158 - 36 
159 - 44 
175-87 - 43 
187 - 36,44 
224 - 123 
242 - 146 
250 - 95 
257 - 151 
280 - 79 n. 4 
281ft". - 117 + n. 3 
307 - 66 
321 - 122 
354 - 57 
507 - 105 
515 - 145 
553 - 145 
558 - 133 
588 - 103 n. 2 
597 - 113, 145 
649 - 139 
657 - 143, 152 
658 - 32 
706 - 116 + n. 3 
780 - 127 

234 - 102 n. 4 
283 - 77 n. 5, 91, 100 
297 - 74 n. 3, 89 n. 2 
392 - 51 
395 - 103 n. 1 

18 - 105 
40f. - 117 
46 - 48 n. 4 
63 - 94 n. 2 

110 - 139 n. 2 
134 - 112 n. 1 
137 - 134 
151 - 113 n. 1 
162 - 125 n. 2 
181 - 33 
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233 - 30,59 662 - 134 + n . 1 107 - 36 
245 - 106 n. 3 700 - 132, 151 185 - 137 
246 - 144 707 - 37 197 - 122 
278 - 36 712 - 89 n. 2 250 - 67 n. 4 
285 - 143 714 - 136 283f. - 146 n. 2 
299 - 124f. 773 - 137 298 - 137 
352f. - 13 n. 2 780 - 60 305 - 79 n. 1 
361 - 81 783 - 48 n. 1 326 - 51 
374 - 59 796 - 134 
377 - 74 818 - 40f. {} 

382ff. - 120 831 - 89 n. 2 
399 - 68 833 - 133 15 - 69 n . 2 

414 - 22 840 - 122 25 - 137 

42lf. - 104f. 34 - 60 

422 - 138 49 - 134 
8 

459 - 54 52 - 60, 121 

462 - 62 n. 3 12 - 102 n. 4 54 - 48 n . 1 

466 - 74 37 - 81 60 - 67 

489 - 118 n. 1 61 - 56 n. 3 65 - 145 

490 - 113 n. 1 78 - 61 n. 4 83 - 121 
126 - 62 89 - 94 n. 2 

d 
132 - 67 n. 4 108 - 79 n. 4 
165 - 48 n. 7 111 - 32 n. 4 

8 - 101 n. 2 201 - 135 113 - 15, 32 n. 4 

27 - 134 206 - 123 140 - 137 

50 - 103 n. 3 215 - 58 141 - 59 

113 - 105 234 - 57 259 - 50 

135 - 45 248 - 86 266 - 122 

136 - 113, 145 288 - 123 267 - 134 n. 2 

137 - 50 308 - 112 n. 1 276 - 134 n. 2 

163 - 56 320 - 59 302 - 13 n. 5, 49 

173 - 90 n. 4 321 - 64 304 - 89, 133 n. 2 

183 - 105 372 - 64 325 - 89 

189 - 108 n. 2 386 - 35 n. 3 367 - 121 

198 - 37 459 - 53 n. 4 397 - 59 

223 - 37 486 - 35, 56 400 - 137 

229 - 114 n. 4 416 - 94 

253 - 106 C 437 - 134 

273 - 102 26 - 103 n. 6 466 - 59 

284 - 49 33f. - 105 481 - 79 n. 7 

320 - 68 38 - 62, 103 n. 6 488 - 79 n . 7 

333-50 - 19 69 - 109 n. 5 489 - 122 

387 - 82 96 - 134 513 - 102 

429 - 146 n. 2 111 - 58 514 - 121 

447 - 148 116 - 119 n. 9 559f. - 91 n. 2 

505 - 74 n. 3 219 - 92 569 - 115 

533 - 93 223 - 81 
540 - 133 228 - 64 
562 - 112 n. 1 242 - 144 46 - 68 
574 - 146 n. 2 265 - 107 77 - 48 n. 1 
577 - 60,113 107 - 101 
608 - 36 1] 127 - 50 
617 - 89n. 2 34 - 90 155 - 152 n . 5 
635 - 47 81 - 103 186 - 86 
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203 - 57 289 - 120 177 - 115 

215 - 41 n . 1 304 - 51 n . 2, 91 n. I, 183 - 115 

239 - 119 n. 8 105 198 - 63, 65, 118 

283 - 57, 125 n . 1 309 - 114 n. 4 199 - 56, 65 

338 - 119 n. 8 313 - 134 261 - 127 n. 2 

352 - 118 318 - 133 271 - 132 

357 - 114 n. 4 323 - 36 275 - 47 
426 - 45 354 - 136 289 - 79 n. 7 

443 - 68 n. 3 389 - 112 n. 1 305 - 51 

468 - 50 430 - 115 306 - 122 
482 - 126 n. 1 474 - 49 366 - 103 

539 - 126 n. 1 495 - 73 n. 3 380 - 30 
497 - 88 n. 2 430 - 57 

IC 508 - 128 432 - 102 
512 - 22 n. 2 

12 - 68 550 - 57 ç 
14 - 50 595 - 88 
91 - 125 n . 2 610 - 57, 116 n. 3 

21 - 152 

120 - 152 24f. - 110 

127 - 126 n. 1 40 - 54 

176 - 104 '" 44 - 133 

190 - 30 34 - 50 55 - 138f. 

206 - 98 n. 5 50 - 88 n . 2 69 - 59 
220 - 89 52 - 56 75 - 62 n . 3, 75 n. 

223 - 79 n . 7 69 - 128 78 - 48 n. 5 

225 - 116 + n . 3 100 - 126 n. 1 89 - 74 n. 3, 91 n. 

26lf. - 94 148 - 126 n . 1 177 - 136 
311 - 74 n . 3, 89 n . 2 178 - 88 n. 2 194 - 48 n . 6 

348 - 34f. 185ft'. - 56 258 - 125 n. 2 

360 - 89 188 - 91 258-72 - 19 

364 - 74 262 - 120 271 - 132 

394 - 64 306 - 48 n . 6 274 - 112 n. 1 

398 - 82,107 321 - 104, 108 306 - 134 n. 3 

403 - 60,112 342 - 112 n. 1 311 - 126 

423 - 60, 113 354 - 126 n . 1 318 - 58 
450 - 74 355 - 120 339 - 128 
457 - 58 365 - 62 n . 3 365 - 58 
481 - 74 n . 3, 89 n . 2 386 - 114 n. 4 398 - 104 
498 - 133 390 - 40 + n. 2 430 - 62 n. 3 

506 - 48 n. 1 402 - 48 n . 1 459 - 36, 39, 137 

507 - 33 + n . 1 412f. - 111 494 - 13 n . 5, 49 

519 - 48 n. 2 416 - 136 n . 3 500 - 95 n. 3 

549 - 80 503 - 131 
v 509 - 59 

). 
16 - 110 n . 1, 138 

515 - 104 

2 - 60, 113 56 - 36 
6 - 126 n . 1 57 - 94 n. 2 

0 

22 - 80 95 - 128 21 - 51 
27 - 48 n . 2 121 - 51 24 - 50 

122ft'. - 91 n . 2 152 - 115 40 - 113 n . 1 

192 - 104 154 - 144 61 - 108 

259 - 151 n . I 158 - 115 6lf. - 103 
275 - 81 161 - 128 66 - 51 
287 - 132 171 - 137 102 - 94 
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117 - 89 n . 2 e 232 - 103 n. 6 
120 - 94 n . 2 249 - 105 
126 - 81 32 - 145 

280 - 106 
148ft'. - 117 + n. 3 70 - 50 283 - 122 
165 - 122 82 - 102 323 - 56 
170 - 59 84 - 58 340ft'. - 113 n. 1 
178 - 102, 103 n. 1 117 - 101 n . 2 362 - 66 
182 - 92 124-41 - 19 369 - 59 
187 - 118 n . 1 159 - 102, 103 n. 1 391ft'. - 111 
188 - 113 n . 1 180 - 68 n. 1 405 - 137 
203 - 59 226f. - 110 407 - 100 
231 - 34f. 253 - 59 408 - 114 n . 4 
234 - 13 n . 7 305 - 106 420 - 120 
239 - 152 316 - 119 463 - 50 
240 - 100 n . 1 349 - 108 n. 2 465 - 111 
276 - 122 358 - 35 + n. 3, 122 467 - 65 
298 - 47 427 - 125 n . 2 480 - 84 
301 - 138 427-41 - 19 484 - 52 
304 - 36, 39, 137 440 - 132 501 - 50 
319 - 40 445 - 137 505 - 74 
325 - 138 478 - 54 n. 1 530 - 35 
337 - 104 518f. - 121 593 - 114 n. 4 
356 - 136 571 - 59 599 - 23 n . 4 
366 - 81 573 - 58 

389 - 138 580 - 59 
ti 

404 - 26 
418 - 79 n . 7 (J 30 - 73 n . 3 

450 - 79 n . 4 69 - 48 n. 2 

463 - 44 n. 5 
3 - 82 70 - 36 

527 - 90 n . 1 
8 - 106 150 - 145 

50 - 110 n . I, 138 185 - 138 
121 - 116 197 - 116 n 161 - 63 n . 2 207 - 133 70 - 51 190 - 32 232 - 51 103 - 102 
213 - 80 235 - 138 143 - 82 
228 - 50f. 244 - 137 149 - 59 
349 - 137 247 - 110 n . I, 138 158 - 79 n . 7 

206 - 52 + n. 2 
362f. - 110 250 - 68 n. 1 
394 - 83 254 - 138 244 - 100 + n. 1 398 - 63 309 - 50f. 246 - 56 n. 4 
405 - 137 321 - 9 n . 4, 39 249 - 63 

313 - 50 + n. 3 
412 - 137 359 - 137 

325 - 60 
418 - 49 n. 2 378 - 56 

333 - 134 
419 - 51 507 - 63 

338 - 57 
422 - 52 n . I , 110 n. 1 

345 - 137 qJ 

348 - 60 
T 

15 - 134 
359 - 60 15 - 134 118 - 95 n . 3 
367 - 113 n . 1 56f. - 140 129 - 49 
370 - 34 110 - 100 + n . 1 147 - 107 
394 - 137 204 - 100 n . 1 191 - 32 
406 - 110 n. I, 138 205 - 80 208 - 52 
430 - 49 208 - 37 219 - III 
463 - 51 224 - 144 263 - 49 n . 2 
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278 - 59 
295 - 152 n. 3 
303 - 152 n. 3 
347 - 47 
350 - 58 
352 - IlO 
380 - 134 
399 - 54 
431ff. - 1I4 

x 
8 - 106 

20 - 90 n. I 
43 - 74 n. 2 

58f. - 122 + n . I 
85 - 90 n . I 
86 - 94 n. 2 

III - 98 n. 5 
122 - 94 
131 - 9 n. 5, 39f., 137 
145 - 98 n. 5 
194 - 138 
202 - 134, 135 n. I 
212 - 39 
241 - 39 
247 - 9 n. 5, 39f., 137 
280 - 90 

·318f. - 54f. 

2 - 83 n. 2 
15 - 27, 86 n. 3 
60 - 26 n. 3 
63 - 83 n. 2 

125 - 83 
131 - 83 
133 - 83 
173 - 83 n. 2 
175 - 84 
179f. - 84 

28 - 26 
30 - 26 
63 - 25 n. 3 

198 - 85 
235f. - 85 

329 - 136 
331 - 122 
341 - 145 
364 - 145 
402 - 92 n. 7 
409 - 49 
436 - 134 
442 - 79 n. 7 
465 - 126 n. I 
478 - 88 n. 2 

47 - 122 
48 - 92 n. 7 
73 - 52 n. I 

102 - 52 
130 - 144 
170 - 52 
183 - 59 
219 - 62 
222 - 89 n. 2 
231 - 105 
265 - 109 n. 7 
269 - 91 n . 2 
271 - 91 n. 2 
315f. - 104, 122f. 
333 - 132 

II HESIOD 

Theogony 

275 - 67 
329 - 85 
398 - 84ff. 
401 - 26 n . 3 
404 - 81 n . 6 
424 - 84 
518 - 67 
570 - 84 
585 - 25 n. 3 
602 - 84 

Erga 

391 - 85 
431 - 85 
531 - 85 
564 - 26 
592 - 27, 54 

Fr. 94, 21 Rz. - 27 

339 - 106 
347 - 84 
354 - 81 

10 - 40 
22 - 1I2 n. 1 
26 - 95, 100 + n. 1 
50 - 89 
60 - 56 n. 3 
67 - 142 

1I8 - 1I2 
162 - 34f. 
188 - 91 n. 2 
231 - 99 n. 4 
322 - 52 
327 - 137 
332 - III 
339 - 50 
343 - 122 
382 - 122 
417 - 50 
431 - 47 
452 - 34 
466 - 104 
504 - 35,56 
538 - 74 n. 2 

700 - 84 
735 - 85 
769 - 85 
777f. - 85 
844 - 84n. 5 
871 - 84 
898 - 85 
908 - 81 n. 6 
1016 - 84 

616 - 85 
675 - 26 
683 - 26 
739 - 81 n. 6 
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III HYMNS 

Apollo 

4 - 36 148 - 84f. 
15 - 54 163 - 77,91 
16 - 15 426 - 47 

Hermes 

46 - 49 n. 1 

Aphrodite 

6 - 78f., 81 f. 114f. - 79 + n . 3 
15 - 79 + n. 7 126 - 78,80 
25 - 78f. 128 - 79 
31 - 78, 8lf. 140 - 78, 81, 85 
54f. - 78f. 147 - 40f. 
55 - UI n . 1 164 - 62 
83f. - 78f. 169 - 62 
85 - 6lf. 171 - 58 

102 - 78, 80, 85 181 - 78, 80f. 

IV OTHER AUTHORS 

Ana.xa.ndrides, Fr. 65 K. - 99 n. 4 
ApolIonius Soph., Lex. (dAlnovç) - 67 n. 4 
Aristopha.nes, schol. Pax 1071 - 149 n. 6 

Ca.llima.chus, Zeus 14, 23, 82 - 12 n. 3 
Artemis 22, 27, 122, 140 - 12 n. 3 

Herodia.nus, Rel. 71, U L . - 120 
Herodotus, V 73 - 149 n. 6 

VII 3 - 79 n . 3 
VII 197, VIII 31, 43 - 150 n. 1 

Hesychius (lXEC1!p&V) 45 n . 3; (8AOIpVç) - 66 n. 1 
Hippocra.tes, Art. (:n~l áqlJewv ipfJoAfiç) 8 - 67 n. 4 

Nonnus, I 335, 511 - 76 n . 7 

Quintilia.nus, lnat. X, 1, 52 - 76 n. 2 

PROTOTYPES 165 

447 - 53 
506 - 61 

199 - 79 
211 - 133 n. 1 
212 - 78,81 
225 - 78,79 n. 4, 81,111 

n. 1 
231 - 79 + n . 4 
232 - 58, 61, 62 
274f. - 82 n . 2 
284 - 78, 81 f., 85 

Quintus Smyrna.eus, I 133, 539, 11 295, V 296, VIII 108, IX 227 - 12 n . 3 

Sa.ppho, Fr. 21, 3 L .P. - 66 n . 1 
Fr. 31 L.P. - 133 n . 2 

Sophocles, Ai . . 85 - 115 

Theocritus, V 103 - 99 n . 2 
Thucydides, 111 102 - 151 n. 1 



GENERAL INDEX 

Abbreviated version - 111,117 n. 3 
Abbreviation of formulae (prototypes) - 33 n. 2, 38f., 62ff., 132 
Aehaea.n - 72, 91, 109, 144; 8ee al80 Myeene.ean 
Aeolie - 50, 91, 102, 103 n. 1, 119, 127 n. 2, 133, 135, 145 n. 2, 146ff., 150ff. 
Aesehylus - 17, 69 
Agelaos - 9, 39; 8U aUto Suitors 
Abrens, H. L. - 24, 57 
Aias, son of Telamon - 95 
Alee.eus - 44 n. 2, 50 n. 2 
AlexandrOB - Paris - 150 n. 1 
Allen, T. W. - 30 n. 1,61 n. 3, 63, 77 n. 1,78 + n. 5 
Allen-Halliday-Sikes - 61 n. 3, 77f. 
Ameis - Hentze - Cauer - 98 n. 4 
Analogy - 17 n. 2, 59, 89, 106 
Antithesis - 56ff. 
Aorist (of P8BBive) - 136 
8naç expressions - 13f., 116 
Apollonius Rhodius - 14, 16, 17 n. 1, 20, 76f. 
Apostrophe - 138f. 
Areadian - 50, 72 n. 5 
Areado 0 Cypriot - 148 
Arehaisation - 32 n. 4, 92, 97 n. 5, 115f., 126, 134 n. 1, 135 
Arehaisms (arehaie elementa, etc.) - 14, 42 n. 4, 50ff., 55, 63, 66, 73 n. 3, 74 n. 3, 

80, 83, 89 n. 2, 90, 93, 95, 100 n. 1, 101, 105, 113 n. 1, 114, 117, 121, 123, 125f., 
128 and VI pa88. 

Ares - 135 + n. 2 
Attie 0 lonie - 7lf. 

Bamett, R. D. - 84 n. 2 
Bartonök, A. - 74 n. 3 
Bassett, S. E. - 16 n. 4, 87 n. 1, 105, 109 nn. 1, 7, 101 
Battle at the Wall (naar the Ships) 101, 129f., 140 
Beehtel, F. - 37, 72 n. 5, 99 n. 3, 113 n. 1, 116 n. 4, 117 n. 4, 135 n. 5 
Bekker, I. - 5, 27 n. 5, 52 
Bennett, E. L. - 142 n. 2 
Bentley, R. - 49 n. 4, 53ff., 60 n. 1,63 
Bethe, E. - 9, 150 + n. 1 
Boardman, J. - 98 n. 2 
Bodyoshield - 16 n. 2, 74, 114, 141 
Boeotian - 26 
Boisaeq, E. - 88 n . 4 
Bowra, Sir C. M. - 7 n . 2, 16 n. 2, 18 + n. 2, 34, 52 n. 1, 139 n. 6, 149f. 
Broek, N. v. - 149 n. 3 
Buek, C. D. - 31 nn. 2, 5, 46 n. I, 71, 133 n. 2, 134 n. 4, 151 n. I, 152 n. 1 
Burial-eustoms ~ 14lf. 
Buttmann, Ph. K. - 24 

Callimaehus - 14,20,76 + n. 5, 77 
Cauer, P. - 98 n. 4, 142f., 150 n. 1 
Chadwiek, J. - 8 n. 1,99 
Chantraine, P. - 8 n. 1 and pa88. 

166 
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Chariots - 45, 93f.; chariot-fighting 141 + n. 4 
Christ, W. v. - 43 n. 1, 64 
Chronology - 7, 16 + n. 2, 25f., 31, 38, 42ff., 69ff., 74 n. 2, 76ff., 82, 91, 97ff., 

109, 124, 127, 129, 13Iff., 137ff., 144 
Colloquialisms - 37, 116 n. 2 
Comp08ition - (oral) IOff., 15-20,25, 38, 68ff., 106, 117 n . 3, 124, 144; (collective) 

19, 43f. 
Conjugation - 48 n. 1, 49ff., 62 n. 3, 74 n. 3, 81, 89ff., 102, 112, 118, 122 n . 1, 128, 

13Iff., 138f., 145 
Connective particles - 56, 62, 65f. 
Contamination - 36, 54, 103 
Contraction - 24, 31 n. 1, 32, 33 n. 1, 38, 91, 102, 112 n. 1, 113 n. 1, 122 + n. 1, 

131ff., U3f. 
Crest-holder (of helmet) - 97f. 

Danielsson, O. A. - 34 n. 3 
Dative (sing., in oe, of ,-stems) - 115f.; (plur.) 71 ff., 88; (in-ow,(v), -0"") 93f.; 

(of nolti,) 100 + n. 1; (in-tu(n) 117ff., 146, 148 
Daviaon, J. A. - 9 n. 2, 10 n . 2, 29 n. 2 
Declension - 26,28, 33f., 36ff., 47ff., 51, 69, 88, 93f., 112, 114f., 119, 125, 131 + n. 1, 

151, 152 
Decomposition - 8, 27f., 41, 61, 75, 77, 83, 110, 131; su also Dissociation 
Delbrück, B. - 71 n . 2 
Denniston, J. D. - 14 n. 4, 56 n. 8, 118 
De88enne, A. - 141 n. 1 
Devantier, F. - 26 
Dialogue - 52 + n. 4 
Digamma - (general) 21 n. 7, 22f., 26 n. 4, 29f., 42--47, 85 + n. 1, 124; (neglected) 

13 n. 5,24,26 n. 4, 27, 29f., 35, 42-70, 71, 74f., 77, 89, 91, 94, 110 n. 1, 117 n. 1, 
119, 131; (observed) 13 n. 5, 29f., 42-70, 74 n. 2, 84 n. 5, 110 n. 1, 112 

Dislocation - 27; su also Dislodgment, Dissociation 
Dislodgment - 27, 100; su also Dislocation, Dislodgment 
Dissociation (Disintegration) - 40, 90 + n. 4; su also above 
Divided formulae, - su Introduction and Separation 
Dor (L.) - Jannoray (J.) - van Effenterre (H. and M.) - 72 n. 5 
Doric - 72 
Dual - 91ff., 115, 131, 133ff. 
Dümmler, F. - 150 n. 1 

Ebeling, H. - 99 n. 4 
Elaboration - 43, 48ff., 52 n. 1, 109 n. 7, 110f., 126, 129, 136, 140 
Eleon - 149 n. 6 
Elia - 46 + nn. 1, 3, 63 
Eliaion - 65f. 
Enjambement - 34,41,50, 85ff., 101-110, 113 n. 1, 121ff.; su also Runover Word 
hrm>aTe~ - 34, 111 
Equivalente - 13, 36 n. 1, 48 n. 7, 110 n . 1, 114 n. 4, 127 n . 2, 135f., 146 n. 2 
E88ential idea - llff., 22, 65, 69 
Evolution (continuity of) - 8, 25ff., 46, 136-152 
Exposed positions - 56f., 59f.; see also Switch-point 
Extension (of formulae) - 61, 95; (paratactic, attributive) 107, 109 + n. 7; (of 

meaning) H3f. 

Feudal (dynastical) p8.88Bges - 52, 73 n. 3, 149f. 
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Fick, A. - 53, 103 n. I, 133 n. 2, 148 
Finley, M. I. - 141 
Flexibility - 51, 66, 126 
Formula (definition of) - 11 ff., 18 
Frequency - 11, 13, 94f., 128f., 136f. 
Frisk, H. - 14 n. 1 and paas. 

Ga.llet de Santerre, H. - 72 n. 5 
GeneaJogies - 52, 140 
'Geminatenauf!ösung' - 73, 110 
Genitive - (in -EQ), -ÉCl/II) see Metathesis; (in -0"") 93f.; (in -00) 24; (in -00) 31 n. I, 

132; (plur. of no).tlç) 118 
Glides - 72f., 75 n. 3 
Gorgo - 121 
G088B.6rt, Geerten - 7 
Gow, A. S. F. - 99 n. 2 
Graphic expreasion - 66 
Gray, D. H. F . - 7f., 52, 73 n. 3, 97 n. 4 
Groningen, B. A. v. - 33 n. 1, 83 n . 1 
Güterbock, H. G. - 84 n . 1 
Guthrie, W. K. C. - 36 n . 1 

Hainsworth, J. B. - 8 n. 1, 14 n. 2, 15 n. 4, 16 n. 1,23 n. 2, 25 n. 2, 31 n. 6, 35 n. 5 
41 n. 2, 49, 59 n . 1, 94, 120 n. 5, 136 n. 2, 139 n. 4, 147 

Hamm, E .-M. - 133 n. 2 
Hartel, W. v. - 43 n. 1 
Helbig, W . - 98 nn. 1, 3, 141ff. 
HeIroet - 96ff., 113ff.; (boar's tusk) 16 n. 2, 144 
Herdsmen - 9, 138ff. 
Hermes - 38ff., 49 
Herodotus - 33 n. I, 119 
Hesiod - 8, 18, .25 + n . 3, 26ff., 76, 83ff., 101, 108 
Hiatus - 41 n. 1, 52 n. 2, 72ff., 74, 96; su also ,,-movable 
Hippocrates - 119 
Hoekstra, A. - 26 n. I, 28 n. I, 45 n. 4, 67 n. I, 84 n. 2, 85 n. I, 151 n. 1 
Hoffma.nn, O. - 40 n. 1 
Horns (of heIroet) - 97f. 
Humbert, J. - 77 n. 1 
Hybrids - 55 n. I, 102 n. 4, 104, 127 n . 2 
Hymns (Homeric) - 8, 15, 18, 25ff.; (Dem.) 76f.; (Ap.) 61, 76f.; (Hermes) 76f.; 

(Aphr.) 40, 75ff., 86, 101, 107 

Identifica.tion (of pre-Homeric formula.e) - 28ff., 33, 35f., 40, 46, 58, 88f., 94f. 
llios - 52, 64 
Improvisation - 18ff., 88 
Infinitive (in -Peil, -peIlaI) - 27, 60, 82, 109 n. 7, 125, 144, 146 
Innovation - 27 and pass. 
Introduction (Insertion) (of new elements) - 34ff., 38ff., 54ff., 62f., 64f., 79 n. 7, 

82, 94 ff., 113 n. I, 144 ff., 117; su also Separation 
Inversion - 80; see also Transposition 
Ionic - 22,26, 32f., 37, 44ff., 65f., 71, 74, 84, 88 n. 3, 89, 91, 95f., 100 n. I, 103 n_ I, 

108ff., 115, 119, 131, 133, 135, 143f., 146ff., 152 
Ionicisation - 26, 28, 32ff., 85, 100 n. I, 133 n. 2, 134ff., 139f., 143f., 147, 152 
Irreducible forma - 16 n. I, 32 n. 4, 37f., 44, 141 
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Irregularities (prosodical) - 9, 21, 24, 27, 39, 91 n. 2, 111, 113 n. I, 116ft"., 125 
Isler, F. - 75f. 

Jeft"ery, L. H. - 31 nn. 2, 4, 5, 46 n. I, 72 n. 4, 149 n. 3 
Juxtap08ition - 58ft"., 65ft"., 79 n. 7 

Kakridis, J. Th. - 34 n . 2 
Kamerbeek, J. C. - 33 n. I, 44 n. 2, 52 n. 4, 96 n. 4, 133 n. 2 
Kern, O. - 40 n. 1 
Kiechle, F. - 151 n. 1 
Kirk, G. S. - 7, 8 n. 1, 16 nn. I, 2, 18 n. I, 19 n. I, 20 n. I, 42 n. 4, 58, 63 n. 2, 

95 nn. I, 2, 97, 105 n. 3, 109 n. 7, 141 + n. 4, 142 nn. I, 5, 149 n. 1 
Kock, Th. - 99 n. 4 
Kow7/ (epic) - 150ft". 
Krischen, F. - 99 + n. 6 
Kron08 - 27 f. 
Kuiper, F. B. J. - 71 n. 2 

Labarbe, J. - 19 n . 2 
Late formulaic development - 37f., 69, 137f. 
Latte, K . - 31 n. 3 
Leaf, W. - 37 n. 4, 121 n. I, 142 n. 4 
Lee, D. J. N. - 145 n. 1 
Leeuwen J.f., J. v . - 24 n. 2, 30 n. 3, 33,43 nn. 2, 3, 53 n. 2, 54 n. 5, 58, 92 + n. 5, 

119 n. 6 
Lejeune, M. - 40 n . 1,44 n. 3, 46 n. 2, 145 n . 1 
Lesbian - 44 n . 2, 133 n. I, 148, 152 
Leumann, M. - 9,54 n. 3, 65, 72 n. 5, 73 n. 2, 98, 120 n. 4, 121 n . 4, 134 n. 1 
Liquida (doubling of) - 73f. 
Lolling, H. G. - 40 n. 1 
Lord, A. B. - 8 n. 2, 11 n. 2, 12 n. 2, 15, 18, 19 + n. 1 
Lorimer, H. L. - 7, 16 n. 2, 25 n. 3, 95 n. I, 97, 99, 121 + n. I, 147 

M888-scenes - 93 
Meillet, A. - 10 n. 6, 11 n. 2, 17, 15lf. 
Meister, K. - 7, 27 n. 5, 32f., 34 n. 5, 37, 40 n. I, 43 n. I, 56 n. 3, 102 n. I, 106, 

114, 116 n. 3, 121 n. 5, 131 n. 2, 136 + n. 1 
Me888ges - 43, 57f. 
Metathesis (quantitative) - 30, 31-42, 44, 68ft"., 71, 94f., 112, 124, 131 
Metonymy - 114f., 136 n. I, 143 
Meyer, L. - 116f. 
Mobility - 35, 43, 89 
Modemisation - 26, 28, 32f., 5H., 85, 100 n. I, 126, 143ft". 
Monro, D. B. - 28 
Murray, G. - 142 nn. 4, 7, 143 n. I, 149f. 
Mycenaea.n (dialect) (Linear B) - 8,42 n. 4, 72, 105 n. 3, 132 n. I, 134 n. 4; ,ee al80 

Achaean; (formulae) 16, 140-152; (poetry) 52, 63 n. I, 73 n. 1; (burial-customs, 
objects) 140-145 

Mylonas, G. E. - 142 n. I, 143 n. 1 

Narrative - 34, 51, 81, 110f., 149 
Naxian - 31 
Neleida - 133, 151 n. 1 
Neologisms - 56 n. 3 
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Nikandre-inscription - 31 
Nilsson, M. P. - 7, 9 n I, 36 n. I, 118 n. I, 121 n. 3, 140, 142 n. 4 
N-movable - 29, 55 n. I, 62 n. 3, 71-112, 1 20ft'. , 127, 138, 14lf., 146 n. 2 
'Nominativus pendens' - 34 
Nonnus - 76 
Nostos - 52, 67 
NotopoulOB, J. A. - 15, 18f., 25, 78 
Noun-epithet formuIae - 9ft'., 13 n. I, 50f., 52 n. 2, 88, 133; (dropped) 39, 95 

O'Neill Jr., E. G. - 12, 14, 20ft'. 
Onomatopoeia - 74 
o-pa-wo-ta - 99; 114 n. 3 
OppÏ8nus - 76 
OraJ composition, 8U Composition 
OrsilochOB-Ortilochos - 118 
Ox-formuIae - 67 f. 

Page, D. L. - 7, 8 n. I, 16 n. 2, 46 n. 4, 64 nn. I, 2, 95 nn. 2, 5, 129 n. I, 130 nn. 3, 5, 
149 n. I, 150 

Palmer, L. R. - 24 n. 2, 71 n. 2, 95 n. 3, 96 n. 2, 99 n. 8, 122 n. 3 
Pamphylian - 72 
Parataxis - 56f., 107 
Parry, M. - 8 and pa88. 

Particles (combinations of) - 14f., 37; (connective) 56, 62, 65f. 
PatrocIos - 139 
Patronymics (in -67}!;) - 149 n. 3 
Pattems - (verse) 12; (metricaI, syntactical) 12, 15, 34 
Perfect-forms in -w'" -!la, - 90f., 105 
Permutation, 8ee Pl, Pi, Tl, TI formuIae 
P l , PI, formulae - 61-68, 93, 112 n. I, Il6-Il9, 126ft'., 145 
Phaeacians - 32 n. 4, IlO n. I, 137f. 
Philippson, A. - 149 n. 6 
Pisani, V. - 42 n. 5 
Polites - 95 n. 6 
Porter, H. N. - 21, 76 n. 5, 77 nn. I, 2, 78 
Porzig, W. - 7 
Preferred positions, 8U O'Neill 
Proper names (given to Trojans) - 149, 150 n. 1 

qe-qi-no-me-no, qe-qi-no-to - 140 
Quintus Smyrnaeus - 17, 76 

Recitation - 18ft'., 25 
Re-interpretation - 97 ft'. 
Repertory (formulaic) - 16, 25, 84 n. 2, 86, 92, 136, 147ft'. 
Repetition - 70; (of p888&ges) 19f., 23; (short-distance) IlOf.; 8U al80 ma.aOTe~ 
Replacement, 8U Substitution 
Risch, E. - 7,45 n. 5, 46 n. 2, 102 n. I, 135 n. 2, 147, 150 
Robert, C. - 99 n. 1 
Runover word - 86f., lOl-IlO, 113 n. I, 12Ift'., 13lf., 135, 146 n. 2; 8U al80 En

jambement 
Ruijgh, C. J. - 7, 8 n. I, 14 n. 3, 28, 38 n. 2, 42 n. 2, 50 n. 2,63 n. 2, 64, 67 n. 4, 

72 nn. 2, 3, 5, 74 n. 3, 95 nn. 2, 3, 109 + n. 6, 117 n. 2, 123 n. I, 134 n. 2, 135 n. 2, 
141 n. I, 143ft'., 151 n. 2 
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Rzach, A. - 26, 84 

Sappho - 44 n. 2, 50 n. 2 
Scherer, A., 8U Thumb-Scherer 
Schmidt, M. - 45 n. 3 
Schulze, W. - 53,66 n. 1,99 n. 3 
Schwyzer, E. - 38 n. 2 and pa118. 

Separation - 23 n. 1, 40f., 73 n. 3, 96, 113 n. 1, 115f., 118f., 119 n. 9; 8U alBo 
Introduction (Insertion) 

Severyns, A. - 26ff., 30 n. 2, 42 n. 5, 47, 56 n. 1, 6If., 64 
Sheep-fonnula. - 68 n. 2 
Shifting - 59, 68, 95, 113 n. 1, 120f., 136; 8U alBo Juxtaposition, Dislodgment. 

Transposition 
Shipp, G. P. - 7, 8 n. 1, 32 n. 7, 33 n. 2, 36ff., 93 n. 1, 101, 124, 147 
Silver-studded sword - 16 n. 2 
Simile - 52 n. 4 
Simplifica.tion - 138 
Single combat - 92f. 
Single words, 8U O'Neill 
Smyth, H. W. - 46 n. 2 
Sommer, F. - 120 
Sophocles - 92 
Sotairos-inscription - 72 
Speech - (indirect) 111, 132; (speeches) 52 n. 1 
Stanford, W. B. - 90 n. 5, 104 n. 3 
Stein, H. - 33 n. 1 
Stifter, Th. - 120 
/1T{Xo, ~hpa).o, - 121 f. 
/1T{Xo, laYa(!o{ - 120f. 
Strunk, K. - 147 
Stubbings, F. H. - 96 n. 5, 99 n. 4 
Styx - 85 
Subject formula.e - 69, 133 
Substitution (Replacement) - 49, 53f., 80f., 91-94, 113, 127, 129, 133, 135f., 143ff., 

148ff., 152; 8ee alBo Equivalents 
Substratum - (Mycena.ea.n.Aeolic) 148ff., 152; 8ee alBo Kow~ 
Suitors - 39, 110 n. 1, 137f. 
Suys-Reitsma, S. J. - 19 n. 3 
'Sweet wine' fonnula - 48f. 
Switch-point - 44, 60, 83, 125; 8U alBo Exposed Positions 
Synizesis - 32-41, 105, 116, 118 + n. 2 
Systems (fonnulaic) - 9, 11, 13f., 17 + n. I, 22, 34, 43, 54, 74, 80f., lOl, 105f., 

108 n. 2, 134, 137f. 

Teiresias (prophecy of) - 91 n. 2 
Tl, T2 formulae - 61-69, 11~119, 93f., 126f., 145, 150 n. 1 
Theocritus - 14 
Thessalian - 148ff., 152 n. 1 
Thrift(iness) - 13, 23, 90, 127; 8U alBo Equivalents 
Thumb-Scherer - 32 n. 4, 45 n. 2, 72 n. 8, 119 n. 7 
Tradition (unity of) - 25f. 
Traditional character of formula (criterion of) - 11 
Transmission - 29f., 49, 5H. 
Transposition - 59, 62, 68, 79ff., 86, lOl, 111; 8U alBo Dislodgment, Juxtaponoüt,s 

Shifting 
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Trümpy, H. - 38 n. 3, 95 n. 2,96 nn. 2, 5, 97 nn. 2, 3, 99 n. 3, 113 n. 2, 114 n. 3, 
135 n. 2 

'Umdeutung', 8es Re-interpretation 
Uranos (mutilation of) - 84 

Ventris, M. - 99, 145 n. 3 
Verbalforms - 49f., 89,109,133; (change of aspect in) 106; (change ofvoice in) 106 
Virgil - 16, 17 n. 1, 92 

We.ce, A. J. B. - 16 n. 2 
Wackemagel, J. - 37,54 n. 3, 133 n. 2, 136 n. 1 
Walcot, P. - 84 n. 1 
Webster, T. B. L. - 7, 8 n. 1,25 n. 3, 32 n. 5, 46.n. 3, 52 n. 4, 56 nn. 1,4,98 n. 2, 

130 n. 4, 137, 144, 147, 149 nn. 1, 3 
West Greek - 26, 72 
Whallon, W. - 13 n. 4 
Wilamowitz, U. v. - 9 
Witte, K. - 10 n. 1, 28, 48 n. 7, 112f., 122 n. 1, 132 n. 3, 133 n. 1 



ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA 

p. 5, line 9 : Fot' that t'ead than 
p . 12, note 3, line 1 : Fot' I1f11Eaç read I1f11Éaç 
p. 13, text, line 15 : Altet' (23 x ) add comma 
p. 19, note I , line 2: FOt' expressions t'ead passages 
p . 20, text, line 3 from bottom: FOt' fJyÉWw' t'ead fJYEJ'6v' 
p . 34, text, line 7 from bottom: Fot' óç t'ead oç 
p . 36, text, line 8 from bottom : Altet' M 424 add comma 
p. 38, text, line 7: Altet' contraction delete comma 

line 18 : Altet' suggests add that 
line 1 from bottom : Fot' W ItJew {j' t'ead "ItJEw (j' 

p. 39, text, lines 16 and 23 : FOt' Ö",E t'ead &",è 
note 2, line 3 : FOt' no ther t'ead no other 

p . 43, text, line 11 from bottom : FOt' oç t'ead óç 
p. 44, text, line 8 from bottom, etc.: FOt' Ö'" t'ead ·ö", 
p . 54, text, line 8 from bottom: Fot' emission t'ead omission 
p. 57, text, line 2 : FOt' tJ' ä!?a 1)- t'ead tJ' d(la - 1) 

line 6 from bottom : FOt' wç t'ead wç 
p. 58, text, line 5: FOt' {}vyáT!?a t'ead iMyaT!?a 
p . 60, text, line 11, etc.: FOt' 7j1tEI!?6vtJE anti 7j1tE,!?oio t'ead 7/1tEI!?6vtJE anti 7j1tEleOlO 
p . 61 , text, line 13 from bottom : FOt' eltJoç TE t'ead eltJ6ç TE 

note 4, line 3 : BelOt'e XLV add REG 
line 4 : Fot' 7jyol17I1EV t'ead 7jyvol17I1EV 

p . 62, note 3, lines 2 and 3 : FOt' ó{JÉÀol111V read &{JEÀoiI11v 
p . 63, note 2, line 2 from bottom : Fot' Komawens t'ead Ko-ma-we 
p . 64, text, line 9 : FOt' wç t'ead wç 

line 11 : FOt' elÀ17ÀoviJEI t'ead elÀ17ÀoVi}el 
line 18 from bottom : FOt' on read to 
line 7 from bottom : Altet' lJf 92 (P2) inset't T6 aflllV 1t6!?E MTvla Kle1e17 , 

I< 394 (line 1 from bottom) 
p . 67, note 4, line 1 : FOt' TotiÇ t'ead TOVÇ 
p . 68, text, line 12 from bottom : FOt' dialectical t'ead dialectal 

note 3, lines 5 and 8 : FOt' 1tolJ'17V anti 1tOlJ'EVEç read nOlJ'fJv, 1tOlJ'ÉvEÇ 
p . 73, note 3, line 1 : FOt' condition t'ead conditions 

line 7: Altet' p . 102) . add The same applies to A 688, below, p . 108. 
p . 74, text, line 6 : FOt' espression t'ead expression 
p . 75, note 3, line 3 : Altet' 72 f add full stop 
p . 78, text, line 2 from bottom : Between 225 anti 284 inset't 275 ä,01Jalv aOl 

(ä,OtIal TOl M) 
note 4 : FOt' 75 t'ead 82 f. 

p. 80, text, line 8 : FOt' J'17Tt}!? read J't}T17!? 
note (7), line 6 : FOt' J'Èv T' read J'Év T' 

line 7 : FOt' 442 read 422 
p . 83, note 2, line 3 : FOt' reserves read reservations (id. p. 84, n . 4, line 1) 
p . 93, text, line 8 from bottom : FOt' Eaen17tJovoç read Eaen17tJÓ1Ioç 
p. 100, text, line 5 : Alter metathesised add forms 

note I , line 8: FOt' spondees. read spondees, 
p . 102, text, line 10 : Alte,. 0 542 add see below, p. 132 (è"fllavEÏ). 
p. 104, text, line 7 : FOt' èan read èCTTI 
p. 105, text, line 11: Alter tJè add full stop 
p. 108, text, line 3 : Alter lJf 153, etc. add ,cf. noÀÉalv, A 688 : 

tJaLT!?EtJov· noÀÉalv yà(l , EnElol X!?EÏoç ÖfllElÀOV. 
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p. 112, text, line 1 from bottom: POf' 60 f). read 60 f.) 
p . 114, note 3, line 2 : Aftel' gemeint add quotation marks 
p. 115, text, line 11: POf' dp.rp' "*rellov read dp.rp"rone,uov 
p. 116, text, line 13 from bottom : Aftel' departed add from 
p . 118, text, line 17: POf' always read but one (ll655) 
p. 119, text, line 13 from bottom: POf' Naucks's read Nauck's 

note 8, line 1: Af ter (J) 213 add (v.I . berp{JAy,ClTo) 
p. 120, text, line 3: POf' à«5p.'7T~" read à«5p.~'1" 
p. 122, text, line 7 from bottom: POf' elp., read elp.l 
p. 131, notel: POf' 000 read 101 f. 
p. 132, text, line 10: POf' exemplfied read exemplified 
p. 134, text, line 13 : POf' yvvaix, read yvva",l 
p. 136, note 4: POf' b(wno, read banlo, 
p. 137, text, line 9: Aftel' which delete comma 

line 6 from bottom: 
POf' n€!OCTÉemev read 1t(!OCTÉemB 
POf' CT 405 read €I 405 
Add v.l. dnap.elpt:To rpÓWTJCTÉv TB (see app. cr.) 

p. 138, text, line 4 from bottom : POf' C1VpwTa read C1VpwTa 
p. 139, note 3, line 2: POf' 228 read 286 
p. 140, text, line 3 from bottom : POf' nó'1}C1' read nol1}C1' 
p. 141, text, line 6: POf' constant read consonant 

note 4, line 1 from bottom: delete 0 452 
p. 144. text, line 5: POf' of gwen-se read (going back to Mycenaean ·qen-, i.e. I.E . 

• gwhen-) 
p. 145, note 3, line 3: Aftel' 172 delete interrogation-mark 
p. 147, text,line 17 : Aftel' CTS) add comma 
p. 150, text, line 1 from bottom: Af ter preference add comma 
p. 157, left hand column : Between 623 and 642 insert 632- add. et corr. ad p. 132 

centre column: Between 686 and 698 insert - add. et corr. ad pp. 73, 108 
p . 171, line 2 from bottom : POf' juxtaponiit,s read juxtaposition 
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